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i. ABSTRACT 

 

The Academy Awards – or ‘the Oscars’ – and their large-scale television production have 

historically occupied a unique position as a taste-making apparatus and gatekeeper of prestige 

stardom. In evaluating ‘the best’ of the (American-centric) filmmaking field, they wield 

cultural influence over such cinema practices as consumption and evaluation, filmmaking 

aesthetics and narratives, and the discursive activity of Hollywood’s industrial agents and 

engaged audiences. This research recontextualises the Oscars’ complex legacy into a new 

media ecosystem, one in which their established value is undercut by declining broadcast 

viewership, the changing values and demands of a global film culture, and influential 

discourses aiming to progress popular culture beyond its problematic histories. In this new 

paradigm of film production and consumption, I ask what the Oscars mean in a contemporary 

filmmaking landscape, and the value or influence that established stereotypes of Oscar-

worthiness – the colloquial ‘Oscar Bait’ – continue to hold over the awards. I first argue for 

the Oscars’ position of power within filmmaking production cycles. Using a Bourdieusian 

framework of ‘taste-making’ and ‘capital’, the Oscars are identified as a site upon which 

industrial agents negotiate the demands of the cultural terrain. Beyond a theoretical setting, 

however, the Oscars also occupy the position of an agent – itself vying for prestigious 

attention in a tumultuous media landscape. As such, I also conceptualise ‘Oscar’ as a 

mediated industrial persona. 

To investigate Oscar’s contemporary meaning and its position as a persona, I 

conducted a textual analysis on a three-year sample (2019-2021) of cultural texts that, 

combined, contribute to the Oscar persona. This included the televised awards ceremony of 

each year and their associated paratexts, the core film texts of each year’s competition, and 

the broader discursive activities of film awards culture. From this methodology I extracted 
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three key thematic contests that courted significant attention, thus speaking to a perceived 

‘meaning’ of what the Oscars are for. Firstly, representation within filmmaking endures as an 

unsettled concept, whereby Oscar constantly must reassess its own values of inclusivity, 

diversity, and merit. Secondly, Oscar serves as a vital organ of Hollywood’s celebrity 

mythmaking, whereby individual celebrity narratives are enacted and negotiated for the sake 

of symbolic capital. Finally, Oscar continues to assert particular ideals, aesthetics, morals, 

and individuals as the best of the filmmaking field, simultaneously recreating and drawing 

from such power to present itself as a quality television product. Through these analytical 

threads, my research impacts current conceptions of cultural prestige and mythmaking within 

film, interpreting the Oscars as a mediated phenomenon for its power implications and as an 

institutional persona navigating the demands of its public. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Opening Monologue 

 

The Academy Awards – or ‘the Oscars’ – are touted as the “King of Showbiz Awards” (Levy 

2003), where each year masses of filmmakers and celebrities swarm on Hollywood to share 

awards amongst one another on a grand, televised stage. In every iteration of the Oscars there 

exists a fascinating web of personalities, texts, narratives, and impacts that are competing for 

socio-cultural primacy as much as they are competing for trophies. Across its near-century of 

history, the Oscars as an event, and the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, or 

simply ‘The Academy’, as its instigators, have cultivated a unique and privileged status 

amongst an awards-driven culture – and occupy a deified place for the filmmaking craft 

specifically. As well as carrying auspicious meaning for film’s artisans, they are also one of 

Hollywood’s greatest sites of celebrity mythmaking, thus serving significant and varied 

interests for many agents across popular culture. Crucially, they are also a legacy media 

event, and although its staging and broadcast continue to carry importance for Hollywood’s 

celebrity ecosystem, their current relevance and attraction for broader film audiences has 

proven vulnerable given its dramatically downward-trending viewership. 

While academia has considered cultural prizes broadly – and the Oscars specifically – 

as serving a taste-making cultural function, the extent to which they have been complicated 

by the circumstances of modern media means that our conceptions of its purposes, processes, 

and impacts need updating. It is this modern context of media upheaval and mass content that 

this project is borne from. The Oscars have been approached in scholarship as historical 

artefacts for film, television, and celebrity culture; they have been used as a stamp of quality 

to signify some sort of inherent value for a film text; they have been scrutinised for their 

relationship to box office results, endurance of stardom or auteurism, critical consensus and 
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the like. Although these conceptions serve a use in and of themselves, their isolation from 

one another inaccurately bypasses the Oscars’ complexity. For the Oscars are not – and have 

arguably never been – just a discrete award for a particular industry, nor are they always an 

assumed and consistent marker of ‘quality’. Rather, they are a media event that sits at the 

centre of what I call ‘the Oscar-verse’; beyond the actual results and television moments 

produced across history, a key part of their legacy is their multi-mediated, contentious, and 

visibly public discourse. Films that are consumed by the Oscar infrastructure are understood 

and evaluated differently from those that are not, and ‘Oscar-worthiness’ becomes an 

idealised quality marker to which filmmakers and cultural participants alike struggle to 

understand and articulate. 

My starting point for this thesis is to contend that the Oscars do not just happen by the 

will of the Academy, and that they do not impart a single and consistent meaning to their 

industry or broader audience. Rather, their value, meaning, and future hinges on their 

collective construction by an engaged and varied culture. My overall aim is to provide a 

structure to navigate and understand the meanings produced, and the capitals exchanged, 

through and around the Oscars of any given year. As such, my Research Questions are: 

1. What do the Oscars mean to the filmmaking field in a contemporary media 

landscape? 

2. How does the ‘Oscar’ institutional persona function to occupy and maintain its 

position in popular culture? 

3. In what ways does Oscar bait contribute to the overall meaning of ‘Oscar’? 

To answer these questions, I will work position the Oscars and the Academy within 

their field of cultural production, thus applying the cultural studies of Pierre Bourdieu to 

filmmaking. Complementing this, I will argue for an understanding of ‘Oscar’ as an 
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‘institutional persona’, working to capture the collaborative and contested discursive labour 

that contributes to the overall meanings of the Oscars. As groundwork for this eventual 

framework, I will first interrogate the interpretive lens that is ‘Oscar bait’. 

 

1.1 Defining ‘Oscar bait’ 

This research process started from an informal observation about the term ‘Oscar bait’ – a 

term used frequently in popular media when discussing the Oscars and its nominated and/or 

awarded films yet receives little academic scrutiny. In establishing my aims and Research 

Questions I first set out to consolidate available academic information about Oscar bait as a 

concept (either through direct utterances or euphemism), thus exploring the complexities of 

its connotations and arriving at a definition. As well as a jumping off point, this definition is 

intended to be used as a framing device for my data collection and analysis in answering my 

Research Questions. 

As a recurring phrase, if not one explored with scholarly rigour, ‘Oscar bait’ has its 

own Wikipedia entry: 

[U]sed in the film community for movies that appear to have been produced for the 

sole purpose of earning nominations for Academy Awards… They are usually 

released in advance of Oscar season, late in the calendar year, so as to meet the 

minimum eligibility requirements for the awards and be fresh in the minds of Oscar 

voters… Films seen as Oscar bait often have distinct characteristics. Lavishly 

produced epic-length period dramas, often set against tragic historical events such 

as the Holocaust or the American slave trade… Alternatively, if set in the present, 

the plot may center on a character with a physical or mental disability. The cast 

may well include actors with previous awards or nominations… (Oscar bait n.d.) 
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Apparent from the above excerpt is that ‘Oscar bait’ is a highly flexible term, which is 

reflected immediately in academic discussions. Rossman and Schilke, for instance, allude to 

the term’s fluidity, characterising filmmaking and associated press institutions as having a 

“strong shared understanding that some films pursue an Oscar strategy… less often 

articulated than assumed” (2014, p. 93, emphasis added). While appearing to be the only 

authors so far to have directly interrogated the term’s existence, they eventually reject it for 

its pejorative connotations. They instead opt to refer to a “film’s varying degrees of ‘Oscar 

appeal’” (p. 93), emphasising that Oscar-worthy traits form a continuum rather than a discrete 

category of film. 

This ‘shared understanding’ forms the basis of other passing uses of the phrase, 

whereby its derogatory implications are purposefully engaged with by authors yet are not 

explicitly interrogated. For instance, Morrison ascribes James Franco’s role in the survival-

biographical drama 127 Hours (2010, Danny Boyle) as the sole example of the actor’s 

“occasional reversions to Oscar-bait” (2019, p. 574), presumably because it constitutes his 

only Oscar nomination to date. Perren’s timeline of ‘indie’ film distributor Lions Gate 

characterises their output during the early 2000s as “[running] the gamut, from auteur-driven 

American independents… to artsy Oscar bait… to graphic foreign-language imports… to 

genre films” (2012, p. 112). Without unpacking the listed categories further, this utilisation 

could suggest that they are mutually exclusive. In Culloty’s critique of Room (2015, Lenny 

Abrahamson), they call Oscar bait “well acted and superficially heavy,” and characterise the 

film’s use of a weighty subject to create “a work of lightly redemptive cinema” (2016, p. 

295). Cummings references Culloty’s characterisation, adding that Oscar bait texts are 

“awarded with Academy Awards,” and are “often focussing on historic time periods and with 

people who experience disabilities or despair” (2019, p. 68). While usefully invoking 

thematic elements of the film texts, Culloty does not consider any meta-narratives around the 
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text that inform its reception, and Cummings limits Oscar bait to Oscar-winning films, 

excluding non-Oscar-winning films that share textual cues or strategic releases.  

Each of the above applications of the term Oscar bait seemingly applies to different 

aspects of a film’s creation and consumption, whether to a performance, a release strategy, 

narrative themes, or ultimate awards successes. While each is conceptually useful in 

isolation, none reference the potential for interaction between these elements. Further, 

although these utterances are sometimes informed by perceived genre conventions, Oscar bait 

should not be considered a genre itself. This is not to say that genre theory is not useful in 

conceptualising Oscar bait; genre theory demonstrates that audience perception is informed 

by previous exposures to significant texts, and that genre conventions evolve over time in 

response to changing values and modes of communication. The above utterances show that 

Oscar bait is a multi-textual, cumulative phenomenon, rather than solely situated in a single 

textual narrative; as such, ideas from genre theory perhaps run parallel to Oscar bait 

conceptually. 

Rossman and Schilke’s other crucial contribution to the Oscar bait discourse is that 

they conceptualise ‘Oscar appeal’ as a prospective strategy employed by filmmakers rather 

than as a retroactive label; therefore, Oscar bait should ideally be applied assessing 

information knowable prior to the film’s release (2014, p. 96). Their findings suggest that 

Oscar appeal undergoes a slow shift over time, whereby a year’s Oscar trends are responsive 

to those of the five years prior; they argue this finding as a continuation of Bourdieu’s model 

of artists and taste-makers cyclically deriving notions of prestige from one another (a point 

that I will elaborate on in Section 3.1), thereby leading to replicable aesthetic markers of 

filmic ‘greatness’ (p. 94). 

Other authors have both quantitatively and qualitatively investigated stereotypes 

associated with Oscar-winning films, albeit without directly labelling such strategies as Oscar 
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bait. Simonton (2011) organises different Oscar award categories into discrete clusters 

(dramatic, visual, technical, and musical), and thus his findings reflect that different 

approaches to filmmaking correspond to potential successes in different award categories (pp. 

36-37). For example, emotional ‘serious issue’ dramas are primed for awards in the dramatic 

cluster, such as acting awards, while mega-budgeted action films are primed to achieve 

technical awards. A conclusion to draw here from Simonton’s work measuring such factors 

as narrative themes, box office successes, notable contributors, runtimes, etc., is that a 

definition for Oscar bait needs to be fluid to allow for specific applications to invoke 

specifically likely results, as not all Oscar bait should be understood as aiming for the same 

set of prizes. Levy’s work supports the notion of fluidity in arguing that the prevailing social 

and cultural attitudes of a period hold great sway in a film’s salience with the Oscars (2003, 

p. 218; p. 264). 

Beyond the aesthetic and thematic salience of film texts, English further characterises 

the pursuit of awards by individuals of a field as limited by their strategic relationship to the 

awarding body, and representative of their relationship to society at large (2005, p. 243). If 

we extend this logic, the opportunities to engage in Oscar bait as a career or marketing 

strategy are constrained by the positionality of filmmakers; symbolic capital acts both as a 

reward for successful navigation of a field, and as a barrier to entry in the first place. This 

observation helps to contextualise the power dynamics being scrutinised in the wake of such 

discourses as #OscarsSoWhite, which have proven powerful in renegotiating the 

characteristics of prestige texts and labour (Molina-Guzmán 2016; Wang Yuen 2017; Erigha 

2018). Work has also been done considering representation of minority characters in Oscar-

winning films (Murch 2003; Levy 2003) and even in Oscar campaigns (Cabosky 2015). 
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This preliminary examination of literature has led me to this definition: 

‘Oscar bait’: a charge applied to any combination of interactive elements – 

aesthetics and narrative themes, noted contributors, and promotional discourses – 

from a film’s creation and distribution, connoting a perceived strategy framed by 

stereotypical tastes endorsed by Academy Awards voters. 

This definition meets both the requirements and the exclusions derived from the authors 

considered above, whilst allowing for interaction between filmic elements to be scrutinised. 

As this thesis is concerned with perceptions of an industrial persona as built through media 

texts and discourses, this definition is targeted at the term itself rather than at a given film. 

This definition is wide enough to allow fluidity of the intentions and receptions behind the 

uses of the term, thus allowing for a more targeted understanding of what specifically is being 

referred to within a film when it is so charged. 

Armed with this definition, we are already a step closer to understanding what the 

Oscars do and mean in a contemporary media context. Rather than a discrete industry event, 

its historical baggage, influence over filmmaking and film-going, and its symbolic value all 

culminate to allow for the existence of an enduring stereotype. ‘Oscar bait’ is a jumping off 

point for this research – a testament to why the machinations and interpretations of this now-

televised event are ripe for scholarly exploration. 

 

1.2 Thesis Map 

Before moving into substantive research, I want to outline why my thesis takes the shape that 

it does, with some clarifications for potentially complex details. While establishing my 

literature review, I developed a system to categorise how authors were thematically 

approaching the Oscars. The three groups that emerged were: 
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1. The Oscars event and the Academy. Authors have interrogated the membership and 

decision-making processes of the Academy (as best they can with limited 

transparency), as well as the event of the Oscars as a television text. 

2. The films of the Oscars. Having a text linked to the Oscars by way of nominations or 

wins works to frame them in a context of cultural significance and prestige. 

3. The wider implications of the Oscars. From its historical standings and role in film, 

television, and celebrity industries more broadly, authors have used the Oscars as a 

starting point for looking at aspects of the discourse it spawns, and its relationships 

with other industrial operations. 

I acknowledge that these broad categories have an inevitable amount of crossover, but rather 

than shying away from these vague boundaries, I found them conceptually useful: exploring a 

multitude of possible meanings of ‘the Oscars’ and ‘Oscar bait’ means to grapple with cycles 

of influence across these different areas. Therefore, I draw upon the following categories 

consistently through this thesis: a) the Oscars text, b) Oscar texts, and c) the Oscar-verse. 

This thematic complexity is intentionally reflected in the narrative shape of my thesis. 

Building from my preliminary analysis to define Oscar bait, my detailed literature review in 

Chapter 2 begins by looking at the Oscars text, both as an industry body and as an event, in 

focus and in relative isolation. From there, moving into the Oscar texts to look at the films 

themselves begins to demonstrate the relationship between the event and the industry that it 

represents. Lastly, ‘the Oscar-verse’ is the expansive catch-all category, which deals with the 

far-reaching implications of the Oscars. This structure intentionally reflects how a seemingly 

isolated and idiosyncratic event has evolved into a major industrial and cultural force, and 

ending the literature review at this point leads us with a complex web of information to 

reflect on. 
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My literature review forms a base from which I move into my theoretical framework 

and methodology, which works to frame this information and situate my original data 

collection into its academic context. Namely, I draw on Bourdieu’s cultural studies and on 

mediated persona studies to conceptualise a filmmaking field, and an institutional persona as 

an agent within the field. This forms the basis of my original textual analysis, which explores 

the ‘Oscar’ institutional persona across three years, from 2019 to 2021. Built from this data, 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 then apply my theoretical structure to three defined analytical threads, 

leading into a discussion chapter that unifies my key findings towards answering the 

Research Questions posed. In my conclusion chapter, I argue for the academic impacts of this 

research overall. 

While this thesis is necessarily dealing in subjective, evaluative judgement of film 

texts, in commenting on these I am not necessarily intending to endorse or argue any such 

positions myself. Rather than assessing the validity of the Oscar bait charge or applying it 

myself, it serves as a narrative thread to consider Oscars discourse and the cycles of influence 

at play in the film awards space. This is not to say, however, that I will not be critical of texts 

and institutions throughout my research. Inequality is prevalent and insidious throughout 

Hollywood and filmmaking industries at large. The Academy Awards, through its cultivated 

status, influence, and reach, is complicit in the systemic oppression of minority creatives. The 

continued dismissal of anyone who is not a White, cisgender-hetero man in every non-

gendered category is a stain on the legacy of the institution that has real-world repercussions, 

and one that has been repeatedly pointed out to the Academy throughout its history. As just 

one exemplar of this, 2018 saw the first time a woman was ever nominated for the Best 

Cinematography award (Rachel Morrison for Mudbound (2017, Dee Rees)), suggesting 

exclusionary practices in training, hiring, and promoting craftspeople of cinematography who 

are not men. Further, the demographic biases that pervade the gendered acting categories – 
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Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor, and Best Supporting Actress – contribute to 

damaging hegemonic discourses regarding gender, sexuality, age, and race. One of the 

impacts of this thesis is to chart how these real-world issues are translated and enacted 

throughout the mediated Oscars process. 

Some final clarifications: 

- The scheduling of the Oscars in the early months of a given year creates a dissonance 

in the dates referred to. On the one hand, IMDb’s year-by-year list of nominations and 

winners is dated by the year of the ceremony; on the other, Wikipedia’s list is dated 

by the year of the contending films’ release. While I do not necessarily think that 

there is a superior option between the two, the failure to disclose or consistently apply 

one approach from the outset has occasionally been an irritating feature of Oscars 

writing. I will be taking the IMDb route; for example, Parasite (2019, Bong Joon-ho) 

competed in the 2020 Oscars race. 

- Simonton grapples with the term ‘actress’, noting that the suffix of ‘ess’ in English 

language often confers an inherent difference (usually inferiority) in the occupations 

of men and women fulfilling comparable roles (2004a, p. 783). Dyer asserts that the 

term ‘actress’ seems “to have strong connotations that both belittle and trivialise 

women actors” (1998, p. 9). I do not wish to endorse any such implications or 

evaluations, and so will be using ‘actor’ in a gender-neutral way. As the Oscars and 

other film awards, and often the authors who cover them, do use the term ‘actress’ in 

their categorisations, its appearance at times will however be unavoidable; for 

example, I will continue to refer to the Academy’s officially named category of Best 

Actress in my discussions. 

- The colloquial use of ‘filmmaker’ as a term tends to apply to the director: I diverge 

from this slightly to consider other key figures – actors, editors, cinematographers – 
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as part of the ‘filmmaker’ process. This approach better suits the Bourdieusian 

conception of filmmaking as a ‘field’ in which multiple individuals of varying roles 

work towards the common pursuit of ‘making a film’, which I will elaborate on in 

Chapter 3. 

To close this introduction, I wish to acknowledge that my ongoing understandings of 

everything that is ‘the Oscars’ is partly informed by my not being American (let alone an 

American filmmaker). My early-Internet era, Australian upbringing has impacted my 

understandings of film accessibility and value, and the availability of greater discourses. I 

have been a fan of both film and celebrity, with an interest in the Oscars the result of a natural 

convergence of these. My positionality as a researcher is that I am somewhat culturally 

removed from – yet inevitably influenced by – all that the Oscars entail. Though this prevents 

me from being fully attuned to the minutiae of the American-centric filmmaking and 

celebrity production and consumption processes that constitute the field I am engaging with, 

this distance does help in denaturalising such processes, which is an asset to the thesis 

overall. From this positionality, themes of cultural imperialism in filmmaking are an implicit 

theme to observe throughout the thesis, albeit from another Westernised perspective. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review 

 

This chapter surveys literature that has contributed to the current academic conceptualisation 

of the Oscars on a micro level, and prestige film on a macro level. The categories of ‘the 

Oscars text’, ‘Oscar texts’, and ‘the Oscar-verse’ will eventually be used as the textual 

makeup of the institutional persona framework I apply to the Academy Awards (detailed in 

Chapter 3) – here, these categories serve as organisational categories for the literature 

surveyed. Further, this structure is representative of how a seemingly idiosyncratic and 

isolated industry event has boomed into an industry in and of itself, exerting explicit and 

implicit influence over the art form that it represents, and birthing its own popular cultural 

discourse. Occasional references to grey literature – non-academic works from journalism, 

criticism, or entertainment commentary spaces – are judiciously included throughout. I argue 

that in studies of popular culture, there should be room to consider and work with the 

knowledge being generated outside of academia, whether in popular discourse such as 

YouTube video essays or through relevant reporting in both generalist sources (e.g., The 

Guardian) or industry-specific publications (e.g., Variety), especially when academic 

scholarship is yet to contribute to the topics in question. 

 

2.1 The Oscars Text 

This section surveys literature that focusses on the history of the Academy as an industrial 

entity and a cultural institution, and the Academy Awards as an event and broadcast. 
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2.1.1 The Academy 

When the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS) was first formed in 1927 

the presentation of awards was imagined as only a small part of their functionality (Levy 

2003, p. 41; Rossman, Esparza & Bonacich 2010, p. 32). Entertainment journalist and 

Hollywood historian Michael Schulman writes of the years preceding the first Academy 

Awards as driven by vested interests of studio figureheads like Louis B Mayer of MGM 

(2023, pp. 1-7). These wealthy industry powerbrokers conceived the Academy as thwarting 

two imposing threats to the booming industry of ‘the pictures’: the first, the growing union 

movement, and the second, the nation’s moral panic over Hollywood’s debauched reputation. 

As such, from its inception the Academy has been a bellwether of Hollywood labour, 

political currency, and celebrity intrigue. Schulman writes, “[m]embership, as the Academy’s 

first official Bulletin would put it, would be open to anyone in the industry ‘who has 

accomplished distinguished work or acquired distinguished standing’ and is ‘of good moral 

and personal standing’” (p. 8). From the outset, it is clear that the Academy operated under a 

code of reputation and access (or in other words, social capital): like Hollywood itself, 

membership to the elite club was tightly gatekept as an exercise of power. The Academy 

Awards were first presented in 1929, and steadily surpassed industrial contract negotiations 

to become the central function of the Academy’s operation.  

The origins of the nickname ‘Oscar’ are contentious, though it seemingly caught on 

over the 1930s. Star Bette Davis’ claim that she found her 1936 statuette to resemble her 

husband (whose middle name was Oscar) has been well-debunked, with gossip columnist 

Sidney Skolsky having referenced the industrial use of the name some years earlier. 

Anecdotal claims to the nickname also belong to Academy librarian Margaret Herrick (who 

exclaimed a likeness between the statuette and her Uncle Oscar) and early staffer Eleanore 

Lilleberg (who named it after King Oscar II of Sweden and Norway) (pp. 70-71). Whatever 
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its roots, the popularisation of ‘Oscar’ as the name of the man of the statuette became 

immortalised by public reference, and institutionalised by the Academy, serving as “an 

official branding nickname… for their website (Oscar.com), broadcasts, and in their social 

media presentations” (Boucaut 2021, p. 8). 

A theme in film studies literature is to point to the stamp of ‘Oscar nominated’ and 

‘Oscar winning’ as a shorthand for indicating a given film’s impact and/or as an evaluation of 

its ‘goodness’ (e.g., Rai & Banerjee 2020; Adji 2019). This is an extension of practices 

within filmmaking and paratextual marketing, whereby emphasising associations with the 

Oscars in “posters, trailers, DVD cases, and so on… [encourages] an intertextual association 

with quality ahead of the viewing” (McGowan 2017, p. 223). A step beyond this, there is also 

a tendency to use the Oscars as something of a metric against which social progress is 

represented in filmmaking culture, such as Bucciferro noting that Black Panther (2018, Ryan 

Coogler) marks the first superhero film to be nominated for Best Picture (2021, pp. 2-3), or 

Di Mattia noting that representational firsts of Moonlight’s (2016, Barry Jenkins) Best Picture 

win (2019, p. 10). These references perform a dual function of implying the cultural impact 

of a film text by its relationship to the Academy, and also marking a time when cultural 

ground was broken. 

Similarly, authors often refer to the Oscars as “the biggest movie awards show” as an 

unarguable given (e.g., Heffernan 2014; Lundén 2014). These observations both recognise 

and reinforce the reach and impact of the Oscars as more a culturally accepted common sense 

(albeit an American-centric one) rather than a site of contention. Kaplan’s summary of the 

Oscars provides a useful example for their abbreviated meaning: 

An Academy Award… is a mark of distinguished accomplishment. It comes with 

instant recognition for the recipient who in turn reaps the immediate rewards of 
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publicity, fanfare, and an increase in demand for one’s ability or product. (2006, p. 

23) 

Some authors straddle a line between deriding the shallowness of the event while 

acknowledging its industrial influence. Chan (2008), for example, considers the Oscars “a 

rather frivolous, not to mention tedious, affair,” whilst noting that as “a social, cultural and 

political phenomenon, however, [they have] the power to influence box-office earnings and 

enhance the visibility of films” (p. 97). 

Addis and Holbrook provide insights on the voting process of the Academy, 

explaining that the nomination vote is demarked from the winners vote, with the former 

decided by vocation-specific members directed towards “their five-most esteemed 

candidates,” before switching to a “plurality decision rule whereby all members… vote for 

their preferred candidate,” and thus “winners are those who receive the most votes as an 

indication of mass appeal among the finalists” (2018, pp. 883-884). This procedural split has 

led scholars to characterising nominations as the more formal and specialised recognition of 

excellence, and the eventual winners having stronger links with broader cultural impacts 

(Deuchert, Adjamah & Pauly 2005; Simonton 2011; Addis & Holbrook 2018). 

In the context of scrutinising the Academy for their decisions, Mapp (2008) points out 

that “there is no such thing as a monolithic Academy that either grants or denies nominations 

and awards… [it] is only as impartial as the sum of its constituent parts” (p. x). While there is 

a consensus understanding of the modern admission processes and a general knowledge of 

the makeup of the Academy, what is clear is that in practice the absence of transparent data 

halts scrutiny from reaching individual members. The general processes of recruitment are 

from being a prior nominee or through being sponsored by current members, creating the idea 

that, “AMPAS is a true academy, in the sense of an elite body where the incumbent 

membership recruits new members” (Rossman, Esparza & Bonacich 2010, p. 33). 
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Although admission to the Academy can be considered a consecration within the 

Hollywood elite, its value has proven vulnerable to desecration (or desacralisation) in recent 

times, when on 14 October 2017 Harvey Weinstein was expelled in the wake of publicised 

accusations of sexual misconduct, assault, and rape, and the #MeToo movement gaining 

prominence (Kavka 2020). Weinstein’s rise in Hollywood as the head of Miramax in the late 

1980s had far-felt impacts on Hollywood culture, from the normalisation of stunt marketing 

tactics for indie projects, the industrial structural overhaul that saw more specialised cinema 

divisions in major studios (Perren 2001), to, crucially, aggressively campaigning for awards 

recognition so as to alter the landscape of the modern Oscars race (Be Kind Rewind 2019a). 

Ronan Farrow, one of the journalists instrumental in exposing both Weinstein’s predation and 

the wider apparatuses in entertainment industries designed to silence victims of sex crimes, 

details in his book Catch and Kill (2019) how Weinstein’s involvement in Oscars 

campaigning repeatedly put young female actors in vulnerable situations where he would 

assault them. That the Academy’s action to expel him was almost unprecedented in their 

history (Kavka 2020, p. 10) speaks not only to Weinstein’s supreme power in Hollywood 

being spectacularly rescinded, but also as a recognition of his celebrity and his industrial 

position being inextricable from the Oscars as an institution. Of the small group of expelled 

Academy members that includes Weinstein, director Roman Polanski and actor Bill Cosby 

were also condemned for sex crimes, and actor Carmine Caridi was the first member ever to 

be expelled in 2004 for illegally circulating Academy screeners on the internet; rather than 

facing expulsion, actor Will Smith was recently disciplined with a 10-year ban on attending 

ceremonies following his storming of the stage in 2022 to slap comedian Chris Rock (Horton 

2022). 
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2.1.2 The Oscars Broadcast 

In the pre-digital era, Real (1989) conceptualised ‘Super Media’ to describe the largest, most 

ubiquitous and impactful mediatised events that could influence societies by virtue of their 

reach. At this time in the television landscape the Oscars broadcast was considered to be the 

biggest annual non-sporting television event, with an audience of approximately 250 million 

across 75 countries (pp. 80-81). Although the digital disruption of mass media conventions 

by internet-based media dates the concept of ‘Super Media’ somewhat, Real provides the still 

salient argument that the Oscars event is not a “self-contained ceremony that just happens to 

be telecast,” but rather “is a ‘media event’ inseparable in its planning and execution from the 

media carrying it” (p. 84). Because the broadcasting of the awards has long been understood 

as generating most of the Academy’s yearly finances (Levy 2003; Kilday 2013), the founding 

ethos of the awards as celebrating filmmaking and meritorious contributions becomes 

commodified, and thus inextricably dependent on the particular nature of ‘the Oscars’ as a 

television text. 

While the ceremony broadcast has grown into the primary public-facing media mode 

of the Academy, it is important to note that the Oscars predate publicly accessible television 

itself. Therefore, the Academy’s fluid identity and histrionic traditions were already well in 

motion and went through a translation of sorts in establishing a textual brand. Beyond the 

early coverage of film newsreels and the print press, the ceremony had been broadcast over 

radio prior to the clumsy inaugural television broadcast in 1953, and the early critical 

consensus actually favoured the radio broadcast for capturing the desired “eventfulness” of 

the show (Pavlounis 2018, p. 393). Further, the criticisms of the first television broadcast as 

“a little long, a little dull, and at times very exciting” ring consistently true to the modern 

broadcasts (Thomas 1953 in Pavlounis 2018, p. 389). The radio broadcast first covered the 

whole ceremony in 1945, which Levy notes as the beginning of a shift from the Academy’s 
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over-dependence on movie studio funding (and, ostensibly, their influence and control) 

(2003, pp. 29-31). 

Pavlounis provides a textual (and contextual) summary of the very first televised 

Academy Awards in 1953, which, when viewed through a modern lens, denaturalises the 

aesthetics of prestige and importance that have since been firmly established through 

refinement, repetition, and replication (2018, pp. 379-380). Beyond the awkward camera 

angles and staging (pp. 386-388) and movie stars’ anxieties about the live camera (p. 380), 

the dissonance between film and television as popular art forms was pronounced in a way 

that reverberates through to a contemporary media landscape. Indeed, early wisdom that 

“[t]elevising a media event was cost-effective because it did not require any significant 

production investment… [needing] only to set up cameras at the venue” (Lundén 2023, p. 

113) quickly proved antiquated, as the already-established ceremony standards were adapted 

to suit the needs of the new medium. The Academy reportedly suffered an identity crisis in 

infiltrating the low brow and spontaneous medium of television, and the legacy of such a 

divide can be felt in the historical resistance of allowing stars to cross media boundaries. For 

example, when actor Sally Field, who was best known at the time for her previous popular 

and wholesome television roles, transitioned into film roles, her first Best Actress win in 

1980 as a factory worker in Norma Rae (1979, Martin Ritt) was seen as a disruption of 

established boundaries of stardom (Be Kind Rewind 2018a). Although an eventual 

realignment of Hollywood business models in the 1980s would see television outputs largely 

support film industries rather than actively threatening them, the cultural hierarchy still 

afforded artistic privilege to film over television (Fortmueller 2016, p. 214). The infiltration 

of popular culture into the Academy’s brand of prestige continues to contemporary settings, 

where previously ignored categories of film (whether popular genre films, franchised films of 
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mass appeal, or films targeted towards diverse, non-hegemonic markets) have slowly broken 

through (Beck 2018). 

A further key lesson of the inaugural telecast as a case study is the need to understand 

each instance of the Oscars telecast on its own terms rather than as a uniform mass, as the 

text is influenced by prevailing television tastes as much as filmic tastes (Pavlounis 2018, p. 

393). This notion is reflected in a string of publications by Robert Goff (2007; 2008; 2010), 

that employ textual analysis on the respective Oscars broadcasts in order to identify emergent 

themes prominent in each, such as the ageism of the American film industry as reflected in 

persistent jokes in the 2008 ceremony (2008). By almost consistently documenting such 

observations of the event over these years, Goff usefully explores a push-pull identity crisis 

of the Academy as liberal-presenting yet fundamentally conservative, as reflected in the 

awarded films of 2010 (such as The Hurt Locker (2008, Kathryn Bigelow) and The Blind Side 

(2009, John Lee Hancock)) as being defiantly pro-military and reflective of wholesome 

‘Southern’ (USA) values (2010, p. 135). Nancy Wang Yuen extrapolates this tension 

identifiable in the Oscars performance to the larger industrial site: “Hollywood purports to be 

an industry made up of progressive, open-minded artists who publicly condemn racism and 

support diversity,” yet “it is one of the most powerful and flagrant (even if unconscious) 

perpetuators of racism through exclusionary and stereotyped storytelling and casting 

practices” (2017, pp. 49-50). 

Despite the changing trends and outcomes of each season’s broadcast, there remain 

consistencies that have become integral to the Oscars’ aesthetic. For example, the 

introduction of framing the nominee’s faces and capturing their reactions in 1972 

aesthetically aligned the awards with a gameshow, working to highlight the suspense of the 

announcements and thus foreground the show’s competitive spirit (Kaminsky 2019, p. 588). 

Further, Kaminsky asserts that the broadcast’s use of close-ups on both winners and losers 
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reflects cinematic traditions of dramatic performativity, which if captured in another setting 

could indeed score an individual an Oscar nomination (p. 589); Goff even labels nominees as 

TV performers (2007, p. 43). A consistent tactic in describing both the aesthetic and cultural 

impacts of the broadcast is to employ (or allude to) binary oppositions: celebration vs. 

competition and winners vs. losers (Kaminsky 2019); art vs. commerce (Biskind 2004 in 

Heffernan 2014, p. 2); film vs. television (Pavlounis 2018); artist vs. celebrity (English 2005). 

Placing the ultimate effect of the show on these sliding scales illuminates some tensions 

inherent to the format; how its unique expression of spectacle sits in unstable territories of 

logic. 

Another key consistency in the Oscars aesthetic is the pre-ceremony event of the red 

carpet, a spectacle on its own representing the industrial and cultural convergences between 

filmmaking, television, stardom, tabloid journalism and fashion. A mainstay in the broadcast, 

it has presented a frenetic spectacle of glamour, that has only ever been minimised by the 

Academy in the 2003 ceremony when the US had recently invaded Iraq (Swiatek 2014, p. 3). 

The red carpet itself, despite being a feature of large public events prior to its addition to the 

Oscars in 1961, has become another key aesthetic marker for the broadcast, connoting 

stardom, style and the dream-come-true (Henderson 2013 in Swiatek 2014, p. 4), as well as 

marketing and consumption (p. 6). Lawson and Draper (2021) identify the red carpet as a 

“classic pseudoevent” with the purpose of “publicity and the creation of texts (e.g., images, 

interview soundbites) that can be circulated across the media landscape” (p. 639). In their 

framework for analysing red carpet events as labour, they also assert their function as a 

platform for celebrity self-branding (p. 641), and for cultivating relationships to the fashion 

world (p. 642), with an increasing expectation for participants to address pressing social 

issues. The importance of the red carpet (as well as other paratextual events like the 

nominees’ luncheon and the ceremony after parties) to fashion and celebrity journalism 
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speaks to the Oscars’ capacity to sustain wider media enterprises (Rossman, Esparza & 

Bonacich 2010, p. 32). 

As with many other legacy broadcast events, the Oscars has had to navigate the shifts 

from mass to networked media. Remaining a broadcast event for the American ABC, 

entering the new media landscape for the Oscars can be characterised by its tight hold on 

ceremonial traditions and self-importance, yet appeasement of an inconsistent, decentralised, 

and more vocal audience. Of note is the role of the broadcast in Hollywood culture as a site 

of stargazing. While one of the great historic draws of the ceremony was to see the idolised 

and inaccessible film stars on display, now with an oversaturation of celebrity media 

available the broadcast has had to deemphasise celebrity exceptionalism, instead inspiring 

audience connection and anticipation through live-viewing (Haastrup 2008, p. 132). Given 

the pedagogical capacity of celebrity performance (Marshall 2010) there is scope to 

understand the Oscars broadcast in terms of mass education, projecting hegemonic norms 

about stardom, taste, and greatness that their audience then assumes and perpetuates (Goff 

2007, p. 47; Rossman & Schilke 2014, p. 94; Swiatek 2014, pp. 6-11). 

The Academy as an institution (and the Oscars broadcast as their primary public 

function) has become emblematic of broader issues such as gender and racial inequality as it 

faces scrutiny in the wake of the #MeToo and #OscarsSoWhite discourses. This is less of a 

modern shift but more of a distillation; the awards have always attracted controversies 

through their grand tradition of politically declaratory acceptance speeches (Levy 2003, pp. 

345-355). Mapp (2008), in a history of African American representation at the Oscars, notes 

resistance efforts attempting to disrupt the event and to draw attention to inequalities in 

filmmaking fall largely on deaf ears; namely a protest in 1962 and a boycott in 1996 (p. xiii). 

Recently, 2016 marked the second year in a row when no performers of colour were 

nominated in acting categories, prompting the re-emergence of #OscarsSoWhite and boycotts 
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from Jada Pinkett Smith, Will Smith, and Spike Lee (Burton 2016; Wang Yuen 2017, pp. 1-

2). Omissions steeped in structural inequalities ultimately affect the reception of the 

broadcast, with Wang Yuen noting that a lack of diverse storytelling and on-screen 

representation across nominees translates to viewers of colour tuning out of the broadcast 

(2017, p. 65). For the contemporary broadcasts, journalists and commentators have noted the 

awkward attempts of the Academy and its cast of performers (hosts, presenters, nominees, 

and winners) to address (or ignore) topical controversies (North 2018; Brody 2020). While 

there is work on how these modern movements can be observed in Hollywood culture and 

filmmaking industries broadly (Molina-Guzmán 2016), there is limited research about how 

they have impacted the Oscars broadcast as a text or its reception. 

It can be argued that a defining quality of the Oscars as a media event is eventfulness 

itself (Pavlounis 2018). If this is accepted, then the concept of Oscar bait could be derived 

from this need for spectacle: a phenomenon that has occurred out of necessity for the 

Academy to demonstrate the importance of its chosen crop. The characteristics associated 

with Oscar bait outlined in Chapter 1 all connote a degree of prestige and significance, which 

the Oscars text itself celebrates and attempts to emulate. Though some interplay between the 

two has been noted, more work could be done to unpack the cycles of influence between 

Oscar texts and the Oscars text: a gap that this thesis will work towards filling. 

 

2.1.3 Branding & Paratexts 

A part of understanding the Oscar identity includes considering the awards and the Academy 

at large as an exercise in branding. While there are too many competing interests and moving 

parts regarding the overall identity for attempts at branding to be fixed and authoritative, the 

Academy of course still attempts to exercise control over their own narratives. The above 

exploration of the Oscars broadcast as a text can be contextualised as a branding exercise – 
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particularly in terms of their performance of eventfulness. Besides this, here I want to 

consider the paratextual information that the Academy authors or promotes, for its 

contributions to readings of the central text of the awards, and then to an overall brand 

identity. The issue, of course, is that there is not much to consider in the way of case-specific 

(academic) literature to work with; instead, a more generic approach will have to be taken in 

this subsection, which I will contextualise into an Oscars framing. 

Banet-Weiser (2017) calls a brand “the cultural expression of a company or 

corporation” (p. 24), as well as “the perception, the series of images, themes, morals, values, 

feelings, the essence of what will be experienced, a promise” (p. 26). In this mode we can 

understand branding as having emotional value for its consumers. She also characterises 

brands in terms of a commitment: “the success of a brand often depends on its stability, and 

ability to maintain over time a coherent narrative and recognizable expression” (p. 24). The 

temporality factor is a curiosity when considering the Academy when its brand’s salience has 

experienced both successful and unsuccessful periods, and it has responded to different 

societal pressures by awarding and/or representing different films. 

With the history of the Academy being intrinsically linked to American filmmaking 

since the 1920s, the Oscars brand can be understood as contributing to the overall identity of 

Los Angeles and Hollywood culture more broadly. English (2005) explains how the Oscars 

fit into the historic trend of cultural prizes being imbued with “festal” energy: 

[T]he entire Los Angeles area is hopping with various kinds of peripheral 

celebration and parasitic events – special film series at theaters, special menus in 

restaurants, special theme nights at dance clubs, secondary and mock-Oscar 

awards shows, auto-dealership contests to guess the Oscar winners, and on and on 

– for more than a week before the awards show, and even for some days afterward. 
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On the day of the show it is only a slight exaggeration to say that the whole life of 

that major city revolves around the Oscars. (p. 33) 

This characterisation demonstrates the hype and promise of the event, which has come to be 

as intrinsic a part of the Hollywood identity as the film industry that it is attached to. Though 

not all these periphery events are ‘authored’ by the Academy as such, from a local 

perspective they can be understood as traditions that contribute to its overall impacts. 

The Oscars as a telecast (or ‘Oscarcast’), beyond dramatically reconceptualising the 

presentation of the awards ceremony (as previously discussed), also inspired a new era of 

publicity and outreach from the Academy in an effort to commodify its brand. In particular, 

Lundén summarises:  

[V]arious aspects of the Oscars that could reverberate in the media were fed 

through press releases year-round. Any small activity connected to the ceremony 

was turned into a pseudo-event that enabled communication: announced ballots, 

nominees, press conferences, foreign film nominations and the arrival of foreign 

directors, the show’s staff list, and any other activities that could generate publicity. 

Press releases triggering soft news carried a series of anecdotes from previous 

ceremonies or Hollywood at large. (2023, p. 120) 

Such a shift demonstrates the Academy consciously utilising the broader media systems 

available – from television to journalism – as avenues of publicity and engagement. Lundén 

also notes fashion as a particularly important aspect of this branding exercise, whereby stories 

in anticipation of star attendance, that built the red carpet as an international fashion event, 

and that communicated ideals of femininity and beauty, all served the public-relations 

bonanza that celebrity participation afforded the Academy (p. 120). Lundén posits “[t]he 

branding of the Oscarcast as a fashion show attracted an array of sponsors eager to reach the 

female audience”, and that “fashion publicity strategies continue to be central to the Oscars’ 
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media event” (p. 122). Such publicity efforts demonstrate the multi-industrial interests 

represented in an event of the Oscars’ scale, with the Academy’s need to create a broadcast 

text intertwined with those of celebrity, fashion, and publicity more broadly. 

From another angle, Gray (2015) argues the complexity and importance of paratexts 

to the central text’s meaning, not that they are simply textual parts that appear to the sides, 

but rather “do the work of texts and are functional parts of them” (p. 232). Considering this, it 

is indeed limiting to think of the Oscars as an isolated text, as if divorced from a larger web 

of textual ingredients. As noted, scholars who have approached the broadcast as a text have 

paid attention to the televised red-carpet event (Swiatek 2014), the packaging and 

commentary that comes with international broadcasts (Haastrup 2008), as well as noting the 

impacts of journalistic coverage of the event (Pavlounis 2018). In a modern media landscape, 

there is certainly room to push this exploration further. In dealing with Academy authored 

paratexts, what the Academy does during the year outside of the Oscars event, and its social 

media presence have seldom been considered for its impacts on the Oscars itself. 

 

2.2 Oscar Texts 

In this section I survey available literature on film work that falls within the Academy’s 

purview. Drawing from both quantitative and qualitative literature, I have broken this into 

two parts. Firstly, I consider academic conceptions of prestige filmmakers, considering 

prominent roles and characteristics of such artisans. Secondly, I consider the film texts 

themselves for their narratives, styles, and features. 
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2.2.1 Filmmakers 

When considering predicators of quality at the Oscars, Simonton finds that scoring a Best 

Director nomination statistically assures the greatest likelihood of also triggering a Best 

Picture nomination (2011, p. 121). Popularised through the French New Wave by film critics-

cum-directors and translated into a theoretical framework by American critic Andrew Sarris, 

auteur theory works to privilege the director as the authorial voice whose vision is realised in 

the resultant film. Fabe summarises its theoretical ethos: 

 [D]espite film’s status as primarily a commercial entertainment medium, it could 

potentially be an art form as powerful in its means of expression as literature or 

poetry. In order to propose filmmaking as an art, however, there had to be an artist, 

a central consciousness whose vision is inscribed in the work. (2020, p. 121) 

Crucially, the spread of auteur theory lent artistic credence outside the realm of foreign 

filmmakers “such as Bergman [Sweden], Bresson [France], Ozu [Japan], and Murnau 

[Germany]” to those with careers “even in that most commercial realm – the Hollywood film 

factory”, whereby films produced under studio contract could still be “marked by the 

director’s individual themes, psychological preoccupations, and stylistic practices” (pp. 121-

122). In other words, auteur theory provided the economic interests of Old Hollywood a veil 

of individual artistry to celebrate. 

Since sweeping the French New Wave, auteur theory has had an outsized impact on 

film culture and academia “for the simple reason that this approach to understanding and 

categorizing films was and still is so compelling” (p. 122). Today, scholarship appears to 

grapple with its influence as complicated, reductive, but also pragmatic. Dudley Andrews, for 

instance, claims “[a]uteurism has turned attention away from the political, economic, 

collaborative, and biocultural contexts of the film industry, its romantic stress on the 

individual working to obscure many realities” (2013, p. 37). Thomas Schatz even laments 
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that auteurism “would not be worth bothering with if it hadn’t been so influential, effectively 

stalling film history and criticism in a prolonged stage of adolescent romanticism” (in 

Andrews 2013, p. 38). However, Andrews concedes that “it is easier for our limited human 

brains to imagine and discuss a movie if we imagine it as “belonging” to an individual rather 

than a collective… this cognitive convenience… has been built into our languages and our 

institutions, including the journals that requires us to put the director’s name after the title of 

a movie even in articles where we question the validity of auteur concepts” (p. 47). Andrews 

and Fabe both posit that through auteur theory, cinephiles and general film audiences access a 

framework by which to favour one director’s works over another’s, and to recognise the 

individual consistencies that a director potentially instils across their works (2013, pp. 46-47; 

2020, p. 122). Crucially, in terms of film evaluation and legitimacy, “[auteur] theory has also 

been given credit for helping to consecrate film… thus spreading cinephilia through cultures 

and initiating new-wave movements in a host of national cinemas across several continents” 

(Andrews 2013, p. 38). Predictably, access to acclaim as a director or an auteur is highly 

dependent on cultural context and social positioning, which has led to a dearth of 

opportunities for intersectional minorities to achieve such a privileged status. In particular, 

Lauzen analyses Kathryn Bigelow as the first female winner of the Best Director Oscar for 

The Hurt Locker, finding “[in interviews] she has a deliberate and consistent strategy for 

managing her gender”, whereby she “extricate[s] herself from the center of the debate by 

making it clear that she has no intention of directly confronting the discriminatory practices 

of her industry” (2011, pp. 147-148). In the context of the Oscars, where in 2023 only three 

women have ever won the Best Director Oscar (Bigelow, Chloé Zhao, and Jane Campion), 

such professional gender dynamics afflicting directors/auteurs and filmmaking generally arise 

as urgent points of discursive analysis, so Bigelow’s avoidance of the discussion is notable. 
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Of course, directors are not always the audience’s main point of entry into engaging 

with a given text, and Carnicke (2004) observes that, counter to the tenets of a strict auteur 

theory, actors will employ and adjust their skillsets for the needs of a director, whether in the 

service of a clear and pointed directorial vision or a more creative collaboration. Of the 

relationship, they contend that: 

Actors working in movies consistently explain that directors become their primary 

source of feedback, replacing the responses of a traditional theatrical audience. 

This professional and creative relationship is so essential in film that most screen 

actors tend to measure their satisfaction against it… No wonder actors with 

professional leverage… prefer to choose directors rather than roles. (pp. 42-43) 

McDonald further argues for the potential of treating film performance as unique and 

of scholarly import (2004), often devalued or ignored in foundational film theory that has 

privileged other elements of the filmmaking craft as holding more aesthetic or ideological 

impact on the eventual text. Namely, early influence of Kuleshov’s famed demonstration of 

editing and montage asserted the formalist position that “it was film that produced meaning, 

not the actor”, and likewise auteur theory furthers this by positioning “the director… at the 

center of analysis” (p. 24). McDonald argues: 

[T]he analysis of acting will never become a precise semiotic science. Yet that 

imprecision should not be mistaken for lack of detail, nor should impressionism be 

regarded as preventing insightful analysis and criticism. Instead, what is at issue is 

how to integrate those impressions into an understanding of the contributions that 

acting makes to the construction and meaning of cinema. It is only in the details of 

the actor’s voice and body that the meaning and significance of acting’s 

contribution to film can be found. Impressions will cease to appear vague if the 
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readings they provide inform a larger and substantial understanding of a film’s 

meaning. (pp. 39-40) 

If the contributions of an actor to a film are loaded with unique and interpretable 

meaning, star studies in the Richard Dyer tradition also interrogates the inverse potential for 

the role and film to contribute to the actor’s ‘star text’ (1998; 2004). A ‘star’ – conceptually 

separate from a ‘celebrity’, which is more a vocation than an attainable state – is a product of 

a collective imagination (of both producers and consumers of their content), ostensibly 

disembodied from the agent, informed solely by the texts that they appear in and/or that are 

about them. As Dyer explains, “a film star’s image is not just his or her [sic] films, but the 

promotion of those films and of the star through pin-ups, public appearances, studio hand-

outs and so on, as well as interviews, biographies and coverage in the press of the star’s 

doings and ‘private life’… what people say or write about him or her, as critics or 

commentators, the way the image is used in other contexts such as advertisements, novels, 

pop songs, and finally the way the star can become part of the coinage of everyday speech” 

(2004, pp. 2-3). As a director may attempt to wield an actor’s skill in a physical and 

emotional sense to extract an intended performance (Carnicke 2004), they too may wield an 

actor’s ‘star image’ – what they intertextually evoke and ideologically carry through their 

particular stardom, and what such loaded meaning may contribute to a film. Star studies also 

serves as a neat framework for approaching star figures narratively, putting their shifting and 

often-contradictory meanings and actions into the context of an ongoing and unstable 

mediated text (his works on Jane Fonda’s political and personal narratives are particularly 

illustrative of this approach to defining and wielding stardom; see Dyer 1998; Mira 2019; Be 

Kind Rewind 2018b). 

For star actors, Levy argues that “Oscar-winning roles are usually contained in 

popular movies, thus serving as barometers of what the American cinema has been telling its 
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audience about the appropriate and inappropriate behaviors for men and for women [sic]” 

(2003, p. 218). He and Simonton (2004a) have both noted the high correlation between Best 

Actor and Best Picture nominations and wins (in comparison to those of Best Actress and 

Best Picture), concluding that Oscars have continued to preference narratives based around 

important male figures. Further, having waded through the muck of statistical differences 

between male and female actors in prestige pictures, Simonton summarises the situation as 

“[n]ot only do women earn less money, but they have shorter and less illustrious careers, 

perform in unattractive roles as they get older, and often have their best performances 

ghettoized in less successful films” (2011, p. 149). Beyond the textual narrative implications 

of this ethos (unpacked in the next section), this split demonstrates a perceived value 

difference between actors as filmmakers, where men contribute to works of importance and 

women are treated as disposable. 

Actors have also historically occupied different positions on a Hollywood hierarchy, 

demonstrated by the separation of Lead and Supporting performances, which Feinberg (2015) 

observes was a straight-forward development under the studio system of Classic Hollywood 

(i.e., 1930s through 50s) where a clear split between ‘movie stars’ and ‘character actors’ was 

abided. This later changed as “distributors and talent realized that practically nobody 

remembers which Oscar someone won, only that they won an Oscar” (original emphasis). 

Like ‘Oscar bait’, ‘category fraud’ is a popular term in Oscars discourse that has received 

little attention in academia. Just as the goalposts for what is ‘the best’ of a category are non-

existent, no guidelines are offered for categorising lead or supporting performances, whether 

it be screen time, star power or narrative significance. Different awarding bodies take their 

own routes for differentiating lead and supporting performances, with Oscars voters making 

the determination for themselves come nomination time. Distributors in charge of campaigns 

will exploit this ambiguity by pushing leading performances into supporting categories, either 
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to avoid competition between co-leads (e.g., lead Cate Blanchett and supporting Rooney 

Mara in Carol (2015, Todd Haynes)) or to stack the odds with the most substantial part in the 

category (e.g., Alicia Vikander as supporting in The Danish Girl (2015, Tom Hooper)). As 

Mapp notes, “the selection of an actor as a lead or in support has become increasingly 

unpredictable… Publicity campaigns and critically favourable notices can tilt the balance.” 

(2008, p. x). 

Remarkably, Redelmeier and Singh have found that Oscar-winning actors even “live 

significantly longer than their co-stars” (2022, p. 9). Rather than any innate or mythic 

qualities attributable to the award itself, they speculate that “social status can contribute to 

health in celebrities” and that “Academy award winners are also surrounded by people 

interested in their well-being, invested in their reputation, empowered to enforce standards, 

and motivated to avoid scandals” (p. 9). Viewed through this prism, the stakes of winning for 

an individual an Oscar certainly feel somewhat more substantial. 

 

2.2.2 Film Texts: Narratives & Interpretations 

Much of what was just discussed pertaining to filmmakers obviously bleeds into the types of 

film texts that Hollywood and the Oscars offer and engage with. Demographic biases, for 

example, pertaining to the types of roles typically available to female or minority actors go on 

to limit the types of stories that the public then has access to. Taking a broader perspective to 

the films themselves, many scholars have considered this causal dynamic along the 

production and consumption line of prestige film – with a particular focus on how films can 

adopt a prestige positioning. For instance, Levy establishes the biopic as perennial Best 

Picture fodder (2003, pp. 144-148), in which male actors play a wide variety of publicly 

important positions and become well primed to win Best Actor in otherwise well-lauded 

films (e.g., Gary Oldman as Winston Churchill in Darkest Hour (2017, Joe Wright); Daniel 
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Day Lewis as Abraham Lincoln in Lincoln (2012, Steven Spielberg); Colin Firth as King 

George VI in The King’s Speech (2010, Tom Hooper)). 

Female actors who lead biopics are, however, often limited to portraying showbiz 

figures (Marion Cotillard as Édith Piaf in La Vie en Rose (2007, Olivier Dahan)) and sex 

workers (Charlize Theron as sex worker/serial killer Aileen Wournos in Monster (2003, Patty 

Jenkins), often in works that garner them prestige attention as lead actors but little else 

overall. Best Actress winners in films that receive more nominations across the board are 

often sharing lead status with a male actor (Emma Stone opposite Ryan Gosling in La La 

Land (2016, Damien Chazelle); Jennifer Lawrence opposite Bradley Cooper in Silver Linings 

Playbook (2012, David O Russell); Reese Witherspoon opposite Joaquin Phoenix in Walk the 

Line (2005, James Mangold)). For Best Supporting Actress hopefuls, a reliable role to occupy 

is that of the supportive spouse to a lead character (Alicia Vikander in The Danish Girl; 

Jennifer Connelly in A Beautiful Mind (2001, Ron Howard)) – sex workers also work well in 

this category too (Kim Basinger in L.A. Confidential (1997, Curtis Hanson); Mira Sorvino in 

Mighty Aphrodite (1995, Woody Allen). Levy observes that “the sociocultural essences 

embodied by male stars have been more stable than those by female stars, whose images have 

been more dependent on the prevalent social structure and ideology” (1990, p. 264), and thus 

charting female actors’ award-winning roles reflects volatile and conflicting social 

expectations over time. 

Whether called Oscar bait (Culloty 2016; Cummings 2019), ‘Serious Problem 

Pictures’ (Levy 2003, pp. 148-149), or the ‘socially-conscious’ drama (Beck 2018), thematic 

‘heaviness’ is a key feature of Oscar contenders. This is line with Simonton’s quantitative 

research into script genres, whereby films broadly classified as ‘dramas’ (rather than 

‘comedy’ or ‘action’) tend to return the most awards attention (2011, p. 83). While drama 

films are projected to perform more poorly at the box office (p. 82), those that become 
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consecrated as awards contenders often earn a surge in audience interest against what were 

generally lower initial budgets (p. 83; see also Nelson et al. 2001; Perren 2001; Rossman & 

Schilke 2014). Regarding Oscar tastes, Culloty marks such dramas as creating “a work of 

lightly redemptive cinema” (2016, p. 295), i.e., that the drama depicted will often have 

characters overcome their hardships or resolve plot tensions for audience satisfaction. 

Of such lightly redemptive cinema, ‘White saviour’ movies as a particular subset of 

race-relations dramas have received particular attention for their consecration of problematic 

tropes. Hughey argues that “the white savior metaphor has stabilized and reduced the 

complexity of an array of interracial and intercultural interactions into a digestible narrative 

of redemption, individuality, and sacrifice” (2014, p. 12). A subset of White saviour films is 

that of the ‘true story’, whereby racialized tropes are perpetuated across film narratives 

through the guise of historical accuracy. As with any biopic or true story, translation to film 

necessitates degrees of artistic license, with factual retellings sacrificed for the overall 

product; White saviour films, whether inadvertently or egregiously, are defended by the label 

of ‘true story’ when any mediated text’s relationship to truth and facts are inherently 

questionable. A case study Hughey considers is The Blind Side, where the filmmakers 

deviated from the source material by changing the central perspective from Michael Oher 

(Quinton Aaron), the young, Black, homeless future NFL player to that of his White saviour, 

played by Sandra Bullock to an eventual Oscar win. Further, the framing of Oher as needing 

the game of football explained to him was inaccurate, meaning that the character needed 

saving by the White family in every way relevant to the plot. Hughey contends that “such a 

drastic lie was necessary for [the film] to work – and for [Sandra] Bullock to win an Oscar” 

(p. 67). 

Murch’s 2003 analysis of the performances that led to the historic wins of Halle Berry 

and Denzel Washington in 2002 finds that, although centring on Black protagonists, the films 
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are consistent with Hollywood’s stereotypical depictions of people of colour, whereby Black 

characters serve as “emotional mise-en-scene,” and “black [sic] suffering and ecstasy serve as 

lubricant for the true focus of the plot” (p. 29), namely redemption arcs for White characters. 

This reflects Levy’s quip that “most Oscar-nominated black [sic] characters are dead by the 

end of the film,” and that “black-themed [sic] movies (both by white and black directors) are 

often safely set in the distant past, thus relieving both filmmakers and audiences from the 

challenge and responsibility of dealing in a direct and explicit manner with the painful 

realities of contemporary race relations” (2003, p. 136). Murch’s sentiments reflect the 

complex cultural reaction to Berry as the first Black Best Actress winner and Washington the 

second Black Best Actor winner; Schulman writes of Berry’s emotional acceptance speech 

that “it was as if the full weight of history had invaded her body” (2023, p. 434), but that it 

immediately “became the subject of immediate critique and ridicule” (p. 443). Her historic 

breakthrough constrained her with a level of scrutiny whereby she “found herself 

representing everyone and pleasing no one” (p. 445), and she recalled “I thought, ‘Oh, all 

these great scripts are going to come my way; these great directors are going to be banging on 

my door… It didn’t happen” (in Schulman 2023, p. 446). 

More recently, contextualising the success of Black Panther as the Marvel Cinematic 

Universe’s first Black superhero – and its subsequent success at the Academy Awards – 

Bucciferro notes that: 

Recent developments in the American public sphere include a wave of protests 

against racial injustice, sparked by the death of a Black man (George Floyd) at the 

hands of a white police officer, caught on video and shared widely on digital media. 

Coverage of these events highlights the connection between media texts and their 

socio-political contexts, while problematizing the way discursive representations 

engage with structural issues and grassroots movements. A conversation regarding 
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Hollywood’s track record of biased representational styles and treatment of women 

and people of color is also currently underway, with actors, filmmakers, screen 

writers, and the public advocating for change. (2021, p. 11) 

With movements like #OscarsSoWhite, the Oscars have necessarily been drawn into these 

conversations. A greater emphasis is being placed on systemic issues of filmmaking practice 

as limiting the representational opportunities for minority actors to participate in such 

processes as the awards season: without being cast in the first place, there are no options to 

honour. 

When writing characters of colour, Wang Yuen (2017) links such potential for 

narrative lack of nuance to structural issues in Hollywood. She details how the racist and 

exclusionary practices steeped into the Academy are emblematic of film industries as a 

whole, resulting in poor levels of diverse representation and job opportunities for minority 

filmmakers. She notes Hollywood’s resistance to even acknowledging this problem: 

In response to accusations of racism in failing to nominate a single actor of color, 

one anonymous Academy member said, “I’m very offended by the idea that some 

people are calling us racists – race was the furthest thing from my mind when I cast 

my ballot.” The inability of the Hollywood elite to recognize or acknowledge their 

own racial biases perpetuates the problem. (p. 50) 

This issue has been historically oversimplified, with shallow solutions failing to result in a 

fairer distribution of opportunities; this is exemplified in the common misconception (the 

‘Matt Damon approach to diversity’ (see Variety Staff 2016)) that in-front of the camera 

diversity is the solution that minority filmmakers should be content with when there are still 

major inequalities behind the camera across all roles, from film crews to casting directors and 

executives (Wang Yuen 2017, pp. 31-48). Hollywood has constructed casting procedures that 

bypass anti-discriminatory hiring practices that other industries face, using a ‘freedom of 
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speech’ defence in the name of storytelling visions in order to advertise for and hire actors 

based on specific racial, gender and age categories (p. 13). 

Historically, the ‘Best Foreign Language Film’ category has often been the only place 

to see non-American films acknowledged by the Academy. Chan’s work (2008) around the 

peculiarities of the category reflects on its curious incarnations over time, whereby the 

arbitrariness of the selection criteria saw many possible entries disqualified from contention. 

For example, the criteria circa 2005 required submitted films to either have their dialogue 

recorded in the submitting country’s official language, or if using a sub-cultural language that 

the film then is representative of subject matters concerning the submitted country. Thus, the 

requirement to affirm a sense of “cultural authenticity” (possibly limiting submissions to 

genres only associated with social realism) resulted in many films being disqualified from 

contention (pp. 98-99). The category was updated in 2020 to “Best International Feature 

Film”, which also saw Parasite (2019) become the first subtitled Best Picture winner in 

Oscars history (which stands as a stark contrast to an event like the Cannes Film Festival, 

where over half of the Palme d’Or winners have been non-English language films (Crystal 

2003 in Chan 2008, p. 99)). Because the criteria for Oscars eligibility is Hollywood-centric in 

terms of screening requirements, as well as conceptualisations of ‘foreignness’, Chan 

characterises them as “a local awards ceremony with a global impact, to the extent that what 

is ‘local’ (Hollywood/American) becomes globalised, reducing global international cultures 

to a minor category whose very subjectivity is then dependent on ‘local’ Academy members 

for affirmation” (p. 99). 

Several Oscar winning or nominated films have been the focus of textual analysis in 

academia, whether for aesthetic phenomena or for placing them within a wider cultural 

context. 2016’s Moonlight and 2005’s Brokeback Mountain (Ang Lee), in particular, are two 

examples where issues pertaining to LGBTQIA+ storytelling and reception have been 
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scrutinised through the prism of their Oscars trajectories – and in ways that speak to one 

another’s successes and pitfalls. 

When Moonlight, the second feature film by American filmmaker Barry Jenkins, won 

the Best Picture Oscar in 2017 – in an infamous broadcast where the wrong winner was 

announced – it was framed as a historical text within the Oscars. However, while becoming 

“both the first film comprising an entirely black [sic] cast and the first LGBTIQIA+ focused 

story to win [Best Picture]” (Di Mattia 2019, p. 10) was cause for much excitement, Stallings 

(2019) sobered the enthusiasm by framing the film against recent Black/queer history. They 

argue that Moonlight aesthetically reproduces lesser-known Black neorealist cinema from the 

1990s (pp. 347-348), and that its mainstream treatment as ground-breaking is an erasure of its 

precursors: “there have been Black men kissing in Black gay films and empathetic drug 

dealers in Black films” (p. 343). The film’s salience, both with critics and the Academy, has 

been argued as a part of a wider cultural reaction – the themes of the film allegorically reflect 

an American political landscape that could react to President Obama with Trump, and “a 

movie like this could not have been made (or at least would be unlikely to receive critical 

praise), if not for the last eight years (2008-2016)” (Kannan, Hall & Hughey 2017, p. 288). 

The film deals with themes of identity and agency, which Kannan, Hall and Hughey 

(2017) frame in terms of contradictory forces; the film explores gay masculinities by setting 

them within the expectations of a hetero-masculinity, it tells a tale of self-actualisation within 

a framework of societal limitations, and it approaches Blackness as non-uniform. Copeland 

(2018) emphasises the film’s emotional capacity, as it “humanizes Black queer men through 

confronting day-to-day issues” (p. 688), framing its exploration of its themes against real-

world examples from media and entertainment (pp. 687-688; although Jenkins asserts that 

neither he himself as a filmmaker nor Moonlight are ‘neorealist’ (Gillespie 2017, p. 58)). 

Although Powell treats the protagonist of the film as an example of Richard Dyer’s ‘sad 
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young man’ trope in narrative representations of gay men (2018, p. 160), the film and Jenkins 

were largely lauded for their navigation of (male) characters that are usually reduced to 

stereotypes. Jenkins, a heterosexual cisgender male, openly acknowledges his closeness to the 

source material in terms of its themes of locality and maternity (in the face of addiction) but 

is exploring sexuality as an outsider (Stallings 2019, p. 349; Gillespie 2017, p. 55; Di Mattia 

2019, p. 12). Stallings argues that this effort to debunk stereotypes of drug dealers and Black 

gay men does not exonerate Jenkins from his stereotypical portrayal of Black women in 

Moonlight (a binary of crack-addict and maternal saviour) (2019 p. 349); “female agency and 

nuance are sacrificed on the altar of diverse representations of masculinity” (Kannan, Hall & 

Hughey 2017, p. 293). 

That these complex aesthetic analyses and reactions commonly frame Moonlight as an 

affront to stereotypes casts its Oscars win against such previous explorations (see prior 

examples from Murch (2003), Hughey (2014), and Levy (2003)). As Schulman characterises, 

“Moonlight was the first Best Picture winner with an all-Black cast and… an explicitly queer 

story… Moonlight’s win, a year after #OscarsSoWhite, signaled that something had 

changed… [i]n its unassuming way, Moonlight had scrambled the definition of what a Best 

Picture looked like… [and] reflected an America that had never seen itself in a movie, much 

less on the Oscar stage” (2023, pp. 488-489). 

If Moonlight’s Best Picture win was considered a breakthrough moment for 

representation of minorities on the Oscars stage, reflecting back to Brokeback Mountain 

provides an interesting antithesis to demonstrate the tenuous relationship the Academy has to 

social politics. Ang Lee’s film’s Best Picture loss to Crash (2004, Paul Haggis) is popularly 

framed as a great upset in the history of the awards (Cabosky 2015, p. 73), or even as a 

“calculated slight” against gay audiences by the film industry (Kitses 2007, p. 24). As 

Kannan, Hall and Hughey argued that the socio-cultural impacts of Barack Obama’s 
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presidency enabled the creation and positive reception of Moonlight in 2016 (2017, p. 288), 

the opposite can be inferred for Brokeback Mountain’s Oscars journey across 2005/06. In 

their analysis of 113 reviews of the film at the time of its release, Cooper and Pease (2008) 

explore how a lack of familiarity with and sensitivity to LGBTQIA+ narratives caused 

consistent contradictory framings of the film. They explain that: 

[R]eviewers framed the film as a “universal” love story while simultaneously 

encouraging audiences to read it as a “gay cowboy movie.” The tension between 

these competing frames – perhaps an artifact of the reviewers’ lack of language to 

articulate the queer issues privileged in the film’s narratives beyond a heterosexual-

homosexual dichotomy – results in disagreement about the “proper” interpretation 

of the film. The result, whether we see the film as “universal” or “peculiar,” is a 

paradoxical invisibility for queer identity, and yields a third frame in which 

homophobia is represented as a relic of the past. (p. 249) 

This third framing, in particular, reflects Levy’s identified trend of prestigious dramas 

setting social problems against historical backdrops to provide audiences with an ultimate 

sense of appeasement (2003, p. 136). These consistently-confused approaches in critical 

discourse were reflected in more generalised media as well. Rich (2007) details how 

Brokeback Mountain’s release and promotion caused anxiety among gay audiences about 

whether it would faithfully capture its source material’s gay themes, or, conversely, be so gay 

as to alienate the masses (p. 44). These anxieties were further stoked by (predictably) 

homophobic rhetoric across various media and were often grappled with through reflexive 

analysis of the Western genre as a whole (p. 46). Kitses notes that “the Western’s settings 

gave it a unique power to express in what became a coded aesthetics the ideological promise 

of America – freedom, openness, redemption, reinvention… it is possible to see the validity 

of the claim that Brokeback Mountain queers the Western, that setting a saga of same-sex 
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love in the American wilderness both naturalizes and nationalizes it” (2007, p. 25). Such 

work demonstrates the powerful place that film themes and genre have served to an American 

social and cultural identity. 

Beyond the complex interpretations of the film’s themes explored, Cabosky (2015) 

charts the progress of how Brokeback Mountain was represented in various trade and screen 

magazine ‘for your consideration’ posters in the lead up to the 2006 Oscars. After identifying 

the trope of appealing to voters through scenes of emotional intimacy, he notes that “instead 

of showing queer intimacy, the first three months of the campaign, during a time when the 

film would have been striving for a nomination, displayed rather shocking heterosexual 

imagery” (p. 80, original emphasis), much of which featured real-life couple and eventual 

acting nominees Heath Ledger and Michelle Williams. The result was such that “if a voter 

was to only know Brokeback from its awards ad campaign, the film would play as a romantic 

story about heterosexual couples” (p. 80). Despite the eventual push after its nominations to 

promote the film’s queer representations, this initial promotional tactic demonstrates the 

power of the imagined makeup of the Academy as a voting bloc, whose individual sexualities 

are unknowable, but whose collective historical decision-making has invited criticisms of 

homophobia (p. 74; and racism, and xenophobia, and ageism). The film’s Best Picture loss 

inspired an unprecedented full-page ad in Variety magazine paid for by gay fans, thanking the 

film’s contributors and the awarding bodies that did name it the year’s best picture (Rich 

2007, p.48). 

Brokeback Mountain and Moonlight demonstrate how a particular film text can speak 

to the multitude of social and political anxieties into which it enters. Academic scrutiny on 

these film texts works to illuminate their thematic richness, and the increased attention that 

the Oscars process affords them provides further available paratextual and promotional 

materials to draw on in such analyses. 
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2.3 The Oscar-verse 

In this section, I take a broader approach to prestige film and the Oscars to consider 

additional cultural elements at play. This includes relevant discussion of the role of the box 

office in contemporary film, the global celebrity and prize circuits that contribute to 

conceptions of prestige, and of alternative mechanisms of film evaluation that sit 

complementary to, or in contest with, film awards. 

 

2.3.1 Distribution & Consumption 

Academics observing the intersections between film awards and box office have assessed the 

impacts of Oscar nominations and wins in economic terms. As noted earlier, authors have 

pointed to the nominations, rather than the eventual awards given, as the most accurate stamp 

of ‘greatness’ given the expertise of the respective branches responsible for specific 

nominations; this also extends to box office results, whereby the competitive ‘race’ of Oscars 

season prompts for a boost in box office results for nominees prior to the eventual awards 

(Nelson et al. 2001; Deuchert, Adjamah & Pauly 2005; Addis & Holbrook 2018). Rossman 

and Schilke argue that awards represent a ‘judgement device’ for consumers; as an 

individual’s reception to a film is unknowable at the point of purchasing a ticket for the first 

time (i.e., a film is an ‘experience good’), a consumer looks to available recommendations to 

inform their decision (2014, pp. 88-89). The boost in revenue come nomination time is 

complicated by the fact that many films are yet to be released in international markets, or that 

some films that have been distributed earlier in the year would require a second release to 

reap the benefits from cinema audiences (Nelson et al. 2001, pp. 15-16).  

Though a successful campaign resulting in a nomination has impacts on box office 

performance, exposure, and reach, and for individual careers, Addis and Holbrook (2018) 

argue that they do little to indicate audience taste. They argue that “if producers invest in 
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“Oscar campaigns” costing up to $100 million, they thereby strive to conquer people’s 

wallets rather than their appreciative admiration” (p. 888). They find that among critical 

reviews, opening weekend box office data, and Oscar nominations, it is the critical reviews 

that carry the most persuasive impact on potential audiences, thus representing the strongest 

judgement device (p. 887). They use this finding to challenge current industry standards that 

privilege ads featuring Oscar nomination successes, instead suggesting that reviewers’ ratings 

would be more convincing to audiences (pp. 887-888). I am not sure that this is the most 

useful interpretation of this data, as it treats the messages leveraged in film ads as 

homogenous, when in actuality choosing to leverage different markers of success can appeal 

to different markets with more nuance. However, they situate their argument within a broader 

conception of Oscar relevance, suggesting: 

[T]here has been considerable debate about the ability of Oscars to reflect real 

artistic achievement or true aesthetic value… nowadays, many recognize the 

political and economic backdrop to the Oscars and suspect that the Academy 

Awards tend to reflect hegemonic Hollywood power struggles rather than the virtue 

of artistic achievement. (p. 888) 

In essence, Addis and Holbrook claim that in a cultural context where trust in institutions is 

low, critical reviews persist as a more trustworthy judgment as they “[reduce] the uncertainty 

associated with motion pictures by signaling excellence to ordinary consumers” (p.887). 

If critics maintain a persuasive authority as a judgement device for advertising films, 

the profession has otherwise been marked by a distinct shift across the 2010s whereby the 

television critic has become threatened as a viable broadcast formula (Boucaut & Pugsley 

2022). A central television show – like At the Movies (2004-2014) for an Australian context 

featuring Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton, which followed a formula comparable to 

America’s Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel – had the capacity to set a cultural agenda to 
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dedicated publics of interest. Nowadays, however, “[apps] like Letterboxd and sites such as 

IMDb and Rotten Tomatoes afford film fans online identities defined specifically by their 

own filmic tastes (complete with ratings systems and watch lists) – user reviews have the 

capacity to go viral, and online discourses surrounding new release films frequently impact 

the contexts of their consumption in ways comparable to critical appraisal” (p. 12). Such an 

environment threatens the viability of criticism as a paid profession whilst expanding its 

evaluative function to a more accessible, vocal, and dynamic online setting. 

International and American film festivals have been discussed within the context of 

prize giving (English 2005, p. 260) and are likewise considered a site of celebrity worship 

(Czach 2010). Often culminating in prizes themselves, the likes of Cannes Film Festival, the 

Venice Film Festival, the Toronto International Film Festival, and the Sundance Film Festival 

are often where Oscars-pitched films debut, asserting themselves as ones to watch and 

kicking off campaigns. There are parallels to draw between English’s characterisation of 

award winners as being both consecrated and desecrated by the awarding institution (2005, p. 

31), and Czach’s dichotomy between cinephilia and celebrity culture in film festival circuits 

(2010): in both frameworks, the ostensible purpose of the event being ‘to platform and 

celebrate art’ is obscured by the mediatised circus of its construction and performance. 

Scrutiny has also been paid to the art-house and blockbuster divide in the film 

landscape, the former tending to be seen as the Oscar contenders despite lacking wide 

audience appeal. Perren notes that for art-house producers and distributors, successful Oscar 

campaigns are crucial to asserting their films to the general public, which fits with Rossman 

and Schilke’s assessment that for films to pursue awards contention is a financial risk (2001; 

2014). Miramax, along with competing distributors like Lions Gate and Focus Features, fit 

into the American ‘Indiewood’ movement, where independent features took on newfound 

popularity from the 80s through to the 2010s. According to Perren, distributors of 
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independent content look to the Oscars as a site to garner both publicity and prestige (2001; 

2012). The popularisation of indie aesthetics and the currency of ‘indie cred’ in American 

filmmaking led to several major studios funding their own independent divisions; this 

gentrification of independent filmmaking works as a recognition of the economic impacts of 

vying for prestige. 

The historical binary between ‘art-house’ and ‘popular’ still pervades film discourse 

despite its gradual crumbling: “audiences have been seen to become more omnivorous in 

their cultural tastes, consuming both high art and popular culture regardless of their command 

of cultural capital” (Van Eijck & Knulst 2005 in Kerston & Verboord 2014, p. 6). This 

erosion allows for the crossover of large-scale blockbusters into critical acclaim (or for 

elevated recognition to be applied retrospectively) and for restricted productions to find 

ultimate box office success (p. 6). 

If Oscar films generally court lower box office results that then improve from prestige 

exposure, Chan (2008, pp. 97-98) explicitly notes the “non-Anglo-American films” that make 

up the Best Foreign Language Film category (now Best International Feature) as particular 

beneficiaries of such publicity. Although DVD sales were considered a significant part of this 

relationship (extending box office boosts beyond the cinema), whether the same can be said 

for streaming services remains to be studied. Perren also notes that the foreign market for 

American produced indie films relies on Oscars recognition on top of domestic recognition; 

“if middle-level films failed at home, they were not likely to perform any better abroad, since 

they had neither the effects and action nor the simple marketing hooks that were the high-

concept foundations of the globally oriented Hollywood product” (2001, p. 36). Lee (2009), 

however, investigates how films with varying levels of Oscar recognition fare in East Asian 

film markets (excluding China due to its strict film import limitations). Simplifying 

Simonton’s (2011, pp. 36-37) awards clusters (dramatic, visual, technical, and musical) to 
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‘dramatic’ and ‘non-dramatic’, Lee finds that American films with high success rates in the 

dramatic cluster receive diminished returns in East Asian markets, while the inverse is true 

with films represented in the non-dramatic clusters seeing higher returns. This is framed 

within a cultural discount theory; “the Academy Awards do not seem to work as strong 

market signals in the East Asian markets, and the cinematic qualities and achievement the 

awards refer to do not even necessarily have special appeal to the East Asian moviegoers… 

cultural differences tend to discount the values of the cinematic qualities and achievement 

indicated by the drama awards” (2009, p. 260). In other words, the further culturally removed 

from American hegemonic ideologies a market is, the appeal for stories pertaining to these 

ideologies (as suggested by their inclusion in the dramatic clusters) is lessened. The non-

dramatic cluster, on the other hand, speaks less to culturally-specific and ideologically 

embedded norms and more to budgetary investments in spectacle. 

Of course, questions and value of box office receipts and other traditional markers of 

successful distribution have been spectacularly challenged with the advent of Subscription 

Video on Demand (SVOD) as a distribution and consumption format, with key players like 

Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Apple TV+ having asserted themselves as stakeholders in the 

prestige film space. In conceptualising a ‘post-cinema’ era, Chateau and Moure pose 

existential questions of what the medium even is: “is cinema defined by film, theater, 

cinemagoing, or any combination of these characteristics?” (2020, p. 14). Considering Netflix 

an exemplar of this new dynamic, Hagener (2020) points to several affordances of streaming 

technology that alter any self-conceptions of cinema it assumes: for example, that it straddles 

boundaries of cinema, television, and digital media (p. 176), their access to user data, and 

how that data is withheld from the public (p. 177), and the difference in transactional value 

between attending the cinema and streaming from home (p. 178). Beyond formalist aesthetic 

properties, the socio-cultural dimension of medium categorisation is invoked in 
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characterising some Netflix products as ‘films’, “especially in competitions of major festivals 

and in the Oscar race” (pp. 180-181). Hagener also points to properties of Netflix films like 

“a bankable star in a genre framework… or a festival experienced global director with a 

typical, often political, story” (p. 181) as “evoking traditional forces of the cinema” (p. 190) 

despite its radical algorithmic structure. Such academic debates about conceptualising 

‘SVOD cinema’ within pre-existing ecosystems are reflected in industrial and popular 

filmmaking discourse, typified by tensions in modern Oscar races where, for example, 

Netflix has aggressively campaigned for awards recognition for auteur-helmed properties like 

Roma (2018, Alfonso Cuarón) and The Irishman (2019, Martin Scorsese). 

 

2.3.2 Prestige Film Culture: Campaigns, Commentary, & Awards Season 

Akin to a political campaign, the road to Oscars success is characterised by promotional 

appearances across media platforms and is foundational to the business structures of 

Hollywood and its star systems. Mapp succinctly asserts “campaigning for an Oscar is 

prevalent and indigenous to the politics of Hollywood” (2008, p. xi). This environment is 

dependent on multi-industry cooperation, with Rossman, Esparza and Bonacich noting that 

“the Oscars are now the basis for an entire ‘Awards season’ industry of entertainment, gossip, 

and fashion journalism, as well as secondary awards whose primary interest is the extent to 

which they project the real winners – a sort of cinema Advent to the Hollywood Christmas 

that is Oscars night” (2010, p. 32). Drumming up Oscars support for films and filmmakers is 

now an ongoing promotional exercise, dependent on pre-release buzz, positive critical 

appraisal, and sustaining success over time. 

To further understand modern Oscar campaigns, it is necessary to consider the tainted 

legacy of Harvey Weinstein once again. As explained by Be Kind Rewind (2019a), a 

YouTube video essayist who covers Hollywood history and women in film, Weinstein did 
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not invent the Oscar campaign as a concept, yet his perceived bullish mastery of the process 

altered the standards expected for them into the new millennium. Under his leadership, the 

Miramax model of production replicated the Old Hollywood approaches that were steeped in 

the star system; individual talents would be scouted and nurtured, with projects specifically 

designed to increase their prestige via Oscars attention (and as mentioned, these 

individualised tactics are also intimately attached to his predatory and criminal conduct 

(Farrow 2019)). His methods for generating positive publicity for Miramax-distributed films 

and attached stars reached beyond the usual promotional appearances, screeners, and 

magazine ads to include stunt marketing tactics, specifically targeting Academy members for 

events and screenings, and instigating negative publicity for competing films. After achieving 

an astonishing upset with Shakespeare in Love (1998, John Madden) taking out Best Picture 

over the pundit-favoured Saving Private Ryan (1998, Steven Spielberg), other studios moved 

to adopt his practices to the point where Oscar campaigns are now often afforded multi-

million-dollar budgets. Even in a modern streaming context, Netflix reportedly invested more 

in the Oscars campaign for Roma than the film cost to make (Bloom 2019). As noted by Be 

Kind Rewind (2019a), Weinstein’s eventual downfall coincides with his weakest professional 

streak since the 1980s, the implication being that his past successes were a significant 

impetus for the industrial-scale protection he enjoyed for decades.  

Be Kind Rewind has produced many informed pieces about various winners of the 

Best Actress Oscar, a common theme of which is the importance of star image and personal 

narrative on the campaign trail. Their video unpacking the 1979 season (2018b), for example, 

explores the continuously evolving stardom of Jane Fonda. After Fonda’s initial break as a 

cult sex symbol and her early success in socially subversive dramas, the late seventies saw 

her career refocussed towards assimilating her ‘radical’ politics into more mainstream 

projects. Softening her political message not only gave her renewed visibility in Hollywood, 
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but allowed for her to unapologetically campaign for her second Best Actress Oscar knowing 

that audiences were now more receptive to her civil rights and anti-war protests, as reflected 

in her film Coming Home (1978, Hal Ashby). Be Kind Rewind describes Fonda’s approach to 

this stage of her career as “produc[ing] challenging political films for herself that were 

palatable enough to reach and thus mobilise wider audiences,” (2018b) thus demonstrating a 

knowingness and utility of her own brand. Another telling example Be Kind Rewind explores 

is Sandra Bullock’s 2010 Best Actress win for The Blind Side. Along with the analytical 

thread of the ‘White Saviour’ trope, the video essay (2019b) explores how Bullock 

capitalised on industrial good will – both the film industry’s for being a box office draw, and 

the television industry’s for being a seasoned celebrity guest – to place this unique 

performance from her filmography into a greater personal narrative. Her campaigning 

demonstrated her significant charisma and consistently framed her role in the film as her 

maturation as a performer who had grown bored of predictable romantic comedies, thus 

making her worthy of consecration as a ‘serious actress’. Modern campaigns further provide 

celebrity filmmakers opportunities or duties to attest to their film’s importance: Schulman 

says that from the early 2000s “[l]ive Q&As became an awards season staple, condemning 

actors and directors to a never-ending circuit of explaining themselves” (2023, p. 403). 

I wrote earlier of Cabosky’s work in relation to Brokeback Mountain’s Oscars 

campaign, where ‘For Your Consideration’ advertisements were run in industrial ads with 

photos obscuring the homosexual themes of the movie towards privileging the heterosexual 

supporting subplots and characters (2015). Such a work implicitly speaks to the establishment 

outlets, such as Variety and The Hollywood Reporter, as key sites of Oscars communication. 

Schulman’s (2023) historical Oscars stories likewise draw from works published in such sites 

as critical vocalisations of their influence and reach to industry and Academy figures: gossip 

columnists, featured artisans, studio promoters and film critics alike engage in a publicly 
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mediated dialogue with one another. English notes, however, that rather than providing 

independent, objective, or even journalistic reportage about prizes (let alone scholarship 

about it), news outlets have instead become a part of the apparatus of awards culture where 

often “judges or contenders for the very sort of prizes they discuss” offer “deprecating brief-

mention paragraphs, catty bits of gossip, or strongly opinionated, and often rather acerbic, 

byline feature pieces” (2005, p. 24). 

Originally the domain of historic trade magazines like Variety and The Hollywood 

Reporter, such tabloid interest in awards races expanded with advents in online coverage. 

Recalling the new age of Oscars campaigning rung in by Harvey Weinstein and Shakespeare 

in Love versus Steven Spielberg and Saving Private Ryan in 1999, Schulman attests that the 

advertising onslaught and covert smear efforts were further complicated by “the burgeoning 

blogosphere” of the time (2023, p. 403). He posits: 

The explosive coverage of Shakespeare vs. Ryan had exposed the Oscar machinery 

to a mass readership and helped create an appetite for gossip and 

prognostication… Sasha Stone started OscarWatch.com (renamed 

AwardsDaily.com after the Academy sued)… Tom O’Neil founded GoldDerby.com, 

which provided year-round predictions. The rise of “Oscarologists” gave the newly 

busy [campaign] consultants more receptacles for ads, spin, and swag. (p. 403) 

Beyond the popular theatrics of such press engagement typified by Weinstein, Chan reiterates 

the role of film bloggers as commentators filling in deficits left by mainstream coverage 

(2008). When Singapore’s 2005 entry into the Best Foreign Language Picture category Be 

with Me (2005, Eric Khoo) was disqualified for being primarily in English (ironically with 

only around 3 minutes of dialogue over the entire film), the obscurity of the issue left 

reactions to it as mostly ambivalent, with discourse only occurring amongst keen followers 

online (pp. 102-103). 
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While the spaces available for Oscars commentary have expanded largely with digital 

and social media, predicting the outcomes of each ceremony has long been viewed as sport to 

dedicated followers. Edwardson (1990) argues that the spread of nominations has historically 

held great predictive value for the Best Picture award, with observations such as ‘the film 

with the most nominations of the evening often prevails for the top prize’, and ‘nominations 

for directing, script and male acting categories are usually decisive’. Likewise, Pardoe (2005) 

used historical data to develop a formula for predicting outcomes (with impressive accuracy). 

While the role of statistics in these endeavours is obviously prominent, Pardoe nevertheless 

concedes that there are some factors to the race that are impossible to quantify, such as the 

notion of ‘Hollywood buzz’ often overriding numerical logic (p. 39). 

One factor that courts significant prognosticator attention while playing into a film’s 

Oscars success is the momentum gained across the slew of preceding awards events. 

Although not the first film awards conceived of, the Oscars quickly took a firm place in the 

cultural imagination of American and global audiences, becoming the “King of Showbiz 

Awards” (Levy 2003, p. 58). Given the Oscars’ historical standing, Levy and English both 

argue that in the cycle of awards culture any similar or competing awards bodies, whether 

offered by critics, journalists, unions or even satirists, all inevitably play into the larger 

narrative of the Oscars race (2003, pp. 58-70; 2005, pp. 100-101). As Simonton notes, “the 

New York Film Critics Circle (NYFCC) awards began in 1935 precisely as an antidote to 

[the Oscars], which the New York City critics thought were distorted by studio intrigues and 

Hollywood provincial tastes,” – then came the Hollywood Foreign Press Association’s 

(HFPA) Golden Globes in 1944 purporting “a more international perspective,” the British 

Film Academy (which would become the British Academy of Film and Television Arts, or 

BAFTA in 1975) awards and the Directors Guild of America (DGA) awards both in 1949, the 

Golden Raspberries in 1981, and so on (2011, p. 10). This proliferation of reactionary-yet-
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complementary awards is argued by English (2005) as an inherent feature of the ‘Economy of 

Prestige’ that governs cultural prize-giving (see Section 3.1). 

Of the awards generated in the wake of the Oscars that constitute the ‘film awards 

season’, many of them replicate the Oscars’ aesthetic performance of grandeur and 

importance; “public nominations, sealed envelopes, and spectacular televised ceremonies 

with the nominees in attendance – have been so widely imitated by other entertainment 

awards… that the Oscars can fairly be called the prototype of the institutionalization of the 

entertainment award as spectacle” (Rossman, Esparza & Bonacich 2010, p. 32). English 

argues that for cultural awards even outside of the field of filmmaking “the desire to be 

regarded as an ‘equivalent to the Oscar’… is an integral part of the promotional rhetoric” 

(2005, p. 72). 

The SAG Awards, which have honoured performances in film and television since 

1994 (Levy 2003, p. 67), are based in the identity of the Screen Actors Guild as a union. 

Fortmueller (2016) notes the conflict between individual exceptionalism on display through 

the awards and a metaphorical spirit of togetherness that necessitates the event’s existence; 

the tradition of “I am an Actor” statements opening the show works to align the elite level of 

stardom attained by the honoured who are ‘on show’ with the masses of under/unemployed 

actors who make up the majority of Guild members (p. 224). The brand identity of the awards 

is so steeped in old conceptualisations of Hollywood stardom that the eventual merger 

between the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio 

Artists (AFTRA) in 2012 failed to amount to a reflective change in the event’s name (p. 213), 

further fuelling the perceived artistic divide between film and television industries despite 

their continued convergence (p. 212). 

If new awards are defined in part by their relation to an established award, an urgent 

and still unrectified example of this are The Tree of Life awards, colloquially called “the 
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Black Oscars” (Anderson 2016). Characterised as a “relatively little-known private event” 

that also raised donations for Black charities (Mapp 2008, p. xiv), the Black Oscars ran from 

1981, when the Academy had only nominated 27 African Americans across its 52-year 

history (Burton 2016), until 2007, a year when 5 Black performers were nominated. 

#OscarsSoWhite reportedly prompted informal discussions to revive the event (Anderson 

2016). Though clearly not competitive in a sense of trying to succeed the Oscars, the event 

was more to honour and reflect on a collective experience of being a Black member of the 

film industry rather than a competition for public consumption (Anderson 2016).  

The expanding universe of cinematic prizes creates an exclusive club of films each 

year that hold favour across institutions, albeit with individual quirks to be found. Simonton’s 

assessment is that the Oscars represents the strongest overall consensus of prior awards given 

– or, for example, if an actor has won most or all of the previous awards from the more 

prestigious institutions in the lead up to the Oscars, then they are an odds-on favourite to win 

the Oscar (2004b; 2011, pp. 9-32). Dekker and Popik (2014), however, challenge Simonton’s 

methodology (by way of quantitative reasoning that goes far over my own head), arguing that 

the perceived uniformity of awarding bodies’ choices is less stable than originally concluded. 

Nevertheless, the perception of a trajectory across awards en route to the Oscars exists to 

pundits and audiences. Rossman, Esparza and Bonacich go as far as to characterise other 

awarding bodies as “secondary” to the Oscars, and that their “primary interest is the extent to 

which they project the real winners” come Oscar night (2010, p. 32, original emphasis). 

For all of the film awards that articulate a point of difference, English contends that 

“[n]ot only do they remain faithful to the Oscar-centered awards calendar as well as to the 

basic Oscar award categories, with their overemphasis on individual achievement and 

individual authorship, but despite the divergence of their winners list, they often reinforce the 

same underlying hierarchy of value that is imposed by the Oscars” (2005, p. 86). English 
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notes the Oscars’ tendency to heap its praises on to a small sample of frontrunners with a 

‘winner takes all’ mentality, which can be extended to the entirety of ‘awards season’ given 

that the pool of films competing across the board each year is very small relative to the 

masses of films released overall. They argue that treating the preceding awards as “dress 

rehearsals” has worked to make the ultimate event of the Oscars an “anticlimax” (p. 85). 

Such is the far-reaching entertainment infrastructure that enables the Oscars. In a 

system designed to deify select film texts and filmmakers, others are inevitably gatekept out 

of prestige recognition. It is with this overarching consideration of taste-making as a key part 

of production and consumption of cultural products that I now develop my theoretical 

framework and methodology.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Theoretical Framework & Methodology 

 

I am employing a two-step theoretical framework in this thesis. Firstly, this project fits into a 

broad understanding of filmmaking as a competitive ‘field’, thus invoking theorist Pierre 

Bourdieu’s sociology of taste and prestige. Secondly, I will be applying a persona studies 

conceptualisation of mediated identity performances to ‘Oscar’, in an intellectual exercise 

that will aim to demarcate a series of disparate levels of meaning that the entire Academy 

Awards enterprise enacts. While the first approach provides this project with a broader 

industrial and societal context and lends weight to its potential impacts, the second, in 

providing a text-based methodological approach, will substantively shape the findings to 

provide a unique contribution to scholarship in this area. 

 

3.1 Taste-Making & Prestige 

In this thesis I am analysing the multiple layers of meaning that are borne from the media 

phenomenon of the Oscars. An argument implicit throughout my research is that the 

Academy cannot be considered as an isolated entity, nor the Oscars ceremony as an isolated 

event; rather, they contribute and respond to a complex web of multi-industry pressures and 

are represented as a multi-textual identity. In representing a source (and force) of power and 

influence in filmmaking and film reception, it is therefore most appropriate to approach them 

through a cultural studies sensibility, with an ultimate aim to situate the Oscars’ layers of 

meaning within its broader cultural implications. 
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3.1.1 Cultural Studies 

If cultural studies as a discipline shares a broad aim of interrogating sources of cultural 

power, then taste-making takes a focussed view on cultural products as indications and 

manifestations of power. We can identify particular processes and mechanisms by which 

cultural artefacts – films, songs, paintings, clothing, architecture, celebrities, or really 

anything perceivable as a text for consumption – are placed into hierarchies of taste. The 

elevation of certain texts over others in terms of prestige, popularity, accessibility, and 

longevity of relevance comes at the expense of other like texts, as well as impacting the terms 

of their consumption across populations. As such, scrutiny of these processes and 

mechanisms is appropriate, so as to lay bare their designs in theory and practice, and to be 

fully considered for their cultural consequences. 

Pierre Bourdieu is a foundational figure in this space. From early ethnographic work 

based in Algerian villages through to later reflexive studies on French academic institutions, 

Bourdieu endeavoured to develop a sociology of taste as an observable and actionable 

element of daily life, whereby consumption habits become representative of an individual’s 

relationship to their society at large. Although not always perfectly generalisable in practice, 

this theoretical work in taste hierarchies has inspired useful and dynamic thinking around the 

politics and impacts of consumption. I argue that such work on taste is most potent in cultural 

situations comparable to where Bourdieu’s own research was situated, characterised by 

elitism, and consequential resistance to progress and disruption. 

Before more specific focus is paid to theories of taste-making, it is useful to provide a 

brief survey of some fundamental concepts. ‘Field’, ‘capital’ and ‘habitus’ all require 

individual attention as conceptual tools for understanding the motivations of and possibilities 

afforded to individuals within the social and cultural settings in which they operate. From this 

groundwork, I will narrow towards the specificities of taste-making, using Bourdieu 
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primarily to identify different taste-making mechanisms and ways of understanding their 

potential consequences. 

 

3.1.2 Foundational Concepts: ‘Field’, ‘Capital’, & ‘Habitus’ 

An overarching thread of Bourdieu’s theorising was to bridge the division between 

objectivism and subjectivism – a task that he is argued to have usefully and interestingly 

failed at (Jenkins 2002, p. 91). With theoretical assertions designed to account for how 

societies operate, his definitions fall into objectivist trappings within which they are unable to 

account for unexpected yet observable phenomena such as how a society may encounter, 

accept and integrate new ideas. Nevertheless, Bourdieu works to explain the behaviour of 

individuals in social settings where they may be acting against their own self-interests 

because of internalised conceptions of how the space is said to work, i.e., a subjective 

denigration based on ‘objective’ structures. When these ideas are framed as accounting for 

specific cultural situations rather than as generalisable ‘rules’ that dictate social behaviour, 

they become useful conceptual tools. Out of the vast pool of terminology developed in this 

pursuit – each naturally debatable for their applicability and limitations – I have narrowed 

down to a core set of fundamentals as groundwork. 

Firstly, Bourdieu considers these ‘social settings’ where these power struggles 

between agents are observable as ‘fields’. Fields are multi-levelled (there are fields within 

fields, and/or ‘sub-fields’) and have blurred boundaries with much crossover potential 

(blurred boundaries being an occupational hazard of theoretical humanities). Field theory is 

useful for conceptualising areas of culture where other categorisations may be exclusionary 

or arbitrary. For example, in a field of filmmaking, we can consider potential agents as 

writers, actors, directors, producers, distributors, casting agents, designers, cinematographers, 

caterers, etc. All of these agents contribute to the overall goal of filmmaking (i.e., making 
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films) in individual but complementary ways, and have to navigate the power dynamics 

associated with and available within whatever role(s) they play. A sidenote to this is that 

Bourdieu does not provide any meaningful definitions for ‘agent’ in field theory (Jenkins 

2002, p. 89); although individuals are the obvious start point, Bourdieu also considers groups, 

from collectives to entire institutions, as potential agents. Though not wrong per se, field 

theory is incomplete in that inherent differences between agents as individuals and as 

institutions is not always explained or critically evaluated. 

So, if fields are the sites of struggles of power between agents, then ‘capital’ is the 

currency of these struggles. An appropriation of capital from economics, Bourdieu 

conceptualises capital as both tangible and abstract demonstrations of power and status. This 

is further broken down into different categories: 

- Economic capital: perhaps the most literal example of Capitalist power, economic 

capital is observable in money (obviously), but also the capacity to make, spend and 

invest money. 

- Social capital: the ability to form peer-to-peer relationships within the field, 

observable as large, accessible, and productive networks. 

- Cultural capital: conceived by Bourdieu as ‘knowledge’ (which in practice may be too 

broad a term), cultural capital is observable through field-specific education and 

demonstrable expertise. 

- Symbolic capital: the most esoteric to pin down, symbolic capital can be understood 

as ‘prestige’ and ‘reputation’; symbolic capital is achieved by cultivating respect 

within a field, demonstrated through, among other mechanisms, winning awards. 

All forms of capital can move between agents in transactional ways: economic capital 

can be traded in the exchange of wages paid for a job completed, just as social capital can be 
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exchanged between agents through mutual access to expanded networks. One form of capital 

can be exchanged into another, in what English calls “capital intraconversion” (2005, p. 10, 

emphasis removed); for example, when Netflix as producers and distributors of the film 

Roma (2018) spent an estimated US$25 million on an awards season campaign (reportedly 

double its production budget (Bloom 2019)), this can be construed as an investment of 

economic capital into the perceived likelihood of gaining symbolic capital. When agents have 

accumulated various forms of capital that may be beneficial within their given field, they can 

be seen by others as holding and wielding power. 

Beyond Bourdieu’s four sub-categorisations, there have been expansions to consider 

other forms of capital as discrete and viable. A pertinent, and I think convincing example is 

Driessens’ conceptualisation of ‘celebrity capital’ (2013a). As media industries develop along 

with our academic understandings of their impacts, Driessens argues that celebrity capital, or 

“accumulated visibility through recurrent media representations” (p. 533) has a distinct 

potential value for agents within fields whereby they can use it to move across and/or into 

other fields. Symbolic capital can therefore be distinguished from celebrity capital, for while 

the former may manifest in situations that contribute to an agent’s celebrity status, it may also 

remain solely impactful within the field that it is generated. 

Lastly, from understanding the sites and stakes of contests of power, Bourdieu’s 

‘habitus’ moves us towards an understanding of the possibilities for and limitations to actions 

for agents. This is where the attempted marriage of objectivism and subjectivism becomes 

most dynamic: the habitus is explained as “the site of the internalization of reality and the 

externalization of internality” (Bourdieu & Passeron 1977 in Jenkins 2002, p. 79). In other 

words, the habitus represents how individual agents comprehend and enact the naturalised 

(and seemingly objective) rules of their social environments, and is demonstrated by their 

actions and inactions within that space. Like other formative social theorists (Jenkins 2002, 
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pp. 74-84), the habitus is Bourdieu’s attempt at explaining why individuals may act against 

their own self-interests, termed ‘symbolic violence’ (Webb, Schirato & Danaher 2002, p. 25). 

Given that “exclusion works most powerfully as self-exclusion” (Jenkins 2002, p. 107), 

agents in positions of authority within a field work to perpetuate the ‘rules’ of that field as a 

set of non-negotiables: i.e., a logic of common sense that develops to a point of automatic and 

unquestioned acceptance. 

Through its application to individual decision-making, habitus in turn helps us to 

understand social mobility more broadly. If power imbalances are perpetuated through the 

naturalisation of social systems en masse, then the work of undoing or rectifying these 

systems from a bottom-up movement would require a massive degree of enlightenment and 

action. Bourdieu’s ‘habitus’ theory does not extend so far as to help us understand how 

socially inequitable structures and power dynamics came to be in the first place, nor the 

methods by which they could be said to be ‘internalised’ by agents, nor does it account for 

instances where significant social change has been achieved within a field. Bourdieu’s best 

explanation for the latter point is that progress can be credited to external agents who enter a 

field and have their perspectives accepted and integrated (Jenkins 2002, p. 90). However, 

with these limitations in mind, habitus can still be useful to help examine the complex 

dynamic between individual agents and their roles in larger collective actions, especially in 

situations (like French academic institutions a la Bourdieu’s formative research) that are 

particularly representative of elitist inequality and seemingly fortified against change. 

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is one such institution, with 

systemic inequalities built into its membership processes and reflected in its awards given 

out. As signposted earlier, filmmaking can be construed as its own field. This is despite 

Bourdieu only ever fleetingly referencing filmmaking and cinema in any capacity. To argue 

what should or should not constitute a field is an exercise in assembling a fragmented puzzle 
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from Bourdieu, for “what he does not tell us… is how the existence of a field is to be 

determined or how fields are to be identified” (Jenkins 2002, p. 89, original emphasis). 

Fowler (2016) pieces these clues together in arguing for the legitimacy of cinema as an 

artistic field despite Bourdieu’s reluctance to engage with it. Bourdieu asserts that ‘popular 

art’ is incapable of reaching the status of an autonomous field due to mass accessibility and 

appeal impacting its artistic capacity (pp. 18-19). To be an autonomous field in the arts, there 

needs to be methods of consecrating individual texts amongst elites, struggles for influence 

and power, and a distinct split from other art forms, which Fowler argues have been achieved 

in cinema through such movements as French New Wave or Italian Neorealism. Further 

complicating matters, Kersten and Verboord (2014) argue that filmmaking has traditionally 

been broken down into subfields of art house film (characterised by limited production 

resources and aesthetic significance) and blockbusters (characterised by wide audience 

appeal). Though useful in highlighting the possibly different contexts and intents behind 

specific film productions, the changing nature of audience tastes have broken down such 

binaries; “in an era of gloablization, commercialization and digitalization, Bourdieu’s 

concepts thus tend to be stretched” (Hesmondhalgh 2006 in Kersten & Verboord 2014, p. 6). 

For my context (as well as the actualities of filmmaking as a collective process), it is most 

valuable to consider a filmmaking field in broad and inclusive terms. By using a broad 

approach to a field of filmmaking, we can access texts from across the blockbuster/arthouse 

divide, as well as other relevant scales for the modern Oscars context, such as 

cinema/streamer releases, or Hollywood/international, etc. 

Some technical questions arise here about how to place the Oscars within this theory. 

Are they themselves an agent? If they are, Bourdieu’s non-engagement with the differences 

in action and impact of individuals versus institutions (Jenkins 2002, p. 89) becomes 

problematic. Or are they just a site on which contests for capital take place? Or are they 
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instead an entire field themselves that overlaps with filmmaking? Is the film awards industry, 

alternatively, a field as well, with the Oscars straddling the borders between both? Running 

with my broad and inclusive mode of using these theories, I am opting to consider ‘the 

Oscars’ as an agent within the filmmaking field, of which various awarding bodies are also 

agents (how to then conceptualise such an agent is the work of my second theoretical thread – 

see Section 3.2). This makes sense, as the Academy (as the instigator of ‘the Oscars’) 

operates with a degree of self-interest, and there is clearly an aspect of competition between, 

say, the Oscars and the Golden Globes for cultural cache. At the same time, the Oscars as a 

sustained media event is also a site within the filmmaking field, wherein capital struggle and 

exchange takes place. 

In the field of filmmaking there is obvious capital at stake – both for the Academy as 

an agent, and within the Oscars as a site. Any number of consequences and impacts of the 

Oscars for filmmakers have been written about previously, and can be understood in 

Bourdieu’s framework of capital, either as barriers of entry to participation for agents, or as 

capital to be gained from success. Significant economic and social capital is required to make 

a film at all given the scale of the collective project. Having a film considered for the Oscars 

requires further economic capital, whether in the form of achieving the aesthetic innovations 

that are likely to be considered for technical Oscars (Simonton 2011, pp. 36-37), or to mount 

a successful publicity campaign for an actor (Be Kind Rewind 2019a). Despite the risks of 

producing a film that sacrifices mass audience appeal for potential prestige (Rossman & 

Schilke 2014), the economic capital to be gained can be vast, whether in increased box office 

figures or increased salaries for prestigious talent (Nelson et al. 2001). Further, the increased 

exposure increases celebrity capital, which can snowball through promotional appearances, 

endorsement deals, and general popular cultural cache. 
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Celebrity capital is, again, a general barrier for entry into an event that has so much 

celebrity-enhancing potential, although this is certainly more applicable to categories that 

require more visibility than others. The rare occasions where celebrity is bypassed for a 

nomination help to perpetuate the meritocracy narrative of the whole event (e.g., Yalitza 

Aparicio’s Best Actress nomination for Roma recognising an acting debut for a non-English 

language project). The social and celebrity capital that contributes to an individual’s 

contention for Oscars are largely American-centric, given the lack of representation of 

alternative cinema markets and non-English speaking roles. Through the event of the Oscars 

and all that leads up to it, opportunities to extend social capital are afforded to individuals, as 

these industry events are always networking opportunities (one example of this is 

actor/producer Frances McDormand, producer Peter Spears and director Chloé Zhao all 

attending the Independent Spirit Awards for separate acclaimed 2017 projects, who upon 

meeting at the event committed to collaborating on the 2020 film Nomadland (King 2020)). 

Being nominated for or winning an Oscar is ostensibly an acknowledgment of a high degree 

of achievement and ability within a given profession in the filmmaking field (Nelson et al. 

2001, p. 1); thus, cultural capital is required to produce the necessary calibre of product. 

Further, cultural capital is required to navigate the schema of the Oscars itself – to perform 

participation acceptably. All of these different manifestations of capital can culminate in 

enhanced symbolic capital; the clout and prestige of individuals who have participated in the 

Oscars is often framed as career-defining (e.g., Levy 2003, pp. 90-93). As noted in Chapter 2, 

affixing ‘Oscar-nominated’ or ‘Oscar-winning’ to a text, an industry professional, and/or a 

celebrity is an abbreviated expression of symbolic capital. Finally, as is ever the case with 

struggles for capital, gains and losses in one area can have consequences in others; for 

example, “prizes constitute symbolic capital, but consumers treating them as judgment 
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devices transmutes the producer’s symbolic capital into economic capital” (Rossman & 

Schilke 2014, p. 88). 

While Bourdieu’s concept of ‘habitus’ may not shed light on how the Academy 

claimed its initial capital, it is useful in analysing how it has been perpetuated. Using the 

broad concept of a ‘best picture’ as an example here, we can demonstrate how the habitus of 

the Academy limits overall possibilities. Members who nominate for the Best Picture award 

conceivably have an entire cinematic world of choices to draw from (albeit with historically 

American-centric selection criteria (Chan 2008, p. 99)); in practice, they are limited by 

existing structures that remain unquestioned and unchallenged. The entire notion of the 

Oscars endowing a film as ‘the best’ of its year, to no prescribed or articulated standard, has 

been an inherent characteristic of the show, textually represented by a stageful of 

producers/distributors, celebrity actors and/or directors who thank their families, deities, 

heroes and each other, inevitably failing to capture the full extent to which it is a collective 

achievement. This is an irreconcilable consequence of enacting an individualistic horse-race 

mentality onto collaborative artistic expressions (and in the format of a sellable telecast). For 

voters, their notions of what ‘the best’ can mean when presented with a year’s worth of 

cinema is their habitus manifest, informed by a knowledge of previous winners, external 

narratives, global Hollywood’s production and distribution procedures – the way things are. 

This naturalised limitation of possibilities for the individual accounts for the existence of an 

Oscar bait stereotype in the first place – that there is perception of an identifiable formula of 

what ‘the best’ means within this institution. It also accounts for the slow changes that 

impede progressive decision making within the Academy: although revolts (fighting within 

the system) have occurred, revolution (fighting the system itself) has not. 
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3.1.3 Taste, Film Stardom, & ‘The Economy of Prestige’ 

With the broader Bourdieusian groundwork laid above to theorise the processes and 

structures of awards within a filmmaking field, moving more closely into his sociology of 

taste provides explicit cultural impacts for the study of the Oscars and awards industries. 

Consider this quote from English: 

On the one hand, cultural prizes are said to reward excellence; to bring publicity 

to “serious” or “quality” art (thereby encouraging the presumably philistine public 

to consume higher-grade cultural products); to assist struggling or little-known 

artists (thus providing a patronage system for the post-patronage era); and to 

create a forum for displays of pride, solidarity, and celebration on the part of 

various cultural communities. On the other hand, it is said that they systematically 

neglect excellence and reward mediocrity; turn a serious artistic calling into a 

degrading horse race or marketing gimmick; focus unneeded attention on artists 

whose reputations and professional livelihoods are already solidly established; and 

provide a closed, elitist forum where cultural insiders engage in influence peddling 

and mutual back-scratching. (2005, p. 25) 

This encapsulates some of the central tensions that plague awards, where each of the 

artistic, economic, and social benefits that they espouse has its own set of drawbacks steeped 

in reality. Taste-making scholarship, therefore, is concerned with identifying the mechanisms 

that elevate certain products over others, laying bare the impacts of these processes. 

Bourdieu approaches taste through conceptions of class. Culture and economics are 

inextricably linked; artistic texts, being cultural products, are therefore heavily reliant on the 

prevailing economic systems that in some ways dictate their reach and scope. This flies in the 

face of the ‘disinterested’ artist stereotype, which treats arts as a miraculous calling, as if the 

realities of food and rent are not of concern to those who practice in them. This stereotype 
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fosters an ambivalence towards art fields as representatives of power dynamics, taste being 

one of the tools that drives particular modes of consumption over others. Bourdieu considers 

cultural capital as a driving force of taste formation that is rooted in class: distinctions in class 

are made manifest by distinctions in taste, with the cultural capital necessary to engage with 

high-brow conceptual art products withheld from the masses. As such, the power to 

consecrate texts is tightly held. 

Such power is held within ‘The Economy of Prestige’. My literature review has 

already introduced James F English’s 2005 work for its understanding of the interconnected 

nature of different awards bodies (complemented by Simonton’s historical perspective on 

how the other awards were formed (2011)). We can consider it further as a theoretical 

application of Bourdieu’s taste-making ideas; as far as I was able to apply some of 

Bourdieu’s cultural studies and taste-making concepts directly to the Oscars in the previous 

section, the Economy of Prestige extrapolates these foundational questions posed by 

Bourdieu to illustrate the broader phenomenon of cultural prizes, therein demonstrating 

mechanisms by which symbolic capital is generated and exchanged. As framed in English’s 

opening chapter, the prestige economy: 

[I]nvolves fundamentally the question of art’s relationships to money, to politics, to 

the social and the temporal. It involves the questions of power, of what constitutes 

specifically cultural power, how this form of power is situated in relation to other 

forms… It involves questions of cultural status or prestige. How is such prestige 

produced, and where does it reside? (2005, p. 3) 

English identifies ‘cultural objectives’ that modern prizes (i.e., the Nobel Prize and 

onwards) fulfil across three axes: social, institutional, and ideological (p. 50). Socially, an 

event built around prize-giving “brings together an unusually wide range of cultural 

“players’… providing all of them with an occasion in which they feel a certain stake and 
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hence a certain obligation to assert their interests” (p. 51); in other words, they provide a 

setting for a field in which social capital is leveed by agents under the pretence of symbolic 

capital. The institutional function of a prize works as “a claim to authority and an assertion of 

that authority – the authority… to produce cultural value” (p. 51); prize-giving allows for the 

machinations of power to take shape through cultural products, whereby aesthetic or political 

agendas are enacted by the brokers who manage the show. Ideologically, prize-giving 

provides “particularly rich opportunities to test and affirm the notion of art as a separate and 

superior domain, a domain of disinterested activity which gives rise to a special, 

nontemporal, noneconomic, but scarce and thus highly desirable form of value” (p. 52); the 

event of prize-giving articulates a degree of perceived cultural importance that persists in 

spite of potentially contentious results. These cultural objectives inform what English 

describes as “the internal logic of the awards scene” (p. 54), whereby cultural prizes for a 

given field proliferate as a means of generating and contesting power amongst various agents. 

As prizes are always associated with agents who carry specific agendas, “[e]very prize that 

declares or betrays a social agenda opens the door to new prizes claiming greater purity of 

aesthetic judgement, while every prize claiming such purity opens the door to new and more 

explicit articulations of artistic value with the social good” (p. 60). 

To contextualise these key points further, the Economy of Prestige is, I argue, a viable 

framework for denaturalising the habitus of cultural prize giving. The proliferation of cultural 

awards, as English extensively covers, was expansive and consequential over the 21st century 

in particular, to the point where the conditions of prize-giving and receiving have become 

field-based common-sense; as long as a prize-giving authority can generate the social, 

cultural and economic capital to justify its enterprise, agents of the field are happy to play 

along in the pursuit of a new symbolic capital. English labels prizes as “the single best 

instrument for negotiating transactions between cultural and economic, cultural and social, or 
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cultural and political capital – which is to say that they are our most effective institutional 

agents of capital intraconversion” (p. 10, original emphasis). The Oscars, by virtue of their 

longevity and pop-cultural currency, have become a template of a particular type of awards 

show: one that articulates its notion of prestige through celebrity and glamour, broadcast as 

entertainment, and that circulates through the wider culture.1 The agents who contribute to 

and benefit from such a spectacle are not contained to the artisans of filmmaking, rather 

extending to the more general cultural agents who can participate in the commentary, 

criticism, and canonisation that such an event begets. 

Beyond this broad conception of the prestige economy, some of English’s more 

specific findings are useful to highlight inasmuch as they pertain to the Oscars. Firstly, the 

practice of giving film awards has been “a good device for steadily disseminating the auteur 

theory of directorial practice, thus adding a new class of star to the industry” (p. 57). The 

visibility of awards shows like the Oscars have contributed to the celebrification of such 

craftsman as directors, thus “strengthening one of the important “branding” mechanisms in 

contemporary film marketing” (p. 57). Auteur theory moves to prioritise (or indeed deify) the 

directorial perspective of filmmaking, and an impact of awards like the Oscars in creating 

celebrities out of these figures (English cites Steven Spielberg and George Lucas as examples 

(p. 57)) is a mark of Driessen’s celebritization model – the shift towards a celebrity-centric 

culture (2013b).2 If awards (and capital) accumulation is a mark of an auteur’s personal 

branding, the notion of the disinterested artist is quickly dispelled. 

                                                 
1 In a speech at the inaugural Academy Awards, founding member and powerbroker Louis B Mayer even 

reportedly claimed “[w]hen the Academy was first started… it was my thought that there must be a closer 

understanding between the artistic and the business side of making pictures” (Schulman 2023, p. 37). The 

collision of economics and arts, therefore, is not a curious outcome of the Academy Awards, but rather a part of 

its foundational design. 
2 Driessens defines “celebritization” as “the societal and cultural changes implied by celebrity”, whereas 

“celebrification… comprises the changes at the individual level, or… the process by which ordinary people or 

public figures are transformed into celebrities” (2013b, p. 643). Both terms are relevant to this discussion. 
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Relating to this point on auteur theory is Paul McDonald’s notion of the ‘prestige star’ 

(2013, pp. 217-253). While directors are clearly beneficiaries of the celebrification-capacity 

of a televised awards show, certain actors/stars likewise hinge their personal branding and 

career trajectories on converting cultural capital (i.e., acting prowess) into symbolic and 

celebrity capital (awards and coverage). When placed against the A-list Hollywood star, 

whose value is represented by economic box office returns (such as Dwayne Johnson or 

Adam Sandler) and whose career is contingent on a consistent, recognisable and embodied 

form of film stardom, the prestige star is rich in symbolic capital (such as Daniel Day Lewis 

or Meryl Streep), characterised by economic disinterest and favouring transformative work; 

“[i]ndeed, overt signs of transformation… may actually become part of the spectacle of the 

prestige performance, as the display of transformation becomes a show of actorly craft” (p. 

223). Of multi-Oscar-winning actor Daniel Day-Lewis, McDonald says “[i]t is not that Day-

Lewis does not have a brand but rather that his brand is formed around projecting the refusal 

of a personified performed identity and thereby rejecting the market” (p. 227). Though there 

were limited instances of nominated/awarded performances arising from already 

commercially-successful products, McDonald highlights Jessica Lange’s, Charlize Theron’s, 

and Forest Whitaker’s Oscar wins (for Blue Sky (1994, Tony Richardson), Monster (2003) 

and The Last King of Scotland (2006, Kevin Macdonald) respectively) in particular as 

demonstrating the convertibility of prestige stardom. Because these films made over 60% of 

their box office sales after the announcement of these nominations – and that these acting 

nominations were the only point of Academy recognition for the films in question – the 

films’ overall financial success can be attributed specifically to the contributions of the 

prestige performers (p. 248). 

As flagged earlier, the Economy of Prestige framework is also useful for gauging the 

contributions and impacts of agents of a cultural field who are not specifically artistic 
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producers themselves. The organisational structure and focus of my literature review argues 

that an understanding of the meanings of ‘the Oscars’ is incomplete without consideration of 

the meta-industrial voices that are paradoxically dependent on yet integral to the overall 

enterprise. Bourdieu argues that for fields of cultural production ‘art’ is “an object which 

exists as such only by virtue of the (collective) belief which knows and acknowledges it as a 

work of art” (1983, p. 35 in McDonald 2013, p. 218). Therefore, for the prestige economy to 

function, a cultural belief in artistic value and prestige as a standard of taste needs to be 

articulated and validated beyond the immediate circle of a field; “so the field brings together 

not only all those engaged in the collective material production of the art work but also 

agents, intermediaries and institutions involved with the symbolic production of belief in the 

work” (McDonald 2013, p. 218). Section 3.3 will explore how a Persona Studies theoretical 

framework allows for the inclusion of meta-textual and para-textual commentary that can be 

considered as authorial to the Oscars specifically, but in terms of taste-making we can for 

now explore how such work is necessary in the creation and perpetuation of symbolic capital 

for filmmaking more broadly. 

McDonald identifies four factors contribute to the collective myth of the Oscars’ 

prestige value. Firstly, Hollywood’s “commercial and cultural dominance” in the world’s 

film markets means that money and prestige economies are mirrored through its enterprise: 

American, English-language films are the most widely seen and most frequently rewarded (p. 

231). Secondly, the Oscar award’s value is afforded by the perceived worth of the Academy 

who awards it, through its longevity, closed membership system, and the elaborate stage it 

sets to celebrate film arts (pp. 231-232). Thirdly, the Oscars occurring as the finale of the film 

awards season confers upon it a sense of importance (and further frames preceding awards as 

a warm-up) (p. 232). Lastly, worth is essentially performed by an act of collective witnessing: 

the veneer of secrecy and authenticated voting culminates in an event of massive scale and 
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staged consecration in its conferral of awards (pp. 232-235). The point of identifying and 

relaying these four points is to convey that the ‘impacts’ and ‘meanings’ of an event like the 

Oscars are not only determined by the actions of the Academy, but rather the wider cultural 

consciousness: 

By taking these factors together, it becomes possible to see how the symbolic value 

of the Oscars is not the outcome of the individual accomplishments of award 

nominees or winners. Rather, the Oscars become symbolic capital as belief in their 

value is produced collectively through Hollywood’s global dominance, the awards 

system and the institutionalized force of the Academy as a forum for the recognition 

and consecration of artistic achievements in film. (p. 235) 

One key, if almost counterintuitive, role of cultural coverage and commentary that 

English explores is that of negation and critique, detailing how the entertainment value 

developed and maintained through the proliferation of cultural prizes has made them 

somewhat inextricable from tabloid ‘scandal’ as being a part of its machinery. Citing the 

Booker Prize for literature as a template for the convergence of economic, social and cultural 

capitals that have been able to leverage gossip and scandal without negating the potential for 

symbolic capital, English argues “…critique, at least in its usual forms, is itself a fundamental 

and even in many circumstances an obligatory part of the game, a recognizable mode of 

complicitous participation” (2005, p. 189). Through their critiques, prizes offer cultural 

commentators the settings to enact the role outlined by Bourdieu to set cultural perceptions of 

artistic value through consecration. English argues that critics and commentators, in their 

efforts to denounce or critique the decisions made by prize-giving organisations, are afforded 

the space to decry what constitutes ‘worthy’ or ‘valuable’ art within a field, thus perpetuating 

myths associated with artistic legitimacy that a prize ultimately needs to function. Rather than 

discrediting the prize being denounced, such opinions “reinforce the belief in the higher, 
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apolitical, ‘intrinsically different’ nature of artists and artistic value” (p. 212) – i.e., they feed 

the myth that cultural products are worth discussing in such terms in the first place. 

McDonald extends this logic beyond consecrated films to the consecrating acting styles 

associated with prestige stardom: 

While an actor’s choice of roles or manipulations of the voice and body can become 

gestures against the market, ultimately it is left to the critics to consecrate and 

recognize the artistic legitimacy of performance. The production of prestige 

stardom is therefore not confined to the production of performance alone but 

involves the production of belief in the merits of a performance… With their 

judgements and reviews, critics and other film commentators frame the meaning of 

– and thereby contribute to the positioning of – the actor’s voice and body in the 

field. (2013, p. 224) 

When further assessing the agency of individuals within this economy, English makes 

the valuable point that “[t]he question of what strategies and tactics fall acceptably within the 

rules of the prize game, or where the artist can legitimately stand vis-à-vis the prize, thus 

comes down to the question of where the artist stands in relation to society” (2005, p. 243). 

Prizes do not exist in a vacuum from the cultural conditions that they are borne to and 

maintained by. English applies this inquiry to renowned and prolific African American 

novelist Toni Morrison, and the scandal ensued by a lobbying campaign aimed at securing a 

Pulitzer Prize win (pp. 237-246). The underrepresentation of Morrison’s demographic within 

the annals of literature prizes spurred on a campaign that was decried as a vulgar “thirst for 

trophies… that ought to embarrass even a hardened Oscar seeker” (Christopher Hitchens in 

English 2005, p. 242). Such reactions to an artist’s positionality in a given field work to 

undermine moves towards equitable representation for the sake of the alleged meritocracy of 

the institution. The same logic can be applied to the Oscars, in particular the fact that for 
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twenty-one years Halle Berry stood the sole person of colour to win the Academy Award for 

Best Actress. Be Kind Rewind’s YouTube retrospective analysis of this win clearly 

contextualises Berry’s career and win in the midst of Hollywood’s racial politics of the 1990s 

and 2000s (2019c). The lead-up to Berry’s prestige recognition was marked by having to 

privately lobby directors and casting agents a) to be considered in roles that were not written 

with Black actors in mind, and b) that she had acting talent beyond her physical beauty, 

which was often utilised in hypersexualised ways. After securing the Oscar nomination for 

Monster’s Ball (2001, Marc Forster) her media appearances only fleetingly acknowledged the 

potential history-making precedent that her win would represent; when it eventuated and she 

made an emphatic and aware speech about the figurative door that was now open, “America 

was less inclined to celebrate her moment and her sincerity than it was to mock it” (Be Kind 

Rewind 2019c). It would take the #OscarsSoWhite movement gaining online prominence in 

the mid-2010s for the Academy to make proactive efforts to diversify its membership and 

processes with racial equity in mind. This kind of structural shift opened the potential for 

another actor of colour to not only finally achieve success in the Best Actress category, but 

for a) this actor to have more support and sincerity afforded to them in their campaigning 

efforts than Berry had, and b) for it to be treated by media coverage for the significance that it 

would represent for minority actors, craftspeople, and audiences. Such an outcome would not 

occur until Michelle Yeoh became the second woman of colour to win the award in 2023 for 

Everything Everywhere All at Once (2022, Daniel Kwan and Daniel Scheinert) – in a piece of 

Oscars presenters stunt casting that actually paid symbolic dividends, Berry co-presented 

Yeoh the award (Boucaut in Mattes et al. 2023). 

Taken in tandem, English’s ‘Economy of Prestige’ and McDonald’s ‘prestige 

stardom’ demonstrate the particulars of Bourdieu’s cultural ‘consecration’ and taste-making 

as they pertain to the field of filmmaking. It is worth noting that being from 2005 and 2013 
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respectively, there are potential challenges in applying their frameworks to the modern 

iterations of the Oscars: notably, the cultural agenda-setting function of awards shows, and, 

crucially, their economic viability as television broadcasts appears to have significantly 

waned. My data collection and analysis in detailing the Oscars’ years 2019 to 2021 serves to 

use and update this framework simultaneously, in identifying the continuities of the 

Academy’s practices and outcomes, as well as their points of divergence. A cumulative effect 

of my exploration, therefore, is to modernise relevant aspects of Bourdieu’s sociology of taste 

pertaining to the filmmaking field, and to chart the evolution of conceptualisations of filmic 

prestige and value. 

 

3.2 Persona Studies 

Moving on from the broader taste-making framework, I will now introduce persona studies 

theory as a way to interpret characteristics and meanings of the Oscars, eventually to work 

towards my methodology. During this PhD I published an article that argued a case for 

considering the Oscars within a persona studies framework, including a textual analysis of 

Oscars content from 2017-2021 that demonstrated its multi-authored nature and identified 

some of its consistent characteristics (Boucaut 2021). Here I will unpack this work to explain 

its theoretical foundations and to repurpose it for the specific aims of this larger project. 

 

3.2.1  Mapping the Oscar Persona 

In broad terms, a ‘persona’ is the construction and maintenance of a public-facing identity 

performance; ‘Oscar’ is the name assigned to the persona under investigation here. ‘Persona’ 

has typically been discussed within persona studies through application to individual agents, 

whether celebrity or otherwise; however, there are precedents for adopting a more abstract 
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interpretation of the concept. The first task of this theoretical exercise was to identify these 

precedents, and by doing so argue for the conceptual utility of the ‘Oscar persona’ framework 

overall. 

The ambiguity of the titles of ‘the Oscars’, ‘the Academy’, and/or ‘the academy 

awards’ became the first site whereby persona studies provides some conceptual clarity. In 

mapping the Oscars within the discipline, firstly I identified it as a ‘composite persona’ (pp. 

7-8); Kirsty Sedgman developed this term in relation to the word ‘theatre’, where the referent 

being discussed is always contextually dependent (2019, pp. 98-99). This helps ‘Oscar’ as a 

persona to account for the varying and fluid sites ‘the Oscars’ and ‘the Academy’, which can 

contextually denote the ceremony (or its broadcast), academy members (or its board of 

governors), a statuette, or the general idea of filmic prestige. A composite persona of ‘Oscar’ 

allows for each of these denotations listed to be accessible as potential meanings generated by 

Oscar’s persona performance; for example, although an Oscar persona analysis may achieve 

a close reading of interpretations available in regard to the Academy’s Board of Governors 

specifically, being a composite persona, this means that the implications of the analysis are 

not to the exclusion of other related referents. 

Next, I worked through precedents of non-human personas to identify Oscar within 

the subcategory of an ‘institutional persona’. Sedgman’s work was again useful here, insofar 

that it identifies necessary elements that an institutional persona demonstrates. Institutional 

personas operate on requisite impacts. Firstly, “an institution connotes a sense of space” 

(Sedgman 2019, p. 98 in Boucaut 2021, p. 8), and, as highlighted in Section 2.1, Oscar is 

closely bound to Hollywood and Los Angeles as a central hub of American filmmaking. 

Secondly, “institutions institutionalise” (Sedgman 2019, p. 99 in Boucaut 2021, p. 8, original 

emphasis), a demonstration of which by Oscar is in the list of its ceremony nominees, 

presenters and attendees all participating as institutionalised celebrities. Thirdly, “an 
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institution develops a persona through its public-facing dimension” (Sedgman 2019, p. 99 in 

Boucaut 2021, p. 8), and, along with its ceremony broadcast, Oscar operates through digitised 

networks, supplementary events, and by cooperating with media coverage as means of 

extending its presentational reach. 

By conceptualising Oscar as an institutional persona, we are therefore able to 

demarcate the levels of meaning produced by its persona performance by being more 

conscious of who is enacting the performance, for an institutional persona is inherently 

collectively construed. I argued that an institutional persona “invites scrutiny into what 

constructive work is done by the Academy (both the large cohort and small decision-making 

board) and by other celebrity performances in their broadcasts,” while also illuminating “the 

duality of individual contributions to a persona that they simultaneously draw from and 

reconstruct” (p. 9, original emphasis). In other words, individuals that publicly perform the 

Oscar persona, e.g., celebrity presenters during the ceremony, are doing so by exploiting and 

reinforcing existing understandings of Oscar, while simultaneously pulling Oscar into their 

own individual persona constructions. Arguably the most privileged voice contributing to 

Oscar’s persona in a given year is the ceremony host, a fact made starkly in 1996, when the 

gold, expressionless, yet iconic face of ‘Oscar’ cross-faded into that of Whoopi Goldberg 

ahead of her opening monologue (Oscars 2013). It is also worth acknowledging that this 

particular example of a non-human persona is distinctly impacted by human elements: “Oscar 

comes complete with a) a recognisably human name, b) a masculine human representation 

built into its visual iconography, and c) a near-century of historical baggage” (Boucaut 2021, 

p. 9). The Goldberg example makes clear the ambiguity of such a figure as the Oscar statue, 

with a golden, approximated-male’s head (with strong historic and contemporary reputations 

of being almost-wholly of and for White men) morphing into that of a Black woman. 

However, this set of elements makes for peculiar expressions of persona construction 
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whereby the tension between human and non-human is exploited for comedic effect, as well 

as highlighting that non-human personas have the capacity to far outlive the humans who 

instigated them. I argued: 

Over such a lifespan Oscar has inevitably been understood in terms of peaks and 

troughs of relevance and impact but having already established institutional 

longevity works to perpetuate its justification for continued existence. For today’s 

Hollywood, having an Oscars ceremony is the default position rather than a 

justified eventuality. (p. 9) 

The last theoretical point to work through was that of the meta-collective complex 

that is persona construction (Moore, Barbour & Lee 2017, p. 6), and the heightened impact of 

dialogues between the Oscar persona and its publics. My critical point of contention in 

adopting a persona studies framework with which to conceptualise Oscar is the unique 

capacity of this discipline to “speak to the collective component of all public-facing 

performances, and the active role of publics (and micro-publics) in their maintenance” 

(Boucaut 2021, p. 9). My study is not only targeting meanings with which Oscar purports to 

construct itself, but also the interpretations of such meanings made by its publics, and how 

those interpretations further contribute to future iterations of Oscar. Because a persona is a 

“strategic and organised public expression of individuality aimed at collective publics” 

(Marshall, Moore & Barbour 2020, p. 3), the meta-collective complex of persona means that 

“the public consumption, perception, and replication of different personas are inextricable 

from their ongoing viability” (Moore, Barbour & Lee 2017, p. 6 in Boucaut 2021, p. 9). 

Conceptualising Oscar as a persona, therefore, recognises the collective construction work of 

engaged publics and micro-publics, whose engagements with Oscar play an active role in its 

development (Boucaut 2021, p. 9). 
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That all persona construction relies on collective consumption is a start, but for one 

conducted on such a scale of cultural visibility as Oscar, I contend that we are dealing with an 

example of a ‘contested persona’. I have already identified ‘the Oscar-verse’ as the 

conceptual area of cultural discourse spawned by the Oscars event, which includes the mass 

of Oscars-dedicated professional and non-professional content, predictions and odds, and 

parasitic celebrity coverage that benefits from the central event. By placing the Oscar-verse 

into a persona studies framework, we can consider it the site of public contest whereby 

meanings, evaluations and interpretations of Oscar are continuously fought because, “[w]ith 

Oscar, the mass of para-textual materials is vast and parasitic, appropriating the cultural 

import that the event has amassed; the sheer noise created inevitably feeds right back into the 

original persona in conflicting ways” (p. 10). This mutual reliance between Oscar and the 

Oscar-verse for content and attention affords a dynamic whereby the discursive power 

generated by the latter has to be acknowledged and incorporated by the former; “[a]s a 

contested persona, cultural dialogues steeped in film culture like #MeToo and 

#OscarsSoWhite demand recognition by the Academy, which discernibly impacts the 

ongoing Oscar persona performances” (p. 10). In other words, Oscar observably listens and 

responds to the public arena that it operates in. 

As a discipline, persona studies is demonstrably concerned with both the 

constructions, performances, and interpretations of our public-facing identities. My response 

to the prompt of ‘diversifying persona studies’ was a push towards “inclusion of non-human, 

institutional persona construction” (p. 6); in doing so, I found that the terminology and foci of 

existing persona studies literature was applicable to the intended outcomes of this project. 

Analysing Oscar as a persona encapsulates the expanse of official and non-official authors, 

and the vastly polysemic and unstable meanings available across its ‘lifetime’. It speaks to 

the fact of this constructive and performance labour taking place within existing social and 
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media systems. In my original article, after having situated Oscar within established concepts 

the second task was to identify the particular readings made available from this approach. 

 

3.2.2 Key Features of the Oscar Persona 

This second focus of my article was argued through a broad textual analysis. spanning five 

years of data to most effectively demonstrate that process of a persona responding to cultural 

feedback. In my upcoming methods section, I explain that my sites of data collection for this 

project range from Oscars ceremonies to film texts and to much wider film discourses. 

However, in developing my persona studies article I took a narrower focus to the enactment 

of the Oscars ceremony broadcast (with reference to supporting paratextual materials when 

necessary) (Boucaut 2021, p. 11). From this enquiry I was able to identify and name three 

distinct types of consistent persona performance strategies, each cohesively contributing to 

the overall impression of Oscar. 

Firstly, a Functional Persona of ‘taste adjudicator’, employing codes of eventfulness 

and prestige to imply and perpetuate its hierarchical standing to judge film arts. 

Secondly, a Spiritual Persona of ‘community leader’, that fosters its continued 

relevance to filmmaking more broadly through mentorship efforts, film 

preservation, and appeals to morality. Lastly, an Ironic Persona of ‘Hollywood 

Man’, performed through the contributions of presenters and commentators so as 

to skewer filmmaking culture from an insider’s perspective. ‘Functional’, 

‘Spiritual’ and ‘Ironic’ serve as descriptive markers for the performance type that 

could be generalised to comparable persona readings in future studies; ‘taste 

adjudicator’, ‘community leader’ and ‘Hollywood Man’ are names given to the 

specific incarnations for the case of Oscar. (p. 11, original emphasis) 
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The first performance – the functional ‘taste adjudicator’ – highlights that the 

ostensible occupation of the Oscars to gatekeep artistic achievement in film is functionally 

achieved through a strategy of staging and spectacle. Precedents in academic literature for 

this performance have been discussed in this literature review, including ‘eventfulness’ being 

a trait for the telecast inherited from its initial radio broadcast form (Pavlounis 2018), to the 

legacies of red carpet celebrity coverage (Lawson & Draper 2021), to the dramatic framing of 

nominees as game-show contestants (Kaminsky 2019). Specific to Oscar’s construction in the 

years covered were examples of celebrity presenters and award recipients who reinforce the 

notion of prestigious grandeur of the event by performing austerity and awe through their 

participation, such as Viola Davis’ 2018 presentation of awards in a category she deemed 

responsible for “some of the most memorable and legendary performances in film history” 

(Oscars 2018a). I argue that this performance of spectacle is key in maintaining Oscar’s 

position atop the film awards hierarchy, and that it has historically been strategically 

tempered in times “when flaunting wealth and privilege is unacceptable,” as seen in the 2021 

pandemic-set ceremony (Boucaut 2021, p. 13). I concluded, 

[T]he function of constructing and performing extravagance is to justify and 

maintain the symbolic capital that Oscar connotes (and therefore wields). This 

strategy of exceptionalising stardom and manufacturing competition helped extend 

the broadcast to being one of the most watched television events globally at its peak 

(Real 1989, pp. 80-81). This reach is a source of authority for the Academy, as its 

decisions had tangible impacts on both individual career trajectories and wider 

perceptions of quality in film. (p. 13) 

The second identified persona performance, the spiritual ‘community leader’, was 

positioned as a counterpoint to the tactless extravagance and assumed superiority of the taste 

adjudicator; Oscar conspicuously performs philanthropy and morality so as to make its 
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elevated position in the prestige economy tenable. For this performance it was particularly apt 

to introduce the other public-facing functions of the Academy outside of the Oscars 

ceremony, such as their Student Academy Awards, their grants awarded to film scholars, or 

to its long-anticipated Academy Museum of Motion Pictures in Los Angeles (pp. 13-14). 

These efforts position Oscar as both a nurturer of its field’s future and a custodian of its 

field’s history. The community leader performance is also impacted by the tradition of 

politically conscious speeches (Levy 2003, pp. 345-355), which act as texts that starkly 

demonstrate the meta-collective complex of persona construction. Hosts, presenters and 

awards recipients are all given soapboxes from which to speak on broad social issues as well 

as industry-specific struggles. For example, Jimmy Kimmel as ceremony host leveed Oscar in 

the wake of Donald Trump’s US Presidential win in the 2017 ceremony to implore viewers 

towards cooperation and consideration of one another, and in 2018 to reflect on the 

revelations of #MeToo. I argued “[t]hese examples, performed by essentially Oscar’s chosen 

face and voice for these years in the ceremony host, express the community leader’s 

responsibility to engage with social issues. Oscar can be understood here as a synecdoche for 

Hollywood itself as a locus of power, and thus attracts the spotlight of scrutiny” (Boucaut 

2021, p. 14). Particularly glaring was the reflexive manoeuvring of Oscar after the emergence 

of the #OscarsSoWhite discourse. While protests against the Academy’s entrenched racial 

biases and inequalities have previously met resistance or ambivalence (Mapp 2008), “the 

contemporary age of online discourse through digital communication has emboldened meta-

collective persona construction that is pushing Oscar further in line with broader social 

progress. Today, the community leader persona has to engage to remain viable” (Boucaut 

2021, p 15). Observing this dynamic, we can see the 2021 spate of acting nominees as the 

most diverse in Oscar’s history as being a direct answer to 2020’s all-but-one exclusion of 
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actors of colour (Vary 2021). I ultimately argued for the community leader and the taste 

adjudicator to be understood in tandem: 

The Functional and Spiritual personas should be read as symbiotic, working 

together to maintain Oscar’s standing within the filmmaking field by expressing and 

perpetuating authority. The community leader is only affordable (literally and 

figuratively) by the money and notoriety generated by the taste adjudicator, and the 

privilege of holding such an authoritative position in taste-making culture is 

fortified by field-specific philanthropy and broader advocacy – a palatable spirit. 

(Boucaut 2021, p. 15) 

With the first two performances identified self-aggrandising and earnest in nature, the 

ironic performance of ‘Hollywood Man’ works as a tonic to reflexively skewer Hollywood 

culture with (oftentimes problematic) humour. One tactic observed in this performance was 

to anthropomorphise the idea and iconography of Oscar as a conduit for Hollywood more 

broadly. Jimmy Kimmel’s 2018 monologue provided an overt example: 

Our friend Oscar – Oscar is 90-years-old tonight, which means he’s probably at 

home right now watching Fox News. Of course, no, Oscar is with us. After all the 

years – after all the awards given for achievements in show business, Oscar is still 

number one, no question about it. Oscar is the most beloved and respected man in 

Hollywood, and there’s a very good reason why. Just look at him – keeps his hands 

where you can see them, never says a rude word, and most importantly no penis at 

all. He is literally a statue of limitations. And that’s the kind of men we need more 

of in this town. (Jimmy Kimmel Live 2018a) 

This joke was set against the backdrop of #MeToo, attributing fundamentally human 

characteristics of gender, age and positioning to Oscar: Kimmel “sets up the inanimate Oscar 

image as the counterpoint to the old, white, power-broking men against who the mass 
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reckoning was hoped to be imminent” (Boucaut 2021, p. 16). However, this “has an ironic 

sting in the #MeToo context for those with an understanding of the Harvey Weinstein case 

beyond his predatory behaviour, because of how clearly his reputation for Oscars success 

afforded him protection within this elite Hollywood community (Farrow 2019): “Oscar as an 

anthropomorphised idea of a human man may be an ideal in the specific cultural moment of 

the joke, but in practice was a part of the problem” (Boucaut 2021, p. 16). Further examples 

examined betrayed a knowing sense of Oscar’s celebrity voices of social issues on which to 

speak but on which action is conspicuously absent. A back-and-forth between presenters 

Chris Rock and Steve Martin in 2020 invoked the issue of homelessness in Los Angeles, with 

the punchline being that nobody in attendance would care with so many stars on show to 

gawk at: 

Rock: I dunno, Steve, I’m a little conflicted. You know – I was driving here tonight 

and seeing the terrible homeless problem in L.A. and –  

Martin: Thank you Chris, so many stars! Oh my god there’s Brad Pitt. (92nd 

Academy Awards 2020) 

I argued that this joke’s purpose was 

[N]ot to draw attention to a real-world issue facing the Los Angeles community – 

let alone an issue that Oscar could ostensibly be a positive advocate of change for 

given the inextricable ties between the Academy and Los Angeles as a location 

(English 2005, p. 33). Rather, the joke parodies celebrity exceptionalism and 

narcissism, and ties into notions of celebrity as frivolous and distracting. Oscar 

offers no antidote to this societal woe; indeed, its existence can be read as a 

symptom of it. (Boucaut 2021, p. 16) 
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Through such examples we can essentially understand that “[t]he Hollywood Man 

performance consistently forms its jokes within the endless scrutiny that the Academy faces, 

a satirical, tacit acknowledgement of the discourse without reparative commitments” (p. 15). 

This section has drawn from an article published with the intention to test the viability 

of approaching the Oscars as an exercise of persona construction and contest. I was able to 

place the Oscars within existing conceptualisations of non-human personae, and to articulate 

defined, consistent performance traits that are key to the persona construction in its current 

iteration. From this pilot study, I now turn to expanding this theoretical framework for the 

purposes of this thesis, whereby a methodology and analytical procedure can be outlined, and 

wherein the threads of persona studies and taste-making can be unified towards answering 

my Research Questions. 

 

3.3 Methodology 

Here it is pertinent to restate the overall Research Questions that this thesis aims to address: 

1. What do the Oscars mean to the filmmaking field in a contemporary media 

landscape? 

2. How does the ‘Oscar’ institutional persona function to occupy and maintain its 

position in popular culture? 

3. In what ways does Oscar bait contribute to the overall meaning of ‘Oscar’? 

My dual theoretical framework provides the groundwork in responding to these 

questions. To reiterate, through cultural studies, taste, and the Economy of Prestige we have a 

detailed setting in which my study takes place – where the relationships between different 

agents of filmmaking are tangibly marked by exchanges of capital and with cultural impacts 
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concerning notions of taste and worth. And with persona studies, we have a lens through 

which to view the movements and meanings of Oscar as a particular agent in the field. 

 

3.3.1 Operationalising the Theoretical Threads 

Merging these two frameworks, and using textual analysis as my method, allows me to 

identify, interpret and assess the recent history of the Oscars, and to portray a sense of the 

dominant narratives that are being communicated. Through this rigorous exploration, I am 

able to argue how the Oscars work as a site for the exchange of capital, how the Academy 

deals with its own accumulated capital to negotiate its cultural position, and how ‘Oscar’ 

represents meanings for its audiences, thus addressing the Research Questions pertaining to 

its functions and impacts (i.e., Research Questions 1 and 2). My textual analysis also 

explicitly targets how the Oscar persona engages with Oscar bait stereotypes, thus exploring 

the scale to which these contribute to the dominant Oscar narratives available and answering 

Research Question 3. 

I have previously stated the makeup of texts that are being analysed as contributing to 

the Oscar persona; for the purposes of this thesis, I categorise them by using the same 

organisation system as employed in my literature review. Revisiting these categories here, I 

will explain how these textual realms operate and interact. First, ‘the Oscars text’ refers to 

any content that the Academy itself authors or contributes to, thus working as sites of self-

conceptualised meaning; who Oscar is. This includes (most obviously and notably) the 

Academy Awards ceremony (both as an event and as a televised broadcast of an event), as 

well as press releases, official website and social media profiles, the lower-key events that it 

hosts throughout the year, and such complementary efforts as its motion picture museum in 

Los Angeles or the annual Student Academy Awards (see Boucaut 2021, p. 13). Secondly, 

‘Oscar texts’ refers to the masses of films informed by and contributing to the Oscar 
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operation; what Oscar is for. Nominated and winning films form the most recognisable 

contributions to the Oscar image, though films can also be otherwise represented in the 

broadcast, and can also implicitly contribute by way of their exclusion. Finally, ‘the Oscar-

verse’ is a self-coined term to conceptualise the masses of uncontained discourse that 

navigates the space between filmmaking and the Academy; what Oscar has done. The 

boundaries of this realm are far-reaching (hence, its being a universe), but some consistent 

examples include the promotional appearances of stars and filmmakers in magazine and 

online video coverage of films, celebrities and fashion (often constituting elements of 

campaign strategies), criticisms of and commentaries on films and the broadcast itself, film 

festivals and orbiting awards (constituting ‘the race), etc. 

Textual analysis of these three sites works as a union between Bourdieu’s cultural 

studies and persona studies in that the approach interrogates cultural constructions of power 

and identity performance. My choice of a persona studies lens not only considers social 

impacts as an end point of the research process, but by breaking down Oscar the persona into 

the moving sum of its mediatised texts I am privileging the socio-cultural perspective 

throughout my data collection and analysis. The three realms of Oscar’s textual makeup are 

constantly engaged with one another, and this engagement is the source of understanding 

Oscar as a persona in the first place. The persona studies approach marries well with 

Bourdieu’s sociology as a guiding framework. Taste-making does not work to build a 

prescriptive methodology, but rather is advocating for a conceptual framework to apply to 

methodologies that prioritises the ‘relationality of meaning’ in any given field; meaning 

cannot be isolated in a single location and can only be understood in the ways that it moves 

across authors, cultures, and texts (Austin 2016, p. 5). With the meta-collective complex 

inherent to persona construction (Moore, Barbour & Lee 2017, p. 6) approaching Oscar as a 

persona prioritises the relationality of meaning that taste-making scholarship espouses. 
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While spreading the scope of this research over multiple consecutive years perhaps 

threatens the depth afforded to each individual year’s narratives, I believe that this approach 

is crucial in answering the Research Questions posed, namely about the maintenance of the 

Oscar persona and the overall meaning inferred from the event. Structuring the corpus of 

texts with an expansive and exploratory approach reflects Oscar’s fluidity more accurately 

than a more limited or prescriptive scope would. Further, this approach allows for an 

interesting contrast to be explored between the individuality of the films of a given year and 

the consistency of the Oscars event. By virtue of its consistent broadcast, each year provides 

a new chance for the Academy to define the terms of its own meaning through its awards, but 

within the ever-pervasive limitations of its historic references. 

Finally, to return my Oscar bait definition to this thesis: in putting together the 

separate-but-connected textual realms of Oscar’s persona, I am doing so while spotting 

interactions with Oscar bait stereotypes and interpretations along the way. In doing this I am 

investigating the salience and utility of the charge of Oscar bait in popular culture, as its 

existence necessitates recognisable and widely shared interpretations of Oscar’s meaning. 

Taking this approach does not prevent the possibility of other prominent readings from being 

discovered throughout the process (nor would I argue that it is the only such interpretive 

theme to select for in textual analyses), but maintaining this targeted approach puts my 

definition established in Chapter 1 to work in answering Research Question 3. 

 

3.3.2 Methods 

The timeframe for my data collection was the Oscar seasons of 2019, 2020, and 2021. For 

each year, I began with determining a corpus of Oscar Texts. These started with the nominees 

for Best Picture. I then expanded to include any winners of lead acting categories who were 
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not already represented by Best Picture nominees,3 as well as any lead acting nominees 

determined to have had an outsized impact on the year’s Oscars narrative overall.4 Beyond 

these key nominees, other films that were relevant and/or significantly nominated for each 

year were watched and researched for the sake of awareness and rigor, but not compiled and 

coded as data entries.5 I conducted a broad textual analysis on each film; rather than 

achieving a close and detailed reading of each, I instead aimed for an understanding of plot 

points and themes, genre, and style, as well as identifying any elements attributable to Oscar 

bait stereotypes. Production information was gathered for each, including box office data 

from Box Office Mojo, and US release dates, runtimes, and reported budgets from Wikipedia 

and IMDb. Billed stars were observed as those credited on film posters, which were sourced 

from IMDb. 

For each viewed text, I then developed an iterative process of exploring its associated 

Oscar-verse discourse. I began with Rotten Tomatoes ratings (the Tomatometer indicating 

critical consensus and the Audience Score from a wider user base), as well as sourcing 

published reviews from top critics that the site compiles into shortened summaries of key 

evaluations. I expanded to wider discursive searches, compiling relevant and insightful 

excerpts from review sites, popular culture outlets, and YouTube commentaries. My searches 

were done with the Oscars (and variants) as consistent keywords (e.g., ‘Academy Awards’, 

‘Oscar nomination’, ‘star + film title interview’, ‘category + predictions’); particularly useful 

data came from outlets or commentators that would discuss the film text within the context of 

                                                 
3 Renée Zellweger was the only winner of a lead acting category whose film, Judy (2019) was not a Best Picture 

nominee. 
4 Glenn Close for The Wife (2017), and Chadwick Boseman and Viola Davis for Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom 

(2020) were all heavily-favoured as front-runners for their respective categories. 
5 At Eternity’s Gate (2018); Cold War (2018); Can You Ever Forgive Me? (2018); If Beale Street Could Talk 

(2018); Bombshell (2019); A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood (2019); Richard Jewell (2019); Pain and Glory 

(2019); Harriet (2019); The Two Popes (2019); Another Round (2020); Hillbilly Elegy (2020); The United 

States vs. Billie Holiday (2021); One Night in Miami… (2020); Pieces of a Woman (2020); Borat Subsequent 

Moviefilm (2020) – each film received nominations in major categories without breaking through as major 

competitors of their years. 
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its Oscars hopes or successes, and thus somewhat in dialogue with other nominees. Beyond 

critical and discursive reactions, I also searched for instances of campaigning or promotion 

for each film text, including stars appearing on talk shows or being profiled by journalists; 

this focus helped to determine which elements the filmmakers and distributors were 

themselves foregrounding as the narratives to follow. 

From this process I was able to manually code each film for its discursive threads, 

identifying common reactions, evaluations, and interpretations. For example, Bohemian 

Rhapsody (2018, Bryan Singer) was discussed in wildly varying terms, whether centring 

Rami Malek’s performance as Queen front man Freddie Mercury, or detailing the reportedly 

tumultuous production led by the now-disgraced director Bryan Singer, or analysing its 

biographical genre elements as either detrimentally conventional or refreshingly entertaining. 

In the same year, The Favourite (2018, Yorgos Lanthimos) was discussed for its subversions 

of genre expectations, for Olivia Colman’s rising stardom, and for the timely politics it 

represents regarding women’s agency and power dynamics. Each film was approached 

individually for its textual and discursive themes, with overlapping threads between films 

across the years becoming apparent as the process developed (e.g., Bohemian Rhapsody, Judy 

(2019, Rupert Goold), and Judas and the Black Messiah (2021, Shaka King) all offering 

discursive reflection on the conventions of biopic films and performances).  Each film varied 

in the extent of its discursive coverage; some texts like Green Book (2018, Peter Farrelly) or 

Joker (2019, Todd Phillips) were vast and varied in the interpretations available as well as 

sizeable in their impact on their years’ Oscars proceedings, whereas others like Vice (2018, 

Adam McKay) or Ford v Ferrari (2019, James Mangold) were not so heavily represented in 

coverage and contributed less to the discourse surrounding their years’ Oscars. 

For each year surveyed I also took the additional step of compiling broader Oscar-

verse data. This was made up of generalised commentary, reactions, predictions or coverage 
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about the stakes of the competition and telecast. Crucially, the Oscar-verse was also where 

notable moments of celebrity campaigns are performed in the lead-up to the ceremony. Key 

entertainment outlets would produce video content for their YouTube channels featuring 

celebrities who were implicitly determined as being ‘a part of the awards conversation’. 

These took such forms as Variety’s ‘Actors on Actors’ series, where celebrities conducted 

one-on-one interviews in pairings that were either random (e.g., Adam Driver and Charlize 

Theron having no perceivable pre-existing link) or contrived (e.g., Jodie Foster and Anthony 

Hopkins reuniting as Oscar-winning stars of The Silence of the Lambs (1991, Jonathan 

Demme)), and The Hollywood Reporter’s ‘Close Up’ series, featuring moderated roundtable 

discussions between actors, writers and directors. This type of discourse served to converge 

the individual meta-narratives of each film together towards one centred around ‘awards 

season’ (and the Oscars most explicitly); it situates competitors and also-rans for prestigious 

recognition together and into a dialogue, where praise is shared and individual experiences, 

approaches and outlooks are platformed. It also provides an additional insight into the 

industry’s predictions of likely outcomes, given that much of the YouTube content is 

recorded and/or released during awards season but prior to Oscar nominations. Over the 

surveyed three years, 7 out of 19 directors, 8 out of 18 male actors, and 11 out of 18 female 

actors who participated in ‘Close Up’ roundtables went on to receive Oscar nominations 

(with the caveat that male actors and female actors each compete across two categories apiece 

– lead and supporting – and directors only one). While viewing this material, I took notes on 

conversation threads, overt campaign narratives, and implicit or explicit conceptualisations 

and evaluations of the Academy and the Oscars. 

Elsewhere in the Oscar-verse, ‘Expert Predictions’ from outlets such as Gold Derby 

and Variety were noted for commentary offered and for an impression of the perceived state 

of category races. Scott Feinberg’s yearly tradition for The Hollywood Reporter of 
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anonymous interviews with Academy members to gauge some voting perspectives was also 

catalogued; although these interviews are not-at-all generalizable to wider voting trends, their 

candid, opinionated and anecdotal nature reveals some useful insights into Hollywood 

culture. Although some scepticism of the veracity of the often-scathing reviews offered in the 

anonymous format (i.e., some participants may just be exaggerating or concocting opinions 

for clickbait interest), the outsized speculative interest that they generate amongst online 

discussion functionally lends them credence. 

Finally for each year surveyed I viewed and coded the Oscars ceremony. Notes were 

taken on such aspects as winning speeches, presenter choice and banter, clips and 

promotional packages, and musical performances. Relevant reviews of the telecast were also 

noted to gain a sense of overall critical impressions of the show and for standout moments 

that were generating discussion. Viewership data was sourced from Statista. 

With my theoretical framework and methodological approach established, the 

following chapter surveys the data I sourced and analysed as a summary of each year’s 

textual make-up of Oscar. From this foundation, I then present my analysis chapters, each 

extracting a key thematic element from my data and building towards a coherent 

understanding of the meaning of the modern Oscars.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Oscars: 2019 – 2021 

 

This chapter will provide the relevant context for the thematic analysis presented in Chapters 

5, 6 and 7. For each year sampled, I detail nominees and winners, relevant information about 

participating texts and individuals, and key events in the lead-up to the Oscars with relevant 

discursive support. For expediency I restrict consideration of categories to feature live-action 

narrative films (i.e., excluding animation, short films and documentaries). Some slight 

category changes occurred over the sample time period: 2020 saw the ‘Best Foreign 

Language Film’ Oscar become ‘Best International Feature’, and from 2021 the ‘Best Sound 

Mixing’ and ‘Best Sound Editing’ categories were combined into the ‘Best Sound’ award. 

 

4.1 2019: Shaking up the Format 

The nominees for the 91st Academy Awards were announced 22 January 2019. In the wake of 

the (at the time) lowest Nielsen ratings for an Oscars telecast of 2018, the Academy’s run up 

to 2019 season was distinctly characterised by ill-received bids for viewership and retreats 

into damage control. Given this was a particularly tumultuous era for the Academy’s public 

relations, this season was especially well-documented for notable moments. Details of the 

key events preceding the 2019 ceremony presented below are informed by Dibdin’s (2019) 

useful timeline published in Harper’s Bazaar and supplemented with additional commentary. 

One strategy to curbing the haemorrhaging viewership was to cut down the show’s 

runtime. This started with Variety reporting that only two out of the five Best Original Song 

nominees would be performed during the ceremony. Later, the Academy announced that the 

awards for Cinematography, Editing, Live-Action Short and Makeup & Hairstyling would be 

presented during commercial breaks. Prompted by large online backlashes bolstered by the 
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likes of Alfonso Cuarón (as well as alleged behind-the-scenes ultimatums from Lady Gaga’s 

team (Fleming Jr 2019)), both efforts were abandoned by the Academy. 

Under an assumption that higher-viewed ceremonies awarded blockbusters in major 

categories, the Academy also announced over this period a proposed new category of 

‘Outstanding Achievement in Popular Film’ to be instated from 2020 onwards. The details 

were lacking, and the backlash was swift. In an article posing the question “WTF is the 

Academy Thinking?’, Grierson (2019) wrote for Rolling Stone that the notion of a popular 

movie category moves the awards away from the “completely insular, self-contained process” 

of Oscars voting towards one where the audience dictates the boundaries and outcomes of 

one category by “voting with our dollars”. In a later letter to the Academy published in The 

Hollywood Reporter, Del Vecchio (2019) argued in favour of the then-postponed category, 

vouching for the artistic merits of blockbuster filmmakers that have been culturally derided 

by prestige filmmakers like Martin Scorsese. The proposed category, however, was 

‘postponed’ a month after its announcement, citing that the new rules would impact 

filmmakers with already-planned releases, as well as the need for further discussion amongst 

members. Rather than the Academy’s retreat settling the issue, however, discussions musing 

on the role of blockbusters within notions of cultural prestige endured. 

The move to an eventual hostless (to coin a term) ceremony was remarkably 

inadvertent given that it was adopted for three years continuously. Comedian Kevin Hart was 

an uncharacteristically late announcement as the 2019 host, but stepped down two days later 

following backlash over past homophobic jokes.6 Variety then reported on the Academy’s 

lack of a back-up plan and would eventually confirm that the ceremony would be hostless for 

the first time in thirty years. They ceremony would instead opt for a strategy of A-list 

                                                 
6 Daw (2020) has written a timeline of this controversy for Billboard, which effectively charts Hart’s progress 

from defiance to feigned apology to actual remorse. 
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celebrity presenters (including non-actors such as tennis legend Serena Williams and Chef 

José Andrés). However, Deadline reported that this move had led to further plans to scrap the 

tradition of previous acting winners passing on the torch as presenters (to which 2018 Best 

Supporting Actress winner Allison Janney expressed her heartbreak in an Instagram post); the 

Academy then also backtracked on this move five days after the report, with Janney, Frances 

McDormand, Sam Rockwell and Gary Oldman confirmed to present (albeit in pairs). 

The lead up to the 2019 ceremony was therefore fraught with faux pas, backlashes 

and backtracks, though the president of America’s ABC at least appreciated that “the lack of 

clarity around the Oscars has kept the Oscars really in the conversation” (in Dibdin 2019). It 

was anyone’s guess in commentating circles as to the degree of televised disaster that was to 

be witnessed; Dibdin’s timeline ends succinctly with “in conclusion: ¯\_(ツ)_/¯” (2019). 

 

4.1.1 The Films 

There were eight nominees for Best Picture in 2019: 

A Star Is Born (2018, Bradley Cooper): 

- Starring Bradley Cooper, Lady Gaga and Sam Elliott. 

- Worldwide gross of US$436mil. 

- Tomatometer 90%, Audience Score 79%. 

- The basic structure of A Star Is Born has now been told four times in cinematic form: 

in 1937, 1954 and 1976 (plus in other texts as an archetypal Hollywood story). In this 

telling, after falling in love with and propelling an aspiring singer, Ally (Gaga), to pop 

stardom, country-rock musician Jackson Maine (Cooper) spirals into self-doubt and 

alcoholism. This was Cooper’s directorial debut, having previously received three 
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Oscar nominations in acting roles over the 2010s; it was Gaga’s first starring role in a 

feature film, and she had previously received a Best Original Song nomination. 

- 8 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win:  

o Best Picture 

o Best Actress (Gaga) 

o Best Actor (Cooper) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Elliott) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Original Song7 

o Best Sound Mixing. 

BlacKkKlansman (2018, Spike Lee): 

- Starring John David Washington and Adam Driver. 

- Worldwide gross of US$93mil. 

- Tomatometer 96%, Audience Score 83%. 

- The biographical comedic-crime film tells the story of Ron Stallworth (Washington), 

a Black detective in 1970s Colorado who executes a plan to infiltrate the local 

chapter of the Ku Klux Klan. It won the Grand Prix (2nd place) at Cannes. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Supporting Actor (Driver) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

                                                 
7 Oscar wins indicated in bold. 
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o Best Editing 

o Best Original Score 

Black Panther (2018, Ryan Coogler): 

- Starring Chadwick Boseman, Michael B Jordan, Lupita Nyong’o, Danai Gurira and 

Angela Bassett. 

- Worldwide Gross: US$1.34bil. 

- Tomatometer 96%, Audience Score 79%. 

- Adapted from the Marvel Comics character, it is the 18th film in the Marvel Cinematic 

Universe (their first with a Black protagonist) and the first superhero movie to be 

nominated for the Best Picture Oscar. Boseman stars as the titular hero, king of the 

fictional African nation of Wakanda who navigates threats to his title and to 

Wakanda’s hidden resources. 

- 7 Oscar Nominations, 3 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Original Score 

o Best Costume Design 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Original Song 

o Best Sound Editing 

o Best Sound Mixing 

Bohemian Rhapsody (2018, Bryan Singer):  

- Starring Rami Malek. 

- Worldwide gross of US$911mil. 

- Tomatometer 60%, Audience Score 85%. 
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- Produced in cooperation with the remaining members of Queen, the film focusses on 

the life and career of lead singer Freddie Mercury (Malek). The production was 

spectacularly troubled, with Singer’s unreliable and argumentative behaviour 

resulting in his firing prior to wrapping (he has since been under investigation for 

historical sexual assaults). 

- 5 Oscar Nominations, 4 Wins:  

o Best Picture 

o Best Actor (Malek) 

o Best Editing 

o Best Sound Editing 

o Best Sound Mixing 

Green Book (2018, Peter Farrelly): 

- Starring Viggo Mortensen and Mahershala Ali. 

- Worldwide gross of US$321mil. 

- Tomatometer 77%, Audience Score 91%. 

- Co-written by the son of protagonist Tony ‘Lip’ Vallelonga (Mortensen), the film is 

an odd-couple road-trip comedy-drama, where Vallelonga is hired as a chauffeur and 

bodyguard for Black pianist Don Shirley (Ali) as he tours through America’s South in 

the 1960s. Met with enthusiasm upon release, the film was later scrutinised for its 

White saviour narrative and the reported misrepresentations it made about Shirley. 

- 5 Oscar Nominations, 3 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Actor (Mortensen) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Ali) 
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o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

Roma (2018, Alfonso Cuarón): 

- Starring Yalitza Aparicio and Marina de Tavira. 

- Wide release by Netflix. 

- Tomatometer 96%, Audience Score 72%. 

- The film was sold as a singular vision from Cuarón (a previous Best Director winner 

for Gravity (2013)), whose upbringing in Mexico was the inspiration for the story and 

who also served as writer, cinematographer and co-editor. Roma follows the life of 

indigenous housekeeper Cleo (Aparicio) employed by a middle-class family in the 

1970s; it is performed in Spanish and Mixtec and was shot in black-and-white. 

- 10 Oscar Nominations, 3 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actress (Aparicio) 

o Best Supporting Actress (de Tavira) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Foreign Language Film 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Sound Editing 

o Best Sound Mixing 

The Favourite (2018, Yorgos Lanthimos): 

- Starring Olivia Colman, Emma Stone and Rachel Weisz. 
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- Worldwide gross of US$95mil. 

- Tomatometer 93%, Audience Score 69%. 

- A darkly comic and absurdist period drama, the film follows competing cousins 

(Stone & Weisz) who vie for the favours of and influence over Queen Anne 

(Colman). Writer Deborah Davis wrote a first draft for the script in 1998 and cites the 

lack of studio interest in female-led stories as a major hindrance to its production. 

- 10 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actress (Colman) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Stone) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Weisz) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Costume Design 

Vice (2018, Adam McKay): 

- Starring Christian Bale, Amy Adams, Steve Carell and Sam Rockwell. 

- Worldwide gross of US$76mil. 

- Tomatometer 65%, Audience Score 60%. 

- Tonally straddling farcical comedy and political drama, the biopic attempts to shed 

light on the notoriously private Vice President Dick Cheney (Bale), particularly on his 

opportunistic character and his role in sowing instability in the Middle East. Vice is 
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McKay’s second successful directorial turn towards exposé dramas after The Big 

Short (2015), having previously been known for screwball comedies like Step 

Brothers (2008). 

- 8 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actor (Bale) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Adams) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Rockwell) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Makeup & Hair 

Other notable nominees include: 

- At Eternity’s Gate (2018, Julian Schnabel); Willem Dafoe was nominated for Best 

Actor for his portrayal of painter Vincent van Gogh. 

- Can You Ever Forgive Me? (2018, Marielle Heller); Melissa McCarthy and Richard E 

Grant were nominated for Best Actress and Supporting Actor respectively, and 

screenwriters Nicole Holofcener and Jeff Whitty were nominated for Adapted 

Screenplay. 

- Cold War (2018); a coproduction between Poland, France and the United Kingdom, 

the historical drama was nominated for Best Director (Paweł Pawlikowski), 

Cinematography, and Foreign Language Film (which were all won by Alfonso 

Cuarón and Roma). 
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- If Beale Street Could Talk (2018); adapted from the beloved James Baldwin novel and 

the follow up to writer/director Barry Jenkins’ previous Best Picture winner 

Moonlight (2016), the film won Best Supporting Actress for Regina King, and was 

nominated for Adapted Screenplay and Original Score. 

- The Wife (2017, Björn L Runge); the intimate drama was viewed largely as an acting 

showcase for Glenn Close, who received her seventh Oscar nomination (the film’s 

sole nod) and was largely tipped to win Best Actress. 

 

4.1.2 The Ceremony 

The 91st Academy Awards took place on 24 February 2019, ran for 3 hours and 21 minutes, 

and reached 29.6 million US viewers (Statista 2021), approximately three million more than 

the year prior but still the second-least viewed ceremony ever at the time; Green Book won 

Best Picture (see Table 1). Despite the uncertainty and chaos of the build-up, there was little 

functionally different about the telecast broadly, even without a host. Tina Fey, Amy Poehler 

and Maya Rudolph presented the first award of the night (Best Supporting Actress to Regina 

King) and filled the space of the opening monologue. The line-up of presenters was as 

diverse as promised, the lack of host transferring responsibilities to celebrities of all walks to 

present awards, introduce musical performances and to recite odes to each Best Picture 

nominee – Julia Roberts was even tasked with closing the show (“well apparently that wraps 

up the 91st Academy Awards… Good night to Bradley Cooper’s mother, and my children” 

(91st Academy Awards 2019)). 

For critics who liked the ceremony, praise was given particularly to the host-less 

structure, Lady Gaga and Bradley Cooper’s performance of ‘Shallow’, and to Olivia 

Colman’s acceptance speech. The removal of the host was seen as an effective move in 
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trimming the excess of the ceremony (it came in at 32 minutes shorter than 2018’s). 

D’Addario (2019) wrote for Variety “the show felt paradoxically in better hands without a 

host than with one, guided as it was by a sort of higher intelligence of awards-season tradition 

than by an entertainer seeking to present as both in-the-know and above-it-all”. Zoller Seitz 

(2019) for Vulture attributed the more “intimate, mutually supportive” environment captured 

to the absence of a host; IndieWire described the broadcast as “pared down… raw, surprising, 

and heartfelt” (B Travers 2019). Unique in the broadcast, no introduction was given to Gaga 

and Cooper’s musical performance; instead, they rose from their front-row seats and walked 

to the on-stage piano together, the camera mimicking the performer’s-eye-view of the festival 

scenes from A Star Is Born. Commentators were treated to months of memetic action to 

report on, with the perceived authenticity of their performance inspiring romantic rumours. 

Colman’s Best Actress win was seen as a genuine upset over the favoured Glenn Close, yet a 

welcome one due to Colman’s entertaining acceptance speech. D’Addario wrote: 

 [I]t was an all-timer of a speech thanks to its sheer gawping breadth of emotion, 

running the gamut and ending up in awe at the moment… The Oscars, allowing 

Colman to be sentimental and funny and sharp and wise, reminded viewers both of 

what the awards themselves mean to creative people and the show’s power to bring 

a new star into the firmament. (2019) 

Bradshaw (2019) for The Guardian placed her speech’s success within Colman’s awards 

season showing overall, writing “her prize acceptance game this year has been off the chart: 

stylish, polished and with just enough pinch-me-I’m-dreaming astonishment”. 

Criticisms of the show generally lamented the inbuilt frustrations of unpopular 

decisions and a still-stale formula. D’Addario (2019) noted the ongoing struggle for the 

structure and pretence of the show to clearly articulate the social progress of filmmaking, 

writing “one thing left out of the show’s brisk progression was any sense, other than that 
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ported in by winners in their speeches, of the ways in which cinema has evolved to meet its 

moment – or any meaningful acknowledgement it has a long way to go”. Of the random 

assortment of celebrity presenters, Hess (in Deb et al. 2019) wrote for The New York Times 

that “trying to puzzle out the logic behind the pairings… only emphasized how hard the 

academy seemed to be working to avoid making any kind of statement” and “what this year’s 

Oscars really wanted to say was that it had nothing to say”. This sentiment was certainly 

compounded by Best Picture being awarded to Green Book, which Bradshaw (2019) 

described as landing “like a dead weight”. Montgomery (2019) wrote for Gold Derby that the 

winner “was a controversial throwback that looks less like the [more modern] winners that 

immediately preceded it and more like the winners that preceded it 30 years ago”. Spike 

Lee’s reaction in particular was given notable coverage for the sense of historical imbalance 

it represented (Robinson 2019); the 1990’s Oscars that overlooked Lee’s landmark film Do 

the Right Thing (1989) awarded Best Picture to Driving Miss Daisy (1989, Bruce Beresford), 

another set-in-the-past film where racial tensions are overcome through redemptive 

misadventures and chauffeuring. In his post-show pressroom appearance Lee (Original 

Screenplay Oscar in one hand, champagne in the other) was asked about his effort to leave 

the auditorium as Best Picture was announced – “I thought I was courtside at The Garden, the 

ref made a bad call” (The Hollywood Reporter 2019a).  
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Best Picture Green Book 

A Star Is Born 

BlacKkKlansman 

Black Panther 

Bohemian Rhapsody 

Roma 

The Favourite 

Vice 

Best Director Alfonso Cuarón, Roma 

Yorgos Lanthimos, The Favourite  

Spike Lee, BlacKkKlansman 

Adam McKay, Vice 

Paweł Pawlikowski, Cold War 

Best Actress Olivia Colman, The Favourite 

Yalitza Aparicio, Roma 

Glenn Close, The Wife  

Lady Gaga, A Star Is Born 

Melissa McCarthy, Can You Ever Forgive Me? 

Best Actor Rami Malek, Bohemian Rhapsody 

Christian Bale, Vice 

Bradley Cooper, A Star Is Born 

Willem Dafoe, At Eternity’s Gate 

Viggo Mortensen, Green Book 

Best Supporting Actress Regina King, If Beale Street Could Talk 

Amy Adams, Vice 

Marina de Tavira, Roma 

Emma Stone, The Favourite 

Rachel Weisz, The Favourite 

Best Supporting Actor Mahershala Ali, Green Book 

Adam Driver, BlacKkKlansman 

Richard E Grant, Can You Ever Forgive Me? 

Sam Elliott, A Star Is Born 

Sam Rockwell, Vice 

Original Screenplay 

Green Book, Nick Vallelonga, Brian Hayes 

Currie, Peter Farrelly 

Adapted Screenplay 

BlacKkKlansman, Charlie Wachtel, David 

Rabinowitz, Kevin Willmott, Spike Lee 

Cinematography 

Roma, Alfonso Cuarón 

Film Editing 

Bohemian Rhapsody, John Ottman 

Production Design 

Black Panther, Ruth E Carter 

Makeup & Hairstyling 

Vice, Greg Cannom, Kate Biscoe, Patricia 

Denahey 

Original Score 

Black Panther, Ludwig Göransson 

Original Song 

A Star Is Born, Lady Gaga, Mark Ronson, 

Anthony Rossomando, Andrew Wyatt 

– ‘Shallow’ 

Visual Effects 

First Man, Paul Lambert, Ian Hunter, Tristan 

Myles, JD Schwalm 

Foreign Language Film 

Roma, Mexico 

Sound Mixing 

Bohemian Rhapsody, Paul Massey, Tim 

Cavagin, John Casali 

Sound Editing 

Bohemian Rhapsody, John Warhurst, Nina 

Hartstone 

Table 1: 2019 Academy Awards Winners and Nominees 
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4.2 2020: Oscars So White Male 

The weight of Green Book’s win loomed over the Academy come the 2020 nominations 

announcement. That a retrograde vision of racial relations that used Black suffering as set-

dressing for a buddy picture would win Best Picture seemed an unfortunate omen pointing 

towards an unimaginative crop of nominees. If the lead up to the 2019 ceremony was 

characterised by uncertain staging, in 2020 the Academy’s decision-making processes were a 

point of cultural scepticism. 

On 13 January 2020 when Issa Rae announced the nominees for Best Director, she 

segued with a deadpan “congratulations to those men” (Oscars 2020). Women-led 

productions and women-focussed stories were largely shut out of major categories, where 

they had been regularly contending and winning at previous awards shows. The most notable 

and remarked upon acting omission was of Jennifer Lopez from Best Supporting Actress for 

Hustlers (2019, Lorene Scafaria) – Variety commentator Marc Malkin said of the snub that 

“this is a woman who has been campaigning and playing the game exactly right” (Variety 

2020). Lorene Scafaria’s film about a group of strippers who start to drug and rob clients 

during the Great Financial Crisis saw Lopez playing a scheming matriarchal figure to great 

critical notices. Lulu Wang’s The Farewell (2019) was also a strong contender that was 

completely shut out of nominations, led by a dramatic performance from Awkwafina. Greta 

Gerwig’s Little Women (2019) was the exception by numbers – receiving 6 nominations, 

including for Best Picture – yet for one of the most acclaimed films of the year it was 

considered a no-hoper realistically. Breznican (2019) reported on the issues with both getting 

the project greenlit and with having it seen by (male) Academy voters, based on its being a 

‘women’s picture’. Gerwig was omitted from the Best Director race. 

Discourse was also reignited around #OscarsSoWhite, given that only a single 

performer of colour (Cynthia Erivo) was nominated in an acting category. Of the nine Best 
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Picture nominees, only Joker (2019) features a substantive Black character (and this is a 

generous read). Films led by the likes of Lopez, Awkwafina, Eddie Murphy, Jamie Foxx, 

Ana de Armas and Lupita Nyong’o had been acclaimed and in contention at various other 

awards shows, but were all but shut out by the Academy. 

South Korean film Parasite’s (2019) crop of nominations appeared as the slight 

reprieve, with a non-English language film once again a serious contender for Best Picture. 

Harris (2020) noted that the internationalising of the Academy’s membership seemed to be 

having an immediate impact of foreign-language films being taken more seriously. For all of 

the praise levelled at writer/director Bong Joon-ho, there was the issue of the overlooked cast. 

The question of whether the Academy could genuinely consider the works of international or 

non-English speaking actors had become more pressing. Spain’s Antonio Banderas had 

received a Best Actor nomination for a Spanish language performance, but after having 

sustained a long career as a Hollywood actor (plus European cinema does not face quite the 

same stigma to recognition as Asian cinema does). 

 

4.2.1 The Films 

There were nine nominees for Best Picture: 

1917 (2019, Sam Mendes): 

- Starring George MacKay and Dean-Charles Chapman. 

- Worldwide gross of US$385mil. 

- Tomatometer 89%, Audience Score 88%. 

- Previously a Best Picture and Best Director winner with his debut American Beauty 

(1999), Mendes’ film presents its WWI hero’s mission as an immersive and 
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(seemingly) single continuous shot (credited to renowned cinematographer Roger 

Deakins). 

- 10 Oscar Nominations, 3 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o  Best Director 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Original Score 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Visual Effects 

o Best Sound Mixing 

o Best Makeup & Hair 

o Best Sound Mixing 

Ford v Ferrari (2019, James Mangold): 

- Starring Matt Damon and Christian Bale. 

- Worldwide gross of US$225mil. 

- Tomatometer 92%, Audience Score 98%. 

- The film chronicles the Ford Motor Company’s effort at the Le Mans ’66 24-hour car 

race. 

- 4 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best picture 

o Best Editing 

o Best Sound Mixing 

o Best Sound Editing 
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Jojo Rabbit (2019, Taika Waititi): 

- Starring Roman Griffin Davis, Thomasin McKenzie, Scarlett Johansson, Sam 

Rockwell, Rebel Wilson and Taika Waititi. 

- Worldwide gross of US$90mil. 

- Tomatometer 80%, Audience Score 94%. 

- An ‘anti-hate satire’ set in Nazi Germany, Griffin Davis plays a young Hitler Youth 

fanatic whose mother (Johansson) turns out to be harbouring a Jewish teenager 

(McKenzie) in their house. Reactions to the film were drastically mixed – some critics 

found the subject matter impossible for a supposed comedy film, while it was praised 

by the likes of Mel Brooks and the USC Shoah Foundation. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Supporting Actress (Johansson) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Costume Design 

o Best Production Design 

Joker (2019, Todd Phillips): 

- Starring Joaquin Phoenix. 

- Worldwide gross of US$1bil. 

- Tomatometer 68%, Audience Score 88%. 

- Receiving the most Oscar nominations of the year, Phillips tells the origin story of the 

DC Comics villain through a lens of gritty 1970’s cinema aesthetics. The Joker 

character had previously won Heath Ledger a posthumous Best Supporting Actor 
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Oscar (in The Dark Knight 2008, Christopher Nolan); as Ledger’s did, Phoenix’s 

intensely committed performance swept his awards season. 

- 11 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actor (Phoenix) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Costume Design 

o Best Original Score 

o Best Makeup & Hair 

o Best Sound Mixing 

o Best Sound Editing 

Little Women (2019, Greta Gerwig): 

- Starring Saoirse Ronan, Florence Pugh, Emma Watson, Eliza Scanlen, Laura Dern, 

Timothée Chalamet and Meryl Streep. 

- Worldwide gross of US$216mil. 

- Tomatometer 95%, Audience Score 92%. 

- Previously an Oscar-nominated writer/director for her solo debut Lady Bird (2017), 

Gerwig’s interpretation of the well-told story distinctively blends the narrative of 

heroine Jo March (Ronan) with that of the book’s author, Louisa May Alcott. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 
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o Best Actress (Ronan) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Pugh) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

o Best Costume Design 

o Best Original Score 

Marriage Story (2019, Noah Baumbach): 

- Starring Adam Driver, Scarlett Johansson, Laura Dern and Alan Alda. 

- Wide release by Netflix. 

- Tomatometer 94%, Audience Score 85%. 

- Driver and Johansson play a couple navigating the challenges and contradictions of 

their divorce. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Actress (Johansson) 

o Best Actor (Driver) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Dern) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Original Score 

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood (2019, Quentin Tarantino): 8 

- Starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Brad Pitt and Margot Robbie. 

- Worldwide gross of $375mil. 

                                                 
8 There is some inconsistency over the title ‘Once Upon a Time in Hollywood’ versus the stylised ‘Once Upon a 

Time… In Hollywood’; I am using the former, which follows the standard of its Wikipedia and IMDb pages. 
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- Tomatometer 85%, Audience Score 70%. 

-  Tarantino’s ninth (and purportedly his penultimate) film tells a meandering and 

wistful snapshot of a fictional B-grade actor (DiCaprio) and his buddy stuntman (Pitt) 

in 1969 Hollywood. The story appropriates and rewrites the infamous Manson Family 

Murders, with Robbie playing the real-life actor Sharon Tate. 

- 10 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actor (DiCaprio) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Pitt) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Costume Design 

o Best Sound Mixing 

o Best Sound Editing 

Parasite (2019, Bong Joon-ho): 

- Starring Song Kang Ho, Lee Sun Kyun, Cho Yeo Jeong, Choi Woo-Sik and Park So 

Dam. 

- Worldwide gross of US$263mil. 

- Tomatometer 98%, Audience Score 90%. 

- A surprise smash-hit from the acclaimed South Korean auteur, Parasite tonally 

straddles lines of black comedy, heist movie and thriller with a story of a poor family 
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that infiltrates a wealthy household in service positions. It was acclaimed for its 

impeccable filmmaking and for reflecting timely themes of social inequality. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 4 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best International Feature 

o Best Production Design 

The Irishman (2019, Martin Scorsese): 

- Starring Robert De Niro, Al Pacino and Joe Pesci. 

- Wide release by Netflix. 

- Tomatometer 95%, Audience Score 86%. 

- The film marks Scorsese returning to the American Gangster genre that he is 

intrinsically linked to, reuniting with past collaborators De Niro and Pesci. The film is 

209 minutes long, and features innovations in digital de-aging post-production so that 

the elder actors could play their younger selves (though its effectiveness was debated 

by critics). 

- 10 Oscar Nominations: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Supporting Actor (Pacino) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Pesci) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 
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o Best Editing 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Costume Design 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Visual Effects 

Other notable nominees included: 

- A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood (2019, Marielle Heller); its sole nomination was 

Best Supporting Actor for Tom Hanks’ portrayal of beloved American children’s 

television host Fred Rogers. 

- Bombshell (2019, Jay Roach); a speculative behind-the-scenes exposé of America’s 

FOX News during Trump’s presidential election and the sex scandals plaguing CEO 

Roger Ailes (John Lithgow). Charlize Theron (who also produced) was nominated as 

Best Actress for her portrayal of media personality Megyn Kelly; Margot Robbie was 

nominated as Supporting Actress in a composite role of a preyed-upon ingénue; the 

film won Best Makeup & Hairstyling. 

- Harriet (2019, Kasi Lemmons); a biopic of legendary abolitionist Harriet Tubman, 

Cynthia Erivo was a dual nominee for Best Original Song and Best Actress (being the 

only performer of colour nominated across all acting categories). 

- Judy (2019, Rupert Goold); winning Best Actress for Renée Zellweger and nominated 

for Best Makeup & Hairstyling, the Judy Garland biopic follows the entertainer’s 

final months struggling to stay afloat during a London residency after her traumatic 

years of Hollywood stardom. 
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- Pain and Glory (2019); Oscar-winning Spanish director Pedro Almodóvar reteamed 

with his long-time acting collaborator Antonio Banderas, earning nominations for 

Best Actor and Best International Film. 

- Richard Jewell (2019); Kathy Bates was nominated for Best Supporting Actress in the 

Clint Eastwood helmed biopic.  

- The Two Popes (2019, Fernando Meirelles); Jonathon Pryce and Anthony Hopkins 

were nominated for Best Actor and Supporting Actor respectively in this 

conversational two-hander depicting the abdication of Pope Benedict XVI. The film 

was also nominated for Best Adapted Screenplay. 

 

4.2.2 The Ceremony 

The 92nd Academy Awards took place on 9 February 2020, ran for 3 hours and 36 minutes, 

and reached 23.6 million US viewers (Statista 2021), thus becoming the new second-least 

viewed ceremony ever at the time. Where reviews of 2019’s show were cautiously 

welcoming to a hostless format, patience had waned for this year’s attempt, which likewise 

saw a parade of established celebrity presenters of awards but added a wave of up-and-

coming celebrities to present the eventual presenters. As 1917’s George MacKay put it late in 

the proceedings “time is of the essence, which is why I’m here to introduce myself before 

introducing someone else, who will in turn introduce someone else” (92nd Academy Awards 

2020). Chaney (2020) noted that the show inexplicably managed to run longer than The 

Irishman. 

The musical performances were a contentious element as well. Janelle Monae opened 

the show with an Oscars-themed spin on her song ‘Come Alive’, with supporting dancers and 

musicians all people of colour, and dressed in tribute to several conspicuously unrewarded 
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films like Dolemite Is My Name (2019, Craig Brewer) and Us (2019, Jordan Peele). After a 

generic “Music in Film” montage (introduced by Lin-Manuel Miranda, who was introduced 

by Anthony Ramos), Eminem performed his Best Original Song winning ‘Lose Yourself’ 

from his film 8 Mile (2002, Curtis Hanson) – the removal of the song’s numerous profanities 

noticeably disrupted the flow of the lyrics, and the reaction shots of the crowd were equal 

parts energised and perplexed. This odd programming decision, according to Fienberg 

(2020), paradoxically “made all five of these year’s nominees look even worse and the 

performances of those mediocre songs even weaker”. 

Parasite’s surprise Best Picture win (see Table 2) was reflected on as a natural 

highlight of the evening. Fagerholm (2020), in summarising the evening positioned from the 

backstage pressroom, noted the “thunderous applause” that broke out at the announcement, 

which contrasted “the collective groan” that met Green Book’s the year prior. Framke (2020) 

posited that the undoing of an otherwise predictable set of winners in the closing moments 

was the source of power for the live broadcast. 
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Best Picture Parasite 

1917 

Ford v Ferrari 

Jojo Rabbit 

Joker 

Little Women 

Marriage Story 

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

The Irishman 

Best Director Bong Joon-ho, Parasite 

Sam Mendes, 1917  

Todd Phillips, Joker 

Martin Scorsese, The Irishman 

Quentin Tarantino, Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

Best Actress Renée Zellweger, Judy 

Cynthia Erivo, Harriet 

Scarlett Johansson, Marriage Story 

Saoirse Ronan, Little Women 

Charlize Theron, Bombshell 

Best Actor Joaquin Phoenix, Joker 

Antonio Banderas, Pain and Glory 

Leonardo DiCaprio, Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

Adam Driver, Marriage Story 

Jonathan Pryce, The Two Popes 

Best Supporting Actress Laura Dern, Marriage Story 

Kathy Bates, Richard Jewell 

Scarlett Johansson, Jojo Rabbit 

Florence Pugh, Little Women 

Margot Robbie, Bombshell 

Best Supporting Actor Brad Pitt, Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

Tom Hanks, A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood 

Anthony Hopkins, The Two Popes 

Al Pacino, The Irishman 

Joe Pesci, The Irishman 

Original Screenplay 

Parasite, Bong Joon-ho, Ji-won Han 

Adapted Screenplay 

Jojo Rabbit, Taika Waititi 

Cinematography 

1917, Roger Deakins 

Film Editing 

Ford v Ferrari, Andrew Buckland, Michael 

McCusker 

Production Design 

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood, Barbara Ling, 

Nancy Haigh 

Makeup & Hairstyling 

Bombshell, Kazu Hiro, Anne Morgan, Vivian 

Baker 

Original Score 

Joker, Hildur Guðnadóttir 

Original Song 

Rocketman, Elton John, Bernie Taupin – ‘I’m 

Gonna Love Me Again’ 

Visual Effects 

1917, Guillaume Rocheron, Greg Butler, 

Dominic Tuohy 

International Feature Film 

Parasite, South Korea 

Sound Mixing 

1917, Mark Taylor, Stuart Wilson 

Sound Editing 

Ford v Ferrari, Donald Sylvester 

Table 2: 2020 Academy Awards Winners and Nominees 
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4.3 2021: The COVID Oscars 

The 2020 Oscars snuck in before the rumblings of COVID19 became a full-blown 

international pandemic and served as one of the final points of normalcy for cinema in a year 

of completely upended releases. 

The immense impacts of the COVID19 pandemic world-wide inevitably reaped havoc 

on America’s film industry, and for only the fourth time in their history the Academy opted 

to postpone the ceremony. In a joint statement on June 15, Academy CEO Dawn Hudson and 

Academy president David Rubin offered: 

‘For over a century, movies have played an important role in comforting, inspiring, 

and entertaining us during the darkest of times. They certainly have this year. Our 

hope, in extending the eligibility period and our Awards date, is to provide the 

flexibility filmmakers need to finish and release their films without being penalized 

for something beyond anyone’s control’ (in Malkin 2021) 

Though widely anticipated as the logical move, the disruption set the tone for an 

unpredictable – and long – awards season. The Golden Globes promptly snatched up the 

Academy’s original broadcast date of February 28 – they staged their telecast out of both 

New York and Los Angeles, with nominees attending via Zoom. The BAFTAs shifted to 

April 11; the SAG awards shifted to March 14 – and again to April 4 after a clash with the 

Grammys. 

With the postponement also came an adjustment to the Academy’s eligibility criteria 

– the qualifying dates for feature film submissions were extended from December 31 to 

February 28, and movies that had originally scheduled for a qualifying theatrical release were 

allowed to shift to an entirely streaming release. In fact, many films slated for theatrical 2020 

releases were either withheld until a time when restrictions were eased, or were sold to 

streaming services. As such, the 2021 Oscar nominees were noted as an odd-looking cohort; 
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usual staples of auteur-driven prestige pictures, or of innovative technical achievements in 

big-budget blockbusters were absent, allowing for films of a much more intimate scale to 

gain footing. 

The previous year’s scrutiny from #OscarsSoWhite was enflamed on a larger scale 

across 2020. In June, Black Lives Matter protests took hold across the United States (and the 

globe) in response to racially-motivated police brutality, and further advocated to hold 

America’s cultural institutions accountable for the ways in which they have enabled or 

profited from inequity and racism. Previous general pushes towards a more diverse and active 

voting base by the Academy were reaping some results in their nominations broadly – most 

notably Parasite’s success in 2020. However, the circumstances of 2021 – which included 

not only COVID19 and the Black Lives Matter movement, but also a reckoning against the 

Hollywood Foreign Press Association and the Golden Globes for corruption and its non-

diverse voting bloc – instigated more pointed measures. The Academy announced future 

diversity requirements for Best Picture submissions, whereby “films would be eligible only if 

they meet two of four self-created diversity “standards”, which variously require women, 

racial and ethnic groups, LGBTQ+ and people with disabilities to be represented in some 

form in front of or behind the camera or be given some sort of paid training opportunity as 

part of production” (Latif 2021). Although the goalposts for this inclusion criteria are 

generous, they at least demonstrated a willingness to enact actual tangible measures for the 

sake of social progress and equity. 

 

4.3.1 The Films 

There were eight nominees for Best Picture: 
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Judas and the Black Messiah (2021, Shaka King): 

- Starring LaKeith Stanfield and Daniel Kaluuya. 

- Worldwide gross of US$6mil (simultaneously available for streaming on HBO Max). 

- Tomatometer 97%, Audience Score 75%. 

- A true story of William O’Neal (Stanfield), who became an FBI informant infiltrating 

Illinois’ Black Panther Party, which culminated in the assassination of its influential 

Chairman Fred Hampton (Kaluuya). 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Supporting Actor (Kaluuya) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Stanfield) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Original Song 

Mank (2020, David Fincher): 

- Starring Gary Oldman, Amanda Seyfried, Lily Collins and Charles Dance. 

- Wide release by Netflix. 

- Tomatometer 83%, Audience Score 59%. 

- Based on a script written by his late father, Fincher’s biography of 1930s American 

screenwriter Herman J Mankiewicz explores how interpersonal relationships and the 

then-contemporary politics of Hollywood informed his writing of Citizen Kane (1941, 

Orson Welles). 

- 10 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best Picture 
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o Best Director 

o Best Actor (Oldman) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Seyfried) 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Production Design 

o Best Sound 

o Best Original Score 

o Best Makeup & Hair 

o Best Costume Design 

Minari (2020, Lee Isaac Chung): 

- Starring Steven Yeun, Yeri Han, Alan S Kim and Youn Yuh-jung. 

- Worldwide gross of US$15mil. 

- Tomatometer 98%, Audience Score 87%. 

- Performed in a mix of Korean and English, the film is a semi-autobiographical tale of 

a family of South Korean immigrants who start a farm in the 1980s. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actor (Yeun) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Youn) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Score 
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Nomadland (2020, Chloé Zhao): 

- Starring Frances McDormand. 

- Worldwide gross of US$39mil (simultaneously available for streaming on Hulu). 

- Tomatometer 93%, Audience Score 82%. 

- Building on Zhao’s trademark of blending fictional stories into a quasi-documentary 

style, the film follows Fern (McDormand) and the ‘nomads’ of the American West, 

who form van-dwelling commuting communities. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 3 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actress (McDormand) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Cinematography 

Promising Young Woman (2020, Emerald Fennell): 

- Starring Carey Mulligan and Bo Burnham. 

- Worldwide gross of US$17mil. 

- Tomatometer 90%, Audience Score 87%. 

- Promoted as a feminist revenge fantasy for the #MeToo era, Fennell’s protagonist 

Cassie (Mulligan) seeks to torment and expose abusive men and their enablers. 

- 5 Oscar Nominations, 1 Win: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Director 

o Best Actress (Mulligan) 
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o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

Sound of Metal (2020, Darius Marder): 

- Starring Riz Ahmed, Paul Raci and Olivia Cooke. 

- Wide release by Amazon Prime. 

- Tomatometer 97%, Audience Score 90%. 

- Ahmed plays a heavy-metal drummer who experiences rapid hearing loss, having to 

navigate his identity and self-worth within a new community. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Actor (Ahmed) 

o Best Supporting Actor (Raci) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Sound 

The Father (2020, Florian Zeller): 

- Starring Anthony Hopkins and Olivia Colman. 

- Worldwide gross of US$24mil. 

- Tomatometer 98%, Audience Score 92%. 

- Based on his own play, Zeller’s film adopts the perspective of Anthony (Hopkins) as 

he experiences progressive dementia. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations, 2 Wins: 

o Best Picture 
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o Best Actor (Hopkins) 

o Best Supporting Actress (Colman) 

o Best Adapted Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Production Design 

The Trial of the Chicago 7 (2020, Aaron Sorkin): 

- Starring Yahya Abdul-Mateen II, Sacha Baron Cohen, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Michael 

Keaton, Frank Langella, Eddie Redmayne, Mark Rylance and Jeremy Strong. 

- Wide release by Netflix. 

- Tomatometer 89%, Audience Score 90%. 

- A courtroom drama telling the true story of a highly politicised trial of a group of 

protesters of the 1968 Democratic National Convention. 

- 6 Oscar Nominations: 

o Best Picture 

o Best Supporting Actor (Baron Cohen) 

o Best Original Screenplay 

o Best Editing 

o Best Cinematography 

o Best Original Song 

Other notable nominees include: 

- Another Round (2020); a Danish-language black comedy, the film won Best 

International Feature, and Thomas Vinterberg was nominated for Best Director. 
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- Borat Subsequent Moviefilm (2020, Jason Woliner); another outing for Sacha Baron 

Cohen’s infamous mockumentary character, this time focussing on such topics as 

political sex scandals and COVID conspiracy theorists. The film earned Baron Cohen 

(and his seven co-writers) a Best Adapted Screenplay nomination, and Maria 

Bakalova was nominated for Best Supporting Actress. 

- Hillbilly Elegy (2020, Ron Howard); although the film, based on a memoir by 

conservative commentator J D Vance, was largely derided for its overwrought 

direction and acting, it nevertheless scored nominations for Best Makeup & 

Hairstyling, and for Glenn Close’s supporting performance (she also received a 

nomination for Worst Supporting Actress at the Razzies). 

- Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom (2020, George C Wolfe); based on an August Wilson play, 

the film features Chadwick Boseman’s final performance, completed before he died 

after a private battle with cancer; he and Viola Davis were nominated for Best Actor 

& Actress respectively. It was also nominated for Best Production Design, and won 

for Costume Design and Makeup & Hairstyling. 

- One Night in Miami… (2020); directed by 2019 Best Supporting Actress winner 

Regina King, the film earned nominations for Best Adapted Screenplay, and for Best 

Supporting Actor and Original Song (both to Leslie Odom Jr.). 

- Pieces of a Woman (2020, Kornél Mundruczó); the film earnt one nomination for 

Vanessa Kirby’s leading performance playing a mother who loses her baby during a 

homebirth. 

- The United States vs. Billie Holiday (2021, Lee Daniels); a biopic of the legendary 

jazz singer. Although mostly panned for historical inaccuracies and tastelessness, 

Andra Day’s debut performance was applauded, and nominated for Best Actress. 
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4.3.2 The Ceremony 

The 93rd Academy Awards took place on 25 April 2021, ran for 3 hours and 19 minutes (so 

10 minutes shorter than The Irishman), and reached 9.85 million US viewers (Statista 2021), 

thereby becoming by far the least-viewed ceremony since the tracking of audience data 

started in 1974. Nomadland’s successes over the evening were historic: Chloé Zhao’s Best 

Director win was only the second time a woman had won the award, and Frances 

McDormand became the first actor to win acting (Best Actress) and producing (Best Picture) 

awards for the same film (see Table 3). 

With much hype built around a Steven Soderbergh-helmed ‘cinematic’ telecast the 

results were contentious. Cinema was reflected through the dynamic camera work (captured 

at 24 frames-per-second instead of television’s usual thirty (Buchanan in Van Syckle 2021)), 

as well as by presenters and speeches. Nominees were introduced not with clips from their 

movies, but with personalised anecdotes that were meant to express the importance of 

cinematic form to these craftspeople. The approach was perceived to have started out 

strongly, mostly because of Regina King’s strikingly captured entrance to open proceedings 

with an effecting monologue (Berman 2021; Fienberg 2021). The flipside of this, as Fienberg 

pointed out, was that the specific filmic achievements being celebrated remained only 

abstractly conveyed, when in technical categories such as costume design or visual effects 

such achievement can be so clearly conveyed with visuals (2021). When moving beyond 

acting (and in some cases screenwriting or directing) categories the nominees in question are 

also behind-the-camera craftspeople, for whom placing a camera in their face for a long-

winded and forced introduction appeared sometimes uncomfortable. 

Soderbergh’s proclaimed “very rigorous and specific aesthetic approach” (in Lewis 

2021) also necessitated the absence of Zoom as a communicative option for absent nominees. 

This overproducing resulted in an infamously uncomfortable finale. Anticipating a Best Actor 
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win for Chadwick Boseman, Soderbergh made the decision to present the lead acting awards 

to close the show, rather than the traditional Best Picture. When Anthony Hopkins won 

instead, presenter Joaquin Phoenix ended the segment abruptly by accepting the award on 

behalf of the absentee; the credits then rolled. Though the production decision to switch the 

order of the categories was immediately derided as cynical and overproduced (Franich 2021), 

Soderbergh defended it as a calculated risk, saying “when the nominations came out and 

there was even the possibility that Chadwick could win posthumously, our feeling was if he 

were to win and his widow were to speak on his behalf, there would be nowhere to go after 

that” (in Bosselman 2021). 
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Best Picture Nomadland 

Judas and the Black Messiah 

Mank 

Minari 

Promising Young Woman 

Sound of Metal 

The Father 

The Trial of the Chicago 7 

Best Director Chloé Zhao, Nomadland 

Lee Isaac Chung, Minari 

Emerald Fennell, Promising Young Woman 

David Fincher, Mank 

Thomas Vinterberg, Another Round 

Best Actress Frances McDormand, Nomadland 

Viola Davis, Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom 

Andra Day, The United States vs. Billie Holiday 

Vanessa Kirby, Pieces of a Woman 

Carey Mulligan, Promising Young Woman 

Best Actor Anthony Hopkins, The Father 

Riz Ahmed, Sound of Metal 

Chadwick Boseman, Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom 

Gary Oldman, Mank 

Steven Yeun, Minari 

Best Supporting Actress Youn Yuh-jung, Minari 

Maria Bakalova, Borat Subsequent Moviefilm 

Glenn Close, Hillbilly Elegy 

Olivia Colman, The Father 

Amanda Seyfried, Mank 

Best Supporting Actor Daniel Kaluuya, Judas and the Black Messiah 

Sacha Baron Cohen, The Trial of the Chicago 7 

Leslie Odom Jr., One Night in Miami… 

Paul Raci, Sound of Metal 

LaKeith Stanfield, Judas and the Black Messiah 

Original Screenplay 

Promising Young Woman, Emerald Fennell 

Adapted Screenplay 

The Father, Christopher Hampton, Florian 

Zeller 

Cinematography 

Mank, Erik Messerschmidt 

Film Editing 

Sound of Metal, Mikkel EG Nielsen 

Production Design 

Mank, Donald Graham Burt, Jan Pascale 

Makeup & Hairstyling 

Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, Sergio Lopez-

Rivera, Mia Neal, Jamika Wilson 

Original Score 

Soul, Trent Reznor, Atticus Ross, Jon Batiste 

Original Song 

Judas and the Black Messiah, H.E.R., D’Mile, 

Tiara Thomas – ‘Fight for You’ 

Visual Effects 

Tenet, Andrew Jackson, David Lee, Andrew 

Lockley, Scott R. Fisher 

International Feature Film 

Another Round, Denmark 

Sound 

Sound of Metal, Nicolas Becker, Jaime Baksht, 

Michelle Couttolenc, Carlos Cortés 

Navarrete, Phillip Bladh 

Table 3: 2021 Academy Awards Winners and Nominees 
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4.4 Summary 

Considering this three-year dataset as a whole, a few notable consistencies rise. The 2019-

2021 period sees the Academy in somewhat of a crisis point in terms of garnering audience 

interest in its ceremony. Its efforts so alleviate the stresses of this (both financial and in terms 

of cultural relevance) reveal the tension of its position within the filmmaking field, caught 

between economic needs and artistic intent. The strategic business decisions it makes are 

generally seen to be received by its industry with varying degrees of scepticism, where the 

point of celebrating filmmaking craft is perceivably under threat by commerce. 

 There is also a clear sense of the interplay between broader social conditions and 

Hollywood, whereby the filmic output celebrated through Oscar nominations is analysed 

thoughtfully across the Oscar-verse with a sense of cultural currency. The Oscars are 

construed as a Hollywood answer to broader social concerns, such as how discussions about 

gender equity and access to opportunity across industries is distilled into scrutiny of the Best 

Director nominees. 

 With a familiarity with relevant film texts, ceremony broadcasts and results, and the 

broad discursive and contextual narratives of each year’s Oscars story, I now turn to my 

textual analysis of the materials. Three analytical threads are extracted from this dataset 

across the following three chapters, wherein I consolidate and collapse details from the vast 

spread of dataset texts in service of understanding Oscar’s contributions to and positions 

within such filmic discourses.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

“The Burden of Representation”9 

Exploring Identity Intersections 

 

This chapter focuses on the intersections of identity elements as represented and engaged 

with by the Oscar persona. I consolidate and explore the discourses pertaining to gender roles 

and sexuality, race and foreignness, and disability, health and class, and assess the capacity of 

the Oscar persona to engage with, reinforce or challenge associated stereotypes. It is 

important to note that I write this chapter as a White Australian, non-disabled, cisgender 

queer man; with an institutional persona being highly contested and publicly negotiated by 

nature, the perspectives interpreted and unpacked below are not exhaustive nor definitive, but 

rather are those that I am able to identify from my position. 

Also worth noting is that this chapter is somewhat of a The Irishman (2019), in the 

sense that it is long. Representation in filmmaking, particularly the industrial and textual 

inclusion of minority perspectives, has risen as a critical discursive topic within and around 

the Oscars. The topic is sprawling by nature, but to segment each theme into different 

chapters would be to serve a different thesis. Here, I argue these ‘intersections’ of identity 

elements as continuously collapsing upon one another, and thus explore them with the 

purpose of illuminating which ones gain prominent attention from Oscar and how. 

 

5.1 Gender & Sexuality 

As already identified from the surveyed literature and my overview of the years explored for 

this study, issues of gender in Hollywood and the Oscars are clearly a pressing subject. In-

                                                 
9 The dilemma facing films that portray groups rarely afforded space on film screens (St. James in Wilkinson, 

St. James & Turner 2021). 
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text representations of gender through narratives told and characters performed are 

intrinsically linked to the industrial circumstances that they came from through job 

opportunities, industrial status, and cultural value. The entrenched approach to, for example, 

gender and age in acting winners favours young women actors in a convergence of A-list 

exposure and prestige endorsement, while winning male actors skew towards older, more 

established veterans, and featured in presumptive Best Picture contenders (see Section 2.2). 

My dataset in some ways reinforces these ongoing presumptions, and challenges them in 

others. 

The average age of the female acting award winners during the years surveyed in this 

project is markedly older than that of previous winners, which suggests movement towards 

valuing older women actors and the roles that they play in a more engaged capacity. In a 

cultural age where the supposed extinction of ‘traditional movie stars’ is often lamented (e.g., 

Katz 2018), such a trend suggests that women actors who have sustained long, varied careers 

are commanding greater respect in the Economy of Prestige. The average age of female 

winners in this dataset is older than their male counterparts (55 to 50 at the time of winning) – 

even with Anthony Hopkin’s win in 2021 earning the record for the oldest acting Oscar 

award recipient at 83 years. 

There is also a mix of decidedly established celebrities versus more sub-cultural 

personalities: e.g., the bonafide American stardom of 2020 Best Actress winner Renée 

Zellweger following on from Britain’s critical darling Olivia Colman in 2019. This mix does 

not necessarily negate the importance of celebrity paratexts to an Oscars campaign, e.g., 

Youn Yuh-jung’s unknown status to American audiences became a key feature of her awards 

acceptance speeches prior to the Oscars, which further fuelled her momentum towards her 

2021 win for Minari (2020; see Section 6.1). However, it does suggest greater open-
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mindedness to the types of celebrities that Best Actress and Best Supporting Actress winners 

can exemplify beyond an age-restricted ingénue stereotype. 

Textually, the roles exhibited by female acting winners reflect a variety of narrative 

perspectives and career opportunities that unearth the complexity of attempting to apply 

Oscar bait stereotypes to acting. A role like Olivia Colman’s Queen Anne in The Favourite 

(2018), for example, betrays a dissonance between performance stereotypes and resulting 

filmmaking. On paper, she is noted for fitting almost every conceivable stereotype for a 

prestige performance: “her role was juicy as hell and checked virtually every Oscar bait 

category imaginable. A period piece about a queer monarch… in a love triangle, in the 

middle of a war… on the verge of a mental breakdown caused in part by the trauma of losing 

multiple children – oh, and she has gout” (Be Kind Rewind 2019d). Despite this, from the 

darkly comic and absurdist filmmaking aesthetic to her niche celebrity status and subversive 

acting style (plus the overwhelming consensus predicting a Glenn Close win) – her success 

was actually unlikely in practice. 2021 Best Actress winner Frances McDormand, though an 

established veteran and previous winner, navigates the unique filmmaking style of 

Nomadland (2020) (i.e., Chloé Zhao’s distinctive use of non-professional performers) to 

deliver a character that is ultimately very understated and naturalistic – and in a film that 

she’s produced herself. Renée Zellweger of Judy (2019), on the other hand, exemplifies many 

characteristics of an Oscar bait performance and personal narrative: a previous 

nominee/winner in a “transformative” role playing a beloved figure from within the 

entertainment industry in a biopic (with singing), in a career-comeback vehicle after having 

sustained vicious commentary on her aging for the decade prior. As put by ‘a male producer’, 

“Renee [sic]… was transformational — she just really nailed it, and bravo for her: She’s 

worked really hard, she’s not a quitter and she’s had a lot of fucking haters after her ass, but 

she dominated with that role…” (Anonymous in Feinberg 2020a). All of this demonstrates 
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that applying (or not applying) Oscar bait to actors and performances encapsulates more than 

a character synopsis, filmmaking style or celebrity type in isolation, but rather depends on the 

interconnection of these elements in a particular cultural/historical context. 

Beyond the performances, gender roles were thematically explored in a number of 

films across the period, demonstrating their continued cultural negotiation as a consistent 

source of creative tension. A post-#MeToo Hollywood meant that inequality and power 

dynamics became prisms through which female-centred narratives would become understood 

– regardless of how overtly feminist in they were in their messaging. Films like Bombshell 

(2019) and Promising Young Woman (2020) were explicit in their exploration of sexual 

violence and misconduct, the former a Hollywood recreation of a prominent #MeToo 

downfall and the latter a parable of processing sexual assault in a misogynist culture. While 

not depicting overt violence, The Wife (2017) and Marriage Story (2019) explored gendered 

themes of authorship and autonomy within the confines of heterosexual marriages, with both 

wives portrayed as experiencing exploitation of their creative and domestic labour. Although 

Glenn Close’s character snaps in the former, she ultimately settles on finding dignity in 

protecting her husband’s legacy that she created; Scarlett Johansson in the latter finds her 

career trajectory weaponised during her divorce proceedings. A Star Is Born (2018) similarly 

depicts conflicting artistic interests in a marital setting, but the archetypal story more 

blatantly juxtaposes one partner’s success as incompatible with the other’s. Ally’s (Lady 

Gaga) rise as a female pop star that started as dependant on Jackson’s (Bradley Cooper) 

existing career threatens his sense of relevancy, and he condemns her output as soulless. 

Other films reflected similar concerns about female creative and domestic labour, less 

as narrative beats but more as an overarching theme. Greta Gerwig’s Little Women (2019) 

blurred the lines between the careers of protagonist Jo March and the novel’s author Louisa 

May Alcott. This adaptation (which star Saoirse Ronan calls “totally feminist” (Variety 
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2019)) foregrounds the struggles of female creatives to achieve financial independence 

through their work and complements the story’s existing thesis about the dignity and 

importance of domestic stories. Gerwig, Alcott’s book, and the 2019 film’s assertion that 

artistic intention imbues significance is a legacy that a film like Roma (2018) also reflects as 

a portrait of complex domesticity, given financing and attention by virtue of its established 

auteur at the helm. The Favourite, set in 18th century Britain, is about as far-removed from 

Hollywood culture as a setting can be, yet its women-led narrative, and themes of entangling 

power dynamics with sexuality and a rigid hierarchical system, were cause for critics to 

applaud its “#MeToo punch” (P Travers 2018a). Films such as Little Women, Roma, and The 

Favourite, while removed from the temporal and cultural circumstances of #MeToo, are 

evidently still interpreted as invoking the movement’s political messaging. 

This textual equation of ‘female-focus = #MeToo’ spills into the meta-textual realm 

too, with the filmmaking field’s and Oscar’s own treatment of women becoming a key 

discursive topic of the era. #MeToo, which swept as a cultural movement in 2017, was 

invoked across three years of The Hollywood Reporter’s Actresses Roundtable. 2019’s 

discussion opens immediately with a question explicitly about the movement, with the 

ensuing conversation encapsulating varied themes like creative credit, inappropriate 

behaviour, pay disparity and opportunities for women directors (The Hollywood Reporter 

2019b). Glenn Close being a participant further provides the conversation an extremely 

useful framing, being able to weave threads between the current state of Hollywood, her long 

career in American filmmaking, and the thematic relevance of The Wife. By 2020 the 

conversation shifts to whether the movement is creating tangible and sustainable change, 

which the participants feel positive about. Jennifer Lopez speaks of being intentional and 

targeted in her popular film career to achieve representation for Latinas in romantic 

comedies, and the actors collectively feel that attitudes towards safety and appropriate 
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behaviour on sets have improved (The Hollywood Reporter 2020a). In 2021, the question is 

even more targeted (though partly due to the constraint of free-flowing conversation via the 

Zoom setup), with participants asked to describe ‘personal changes’ felt following #MeToo 

(The Hollywood Reporter 2021). The Actors Roundtable series also asks some tangentially 

relevant questions of the men in attendance about industrial attitudes, however comparing the 

two forums betrays existing implicit biases. Whereas the experiences of female actors as 

discussed in these roundtables shows a heavy emphasis on motherhood and/or familial 

responsibility every year, fatherhood is barely mentioned by the men. 

Oscar itself came under the #MeToo microscope more acutely in 2020, namely in 

relation to its almost-non-existent history of engaging with non-male directors. When Issa 

Rae announced the nominees for Best Director with a non-approving “congratulations to 

those men” (Oscars 2020), the tone was set for a scorned discourse to scrutinise Oscar’s 

biases.  As noted in Section 4.2, women-led movies of the previous year that had circled prior 

awards shows were all-but excluded. In particular, Greta Gerwig being snubbed from a Best 

Director nomination – with Little Women otherwise presenting as a heavy-hitter for 

nominations - signalled a marked failure of the institution as a whole. That the majority-male 

Academy would have no genuine interest in a so-called ‘women’s picture’ (Breznican 2019) 

was tacitly revealed to be true. 

On the night of the ceremony, the red-carpet proceedings were a stage for subdued 

protest; Natalie Portman inspired headlines such as “Natalie Portman Throws Shade at the 

Oscars’s [sic] Diversity Problem…” (Sanchez 2020), attending the ceremony in a Dior cape 

embroidered with the names Gerwig, Wang, Sciamma, Scafaria, Matsouka and Har’el – 

women directors who were not nominated, and whose films were (for the most part) 

overlooked. Such a Hollywood form of dissent recalls Lawson and Draper’s assertion that the 

red carpet is increasingly being seen as a site of celebrity labour and can work to invoke 
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pressing social issues that are complementary to a star’s personal brand (2021). Being 

branded with a diversity problem in 2020 (where #OscarsSoWhite also saw a resurgence) 

was undoubtedly instrumental in the 2021 ceremony achieving the most diverse line-up of 

acting nominees regarding race and gender (Vary 2021), as well as two women Best Director 

nominees for the first time ever (Chloé Zhao becoming just the second to win). 

If a dearth of representation for women directors is a regular occurrence at the Oscars, 

a few texts from this dataset also demonstrate the ways that in-text narrative representations 

of women characters can be likewise lacking. Across the three years and out of the 25 Best 

Picture nominees, three films feature only one substantive speaking role for a female actor:  

Green Book (2018), Ford v Ferrari (2019) and 1917 (2019).10 Linda Cardellini and Catriona 

Balfe play at-home wives of the protagonists of Green Book and Ford v Ferrari respectively 

and are missing for much of the action; Claire Duburcq plays an unnamed French civilian in a 

single scene of 1917. All three films feature historic settings. 1917 exclusively takes place in 

WWI conflict zones and closely follows a soldier narrative, so a contextual lack of women 

makes sense in service of its creative direction overall. Ford v Ferrari mythologises 1960s 

era car racing, in part by neglecting/negating the perspectives of other circulating women 

characters beyond the hyper-masculine stages of the race tracks themselves. When Balfe’s 

character expresses frustration at the demands of her racer husband’s vocation (narratively 

framed as a noble endurance by him rather than his active choice), her tension is resolved 

when she learns of his promised pay cheque. The film won an Oscar for Best Sound Editing, 

and, in a moment of astonishing unity between filmmaker and text, sound technician Donald 

Sylvester in his acceptance speech thanked his wife “who gave up her editing career for me to 

pursue my career – but she raised our kids, and she did a great job…”  (92nd Academy Awards 

2020). Though Green Book takes a tight focus to its leading male duo (typical of the ‘road 

                                                 
10 ‘Speaking’ includes ‘signing’ as a method of dialogue. 
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movie’ genre), the narrative settings depicted are not so culturally or historically exclusive to 

the potential for female perspectives, thus reflecting a more exclusionary bias by the 

filmmaking team. 

Are these details inherently bad? It is notable when looking through the lens of gender 

representations that substantive roles for actors across genders is not equal opportunity in 

terms of exclusion. Every surveyed Best Picture nominee features two or more substantive 

roles for male actors, regardless of the narrative setting or centralised character 

perspective(s). There is no non-binary narrative representation to speak of (there is some 

limited gender-non-conformity shown in A Star Is Born, which features drag performers in 

drag queen roles, plus Bradley Cooper having makeup put on erotically by Lady Gaga); only 

Promising Young Woman features a transgender performer in multiple scenes (Laverne Cox 

in a supporting role). The capacity for the Oscars and similarly structured awards across 

artistic fields to recognise the contributions of non-binary actors is fraught in such a gendered 

system. With acting being the only Academy branch to award women as much as men by a 

stratospheric margin – by virtue of having gendered awards – a hesitancy to dismantle the 

inbuilt binary equity of the categorisation is perhaps not unfounded. 

Given the reported disinterest in Academy members even viewing so-called ‘women’s 

pictures’ – as exemplified by Little Women – the narrative emphasis on men in the vast 

majority of celebrated films appears to confirm a bias. Characters and actors who are not men 

may occupy the narrative focus in limited circumstances, but never to the full exclusion of 

men. Compounding these discussions is that, consistent with tradition, for each year surveyed 

the Best Picture nominees feature more Best Actor nominees than Best Actress nominees. 

The enduring message that this observation supports is that women actors may be excellent in 

films that the Academy will otherwise find little value in, whereas well-acted stories that 

centre men are deemed to be overall heavy-hitters. 
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These points notwithstanding, there were notable Oscar-verse pushbacks against some 

2020 Best Picture nominees for a perceived lack of substance in women supporting 

characters. In Once Upon a Time in Hollywood (2019) Margot Robbie plays a fictionalised 

version of actor Sharon Tate, the film partly reimagining the 1969 Manson Family Murders 

as a scenario that she ultimately survives, while in The Irishman Anna Paquin plays the eldest 

daughter of Robert De Niro’s protagonist hitman from whom he becomes estranged. These 

characters are notable for their subordinate place in narratives resoundingly focussed on 

American masculine identities, in particular for their lack of dialogue. Robbie’s Tate, 

depicted during her peak of real-life stardom, is seen as a fresh and exciting figure at 

Hollywood parties and attends a local screening of a film in which she stars; Paquin’s Peggy 

is a domestic presence who grows to understand and judge her father’s actions through silent 

observations. Critiques of these character depictions were admittedly shallow; oft-cited 

reactions seemed to equate a lack of dialogue to a lack of narrative purpose or meaningful 

representation. Further, while the merit of the artistic intention to frame the dominant female 

presence of each movie in such a way is debatable, the directors, cast, and critical consensus 

alike made short work of asserting that they were indeed active narrative choices rather than 

oversights. Though critiques of Robbie’s role for Tarantino were largely rebuked, the film 

was further scrutinised due to the director’s penchant for portraying extreme acts of violence 

against women across his oeuvre, particularly in light of previous on-set safety issues he 

oversaw (and professional association with Harvey Weinstein) that were unearthed as a 

#MeToo concern (St. James 2019). Beyond Scorsese and Tarantino, the shallow treatment of 

‘the wife’ character in Ford v Ferrari was referenced in evaluations of the film, though not 

necessarily critiqued; the impression was very much that, yes, in today’s discourse one must 

note that such a stark gender focus does pervade the film, but the nostalgic masculinity of the 

film was a feature rather than a hinderance. For instance, Murray (2020) reflects that “when 
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five women have been nominated for Best Director in the Oscars’ 92 year history, it would 

probably be in poor taste to award the top prize [Best Picture] to a film that relegates its one 

female character to a thankless wife role,” while also appreciating that the other Best Picture 

nominees “make grand statements about the state of the world and humanity, or are sweeping 

love letters to Hollywood… but Ford v Ferrari is just guys being dudes who love fast cars”. 

Joker (2019) featured a handful more women characters with a troubling lack of narrative 

agency (unpacked in Section 5.2) yet escaped such critiques of gender inequities. We can 

speculate that the guise of a close ‘character study’ of an overpowering central figure in Joker 

tempers the potential for discursive criticism of such narrative oversights. 

If depictions of gender were a core focus of 2020’s corpus, then explorations of 

sexuality were markedly complicated the year prior in 2019. Bohemian Rhapsody (2018) tells 

the story of Freddie Mercury, the queer front man of the band Queen. Reactions to the film 

were polarised – some appreciated it as a feel-good spectacle with an unimpeachable 

soundtrack (Duralde 2018; Nemiroff 2018; Maltin 2018), while others derided it for its 

formulaic structure, bad lip synching, and its straightening of Mercury’s legacy. Indeed, 

much was written about the film’s relegation of Mercury’s queerness as a shameful plot 

point, as a tragic force in his life and the cause of the complicating factors, when a more 

honest account of Mercury’s life and career would recognise his queerness as integral to his 

power as a performer (Romano 2019). 

Rami Malek won Best Actor for his portrayal of Mercury; at the same ceremony 

Mahershala Ali won Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal of real-life pianist Don Shirley 

in Green Book, who the film posits was a closeted gay man. This is only a brief plot detail: 

Viggo Mortensen’s Tony Vallelonga helps Shirley out of a bind when he is arrested for 
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cruising.11 This occurs past the half-way mark of the movie, when the groundwork of 

Vallelonga’s redemption arc in which he overcomes his racial prejudices is approaching its 

inevitable gratifying conclusion. Vallelonga’s assistance is therefore framed by the movie as 

heroic, and he approaches Shirley’s non-heterosexuality with modern ambivalence. There is 

dissonance for a character in the 1960s who would discard a drinking glass that has been 

touched by a Black man, but who would treat the queerness of his Black travel companion as 

‘none of his business’. It is as if the filmmakers could not afford to introduce a new 

complicating factor into Vallelonga’s character trajectory for the fear of upsetting a modern 

audience. A White man overcoming racial prejudices is framed as hopeful, but any vestiges 

of homophobia that might have been present, no matter how consistent with the judgmental 

and volatile character we have come to understand by this point in the movie, would not be 

acceptable when the aim is to please a crowd. The film never addresses Shirley’s sexuality 

again. Writing for Los Angeles Times, Chang called it “strangely troubling that Ali – who 

won his first supporting actor Oscar for 2016’s Moonlight, an achingly beautiful portrait of 

gay black [sic] masculinity – has now won another award for playing a gay black man in a 

movie that has so little respect for his identity” (2019a). 

Neither Rami Malek nor Mahershala Ali identifies as gay/queer, which does feed into 

broader ongoing debates about what agents – in the Bourdieusian sense – have access to what 

opportunities. Oscar has historically far-and-away endorsed notions of transformation over 

authenticity, a propensity which tends to favour the status quo of straight, cisgender, White, 

able-bodied, and wealthy actors maintaining privileged access to symbolic capital over those 

with lived experience. The same complication should naturally be applied to The Favourite’s 

Olivia Colman, Emma Stone, and Rachel Weisz, where none of these actors, who play 

                                                 
11 Cruising is colloquial terminology (not exclusively queer, but more commonly so) for seeking sexual partners 

in public beats. 
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women embroiled in an erotic power play, identify as queer either. However, in the Oscar-

verse this question of casting does not appear with much prominence; on the back of two 

roles playing queer women (The Favourite and Disobedience (2017, Sebastián Lelio)) Weisz 

was even dubbed by cultural writer Jill Gutowitz as “the Unofficial Straight LGBTQ 

Ambassador” (2019). This reaction – ranging from ambivalence to celebration – may come 

down to a few key factors. Firstly, The Favourite did not suffer a general critical or discursive 

backlash as Bohemian Rhapsody and Green Book. Secondly, the queerness of the characters 

is treated in The Favourite’s screenplay, filmmaking, and performances as explicit, complex, 

and integral to the story being told; it was not buried or framed as tragic as with Mercury, nor 

was it utilitarian as an easy sympathy-point-score for a protagonist in need of redemption as 

with Shirley and Vallelonga. Lastly, I speculate that it could be symptomatic of broader 

Hollywood (and societal) attitudes to male sexuality versus female sexuality: straight men 

playing queer characters imparts a kind-of cultural bravery to the performance (while 

providing metatextual opportunities to wax lyrical about how homophobia is bad), whereas 

straight women playing queer characters is not treated as a serious challenge to 

heteronormativity. 

Audiences expect Hollywood – as key producers of media culture through its film and 

celebrity outputs – to engage with and reflect such pervasive and unavoidable social 

questions around representation and gender roles, particularly in the wake of #MeToo, but 

their position to do so is inevitably hampered by their role in fostering such a society in the 

first place. Analysis of Oscar across 2019-2021 reflects such a tension, where celebrity actors 

are quizzed about their experiences navigating a hostile and inequitable workplace in the 

pursuit of symbolic capital, and where film texts that are celebrated for advancing complex 

and realistic depictions of gender and sexuality on screen are nevertheless gate-kept by the 

opaquely masculine institution. 
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5.2 Race & Place 

One thing that quickly becomes apparent when spending time in the Oscar-verse is that 

present-day Hollywood is discursively constructed as the centre of the culturally imagined 

universe. In this section, a lens of representative filmmaking and identity helps us to approach 

this enforced perspective through its geographical and racial layers. The timing of this dataset 

observes the immediate aftermath of a purposeful push towards expanding the Academy’s 

membership to be more racially diverse and representative of global filmmaking, yet the 

history of a decidedly pro-American (and Western) filmmaking institution is inherent to its 

conceptualisations of quality films. So, the question is this: how does filmmaking’s ‘most 

illustrious’ award negotiate its culturally-imperialist legacy and understand film as a global 

art? When applied to film texts whose narrative meanings are unambiguously attached to a 

sense of place, this complex dynamic can be boiled down to a rather simple strategy: on the 

one hand, Oscar’s great films may have something insightful and important to say about 

today’s America, and on the other, great films may have themes that are ‘universal’. 

 

5.2.1 Constructing America 

This binary may seem flippant, but there are ways in which we can observe it suiting a more 

progressive approach to considering film texts, specifically on the ‘American’ side of the 

equation. Films like BlacKkKlansman (2018), Vice (2018), If Beale Street Could Talk (2018), 

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood, The Irishman, Judas and the Black Messiah (2021), The 

Trial of the Chicago 7 (2020) and Minari are all historical in scope yet are understood by the 

Oscar-verse as useful to understanding today’s America. There appear to be two (often 

overlapping) efforts evident: a political reckoning, and an expansion of racial perspectives as 

fundamental to American storytelling. 
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The Trial of the Chicago 7 and Vice look to high-profile political moments of recent 

history to implicate them as pieces of a puzzle that led to such a partisan and corrupt modern 

arena. Aaron Sorkin and Adam McKay as respective writer/director/producers have carved 

out prestige film and television careers whereby they attempt to deconstruct a specific 

cultural and political system through a characteristic filmmaking approach. For Sorkin, The 

Trial of the Chicago 7 displays his penchant for highly articulate, lyrical, and mobile casts, 

crafting a savvy courtroom drama that interrogates conservative prejudices within America’s 

legal systems. For McKay, Vice continues a run of bombastic, fourth-wall breaking dark 

comedies that serve as real-world exposés, implicating George W Bush era Vice President 

Dick Cheney (Christian Bale) in constructing a new political order by which he achieved and 

abused unprecedented levels of power. These films were critically divisive upon release, but 

they were heavily represented in their years’ Oscar nominations; taking on widely-known 

historical figures and illuminating their corrupt contexts provides ample opportunities for 

transformative performances (plus accompanying hair, makeup, and costuming expertise) 

that can be evaluated against an available point of reference (see Section 7.2). Auteur-helmed 

efforts to uncover and condemn unchecked institutions of power proved to be appealing and 

commendable packages. 

In BlacKkKlansman Spike Lee takes this intention a step further with a profound and 

shocking conclusion to the 1970s-set true story of a Black detective infiltrating the Ku Klux 

Klan. With the narrative concluded, he cuts to footage of recent protests and attacks, namely 

the Charlottesville White supremacist rally of 2017 that saw counter-protester Heather Heyer 

murdered (the film is dedicated to her), overplaying a speech by then-President Donald 

Trump claiming that there are “very fine people on both sides” of this divide. It is a sharply 

sobering tonal shift that directly calls out America’s racist histories as depicted in his film as 

enduring and devastating; the detestable bigotry spouted by the likes of Ku Klux Klan Grand 
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Wizard David Duke (played by Topher Grace) in the film’s narrative have infiltrated 

mainstream politics and the real-life Duke still wields a racist cultural power. This brazen 

filmmaking style was crucial to the film’s reception. For example, Rolling Stone calls Lee a 

“cinema giant” and the film “an incendiary indictment of our current Trump moment” (P 

Travers 2018b); The Guardian notes the final sequence as a “coup de theatre” and says that 

Lee has “not only delivered a timely lesson in how history repeats, but he’s also shown why 

he’s one of the few true cinematic heroes operating today” (Bakare 2019). Barbra Streisand 

introduced the film as a Best Picture nominee during the Oscars ceremony, where she called 

it “Spike Lee’s masterpiece,” and “an unflinching look at race relations in America back in 

the 1970s – that was then, but it is just as relevant today” (91st Academy Awards 2019). 

BlacKkKlansman is narratively innovative in its repudiation of White saviour narrative 

stereotypes: while the plot has John David Washington’s character’s agency effectively 

afforded by Adam Driver’s Whiteness, the former’s motivations and wits are independent of 

this aid. Whiteness is utilised pragmatically, and its performance is mocked in the depiction 

of the racist Klansmen. Somewhat missing this point, the Academy only acknowledged 

Driver as the film’s sole recipient of an acting nomination. 

BlacKkKlansman and Judas and the Black Messiah are also notable for their efforts to 

tell lesser-known historical stories of Black America, and their acceptance by Oscar 

represents a canonisation of these events in a cultural memory. Likewise, the success of If 

Beale Street Could Talk, Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom (2020) and One Night in Miami… (2020) 

as adaptations of literary and stage works by Black artists importantly helps to illuminate and 

venerate such historical works that have previously lacked prestige attention. 

As well as consecrating Black authors and playwrights by rewarding adaptations of 

their works, this sample period see great strides made in rewarding opportunities that Black 

performers have realised in portraying real-life historical figures (Mahershala Ali in Green 
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Book, Cynthia Erivo in Harriet (2019), Viola Davis in Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom,12 Andra 

Day in The United States vs. Billie Holiday (2021), Leslie Odom Jr. in One Night in Miami…, 

and Daniel Kaluuya and LaKeith Stanfield in Judas and the Black Messiah). Considering that 

the biopic is a staple of Oscar bait performances each year, it is remarkable that Erivo’s 

Harriet Tubman and Andra Day’s Billie Holliday became only the fourth and fifth Black 

female actors to be nominated for leading performances in a biopic (after Diana Ross also 

playing Billie Holiday in 1972, Angela Bassett playing Tina Turner in 1993, and Ruth Negga 

playing Mildred Loving in 2016). Viola Davis also plays the real-life musician Ma Rainey, 

and though the film’s close fidelity to its stage play origins are decidedly non-biographical in 

format and narrative scope, such a portrayal still works to shed light on an important 

historical figure. This anomaly demonstrates the exacerbated dearth of opportunity for 

intersectional minorities. Black men and men of colour are more regularly represented as 

nominees in biopics and have opportunities to depict narratives from across showbiz and 

culture (Bohemian Rhapsody, Green Book, One Night in Miami…), politics and history 

(Judas and the Black Messiah), and sports (though not in this sample period, with past 

examples including 2001’s Ali (Michael Mann) and 1999’s The Hurricane (Norman 

Jewison)). White women historically are significantly more represented in prestige biopics 

than Black women, yet in lead roles generally limited to showbiz celebrities or royalty (Judy, 

Bombshell, The Favourite; Can You Ever Forgive Me? (2018) is an outlier with its 

subcultural literary focus); supporting roles in biopics can offer more narrative variance, but 

often in service of a male protagonist (Amy Adams in Vice, Kathy Bates in Richard Jewell 

(2019), Glenn Close in Hillbilly Elegy (2020), Amanda Seyfried in Mank (2020)). White men 

unsurprisingly remain the most represented and in the widest variety of biopic roles (Green 

                                                 
12 Chadwick Boseman was also nominated as lead performer for Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, though his 

character is a fictional construct, and the film does not follow conventional biopic formulas. 
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Book, Vice, At Eternity’s Gate (2018), BlacKkKlansman, The Two Popes (2019), The 

Irishman, A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood (2019), Mank, The Trial of the Chicago 7). 

Examining American identities is obviously not only the purview of non-fiction 

stories, with themes and emergent meta-narratives available across a number of texts or 

groupings thereof. Taking the class of 2020 Best Picture nominees, for example, only Joker 

featured a substantive role for a Black actor. This dearth of opportunity and representation is 

further problematized given that the character of protagonist Arthur Fleck’s (Joaquin 

Phoenix) neighbour and love interest, Sophie (Zazie Beetz), is eventually revealed to have 

been largely a construct of Fleck’s unstable imagination. In other words, the only Black 

substantive character in a 2020 Best Picture nominee is a woman entirely stripped of her 

narrative agency, existing only as a manifestation of the anti-hero’s delusions of grandeur. 

Cynthia Erivo was the year’s only nominated actor of colour, prompting the resurgence of 

#OscarsSoWhite. The scale of the discourse and the spread of voices platformed throughout 

the Oscars evening made this an unavoidable ingredient of the telecast. Along with Janelle 

Monae’s opening performance (detailed in Chapter 4), Chris Rock and Steve Martin noted 

the stagnation of the Academy’s progress in their opening monologue: Erivo’s performance 

as abolitionist Harriet Tubman was so excellent, they quipped, that the Academy hired her to 

“hide all the Black nominees” (92nd Academy Awards 2020). 

With 2021’s season characterised by a breakthrough in intimate and contemplative 

films, Minari and Nomadland stood out for their observant approach to American identity as 

inclusive-yet-specific. The former by writer-director Lee Isaac Chung is a semi-

autobiographical story of an immigrant South Korean family establishing a farm in 1980s 

rural Arkansas and is performed largely in Korean, subtitled in English. The richly-drawn 

experiences told in the film were applauded for their sincerity and detail. For example, “it is 

not just about the American Dream, it is about a search for America’s soul” (Johnson 2021); 
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“[it is one] of the most profound and honest cinematic depictions of what it means to be 

American” (O Jones 2020); “[it is] as American as apple pie and kimchi, which is to say it is 

what America is all about” (Burr 2021). Nomadland, likewise, was lauded for the specificity 

and humanity with which it approached its subjects, including the non-professional nomad 

performers who shared their life stories and personalities for Chloé Zhao’s narrative. The 

mobile nature of the story made for stunning opportunities to capture rugged and romantic 

American landscapes (though Joshua James Richards was beaten for the Best 

Cinematography Oscar by Mank’s Erik Messerschmidt – see Section 7.1). This paradox of 

the intimate-epic was consistently reflected upon in critical discourse in terms of poetry, 

literary parallels, and a sense of Americana. For example, Adlakha (2020) argued Nomadland 

is “so immersed in the iconography of modern Americana that it feels both like an evocation 

and stern rebuke of the paintings of Norman Rockwell”. Esquire Magazine invokes the 

philosophical and cerebral filmmaker Terrence Malick by calling the film “a poetic Malickian 

ode to the pioneering nature of the restless American spirit” (Schager 2021). Influential critic 

Leonard Maltin declared it “sort of a modern-day, existential equivalent of Walden Pond set 

in the American West” (2020),13  while NPR wrote it “plays like a quietly thoughtful, real-life 

Grapes of Wrath” (Mondello 2021). This thoughtful and intertextual reception perhaps gives 

an insight into its Oscars success, as a text clearly steeped in iconography, history, place, and 

time, and thus ripe for canonisation alongside all it alludes to. 

While there appears to be some sophisticated dismantling and redefining of American 

identities and experiences available in Oscar’s selection of texts, such evaluative nuance 

faces a challenge by way of Green Book winning Best Picture in 2019. Though the film 

enjoyed a generally positive critical reception and strong box office returns, its sizable 

                                                 
13 As far as I can tell, this is a reference to a famed pond in Massachusetts, with enduring connections to 

American philosophers and poets as a source of inspiration and a natural wonder. 
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backlash as the 2019 awards season progressed was largely situated in its perfunctory and 

retrograde depictions of American race relations. In a roundtable discussion for Vox, 

BlacKkKlansman and Green Book were asserted as “the two nominated films most in 

conversation with one another… BlacKkKlansman is a film that shows how America actually 

is, Green Book shows what Academy voters often wish America would be” (Lockhart in 

Wilkinson et al. 2019a). Indeed, in a challenging work like BlacKkKlansman, American 

racism is not held safely in the past, and societal redemption is not the narrative end point; in 

Green Book, prejudiced characters (Black and White) are reformed upon learning more about 

one another, showing an easy path forward for a fractured society (a very “very fine people 

on both sides” way of looking at race relations in a film co-written by a Trump supporter). 

Textually, whatever dignity and charisma Mahershala Ali could bring to the fictionalised Don 

Shirley, he was trapped in a movie perceived as being “about insulting stereotypes… that 

delivers its own, audience-insulting stereotypes” (Andrews 2019). Ali’s character became “a 

black [sic] man who thematically shapeshifts into whoever will make the story appealing to 

white audiences” (Ware 2019). When his co-star Viggo Mortensen used a racial slur during a 

discussion about the film (subsequently apologising), Ali’s press tour for the film took on the 

additional role of Black conduit for White understanding, having to exonerate and “forgive” 

Mortensen in daytime television appearances (see The View 2018), and thus doubling down 

on the film’s ostensible message of racial harmony. 

In his anti-wokeness defence of the film for Variety, Owen Gleiberman writes “[i]t 

has been called a white-savior movie – though, in fact, it is not. (The two characters save one 

another, which is a very different thing.)” (2018). In terms of an Oscar-based understanding 

of White saviourdom, Gleiberman’s take is misleading in that it points to an inextricable 

ingredient of the genre as if it is an exonerating innovation. A veneer of saviour-exchange is 

enmeshed in racial harmony movies that affords the White characters a condescending 
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humility. Other Oscar favourites are available as precedents here: when Sandra Bullock’s The 

Blind Side (2009) character is praised for “changing that [Black] boy’s life”, her response of 

“no, he’s changing mine” is the sentiment to end the film’s trailer (Rotten Tomatoes Classic 

Trailers 2014). 

So, when the history of depicting and rewarding racial harmony narratives on screen 

is so fraught and unsettled, how much weight does one Oscar win carry in this context? 

While it is not entirely productive to look to single moments and decisions as authoritative to 

the entire enterprise, Green Book’s Best Picture win has so-far endured as a punchline against 

the Academy as an enduring bad decision. These White-saviour tropes work to frame 

entrenched and far-reaching structural inequities as personal tales of redemption and 

inspiration. Against ongoing and pervasive accusations of racist or prejudiced exclusion, 

Oscar’s choice here assuaged the guilts or resentments of its majority-White membership, 

rather than challenging them to face the current lived-realities of its Black members and 

audiences. 

 

5.2.2 The Universal Other 

Although ostensibly an international organisation, the Academy is still American in its 

foundations and in the majority of its membership (despite ongoing diversity efforts). This 

context goes some way in explaining its overwhelming American focus historically, with 

foreign-language or internationally-set films rarely breaking into major categories. However, 

shifts towards easier distribution and consumption of global film efforts are likewise 

increasing the demand for greater inclusion of international films within Oscar’s purview. For 

texts to make an impact beyond the Best International Film category, they still must court an 

American audience; as such, films set or produced elsewhere need to justify their presence in 

the Oscar-verse. 
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Film festivals are particularly important in this regard, with key international (i.e., 

non-American) dataset entries all enjoying successful festival openings to start a groundswell 

of support. At Cannes, Poland’s Cold War (2018) won Best Director in 2018 and South 

Korea’s Parasite (2019) won the Palme d’Or (Best Picture) in 2019; Mexico’s Roma won the 

Golden Lion (Best Picture) at the Venice International Film Festival in 2018; Denmark’s 

Another Round (2020) had well-received showings at the Toronto International Film Festival 

and the San Sebastián International Film Festival across 2020.14 These event opportunities 

are almost all international in nature, but it seems to be that only a select few eventually rise 

as serious Oscar contenders later in the year. 

When non-American and non-English films break through into other key Oscar 

categories (Best Picture, Best Director, or representation in the acting awards) they tend to be 

a lock to win Best International Feature Film. In this regard, this dataset actually 

demonstrates a greater-than-usual representation of international films across key categories, 

leading to some increased competition amongst them for the Best International Feature Film 

award. Cold War’s Paweł Pawlikowski was nominated for Best Director alongside Roma’s 

Alfonso Cuarón, though the latter received more notices across other categories. Likewise, 

Spain’s Pain and Glory (2019), directed by veteran Pedro Almodóvar earned star Antonio 

Banderas a Best Actor nomination in 2020, but the film was upstaged by the Parasite’s 

overall sweep. Though many voters evidently welcome the breakthrough of international 

films beyond the bounds of its dedicated category, they also endure pushback within a 

fundamentally American institution. An anonymous ‘female actor’ even volunteered the 

opinion in 2020 that “Parasite is beautifully done, but… I don’t think foreign films should be 

nominated with the regular films” (in Feinberg 2020b, emphasis added). 

                                                 
14 I use anglicised titles here for expediency. 
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Roma’s grip as the one-to-beat for 2019’s Best Picture was not without logic: helmed 

by a revered auteur, introspective and revealing in tone and topic, captured in sumptuous 

black and white. Yet it faced an uphill battle as both the presumptive a) first win released by 

a streamer (see Section 7.1), and b) first win for a film not in English. That this was the 

legacy of the then-91-year-old Academy speaks to Oscar’s inclusion and evaluation of non-

American and non-Anglocentric films generally, and ultimately Roma did not overcome these 

barriers. That said, with Alfonso Cuarón taking the stage to accept Best Director, Best 

Cinematography, and Best Foreign Language Film, opting against Roma as Best Picture 

could hardly be construed as a slight against Cuarón himself. Netflix reportedly mounted a 

campaign for Roma during Oscar season estimated at somewhere between $25-50million 

(Whipp 2019). This was understood not so much as a commitment to broadening the reach of 

foreign language films, but rather as making Netflix a viable prestige contender, thus baring 

their cynical priorities:  “a turning point would be if they spent 10 percent of their Oscar 

budget to buy 25 foreign films” (Richard Lorber in Kohn 2019). 

Following the attention afforded to Roma as a non-English-language film that actually 

stood a chance taking out Best Picture, Parasite came into the 2020 race with great support 

from the broader film community, but not necessarily a real belief that it could possibly 

triumph. Speculating to the film’s uphill battle in a profile of director Bong Joon-ho, Jung 

posed the following: 

I ask [Bong] what he thinks of the fact that no Korean film has ever been nominated 

for an Oscar despite the country’s outsize [sic] influence on cinema in the past two 

decades. ‘It is a little strange, but it is not a big deal,’ he says, shrugging. ‘The 

Oscars are not an international film festival. They’re very local.’ (2019) 

This is a characteristically astute and informed summation from Bong as to Oscar’s attitudes 

to outsiders. Chang similarly characterised the situation when noting Parasite “will have to 
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convince Oscar voters that, even in an admittedly remarkable year for American cinema, the 

very best movie told a story in a language other than English, and was made outside the 

parameters of the industry that the academy [sic] exists primarily to celebrate” (2020). In 

addition to the entertaining tonal blend and masterful filmmaking on display in Parasite, film 

critics Katie Rife and A.A. Dowd point to the universality of the film’s themes: they call the 

film’s exploration of capitalism and class warfare incisive to both South Korea and America, 

and thus key to its crossover success (The A.V. Club 2020a). Of course, with Best Director, 

Original Screenplay, and Best International Feature Film wins throughout the night, the 

film’s Best Picture win served as a resounding statement for Oscar’s future. The auditorium 

erupted spectacularly at the announcement, which one can optimistically construe as an 

understanding of the significance of this step away from tradition. 

Following the South Korean film’s successful showing in 2020 came Minari in 2021, 

with Lee Isaac Chung’s touching fictionalisation of his young familial experience of 

migration from South Korea. I wrote previously of how the critical reception to Minari 

insisted on the film’s validity as an American text, and thus a widening of America’s cultural 

identity. Although this point stands, this very insistence betrays a sense that it is not a settled 

assertion. Prior to Oscar nominations, Minari was excluded from competing for Best Picture 

– Drama at the Golden Globe Awards for having more than 50% of its spoken dialogue not in 

English; it instead won for Best Motion Picture – Foreign Language. In discussing the film’s 

chances at the Oscars for Vox, Wilkinson posed the question “are we past the point where it is 

valuable or even advisable to think about ‘foreign films’ at all?”, to which Cineas replied: 

Minari is as American as it gets, and so is Chung. It is past time for these rules to 

change, to stop forcing (typically) nonwhite filmmakers to go through extra levels 

of scrutiny just to be judged alongside what this country has deemed the norm — 

whiteness. Every time a controversy like this happens, people start trying to 
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investigate how American the filmmaker is. In Minari’s case, even though the 

Oscars have more readily recognized the film as American, I’ve seen people attempt 

to unnecessarily overexplain how Chung is from Denver or that he went to Yale as 

a way to make viewers feel comfortable. (Wilkinson et al. 2021) 

This perspective belabours the point that true acceptance into American identity – or into 

Oscar’s purview – is only achieved at the point where it is no longer remarkable. Put another 

way, the phrase ‘Steven Yeun becomes the first Asian-American actor to be nominated for 

Best Actor’ needs to be made obsolete. 

Prior to this positive inclusion of Asian-American perspectives by an Asian-American 

filmmaker was a less holistic example from a White American lens. Surpassing the gender-

representation commentary courted by Quentin Tarantino’s Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

(see Section 5.1) was the backlash received over its portrayal of film icon Bruce Lee. Played 

by Mike Moh, Lee features in a key scene where he antagonises Brad Pitt’s stuntman. Lee’s 

depiction brought the ire of his daughter, who told The Wrap “I understand they want to 

make the Brad Pitt character this super bad-ass who could beat up Bruce Lee. But they didn’t 

need to treat him in the way that White Hollywood did when he was alive” as one of the only 

working Asian-American actors (in Molloy 2019). As Tarantino films tend to do, Once Upon 

a Time in Hollywood attracted a fair amount of cultural critique and denunciation while 

enjoying the accolades of awards season: as an auteur writer-director well calcified into the 

Academy’s ranks (see Section 6.3) and constructing a nostalgic elegy of Hollywood itself 

(see Section 7.1), broader controversy may just be a part of the package deal with his films, 

and Oscar accepts that about them. 

Of course, the concept of foreignness attaches more to cultural and linguistic realms 

than it does to geography. British films with prestige-coding will largely bypass the processes 

of cultural translation that other texts endure, with the two national film industries aligned in 
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generating prestige aesthetics from as far back as the beginnings of Hollywood (though fully 

hitting their stride at the Oscars in the 1960s). The Favourite continues an enduring 

fascination with lavish costume dramas and British royalty. The Father (2020; a 

French/British co-production) faced no cultural barriers to entry into awards season (only the 

geographical barrier of Anthony Hopkins’ non-attendance in accepting his Best Actor award 

– see Section 5.3). With travel restricted by the pandemic, the 2021 ceremony set its central 

broadcast in Los Angeles, but had multiple international satellite set-ups to accommodate for 

geographic distance: this included a full prestige setup in London at the BFI Southbank 

theatre. The nominations in this period of many British stars and filmmakers – Sam Mendes, 

Carey Mulligan, Cynthia Erivo, Olivia Colman (twice), Anthony Hopkins (twice), Florence 

Pugh, Rachel Weisz, Jonathon Pryce, Emerald Fennell, Daniel Kaluuya, Sacha Baron Cohen 

– shows that there obviously exists an unencumbered exchange of talent between American 

and British filmmaking systems. This Anglophilia tends to extend towards Australian and 

New Zealand talent, though Margot Robbie for Bombshell is the only beneficiary from this 

dataset. 

While British filmmaking/makers are aligned in interests and sensibilities to the point 

of innate acceptance by the American film industry, we can observe the decidedly 

internationally-set Black Panther (2018) as so readily encompassing American values and 

pop-cultural currency that its foreignness never amounted to an Oscars hindrance. Indeed, its 

genre and franchise origins were much more tangible barriers to prestige acceptance. The 

Marvel film’s fictional Wakanda kingdom is intrinsic to its continued identity, with its sequel 

entitled Black Panther: Wakanda Forever (2022, Ryan Coogler) after its popularised battle 

cry. As the leader of a technologically advanced and resource rich African nation that hides 

its true form from the world, T’Challa’s (Chadwick Boseman) arc as the Black Panther 

includes his ascension as heir to the kingdom and reckoning with its identity and global 
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potential. Black Panther’s Oscars successes were touted as a significant representational win: 

the first Black superhero leading a majority Black cast to become the first comic book movie 

Best Picture nominee, helmed by a Black director. In terms of racial representation, The 

Guardian observes “it is that almost unknown thing, an American movie with a largely black 

[sic] cast that is about neither slavery nor poverty, and is celebratory rather than depressing” 

(Freeman 2019). Indeed, unlike BlacKkKlansman and Green Book, or Moonlight, 12 Years a 

Slave (2013, Steve McQueen) or The Help (2011, Tate Taylor) before it, Black Panther’s 

Oscars narrative is proud and forward-thinking in mood whilst fully occupying the gravity of 

the ground it breaks. Though unambiguous in its international setting, Coogler’s film is 

understood in the Oscar-verse as wholly American. 

Though some degree of foreign film representation in the Best Picture and Best 

Director categories has been consistent across the sample period, translating this into acting 

attention has proven more precarious. Roma and Minari were prominent contenders for 2019 

and 2021 respectively, so the addition of acting nominations to accompany Best Picture, Best 

Director and Best Screenplay were seen as welcome and logical (if not necessarily 

guaranteed) despite the performances of Yalitza Aparicio, Marina de Tavira, Steven Yeun 

and Youn Yu-jung being largely or wholly not in English. Likewise, Antonio Banderas’ 

nomination for Pain and Glory in 2020 was a welcome inclusion for the Spanish star 

performing again for Pedro Almodóvar, having enjoyed a sustained career in Hollywood for 

several decades. These nominations notwithstanding, 2020’s glaring omission of Parasite’s 

players was suspicious and became somewhat of a caveat to the progression shown by the 

Academy. Abad-Santos for Vox noted that of all the filmmaking excellence of Parasite, the 

only element that would detract from the actors receiving awards recognition is their race: 

It rarely happens that a movie is up for Best Picture, Best Director, and Best 

Original Screenplay, categories where Parasite was honored, with no acting nods. 
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Among the 544 films nominated for Best Picture over the last 91 years, only 11 have 

won Best Picture without receiving any acting nominations. And even if this 

incongruence does happen occasionally, it doesn’t often happen with movies that 

are as character-driven as Parasite. (2020, emphasis removed) 

In The A.V. Club’s reflections on Parasite, A.A. Dowd asserts “it’s very difficult for actors 

speaking in a foreign language to get Oscar nominations… a lot of people doing the voting 

find it difficult to assess performances that are not in English, and I think there’s also a 

certain cultural bias towards actors who are speaking in a foreign language as well”, to which 

Katie Rife retorts “I mean sure, but they don’t seem to have this problem with French actors” 

(The A.V. Club 2020a).   The Washington Post further reflected on this point with relevant 

statistics: 

Asian actors have historically had few roles in major theatrical releases; in 2018, 

they held 4.8 percent of roles in the 200 top-grossing films, according to the latest 

Hollywood Diversity Report released Thursday by the University of California at 

Los Angeles. Some films featuring largely Asian casts have received academy [sic] 

recognition. But while “[The] Last Emperor,” “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,” 

“Memoirs of a Geisha,” “Slumdog Millionaire” and “Life of Pi” all received more 

than five Oscar nominations, none was for acting. (Izadi 2020) 

So, while Oscar clearly has an overwhelming preference towards honouring performances in 

English, this seems to have an outsized effect on Asian actors. Minari’s acting successes in 

2021 following from Parasite’s lack thereof thus have the capacity to be construed as a 

corrective measure in response to a legitimate and urgent criticism, as well as a welcome 

expansion of scope in light of the Academy’s diversification efforts. 

Though the merits of a given performance ostensibly stand on their own, conventional 

wisdom and observed outcomes betray the role of the Oscar-verse as a necessity in amping 
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up one’s visibility, and the presumption of potential success among nominators. With the 

exclusion of the BAFTAs as a key awards body and the international film festival circuit, the 

Oscar-verse being mostly based in America (and conducted in English) is an obvious point of 

exclusion to actors looking to break through from elsewhere. For some, fluency in English as 

an additional language minimises this barrier of participation. Steven Yeun was born in Seoul 

and moved to America as a young child while still speaking Korean in his home; growing up 

in South Africa, Charlize Theron’s first language is Afrikaans; Maria Bakalova is from 

Bulgaria and participates in English interviews (though she expresses some apprehension 

about her fluency and her accent (see Andreeva 2021)). For those not fluent in English, 

translators provide an access to participation. With his avalanche of film and director wins 

across his awards season, Bong Joon-ho’s regular translator Sharon Choi became somewhat 

of a subcultural sensation after the pair’s appearance on Jimmy Fallon, for her deft and 

expressive interpretations of Bong’s playful answers to Fallon’s (Hoad 2020). Yalitza 

Aparicio and Marina de Tavira of Roma were on Jimmy Kimmel for a joint interview (Jimmy 

Kimmel Live 2018b), where Kimmel’s comedian sidekick Guillermo Rodriguez served as 

translator: the brevity of the segment was exacerbated by the process of translation, with the 

exercise extending only so far as to introduce the Mexican actors to American audiences. 

Aparcio’s nomination for Best Actress was not only ground-breaking for being 

performed in a mix of Spanish and Mixtec, but also as a debut performance. Her presence 

across award season was unique in its capacity to be framed as a fairy-tale: not only was she 

being singled out as a young person for her first film, but being outside of the acting 

profession and Hollywood lent a sense of wonderment to her successes. When asked about 

her chances of winning an Oscar, she responded: 

That sounds flattering, but to be honest I’m grateful for everything I’ve been able 

to see, places I’ve visited, especially the positive reaction I have had for the film. 
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That’s enough for me. My mum just tells me to enjoy everything. (in Hattenstone 

2018) 

For all of the gratitude and excitement expressed by early-career actors receiving awards 

recognition (see Section 6.1), there is something special about someone so decidedly 

removed from the outset, and who attests to having had a genuinely positive experience 

through it all. Aparicio did not necessarily consider herself as an actor, and she brought a 

completely naturalistic quality to her performance as Cleo. As such, a continued show-

business career was not always assumed – or paved for – by Hollywood, although in 2021 

she was announced for a follow-up film project. However, she actively harnessed her 

newfound fame towards activism, being a champion of Indigenous peoples. The trailer for 

her YouTube page launched in 2020 recalls her catapult into fame with Roma, but also 

centres her activism as a point of continued focus (Yalitza Aparicio 2020). 

 Whether considering entire films or individual celebrities, Hollywood’s enduring 

imperialism over global film culture clearly makes ‘Americanness’ the default national 

identity best suited to Oscar participation. International films and filmmakers are undoubtedly 

faced with physical, cultural, and linguistic barriers, having to actively qualify their standing 

in the American-centric enterprise. 

 

5.3 Disability, Health, & Class 

The identity headings of ‘disability’, ‘health’, and ‘class’ are linked together here in service 

of the same ongoing tension within Oscar discourses. When it comes to social criticism of the 

films it endorses and envelopes, Oscar will weather a storm if it is in the service of a worthy 

celebrity narrative. Minority perspectives are so continuously overlooked here so as to almost 

nullify their impact on Oscar’s values: there are no issues with non-disabled bodies playing 
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disabled ones in the name of actorly transformation; there is nothing gauche about wealthy, 

privileged filmmakers approximating poorness for the sake of an inspirational narrative. 

There are some telling films across this dataset that interrogate themes of class and 

body normativity, demonstrating their thematic perpetuity across Oscar canon. Hillbilly 

Elegy, while a critical failure for Netflix (25% Tomatometer against an 83% Audience 

Score), received nominations for Glenn Close for Best Supporting Actress, and for Makeup 

& Hairstyling. The brash filmmaking and performance style was hard for critics to process; 

emblematic of the reaction is this review from Matt Zoller Seitz of RogerEbert.com: 

Close’s curly wig, huge glasses, deglamorizing makeup and brazen performance 

choices (Mamaw has a lit cigarette in her mouth at all times, even when stocking a 

pantry) have been accused of insensitivity or Hollywood caricature… I don’t want 

to invalidate anyone’s take on how believable or empathetic the portrayal of 

Mamaw is, because everyone’s mileage will vary. But it is worth pointing out that 

the obligatory credits scroll of real-life photos of the fictionalized characters 

confirms that Mamaw did indeed look just like that—and that a friend who grew up 

poor and white in small-town Arkansas and watched this film with me gasped when 

Close first appeared. ‘Oh my God,’ she said. ‘It is my grandmother, except for the 

cigarette.’ (2020) 

However jarring the reception was for Close’s performance – ranging from ‘cartoonish’ and 

‘over-the-top’ to ‘realistic’ and ‘scene-stealing’ – in combination with dramatic hair and 

makeup artistry, the perceived “realism” of the exercise proved too impressive for Oscar to 

bypass altogether. Close also received a nomination for Worst Supporting Actress at the 

Golden Raspberries, a rare move which illustrates the divisiveness of the film and 

performance whilst working to challenge the perceived value of typically Oscar-worthy fare. 
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Class proved to be a strong theme binding the Best Picture winners of 2020 and 2021, 

with Parasite extrapolating wealth discrepancies into a thriller parable, and Nomadland 

immersing its lead actor and the viewers into the felt consequences of an unaddressed 

economic crisis. Through meticulous production design and cinematography, Bong Joon-ho 

injected the inequalities of his characters’ positions all across Parasite, so as to lay the 

thematic groundwork before its dramatic tonal shift lays its concerns bare. The film starts as 

an almost-innocuous, farcical heist, with the struggling Kim family slowly and creatively 

infiltrating the wealthy Park family’s luxurious house in service roles. The Park house and 

the Kim family’s poor neighbourhood were purpose-built for the film, a fact lauded by the 

moderator of the ‘Academy Conversations’ session that Bong and his cast participated in 

(Oscars 2019a). The Park house’s expansive rooms of concrete and glass starkly 

communicate wealth and modernity, and the use of elevation in its location and architecture – 

its secure hilltop suburb and its numerous staircases both being key features of eventual plot 

developments – reinforce the economic distance of the two families. The basement-set Kim 

family house is contrastingly cramped and uncomfortable, and in a rainfall event becomes 

flooded with the sewerage of the entire city. In the scheming early sections of the film the 

Kim family has to quickly negotiate the many tells of their position – their low self-esteem, 

their lack of education, that they ‘smell poor’. The film’s dramatic reveal arrives when the 

Kim family has seemingly triumphed in their plot; the long-serving displaced housekeeper to 

the Park family returns to reveal a secret bunker hidden below the house, where she has 

secretly stowed her husband to hide from debt collectors. The violent struggle that ensues as 

the disadvantaged characters scramble to hide their indiscretions and maintain their 

opportunistic access to wealth unearths the many circumstances and consequences of the 

capitalist society. All the while, the Parks remain none-the-wiser as they enjoy the advantage 
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of their position, until the shocking finale where the conflicts of the basement erupt into their 

lavish yard. 

Nomadland is likewise explicitly concerned with class welfare (if not warfare), yet is 

more documentarian in its approach, with its protagonist Fern joining an American social 

movement of older people without amassed wealth taking to the road and migrating with 

seasonal work. A great part of the authenticity and perspective achieved in the film comes 

from director Chloé Zhao and star Frances McDormand’s immersion in the caravanning 

community, with many extras or minor characters ‘playing’ themselves. These ‘non-

professionals’ did not generate a lot of individual awards interest as performers (Charlene 

Swankie received Best Supporting Actress nominations from Australia’s AACTA 

International Awards and from the Florida Film Critics Circle Awards), though they often 

appeared with Zhao and McDormand at awards shows in support of the film, including taking 

to the Oscars stage upon winning Best Picture. Capturing the nomad lifestyle so eloquently, 

the film did however draw backlash for what was seen as an ambiguity towards Amazon. 

Fern is employed in one of the company’s packaging warehouses for a short contract over a 

small section of the film: the working conditions and pay for these labourers was under 

scrutiny over this time, partly because of Amazon’s massive profits throughout the pandemic. 

These conditions in the narrative are met by Fern with a generally optimistic attitude, 

appreciating the work opportunity and making some valued connections with her co-workers. 

In covering its awards seasons triumphs, Los Angeles Times wrote “one could easily come 

away from the movie having a benign view of the toll Amazon takes on its workers, 

including the temporary ones” (Rottenberg 2021). Access to film an Amazon ‘fulfillment 

centre’ was reportedly granted after McDormand personally wrote to senior personnel in the 

company to assure the neutral approach of the narrative; she explained that “we are telling a 

story about a person who is benefiting from hard work, and working at the Amazon 
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fulfillment center is hard work, but it pays a wage…” (in Keegan 2020). Overall, this 

backlash did little to slow Nomadland’s trajectory; Vanity Fair chief critic Richard Lawson 

speculated that the discourses of film Twitter are actually far removed from Academy 

members in practice, and that the “various institutions that dole out these awards don’t much 

care about the reality of Amazon workers… [or] they may find the conditions at Amazon so 

abstract that they’re easy to dismiss, or too unsettling to really grapple with” (2021). 

Perhaps where Parasite and Nomadland diverge from a film like Hillbilly Elegy, 

despite all being films concerned with class, is simply in the achievements of their 

filmmaking. In opting for arch dramatics and star-driven transformations in its approach, 

Hillbilly Elegy limited the authenticity of its perspective; the story told is yet-another 

Hollywood version of ‘man persevering through the circumstances of his upbringing’, as if 

these entrenched and deeply unfair circumstances are surmountable for all without structural 

change. Parasite likewise bares its filmmaking craft conspicuously, but in its meticulous 

construction and original storytelling it is vastly more successful in honestly capturing the 

disadvantages of economic inequality. Nomadland is contrastingly observational and 

unobtrusive, thereby conveying the elegiac and sympathetic tone of the nomad’s plight in a 

forthright way. It engages with a lesser-seen community without condescension; the 

antithesis of Hillbilly Elegy, but to which it is now tethered as Oscar classmates. 

The controversial prestige recognition afforded to Hillbilly Elegy notwithstanding, 

2021’s lack of obvious Oscar bait made for a cohort skewed towards more original and 

intimate experiences. In Sound of Metal (2020), we see Oscar elevating a project that does 

prioritise minority voices – where the narrative of a musician losing his hearing is occupied 

by deaf people (and people with lived experiences in deaf communities) in supporting roles. 

Nominated lead actor Riz Ahmed is not deaf, but his character begins the movie by 

investigating his deteriorating hearing, which progressively worsens throughout; nominated 
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supporting actor Paul Raci is likewise not deaf but is a child of deaf parents who has 

communicated and acted with American Sign Language his entire life; Lauren Ridloff is a 

deaf actor playing a deaf character in a key supporting role. The filmmakers’ promotion 

emphasised their collaboration with the deaf community, and Ahmed’s commitment to 

respectfully embodying this character. As a text, the film is ground-breaking on a technical 

level in how the filmmakers utilised sound design to emulate different stages of altered 

hearing capacity, which was a critically lauded achievement. Though expanding beyond the 

primary data collection years, it is interesting to place Sound of Metal into a broader context. 

One year later in 2022, CODA (2021, Sian Heder) would win Best Picture, and deaf actor 

Troy Kotsur would win for Best Supporting Actor. Contrast this to 2018, when The Shape of 

Water (2017, Guillermo del Toro) won Best Picture and Sally Hawkins – a non-disabled 

actor – was nominated for Best Actress playing a mute woman who communicates through 

sign, which instigated some backlash from disability advocates. Though the progression of 

this discourse remains to be seen, at this point there appears to be a general movement away 

from appropriating some disability narratives as a shortcut to ‘transformative’ acclaim, and 

much more emphasis placed on inclusive production practices when approaching the subject. 

Any tentative shifts towards awarding greater narrative inclusivity by Oscar is 

somewhat problematised by choices made in its ceremony staging. Extravagant and 

unattainable glamour is already an established trope of the Oscar persona, whereby its 

grandiosity codes the apparent importance of the event and exercise. The vast wealth on 

display is an immediate indictment of Hollywood’s attitudes to celebrity and class. The 

pandemic-set 2021 ceremony in particular betrayed issues of accessibility and inclusivity in 

the way that strict health measures were enforced. Moving the venue from its usual home, 

The Dolby Theatre, to Hollywood’s Union Station was a necessity for social distancing and a 

smaller cohort of attendees. However, the train station’s use for the ceremony reportedly 
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displaced a number of unhoused people and disrupted the usual commutes of local workers, 

including one publicised report of a wheelchair user being denied access to their usual service 

(Chuba 2021); it was also reportedly the first instance that the Oscars stage had been 

accessible from the auditorium via a ramp. Deaf Oscar-winning actor Marlee Matlin 

presented the Best Documentary Feature award in American Sign Language; though the 

camera stayed with her for the preamble and the winner announcement, it panned away from 

her as she was introducing the nominees with only her interpreter’s voiceover available, thus 

obstructing her presentation. As detailed previously, producer Steven Soderbergh reportedly 

insisted on “a very rigorous and specific aesthetic approach” to the ceremony (Section 4.3), 

which was the reason for having international hubs connected via satellite and not allowing 

any attendance or award acceptance via Zoom (Lewis 2021). This prioritising of aesthetics 

over inclusivity during a public health crisis consequently highlighted the enormous ask 

being made of attendees. Nowhere was this felt more than when 83-year-old Anthony 

Hopkins was not present to accept Best Actor, the final award of the night; The New York 

Times reported that he had offered to accept the award via Zoom and was refused by the 

show’s producers (Buchanan 2021). 

In addition to disability, there are also examples of films either approaching or 

utilising bodily differences to do with skin, weight, and health that further historical trends of 

prestige film. For one interesting example, Gleghorn et al. (2020) reviewed instances of skin 

conditions represented in all Best Picture Oscar winners prior to 2017’s The Shape of Water 

for The International Journal of Dermatology. They found that such depictions are a 

surprisingly common prestige-film occurrence (if not always entirely accurately). The titular 

Jojo (Roman Griffin Davis) of Jojo Rabbit (2019) is the only character in a Best Picture 

nominee across my data with a visible skin difference. Jojo has a prominent facial scar from a 

misadventure with explosives early in the movie, and is an example where scarring is not 
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used to denote an evil character (though as a reforming Hitler fanatic he certainly has an arc). 

This furthers Gleghorn et al.’s argument that “unlike genre films, the majority of Academy 

Award winning films that feature skin conditions portray dermatoses in a realistic and 

sympathetic fashion” and that “enjoyment of these films may be associated with less potential 

prejudice against those with skin disease” (p. 516). Further, weight gain (such as Christian 

Bale in Vice) or loss (Joaquin Phoenix in Joker) has proven itself a perpetual fascination of 

Oscar. Such examples play into celebrity paratexts of ‘transformation’ and ‘dedication’ (see 

Section 7.2), thus demonstrating how issues of health and bodily normativity, when used as 

narrative elements of a film, can further become coded as marks of quality filmmaking. 

Also unsurprising is Oscar’s consistent interest in mental health as ripe for actorly 

exploration. In particular, the Best Actor winners of 2020 and 2021 perform in texts explicitly 

utilising mental health as a point of entry into their character studies, though with different 

degrees of nuance. Joker is ostensibly interested mental health; Joaquin Phoenix’s Arthur 

Fleck has a condition that causes erratic and spontaneous laughter, for which he hands out 

information cards to strangers when they are caught off guard. He takes medication for this 

disorder, and thus must attend social services appointments for access. Partway through the 

film, he is informed that this service will no longer be available due to poor funding. He 

reflects “the worst part of having a mental illness is people expect you to behave as if you 

don’t”. Though writer/director Todd Phillips’ narrative certainly presents a front of sympathy 

for people struggling with mental health issues, Fleck’s non-acceptance within Gotham City’s 

society, being constantly taunted, assaulted, and avoided, is notably extreme in its depiction. 

This attempted empathy is then problematised in that Fleck later invokes his mental illness as 

the prelude to his televised murderous rampage: “What do you get when you cross a mentally 

ill loner with a society that abandons him and treats him like trash?... You get what you 

fucking deserve!”. An issue with Phillips’ approach is the way that he appropriates the visual 
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language of Martin Scorsese’s 1970s cinema (see Section 7.1); such straight-forward and 

brazen narrative and character styles that work for an ostensibly comic-book setting is 

stretched thin as it aspires to break free of its comic moulds. It is possible for a film to 

possess a duality – that a viewer could have sympathy for Fleck’s plight while ultimately 

condemning his coping mechanisms – but Joker in its comic extremities does not invite such 

a nuanced reading. Instead, the film uses mental illness and societal marginalisation merely 

as set-dressing to prelude a violent rampage. What it has to offer or advocate for about the 

lived realities of mental health management and mass violence remains elusive. 

Joker’s approach to mental health contrasts drastically with Anthony Hopkins’ 

performance in The Father, a film representing the perspective of a dementia-sufferer. 

Director Florian Zeller alters the set design of Tony’s (Hopkins) apartment, subtly at first but 

gradually more noticeably and disconcertingly; faces and names change as well, with his 

daughter Anne mostly played by Olivia Colman but sometimes by Olivia Williams. The 

audience’s confusion at these shifts then manifests in Tony’s, with Hopkins’ resoundingly 

heartbreaking emotional depth on display. Though overtly dramatic in tone and subject, there 

is a sensitivity achieved by Zeller and Hopkins through their filmmaking that Phillips and 

Phoenix contrastingly bypass by opting for the utterly extreme in theirs. 

The film texts discussed here demonstrate a willingness by Oscar to engage with 

issues of disability, health and class, but are wildly varying in how they conceptualise a 

supposed best practice of filmmaking. Nuanced, innovative, insightful film offerings 

evidently court praise, but so do the broader, brasher, ill-advised efforts that prioritise the 

‘transformative’ performances of their players over a sense of real engagement with the 

communities depicted. 
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5.4 Oscar’s Burden 

Representation is not only a textual phenomenon. It is also an industrial construct, negotiated 

and challenged by film audiences. Approaching certain labels and intersections of identity in 

a film text is clearly extremely complex; where stereotypes exist, they may be reinforced or 

rejected, and for every positive outcome of exploring minority narratives there are ones 

deemed problematic in their intent or execution. For an industry seemingly making moves 

towards more integrity and equity in casting for race or gender, the same efforts are not 

always being made for the likes of sexuality, class, and disability. 

As Bourdieu noted for institutional forces that wield cultural power, issues of 

entrenched, establishment powerbrokers limit an overall willingness by the institution to 

think and work progressively from the outset lest it threaten their standing. In-show 

declarations of social progress that support the progressive public face of the ‘community 

leader’ Oscar performance are nullified by nominees and winners that often uphold 

retrograde values about gender, sexuality, foreignness, or class in film – and by extension the 

broader culture. The films I discussed in this chapter are not necessarily unique for the 

industrial webs that they illuminate in order to tell their stories, but they are notable for the 

platform afforded them as part of Oscar’s operation. Each has been anointed as ‘high-quality’ 

by the industry’s loudest means of passing such evaluations. None of these films necessarily 

tell the full industrial story of how filmmaking addresses and responds to social issues, but as 

Oscar texts they are scrutinised more heavily by an engaged discourse, and perhaps are more 

prone to being seen as emblematic of the particular issues that they represent. 

Measures to diversify the ‘pale, stale and male’ Academy in recent years as a 

response to outside social pressure may have managed to move the needle on nominees and 

winners, as seen in 2021, but are still restrained by the lack of meaningful progress in the 

filmmaking field at large, prior to the prestige cycle. With Oscar contention serving as the 
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finale of a production and release cycle for a prestige film, the Oscars are limited to awarding 

films that are available in the first place, and that are positioned as contenders. So, what they 

can shift are their standards of assessment and cultural focus: more nuanced, informed, 

explorative constructions and representations of identity intersections do exist in filmmaking 

more broadly, but without mainstream studio backing and celebrity paratextual material in 

tow it falls outside of Oscar’s field of view.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

“There Can Be a Hundred People in the Room”15 

Celebrities in the Pursuit of Greatness 

 

This chapter unpacks how Oscar obscures the inherently collaborative practice of filmmaking 

to work as an agent of celebrification. I will investigate the roles and impacts of celebrity and 

celebrity agents on its overall operation, and explore issues of auteurism, self-promotion and 

legacy. As a media event of such a grand scale, Oscar’s role in creating and extending 

celebrity narratives is unique in its reach and impact, albeit with pronounced barriers of entry. 

I argue that the contemporary media environment has afforded more opportunities than ever 

for celebrity creation, content, and campaigning, which has led to ruptures (and some 

resistance) as to the type of agents who now engage in Oscar’s celebrity labour. 

 

6.1 Actors as Celebrities 

In Chapter 5, I indicated a potential relaxation of the strict barriers that have previously 

defined prestige stardom. One feature of this is the markedly higher average age of women 

winning acting awards across the surveyed years; another, the expansion of American 

identities portrayed onscreen. This shift does extend beyond demographic data towards 

dismantling the hegemonic ideas of celebrity embodiment and enactment. 

Frances McDormand’s Best Actress win for Nomadland (2020) is her third, following 

wins in 1997 for Fargo (1996, Joel Coen and Ethan Coen) and in 2018 Three Billboards 

Outside Ebbing, Missouri (2017, Martin McDonagh); in Oscars lore, any actor achieving two 

wins is exceptional, and anything beyond is iconic. McDormand is an industry oddball who 

                                                 
15 Lady Gaga’s oft-repeated and much-memed praise of Bradley Cooper over her promotional duties, as 

compiled on YouTube (The Fab Teacher 2018). 
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has attempted to craft her star image solely on her work (to the extent that one can in 

Hollywood). Her acceptance speech, taking markedly less time than was taken to introduce 

the nominees, starts with a short riff about karaoke (seemingly for her friends in the room), 

then concludes: 

I have no words. My voice is in my sword. We know that the sword is our work, and 

I like work. Thank you for knowing that, and thanks for this. (93rd Academy Awards 

2021) 

Her appearances to publicise Nomadland were, for the most part, untelevised and industry-

based, seeing her introducing the film to festival audiences rather than introducing herself to 

late-night hosts. This speaks both to her assumed disinterest in self-publicity and awards 

clout, and to her dual-role as the film’s star and producer (she became the first person to win 

awards both for acting and for Best Picture on the same project). Her performance in the film 

as Fern is remarkably internal and understated, with her acts of listening and reacting to the 

stories and insights of her non-professional co-stars markers of the empathy imbued into her 

work. The lack of an overt actorly transformation was a point emphasised by director Chloé 

Zhao across her interviews; in her first time working with a high-profile star on a film 

project, her approach was to blur the lines between McDormand and Fern, essentially writing 

and directing for McDormand to play a version of herself (Late Night with Seth Meyers 

2021). Despite her own projected disinterest in her star image, it was clearly instrumental to 

the project’s success: her existing social capital within her industry was actionable towards 

financing and producing the film (King 2020), while her symbolic capital (and the intrigue of 

a potentially history-making set of wins on the horizon) propelled her quiet, contemplative 

and abstract film towards Oscars consideration. Although Zhao’s achievements with 

Nomadland were obviously considerable and salient, her engagement with McDormand’s 

celebrity afforded vastly more popular interest than her projects had previously courted. 
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 While enacting the celebrity of an outsider, McDormand’s sustained and proven 

symbolic capital invariably renders her an establishment celebrity for Hollywood: though 

elements of her life and performance made her win somewhat unlikely, it was not a 

particularly enormous upset to the Hollywood status quo. Youn Yuh-jung’s Best Supporting 

Actress win for Minari (2020), I argue, is contrastingly a challenge, not just for the unique 

demographic that she occupies among Oscar winners but for the impact her celebrity has on 

Hollywood. As a veteran of South Korea’s film industry, she had remained a virtually 

unknown figure to Hollywood before her American film debut in Minari. That she lacked an 

established identity to the majority of Oscar’s audience made her somewhat of a novelty 

across the season. Her acceptance speeches at the BAFTAs, the SAG Awards and the Oscars 

were consistently cited as ceremony highlights for their sincerely unpretentious tone. She 

would continue to garner this kind of audience admiration even into the 2022 season; upon 

presenting actor Troy Kotsur with his Best Supporting Actor award, she held his trophy while 

he signed his speech, remaining in frame for its entirety and watching him with a palpable 

warmth and pride. Of course, Youn’s win was also remarkable demographically, as a woman 

in her 70s at the time of winning having an ostensibly ‘breakthrough performance’ in 

Hollywood terms.16 She also became only the second Asian woman to have won an acting 

Oscar (the first was Japanese-American Miyoshi Umeki winning Best Supporting Actress in 

1958, and Michelle Yeoh would become the third by winning Best Actress in 2023). Beyond 

these noteworthy demographic statistics, Youn’s win lays bare the distinction between the 

star-making and star-affirming qualities of Oscar’s celebrity interest; her performance, not 

performed in English and in a low-budget, independent movie, could have been easy for the 

Academy to ignore (and almost certainly would have been in a different year), but by 

                                                 
16 The caveat to this being, of course, that ironically, she was very well-known and appreciated in her home 

industry and market. 
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affording her this platform for recognition, Oscar provided the space for a fresh and engaging 

celebrity narrative to take shape. This is a different type of audience gratification from seeing 

an eccentric-yet-established legend like McDormand further cement her deified status. 

If McDormand’s win in 2021 was remarkable and Youn’s was ground-breaking, we 

can look to the 2020 offers of Renée Zellweger and Laura Dern as more conformist, 

comfortably nestling into celebrity formats already observed by Oscar previously. In Section 

5.1 I noted that Zellweger’s portrayal of Judy Garland was conventionally Oscar bait in style, 

but that it was also complemented by a general admiration of where it sat within her current 

era of stardom. A previous Best Supporting Actress winner for Cold Mountain (2003, 

Anthony Minghella), Zellweger sustained a period of A-list superstardom across the 2000s 

with commercial and prestigious success, and in an era of virulent tabloid interest. She 

returned to acting following a six-year hiatus, with Judy (2019) marking her return to prestige 

film promotion following its successful festival showings – this return to public life was 

marred by vicious tabloid coverage remarking on her recognisability and aging. In examining 

the 2014 online discourse surrounding ‘#ReneeZellweger’s face’, Horeck contends that much 

of the response to her appearance “had a great deal to do with her particular star image as a 

wholesome, fresh-faced ingénue from Texas – an image that hinged on the idea of the ‘girl 

star’” (2015, p. 262). Opting out of the public arena for six years served to disrupt her 

stardom’s continuity: rather than progressing in acclaimed star turns as some of her 

contemporaries, her turn in Judy instead served as a comeback narrative that pitted her 

against a misogynist and ageist culture. Best Supporting Actress winner Laura Dern has 

likewise persisted in Hollywood stardom across both blockbuster and indie fare, and has 

Oscar-nominated actor parents. 2019 and 2020 proved remarkable years for Dern’s celebrity: 

she has continuously worked in well-received roles and projects over her career, but 

contributing to two Best Picture nominees Marriage Story (2019) and Little Women (2019) 
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made her very visible across the 2020 Oscars season.17  These performances also coincided 

with promotional opportunities such as a career retrospective (SAG-AFTRA Foundation 

2019), helping to reinforce her eventual 2020 win as her ‘career award’. Her ascendance here 

was viewed as uncontroversial as it was unsurprising, showing that for certain stars adding 

the symbolic capital of ‘Oscar-winning’ into their star image is seen as a natural and logical 

evolution. This same logic may have applied, say, to Regina King upon winning Best 

Supporting Actress a year prior for If Beale Street Could Talk (2018), though as a Black 

woman in Hollywood such an ascendancy cannot be taken for granted, regardless of career 

longevity and consistent acclaim. 

Olivia Colman of The Favourite (2018) is arguably the only other winner over the 

surveyed period to have had their Hollywood stardom made through the Oscars process, 

having been a subcultural and somewhat lesser-known figure (except to American audiences 

who were familiar enough with British film and television). Like Youn, her consistent 

presence and success across the awards season was treated as refreshing, unpretentious, and a 

charismatic highpoint for a telecast. Her celebrity demeanour demonstrates an interesting riff 

on McDonald’s (2013) Bourdieusian ‘economic disinterest’ model of the artist stereotype: I 

call this ‘symbolic disinterest’. The obligatory surprise and awe she performed in the face of 

winning multiple awards was always perceived as genuine, perhaps because it was shared by 

viewers (with Glenn Close being the heavy favourite to take out 2019’s Best Actress race for 

The Wife (2017)). Colman’s press appearances leading up to the Oscars consistently 

downplayed her chances, and indeed her own aspirations of winning. Writing for The 

Guardian, Lee considered her unlikely to win, stating “[w]hen asked… if she worried that the 

                                                 
17 These projects also provided the added curiosity that they were directed by two parts of a married couple: 

interviewers were intrigued both by the individual experiences of working with Noah Baumbach on Marriage 

Story and Greta Gerwig on Little Women, and Dern’s particular insight into their dynamic of being married 

creatives. 
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film’s considerable profanity might ruin its Oscar chances, Colman replied; ‘Who gives a 

fuck?’” (2019a). This playful irreverence works to take some of the pomp out of Oscar: it is 

not outwardly disrespectful, but it lowers personal stakes for an artist whose narrative is one 

of having been swept up into the circus of it all. These jabs at Oscar to negate its perceived 

importance – a form of verbal symbolic disinterest – is a common enough tactic across 

nominees, but few stars successfully employ a physical symbolic disinterest of being absent 

from publicity appearances and campaigning. I argue that McDormand and Colman fall into 

this latter category, approaching their (rare) appearances as promoting their film over 

promoting themselves in an Oscar’s race, and largely avoiding the late-night and industry 

profile stops that an Oscars campaign usually entails. 

On the other end of the spectrum, we could consider ‘symbolic interest’ as an overt 

alignment with the processes and values of typical Oscar contention. A couple of strands of 

this tactic emerge. Firstly, there is the ingénue – a (White, English-speaking, and 

conventionally attractive) young actor being indoctrinated into the Hollywood stardom 

machine through prestige recognition. Florence Pugh, nominated for Little Women, 

exemplifies this well. By 2020 her feature-film career had taken off strongly with key leading 

and supporting roles in well-received films, a Marvel role in the pipeline, and a significant 

mainstream and social media interest achieved. Her promotional appearances were numerous 

across legacy and social media, and were good-natured; her symbolic interest is reinforced 

through such means as Jimmy Kimmel asking her to recount the morning of finding out about 

her nomination (“you are an Oscar nominee, which is what every actor dreams of”), and 

through framing her acting experience as in the orbit of establishment Oscar figures like 

Meryl Streep (“you have many scenes with Meryl Streep, which, again, is… right up there 

with getting nominated for an Oscar” (Jimmy Kimmel Live 2020)). This demonstrates the 

Oscar-verse apparatus upholding Oscars and Hollywood mythology as the default template. 
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Though decidedly not an ingénue, Glenn Close’s campaigns for The Wife and 

Hillbilly Elegy (2020) across 2019 and 2021 respectively demonstrate a career’s worth of 

subscription to Hollywood and Oscar, and how that ongoing investment can endure despite 

having never won. Her presence as one of the great Hollywood actors is problematised by 

being the joint-record holder for most Oscar nominations without having won (the late Peter 

O’Toole shares this distinction with eight nominations). As such, the apparatus of the Oscar-

verse manoeuvred to reinforce her legendary status by assuming her to be a part of the season 

by default. Her performance in The Wife is undoubtedly the film’s centrepiece, and as its only 

nomination indicates the film was deemed otherwise unremarkable: in such circumstances 

Close’s being centred across all critical reactions and commentary is perfectly logical. What 

others in similar positions may not enjoy (especially for a film released far in advance of 

typical Oscar campaigns) is the inherent speculation as to her chances to finally win. Hughes 

writes for Empire Magazine that she “gives a performance that demands Oscar voters 

consider her for a seventh time” (2018); Rolling Stone critic Peter Travers writes that “her 

tour-de-force as a long-suffering spouse who hits her breaking point might just get her the 

Oscar that has unfairly eluded her so far” (2018c). A reliable presence across Oscar-verse 

media, Close bolstered her chances through many promotional appearances: in two seasons 

of The Hollywood Reporter’s ‘Actresses Roundtables’ she provided a sagely perspective to a 

younger cohort by wielding wisdom and encouragement (The Hollywood Reporter 2019b; 

The Hollywood Reporter 2021). Likewise, her ‘Actors on Actors’ appearances serve to 

reflect on her longstanding career, teamed with A Star Is Born’s (2018) Sam Elliott (Variety 

2018) and then (somewhat curiously) with The King of Staten Island’s (2020, Judd Apatow) 

Pete Davidson (Variety 2021). Both the veteran and rising star of the industry seize the forum 

to gush over Close’s body of work. Beyond this participation in her campaign, Close’s 

symbolic interest is made explicit when interviewed for a Vanity Fair profile: 
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As for what that an [sic] Oscar would mean, pending a seventh nomination, at the 

end of this journey? Close replied, ‘Oh boy, it would mean a lot. Because, again, in 

some ways it goes far beyond just me and the award.’ (Miller 2019) 

Of course, Glenn Close was surprisingly bested by Olivia Colman for Best Actress in 

2019. Returning to the winner briefly, it is important to acknowledge that as far as the public-

facing dimension of celebrity is crucial to drumming up a successful personal narrative, the 

behind-the-scenes machinations that enable such a profile are also crucial to this format of 

prize-giving. As admitted by ‘a male director’ participating in the anonymous ‘Brutally 

Honest Oscar Ballots’: 

Many people vote for their friends. I have worked with [The Favourite’s] Olivia 

Colman and had a wonderful experience with her — I remember saying to her, ‘At 

some point, you’re going to be up on a stage accepting an Academy Award,’ and I 

want to help make that happen… But if I didn’t know Olivia, I’d have voted for 

Yalitza [Aparicio of Roma] … (Anonymous in Feinberg 2019a) 

Suffice to say that in an academy structure of prize-giving, the social capital accumulated 

over time in the industry is at play as much as the cultural capital displayed in the resultant 

artwork; celebrity is an inherently political role to occupy, and it operates on an industrial 

level concurrent with its audience-based cultural ramifications. 

 

6.2 Celebrity Capital & Gatekeepers 

Exploration of the nominees above has unearthed some of the variance between star-making 

and star-affirming celebrity narratives as told by Oscar, including the different presentational 

and representational (Marshall 2010) tactics involved in navigating a prestige acting career. 

The three years surveyed also offer ample examples to think about celebrity capital as 
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exchanged through Oscar – that is, we can unpack the difference between actors becoming 

stars versus stars becoming actors. Chapter 2 introduced the complex separation of film and 

television stardoms that Oscar has historically been an active player in. Breakthrough wins 

and nominations for actors like Sally Field, Mary Tyler Moore, Goldie Hawn, and Helen 

Hunt encapsulate the shifts in star performances navigated when one attempts to adapt their 

established television stardom into that of film. By the time of this study’s survey period the 

film/TV divide could be understood as somewhat of an antiquated proposition (see Chapter 

7). That said, using Driessens’ model of celebrity capital – accumulated media coverage that 

is transferable across fields (2013a, p. 533) – these Oscar years still provide useful 

opportunities to understand moves from celebrities into the prestige acting space to 

immediate success (or not). 

The standout example of a successful transition is popstar Lady Gaga’s acclaimed 

acting turn leading A Star Is Born (2018). Marketed heavily as her first lead role in a film, 

Gaga had previously featured in minor acting roles for director Robert Rodriguez in Machete 

Kills (2013) and Sin City: A Dame to Kill For (2014, Robert Rodriguez and Frank Miller). 

The history of music stars transitioning to prestige acting stardom is somewhat less fraught 

than with television stars, who were historically seen as both a threat to film’s cultural 

supremacy and as performing in a lower-class artistic pursuit. Julie Andrews and Barbra 

Streisand achieved instant critical acclaim for their movie musical performances in the 1960s 

which built on their existing Broadway celebrity and capitalised on their singing prowess. 

Cher’s 1988 Oscar win for Moonstruck (1987, Norman Jewison) was notable for how the 

popstar was able to challenge the perceived superficiality of her music career to achieve 

critical notices as a ‘serious actor’ (to the extent that, say, Madonna or Mariah Carey never 

convincingly achieved, or that Britney Spears or Jessica Simpson never attempted with their 

film careers). Gaga’s vehicle to Oscar and film stardom works as a combination of the two 
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approaches: firstly, A Star Is Born very explicitly draws from and builds on her existing 

music fame, while secondly, her promotional appearances go to great lengths to downplay 

any biographical links to the material by instead foregrounding her long held acting 

ambitions and ‘Method’ approach.18 For example, being interviewed by Ellen DeGeneres she 

discusses her resonance with the character Ally as a result of her immersive acting process 

(TheEllenShow 2018); talking to Howard Stern she recounts her career as being launched 

through acting over singing (The Howard Stern Show 2018). Some critics were able to unify 

this dissonance in their responses to her performance: Ty Burr writing for Boston Globe said, 

“the role of Ally is so meta as to cast doubt on whether Lady Gaga can play other kinds of 

parts; the performance is so galvanizing that you don’t remotely care” (2018). 

Despite this praise, for some the collision of Gaga and Ally betrayed narrative 

tensions of A Star Is Born overall that worked against director, co-writer and co-star Bradley 

Cooper’s vision and the prospect of a sustained film career for his ‘revelation’. As an 

archetypal Hollywood story, the plot of the film necessarily pits Ally’s cultural ascendance 

against the waning relevance of her husband (Cooper’s Jackson Maine). As a version credited 

for exploring Maine’s character more deeply and sympathetically than any before it, the film 

adopts his point of view and positions Ally’s pop career as an eventually soulless, artificial, 

managed venture; his scorn of her output coincides with an escalation of his alcoholism. The 

audience is never given an in-text reason to counteract this reading, and paratextual materials 

around the film seem to support it. Writing for Vox, Wischhover covered a report from set 

that Cooper as director was stringently policing Gaga’s makeup during rehearsals, which he 

had explained in interviews as a way of cracking down on ‘artifice’. They wrote: 

                                                 
18 ‘Method acting’ refers to a particular school of acting technique (see Chapter 7). 
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Cooper’s use of the word “artifice”… is very telling, because associating makeup 

with artifice advances the narrative that women who wear it are trying to trick 

people…. In an interview for Vogue’s October issue, in which Lady Gaga appears 

on the cover wearing a more “natural” makeup look, the author notes, “The biggest 

challenge for Lady Gaga was creating a musical character that was not like ... Lady 

Gaga.” The irony here is that the “authentic” Lady Gaga we see in A Star Is Born 

is a fictional character. The real Gaga — fake eyelashes, stick-on gems, and all — 

is authentic as hell. (2019) 

This conception of fame and music – both in Cooper’s filmmaking approach, and in 

the narrative’s resultant ideology – is essentially a self-deprecation of Gaga’s elaborate and 

conspicuously constructed stardom. Her career has been built on musical and visual spectacle 

through pop music; she has taken a chameleonic approach to persona by constantly 

transforming her appearance, sound and paratextual design to construct whatever era she is 

in; for example, the central thesis of her album Artpop (2013) was of the significance and 

severity of pop music as an artform, a challenge against charges of disposability or vapidness. 

A Star Is Born as a text does not subscribe to this outlook, and in unambiguously celebrating 

it Oscar is indeed struck by the shedding of one’s existing stardom (and its ideological 

messaging) for the commitment to a prestige venture. 

In addition to positioning herself as ‘serious actor’, in the years between Artpop and A 

Star Is Born Gaga had also demonstrated an alignment with Oscar through a few notable 

appearances. In 2015 she performed a stirring medley of Julie Andrews’ songs from The 

Sound of Music (1965, Robert Wise) to commemorate the film’s 50th anniversary: a beloved 

text of Hollywood tradition, her performance captures a respectable nostalgia and reverence 

for the songs, accompanied by a classic orchestral staging (87th Academy Awards 2015). In 

2016 she attended once again to perform her Best Original Song nominated ‘Til It Happens to 
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You’, an impassioned ballad about sexual assault for the documentary The Hunting Ground 

(2015, Kirby Dick); for her performance she shared the stage with over 50 sexual assault 

survivors (88th Academy Awards 2016). These two key performances situated her 

considerable vocal and performance skills directly in front of important Academy audiences 

ahead of A Star Is Born, reworking her complex pop persona towards more conventional 

displays of talent. 

Although she lost Best Actress in 2019, she did win Best Original Song for ‘Shallow’ 

(with Mark Ronson, Anthony Rossomando and Andrew Wyatt). As noted in Section 4.1, her 

and Coopers’ live performance of the song during the ceremony starkly broke up the 

aesthetics of the show by dispensing with an announcer’s introduction, and instead adopting 

the camerawork of A Star Is Born by viewing the performers from the stage outwards. This 

was a powerful moment for the telecast that generated critical praise and months of ensuing 

tabloid speculation due to the perceived authenticity of the stars’ connection. It was also a 

moment afforded by the singular and undeniable performance capability of Gaga that was 

cultivated through her pop stardom, i.e., the collection of personas that her ‘prestigious actor’ 

era is working to minimise. 

If Gaga’s commitment to prestigious transformation was a crucial factor in her 

conversion of celebrity capital to symbolic, we can take Jennifer Lopez in 2020 as a 

counterpoint that proves the rule. Lopez was a staple across the 2020 awards season for her 

supporting turn in Hustlers (2019) – the film was not prestigious by genre or archetype, was 

not made by established auteurs or venerated voices, but was nonetheless a financially and 

critically successful film that earned Lopez the best notices of her career. Lopez has long 

straddled the lines of pop and film stardom, but after success in early prestige roles like 

Selena (1997, Gregory Nava), her music career accelerated dramatically, and her film focus 

shifted to commercial romantic comedies – a move, as mentioned in Section 5.1, which she 
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justifies as a targeted strategy to increase representation of Latinas in mainstream movies 

(The Hollywood Reporter 2020a). 

In Hustlers, she plays Ramona – a matriarchal figure to a group of strippers who turn 

to drugging and fleecing their wealthy clientele during the Global Financial Crisis. It is a film 

that uses her star power explicitly as a shorthand for her character – the power of her 

charisma and performance persona is drawn on for an opening pole dance routine that 

immediately establishes her individuality and rank amongst the characters. This is not 

transformative work, rather it is an astute application of her particular stardom; instead of 

shedding herself and career, Ramona extends key elements of what Lopez’s stardom has 

communicated previously – sexual autonomy, ‘urban’ glamour, and a celebration of 

individuality. Her missing out on a Best Supporting Actress nomination was seen as the 

year’s biggest snub, with Variety’s awards editor Marc Malkin saying that she had “been 

campaigning and playing the game exactly right” (Variety 2020). Recapping for Vanity Fair, 

Harris wrote: 

She dared to play a character who used her sexuality as a professional survival tool 

and didn’t regret it; she committed the unforgivable sin of being sympathetic and 

then not; she took her public image and spectacularly amplified and reworked it to 

suit a complicated character. That is not what Academy voters want from J. Lo. 

What they want is for her to scrub off her makeup and play a poor mother dying of 

something who tries to find someone to take care of her kids. They want a role that 

says, Look how serious I am. Look how willing I am to punish myself for you. That 

kind of self-abasement has always been something Academy voters love to see from 

actresses; even if we set aside the grim social implications of that kind of thinking, 

what remains is a disappointing limitation of vision. The Academy has never been 

good at looking at a performance like the one Lopez gives in Hustlers and 
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understanding that it is as serious, committed, and carefully crafted as the kind of 

stuff it usually likes. (2020, original emphasis) 

Contrasting Gaga’s success to Lopez’s slight, we can see a system of commentators 

who directly acknowledge Oscar’s gatekeeping process and evaluate known public figures in 

their capacity to navigate it successfully. Lopez herself in a 2022 Netflix documentary, 

professes: 

There’s a whole circuit around awards season that I had never done before. It [sic] 

truly becomes a campaign. If you don’t do it, they make you feel like you don’t have 

a chance… (in Donnelly 2022) 

Cynthia Erivo in 2020 (for Harriet (2019)), Leslie Odom Jr. in 2021 (for One Night in 

Miami… (2020)), and Andra Day in 2021 (for The United States vs. Billie Holiday (2021)) 

were all also acting contenders making strides into prestige film careers from different 

starting points. Erivo and Odom Jr. had both received great acclaim (and Tony Awards) on 

Broadway, with burgeoning film careers already in the works and in noted biopic roles 

(playing abolitionist Harriet Tubman and soul singer Sam Cooke respectively); Day was a 

celebrated R&B singer making her leading film debut in a biopic (of jazz legend Billie 

Holiday). As established musicians, it is also remarkable that Lady Gaga, Erivo and Odom Jr. 

became the second, third and fourth performers ever to be nominated for both an acting 

award and for Best Original Song in the same year (the first being Mary J. Blige only in 2018 

– so a consistent occurrence for four straight years). Gaga, Odom Jr. and Day all occupied 

roles that explicitly drew on their musical skills from conception in playing either fictitious or 

real-life singers; Erivo’s portrayal of Tubman integrated scenes of her character singing into 

the film’s narrative, with her gospel song ‘Rise Up’ serving as the soundtrack to the end 

credits. Gaga and Erivo both performed their nominated songs during the telecast, while 

Odom Jr. performed his during the 2021 pre-show. Although Lopez’s performance skills 
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were on display for her aforementioned dance scene, she did not sing in the film or for its 

soundtrack; one can speculate whether this limitation to her potential utility as an Oscars 

ceremony performer was a further reason for voters not having invested in her. 

Putting these more successfully prestigious examples (in Oscars terms) against that of 

Lopez, it becomes apparent that the transferral of celebrity capital into symbolic capital with 

Oscar is a tenuous balancing act. Such a transaction requires both a wide enough knowledge 

and appreciation of the existing celebrity capital and stardom so as to attract inherent interest, 

and it can benefit from an explicit, tasteful use of that existing prowess. But the celebrity 

agent must also follow clear textual rules of prestige performance in order for the venture to 

be considered an evolution. By capitalising directly on her famed skillset without necessarily 

challenging her audience of ‘serious academy voters’, Lopez was ultimately unable to have 

her work validated in the way that her Oscar-verse appearances and reviews had her on the 

path towards. 

 

6.3 Writers, Directors, & Auteurism 

In the Economy of Prestige framework (see Chapter 3), publicised awards ceremonies are an 

opportunity for behind-the-scenes artisans of cultural production to generate celebrity capital. 

Some filmmaking specialties thus far remain in the realm of niche personalities for dedicated 

audiences. For example, cinematographers like Roger Deakins (two Oscars from 16 

nominations) or Emmanuel Lubezki (three Oscars from eight nominations), or costume 

designers like Colleen Atwood (four Oscars from twelve nominations) or Jenny Beavan 

(three Oscars from twelve nominations) are consistently platformed for their achievements 

and are well-represented for their disciplines in industry coverage, yet they are never 

personally elevated to a level of bonafide celebrity. Likewise, some producers like Harvey 

Weinstein or Scott Rudin (problematic examples that sadly best prove the point) have 
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achieved a degree of fame (or notoriety) for their links to great films, but without necessarily 

achieving ‘celebrity’ outside of their field. More common, rather, is for celebrity actors (e.g., 

Brad Pitt, Frances McDormand, Charlize Theron, Margot Robbie, or Bradley Cooper to name 

a handful from this dataset) to branch into producing films themselves, whereby they can 

often secure the added bonus of being cast in the project too; however, this is yet another 

example of celebrity (and economic) capital enabling such a career step. 

Outside of actors, writers and directors are the largest beneficiaries of the widespread 

publicity achieved through awards circuits, whereby the industrial complex built around these 

ceremonies leans heavily into the mythmaking of auteurism that select individuals are able to 

capitalise on over their careers. At this point, it is valuable to invoke Andrews’ position on 

Auteur Theory as it pertains to modern scholarship: 

Auteurism has turned attention away from the political, economic, collaborative, 

and biocultural contexts of the film industry, its romantic stress on the individual 

working to obscure many realities. Still, academics should not kid themselves into 

thinking this meme may be gotten rid of simply by highlighting its epistemological 

defects. Auteurism accesses something too basic in human nature for this to be 

possible. It simplifies in a way that is too convenient, too malleable. And it is now 

the foundation of too many institutions and investments. As scholars… [w]e should 

be aware of auteurism’s shortcomings as well as its utter stability.” (2013, p. 37) 

I subscribe to such a view, insomuch as I see the cultural myth of filmmaking’s auteur as 

holding sustained and enduring fascination amongst its industry and public. Indeed, Oscar’s 

favouring of writer/directors as an authoritative package – and that writing and directing 

nominations pre-empt a Best Picture nomination as well (Simonton 2011, p. 121) – feeds into 

this individualist framework within an awards context. 
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This three-year dataset provides a number of examples of individuals who are given 

the ‘auteur treatment’ – that is, the film texts are received in the Oscar-verse as inextricable 

from their sense of authorship. A few key consistencies are visible in their works (of both 

their film texts and paratexts, and their promotional labour) and thus can be understood as 

factors that contribute to such an elevated position. I argue that this sample period also 

provides a basis for understanding celebrity auteurism as hierarchical and unstable, in that 

there are clear discrepancies observable between those who are establishing their industrial 

position, and those who are legitimately venerated. 

 

6.3.1 Sanctified Auteurism 

The most influential and legitimated auteurs from this dataset would be Alfonso Cuarón, 

Spike Lee, Martin Scorsese, and Quentin Tarantino: men whose careers are long enough and 

have been characterised consistently enough by prestigious recognition so as to elevate them 

to legends of the field. Their works are pioneering for filmmaking and already canonised, so 

their new offerings are intrinsically approached with intrigue and optimism. 

Few people working in American cinema are as revered as Martin Scorsese, whose 

long and influential career was invoked with a hallowed respect over his 2020 Oscars 

campaign for The Irishman (2019). Even fewer film texts marry so well with an auteur’s 

meta-narrative than The Irishman does for Scorsese. At 78-years-old come the 2020 Oscars, 

there is a poignancy to Scorsese helming The Irishman; its narrative is an elegiac meditation 

on ageing, with hitman Frank Sheeran’s (Robert De Niro) life of violence and betrayal the 

groundwork for a sad and wistful existence having survived his peers. Scorsese’s previous 

works like Taxi Driver (1976) and Raging Bull (1980) have been canonised as portraits of 

troubled American masculinity, characterised by intense and challenging performances. 

Further, with films like Goodfellas (1990), Casino (1995), and The Departed (2006 – for 
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which he finally won a Best Director Oscar on his sixth nomination in the category) he 

became legitimated as the leading visionary of modern gangster and crime genre films. The 

Irishman brings these themes of his career full-circle in how it depicts and reflects on a 

legacy of violence and corruption – further aided by the casting of frequent past collaborators 

De Niro and Joe Pesci. As Bob Mondello (2019) wrote for NPR, “it’s the work of a 

filmmaker who has earned the right to sum up this genre”. Likewise, Benjamin Lee (2019b) 

wrote for The Guardian “There’s an almost meta-maturity, as if Scorsese is looking back on 

his own career, the film leaving us with a haunting reminder not to glamorise violent men and 

the wreckage they leave behind”. Indicative of his deified position, when Bong Joon-ho 

ultimately won 2020’s Best Director Oscar, he quoted Scorsese in his acceptance speech, 

resulting in an uproarious second-hand standing ovation (92nd Academy Awards 2020). 

Curiously, Scorsese has reached this revered status without consistently writing the movies 

he directs (although there are exceptions, like Goodfellas and Casino); this suggests that his 

directorial stamp on film texts overrides whatever status the screenwriter may bring. 

Though consistently controversial in his film texts and celebrity, Quentin Tarantino 

endures as a similarly deified voice. While Once Upon a Time in Hollywood (2019) features 

such A-list collaborators as Leonardo DiCaprio and Brad Pitt in roles acclaimed as career 

highlights, the writer/director remains at the forefront of all critical appraisals of the film, 

with regards to his filmmaking technique, particular perspective and tone, and its place in his 

oeuvre. Promoting the film – particularly in interviews posted to YouTube – provides 

Tarantino the opportunity to showcase his characteristically obsessive research and 

development, rattling off nostalgic memories from his childhood in Los Angeles for 

Entertainment Weekly (2019), or explaining the depths of the reference-laden backstories he 

develops for his characters for Vanity Fair (2019a). In his absence for the film’s screening 

and Academy Conversations panel, the discussion is characterised by artisans being asked to 
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recount their experiences of working for Tarantino, making his auteurism inextricable from 

their individual contributions (Oscars 2019b). Like Scorsese, Tarantino received a shout-out 

from Bong Joon-ho in his Best Director acceptance speech, specifically for championing his 

previous South Korean films in American markets. Complementary to his taste for obscure 

intertextual references, his notoriety as a cinema fanatic is also observable in his work as a 

producer, distributor, and advocate. 

If Scorsese’s commendable devotion to cinema is observed in his longevity and 

commitment to genre, and Tarantino’s in his depth of reverence for film texts, with Roma 

(2018) Alfonso Cuarón demonstrated his through pure mastery of form, thus cementing his 

legacy for greatness. An original and personal story, Cuarón served as writer, director, 

cinematographer, and editor on his film, thus showcasing an admirable range of 

understanding, vision and skill. Across the 2010s, five of the ten Best Director Oscars were 

won by three Mexican men – Cuarón for Gravity (2013) and Roma, Alejandro González 

Iñárritu for Birdman (2014) and The Revenant (2015), and Guillermo del Toro for The Shape 

of Water (2017). These three (sometimes collectively called ‘the Three Amigos’ of cinema 

(e.g., Shaw 2013)) led a wave of Mexican cinema achieving prominence in America, 

culminating in a remarkable string of Oscars successes. The singularity of Roma is reflected 

in the praise heaped on Cuarón, such as Nick Pinkerton (2018) writing for Sight and Sound 

that it is “the sort of movie that successful pop filmmakers say they’d like to use their clout to 

make but almost never do”. 

Spike Lee is perhaps the odd inclusion in this upper echelon, because prior to 

BlacKkKlansman (2018) he had not won a competitive Oscar. His long career is more 

eclectic than his peers; as well as writing, directing, and producing a number of feature films 

of varying budgets, he is also a prolific music video director, documentarian, and is a tenured 

professor of filmmaking at New York University (where 2021 Best Director winner Chloé 
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Zhao was one of his students). Whereas Cuarón, Tarantino and Scorsese had all had their 

mythic status affirmed through competitive Oscar wins, Lee’s ascension in American filmic 

lore is in spite of Oscar’s historical ambivalence.19 As noted in Section 5.2, his influential 

film Do the Right Thing (1989) was passed over by Oscar in favour of Driving Miss Daisy 

(1989), a decision that has endured as emblematic of the Academy’s penchant for rewarding 

retrograde stereotypes and safe works rather than actual innovation. That Lee’s film has 

endured as an oft-cited greatest of all time (and that its usurper has mostly disappeared into 

obscurity) has worked to build his legend as an underdog provocateur. Lee even feeds into 

this himself, quoted candidly in GQ saying: 

 That’s not to say I wasn’t happy to get the honorary award, but as far as Oscars, 

my thing has always been my body of work. What film won best film of 1989? ... 

Driving Miss motherfucking Daisy. Who’s watching that film now? (in Baron 2018) 

BlacKkKlansman comfortably fits into his thematic oeuvre, and while thematically 

challenging and aesthetically original it also played to a wide enough audience to also fit into 

the Oscar-verse logically. His later film Da 5 Bloods (2020) was similarly geared up for 2021 

awards contention (with praised heaped on the lead and supporting performances of Delroy 

Lindo and Chadwick Boseman respectively, and Lee appearing in Variety’s Directors 

Roundtable for the season), yet it was ultimately snubbed, indicating the precariousness of his 

prestige acceptance. 

Further to these titans, we can also observe examples whose status as auteurs is 

generally agreed upon, but who have perhaps not generated enough prestige over their careers 

to necessarily be lauded so assuredly. David Fincher, for example, is one of the most 

                                                 
19 I assert this without wishing to minimise his Academy Honorary Award that he received in 2016: though a 

genuine gesture of acknowledgement by Oscar (and undoubtedly meaningful to the recipient), that Honorary 

Awards exist outside of the competitive spirit of the mainline awards has impeded their cultural cache.  
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acclaimed writer/directors currently working, though often in genres like sci-fi or thriller that 

typically sit outside of Oscar’s purview. Mank (2020) contrastingly fits a number of Oscar 

bait moulds as a story about Hollywood history with a prestigious cast, and therefore was an 

opportune text for his inclusion. Similarly hampered by genre association, Adam McKay has 

continued a streak of writing and directing awards-vying texts (with Vice (2018) preceded by 

The Big Short (2015) and followed by 2022 Best Picture nominee Don’t Look Up (2021)), 

though his career legacy of commercial comedies has somewhat weighed down his ascent 

towards true inclusion. Sam Mendes achieved Oscars recognition with his debut American 

Beauty (1999), though I hesitate to apply an auteurial stamp to his work beyond its perpetual 

prestige; he’s mastered the aesthetics of filmic prestige without necessarily maintaining a 

consistent point of view across his work. Bong Joon-ho’s sweep of 2020 with Parasite (2019) 

was certainly a ringing endorsement by Oscar of the quality and impact of his work: his 

reputation as an auteur was well understood in film circles through his consistently strong 

film festival efforts, though his Oscars campaign required something of an introduction to 

American audiences and voters to carry that claim into the Oscar-verse market. 

Beyond competition, Oscar further implicates auteurs by tasking them with presenting 

the Best Director prize, symbolically accepting winners into the higher canon of filmmaking. 

In 2019, Alfonso Cuarón was presented the award by fellow Mexican auteur Guillermo del 

Toro, inviting the reading of a potentially loaded casting choice due to their famous 

camaraderie. In 2020, Spike Lee presented the award to Bong Joon-ho, who in turn presented 

the award via satellite from Seoul to Chloé Zhao in 2021. Presenting duties are rarely given 

to behind-the-camera artisans, instead being determined by the telecast’s celebrity logic; in 

fact, this dataset demonstrates Best Director as being the only award other than the four 
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acting categories that is regularly given out by colleagues of the discipline.20 This further 

demonstrates the incidental celebrity labour that directors are expected to be capable of if 

they are to be so elevated to auteur status. 

 

6.3.2 Emergent Auteurism 

Whereas some filmmakers have positioned themselves as perpetually rewardable and 

singular, others within Oscar are in the earlier stages of staking such a claim. Some are able 

to successfully manoeuvre themselves to be understood as such: though comparatively early 

in her career as a filmmaker, that Chloé Zhao was able to win Best Director for Nomadland 

(only the second woman ever to do so, following Kathryn Bigelow in 2009 for The Hurt 

Locker (2008)) suggests a commitment by Oscar to her ongoing auteur status. I have already 

established that 2021 was a strange year of Oscar texts due to COVID19, and that there was 

backlash in 2020 to the lack of women director nominees across Oscar’s history. The 

combination of these cultural and discursive environments presented an opportune landscape 

for Zhao and Nomadland, whereby Oscar was able to appreciate a film that in other years 

would have likely been overshadowed by more Oscar bait fare. Further, Zhao’s consistent 

trademark of working with non-professional actors proved the kind of stylistic touch that 

allowed for her to be understood as an auteur throughout the Oscar-verse; though Nomadland 

was only her third film, it was also a continuation of a signature perspective. Greta Gerwig 

was similarly invested in from the outset, as an actor who pivoted to directing with the semi-

autobiographical Lady Bird (2017). Though her follow-up Little Women was nominated 

elsewhere (including for Gerwig as screenwriter), her exclusion from the Best Director 

category demonstrates a hesitance to prioritise her continued elevation (and in 2020 no 

                                                 
20 Although in the years immediately preceding and following the dataset the Best Director award was presented 

by actors, Emma Stone and Kevin Costner respectively. 
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woman director had ever been nominated in the category twice, a feat to be broken by Jane 

Campion in 2022). Emerald Fennell was nominated for Best Director in 2022 for her debut 

film Promising Young Woman (2020) and won for Best Original Screenplay – her and Zhao’s 

Best Director nominations marked the first time two women had been nominated for the 

category in the same year. It remains to be seen whether this initial enthusiasm displayed by 

Oscar is maintained for Fennell’s and Zhao’s careers moving forward, though for other 

directors having achieved prestige prominence in their 30s (such as Martin Scorsese, Sam 

Mendes, and Steven Spielberg) such an enduring path was available. 

Bradley Cooper represents an interesting case study where auteurism was clearly 

strived for but was only tentatively granted. Prior to A Star Is Born, Cooper had been laying 

the groundwork for an expansion beyond acting by producing or executive producing a 

handful of prestige projects (in fact, at the time of writing he has received as many Oscar 

nominations for producing Best Picture contenders as he has for acting awards – four apiece, 

plus a further nomination for co-writing). With A Star Is Born he moved into a full 

filmmaking immersion by producing, writing, directing, and starring in the film, an effort 

akin to Alfonso Cuarón who likewise took on a multitude or filmmaking roles for Roma, and 

that was ultimately well received. Out of the eight Oscar nominations received by the film, 

Cooper was singled out for three: as lead actor, co-producer, and co-writer. However, his lack 

of a Best Director nomination was seen as a death knell for what had been a major contender 

across the season, as evidenced by the swathe of forensic speculations promptly written 

speculating as to how this had happened (see Feinberg 2019b; Ruiz 2019; N Jones 2019; 

Dean 2019). That the same discursive resignation had not afflicted eventual Best Picture 

winner Green Book (2018) in response to the snubbing of its director Peter Farrelly helps to 

illuminate some of the key choices made by Cooper and the film’s campaign in attempting to 

build his status as an auteur. 
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A Star Is Born was sold as “a long simmering passion project” (Wilkinson in 

Wilkinson et al. 2019b), and Cooper aligned himself overtly with the values and 

characteristics of auteurism. In the Section 6.2 I argued that Lady Gaga the method actor 

worked to repudiate her previous pop stardom; likewise, Bradley Cooper the auteur 

minimised his acting efforts across his campaign to elevate his direction. Cooper participated 

in The Hollywood Reporter’s ‘Directors Roundtable’ (The Hollywood Reporter 2019c) over 

its Actors’ counterpart, and he did not participate in Variety’s ‘Actors on Actors’, lending 

further credence to his attempted positioning. And, while his performance was clearly well-

received, his reflections on the filmmaking experience were largely told in terms of writing, 

directing, and collaborating. The lattermost feature tells of a key distraction: Gaga’s debut 

lead performance was the higher-stakes career move of A Star Is Born’s key players. 

However much she sung his praises as ‘the one person in a room of one hundred who 

believed in her’, the magnitude and showmanship of her stardom proved a lightning rod for 

the film’s good will. Whereas Gaga’s performance was consistently appraised positively, 

Grady (in Wilkinson et al. 2019b) reflects that the film overall (and by proxy, Cooper) 

sustained somewhat of a backlash after its initial enthusiasm, that it did not necessarily 

progress the archetypal story meaningfully into its era.  

Crucially, this expansion of his skillset shifted the boundaries of his public persona, 

whereby a sense of pretension and hostility towards ‘the media’ became focal points. In a 

New York Times celebrity profile early in A Star Is Born’s theatrical run (Brodesser-Akner 

2018), Cooper’s forthrightness in guarding his personal life, in repeating already-given 

responses to questions, and in attempting to let his film speak for itself made for a viral piece 

that betrayed Hollywood’s usual hype machine. His reluctance to engage with the journalist 

is rooted in previous experiences of surrendering control of his celebrity, a thesis reinforced 

in A Star Is Born’s narrative wherein the untouched artistry of Gaga’s Ally is rendered 
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soulless by commerce. Though sympathetic to this, the profiler given little material to draw 

from by Cooper instead emphasised the director’s tight grips on control, writing: 

He’s just spent four years with seemingly total control over a product. Every word, 

every image, every shirt, every song, every typeface for the credits, all signed off by 

him. I spoke with his co-stars and associates, they all used very glowing words to 

describe his assiduous attention to detail, his commitment to authenticity and all the 

other words we have that mean ‘control freak.’ (Brodesser-Akner 2018) 

I previously introduced the concept of symbolic disinterest in Section 6.1, and that stars in 

contention for awards will commonly speak reductively of their aspirations and chances for 

awards contention, though seldom coupled with a wider absence from the circuit. Cooper is 

demonstrating something arguably rarer here – full participation in awards campaigning 

coupled with an outward disdain of such a process.21 While the aforementioned New York 

Times profile therefore demonstrates a full commitment by Cooper to personifying auteurism, 

as well as the privileged position of promoting artistic outputs with economic disinterest, it 

fails to rally the investment of key discursive voices and outlets that allow such a position to 

be tenable. In other words, he bites the hand that feeds him, and in a space as sensitive to 

reputations and imaginations as Hollywood such an anti-commerce, anti-celebrity, and anti-

media position does not inspire great respect, whatever merits the art itself may carry. 

 

6.3.3 The Codes of Auteurism 

I suggested at the opening of this section that the dataset offers a range of auteurism stories of 

varying levels of success and impact. Having explored key individuals’ narratives, some key 

characteristics are observable. 

                                                 
21 The only other example of this to speak of is Joaquin Phoenix of Joker, though the antagonism and disinterest 

he displays to reporters (see TNT 2020) aligns with his already-established star persona. 
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Whereas assumed auteurism requires longevity and canonised impact, emergent 

auteurism is a product of a negotiated space. Some individuals approach it with either a) a 

strong, individual filmmaking style, or b) enough accumulated celebrity capital, and are thus 

more readily accepted. Auteurism is discursively constructed: some writers or directors are 

Oscar nominated and Oscar winning, yet they have not achieved the status and prominence of 

an auteur. In the Oscar-verse, being an auteur carries with it a commentary style that values 

their contributions above all else: their filmmaking is the headline. Creating and promoting a 

film as an auteur requires an inherent output of celebrity labour: auteurs are the subjects of 

journalistic profiles, perform as talk show guests, and are even enlisted as Oscar presenters. 

Beyond the key Oscar-verse coverage that affords the reputation of auteurism, actors 

expend a significant amount of their publicity in contributing to such mythmaking. Whether 

they are on their own celebrity-making upward trajectory or are already well-calcified into 

prestige cycles, a common factor of having one’s performance recognised as worthy of such 

attention is to hitch it to the genius filmmaker ostensibly at the helm. Consider the ways that 

Scarlett Johansson and Laura Dern credit the precision of Noah Baumbach’s script for 

Marriage Story (see The Hollywood Reporter 2020a); how Christian Bale’s ongoing 

collaboration with Adam McKay or Saoirse Ronan’s with Greta Gerwig continues to pay 

reciprocal dividends; the earnestness of Lady Gaga’s tributes to Bradley Cooper as a 

visionary for believing in her (i.e., the ‘there can be a hundred people in a room’ meme (The 

Fab Teacher 2018)). Even when the notices given to actors’ contributions usurp the attention 

of an apparently mediocre film overall (like Renée Zellweger for Judy, or Glenn Close for 

The Wife: as established, this tends to be a female actor’s experience much more than a 

male’s), typical praises are sung to directors that have achieved otherwise unremarkable feats. 

This recalls Carnicke’s observation that actors will often credit directors as “their primary 

source of feedback”, and that the “professional and creative relationship is so essential in film 
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that most screen actors tend to measure their satisfaction against it” (2004, p. 42). That actors 

sublimate their contributions to their directors across Oscars campaigns demonstrates 

auteurism as a hegemonic belief system in Hollywood – that despite the massively 

collaborative nature of filmmaking as an art, and the monumental inputs that other artisans 

may have in the success of the eventual product, the director remains ultimately unchallenged 

as the one who drove the achievement. Actors appear to earnestly subscribe to this view of a 

director’s genius, and thus their performance of this belief reinforces it further. 

 

6.4 New Frontiers of Celebrity Labour 

The “whole circuit around awards season” that Jennifer Lopez referred to (in Donnelly 2022) 

is of course not a new phenomenon. Campaigning for awards consideration has long been an 

entrenched feature of marketing prestige films, with the economic and social capital needed 

to mount such an endeavour working as an investment in eventual boosted revenue upon 

receiving nominations (see Be Kind Rewind 2019a; Schulman 2023, pp. 357-406). However, 

this dataset is illustrative of the complexities in navigating the requirements of the current era 

of celebrity media. In other words, the Oscar-verse has expanded. For those with the capital 

and stamina, attachment to a film for campaign purposes is long, multi-mediated, and closely 

scrutinised. 

The role of legacy media remains pronounced in terms of celebrity exposure, with the 

caveat that the affordances of online media that accompany these legacy texts make for 

enduring paratexts. For example, industry publications like Variety and The Hollywood 

Reporter continue to publish swathes of intricate celebrity profiles about actors and 

filmmakers in anticipation of and in response to the awards season. These profiles, however, 

take on a new meaning in online contexts, where their spread is more far-reaching and 

generalist than the publications’ more niche origins. Further, separate-yet-linked publications 
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like Vogue, Vanity Fair, and Rolling Stone maintain a core focus ostensibly distinct from 

filmmaking, but through their commitment to and role in celebrity production and culture are 

seen offering their own Oscar-verse content. Traditional profiles or interviews that appear in 

written form are often accompanied by video content produced specifically for an outlet’s 

YouTube page, and thus a celebrity’s cooperation with an outlet has the potential for 

additional and alternative audience engagement. The usual late-night talk-show stops of 

nominees are no longer ephemeral broadcast texts but are instead dissected, archived, and 

shared throughout a show’s social media networks. These evolutions of how tentpole media 

outlets produce and distribute celebrity content may not be specifically catered to the Oscars 

themselves – this is a far more general and all-encompassing media shift – yet they have 

made for perceivable impacts on the Oscar-verse’s approach to celebrity culture. 

One such shift is the tenor struck in paratextual materials attempting to capture 

prestige recognition whilst capitalising on current understandings of parasocial relationships 

in celebrity contexts. The young stars of Greta Gerwig’s Little Women, namely Saoirse 

Ronan, Florence Pugh and Timothée Chalamet, for example, were heavily featured across 

YouTube content in promoting the film. In solo interviews, such as Ronan for Variety’s 

‘Uncovered’ series (Variety 2019), they volunteer information about cast dynamics and 

interpersonal relationships. Ronan attests that her rapport with Chalamet since previously co-

starring in Gerwig’s Lady Bird is very similar to that of their Little Women characters Jo and 

Laurie. In videos featuring multiple cast members, their easy dynamic with one another is 

pronounced; for example, when ‘breaking down a scene’ from the film (Vanity Fair 2019b), 

Gerwig, Ronan, Chalamet and Laura Dern speak of the film’s positive and collaborative set 

conditions. Such content allows for testimony from the filmmakers as to their artistic 

intentions, while concurrently furthering audience investments in these actors and their 

imagined relationships, such as when Dern invokes Ronan and Chalamet’s Lady Bird 
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performances as the start of an ongoing and powerful on-screen coupling. These parasocial 

dynamics are further capitalised on in more generalist celebrity media, such as Little 

Women’s Timothée Chalamet & Florence Pugh Play Guess The Famous Movie Sisters… 

(MTV UK 2019), or Timothée Chalamet, Saoirse Ronan, Florence Pugh & Greta Gerwig 

Discuss ‘Little Women’ Castmates (ELLE UK 2019). These appearances serve to 

demonstrate the multifaceted nature of content subsumed by the Oscar-verse. What may be 

ordinary press duties associated with promoting a new film or building one’s celebrity 

persona (or name recognition) take on added layers when that film then becomes a part of an 

awards campaign; this is how we see such captions for videos as “Florence Pugh was recently 

nominated for her first Oscar… and she’s celebrating with a twelve-course menu of English 

cuisine” (Vogue 2020). 

Beyond the multi-focal points of promotion that these types of content represent, they 

often must also juggle the varied interests of the celebrity in focus. As explored in Section 

3.1, McDonald argued for the rare ‘prestige star’ who can sustain a career and name 

recognition built on continuous awards fare and as distinct from typical conceptions of A-list 

stardom based on Hollywood blockbusters (2013, pp. 217-253). Today, I would reframe this 

as less of a distinct stardom type, and more of a modern stardom feature. A large proportion 

of acting nominees from my dataset are, or have been, the stars of or featured players in 

major and ongoing commercial movie projects and franchises, with promotional needs that 

counter the artistic values they espouse as awards contenders – even if occurring 

concurrently. Scarlett Johansson and Adam Driver as Best Actress and Best Actor nominees 

for Noah Baumbach’s Marriage Story are useful case studies here, both having appeared on 

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert to promote both their awards contender and their 

respective franchise commitments. Both interviews demonstrate a clear delineation in how 

these projects are approached. For Johansson, Colbert heaps effusive praise onto her for this 
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next phase of her career (“I’ve always thought you were a great actress, there is something 

about this performance that feels like a next level for me”), and shows curiosity about her 

collaborations with Driver and Baumbach; he then pivots to questions about the Marvel film 

Black Widow (2021, Cate Shortland), which are less personalised and more hype-driven (“can 

you tell us anything about [the film]?” (The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 2019a)). For 

Driver, a similarly in-depth discussion about his work in and the philosophy of Marriage 

Story is closed by an ad-break (The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 2019b), after which 

Colbert claims “I legally have to ask you about Star Wars” (The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert 2019c). Both interviews demonstrate the nuance, artistry, and interest that celebrity 

and interviewer alike are able to reflect on across campaigns for their prestige movies, and 

conversely the more formulaic and restricted approach taken to their franchise efforts. This 

invokes Thomas’ exploration of the tensions between stars and their attached franchise 

properties; that the star power being drawn on to launch or continue a populist and profitable 

blockbuster series becomes challenged and muted to accommodate the corporate interests and 

multiple texts of these franchises (2022). While Driver and Johansson are still central star 

figures to promote Star Wars and the Marvel Cinematic Universe respectively, they 

demonstrably have compromised authorial ownership of their performances within them and 

abide by contractual parameters in how they can talk about them. 

Clearly the duties of celebrity labour and film promotion are complex, and the current 

landscape of the Oscar-verse has enabled more media outlets of different scales and contexts 

to be involved. Such an environment sees the rise of dedicated and invested awards 

commentators for industry outlets (like Clayton Davis, Marc Malkin and Jenelle Riley of 

Variety, Scott Feinberg of The Hollywood Reporter, or Alissa Wilkinson of Vox), sites for 

tracking results of an awards season and for staking bets about upcoming results (like Gold 

Derby or Awards Watch), and more opportunities across media types for celebrities and films 
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to further their exposure. While such explicitly Oscars-based expertise and outlets have been 

a feature of the Oscar-verse from the early days of internet blogs (Schulman 2023, p. 403), 

their role is undoubtedly more pronounced in today’s media environment, legitimated by 

regular star participation. Oscar’s reckoning with these new social media contexts would not 

come until 2023, outside the scope of this thesis dataset, wherein a surprise Best Actress 

nomination for Andrea Riseborough for the little-seen film To Leslie (2022, Michael Morris) 

has resulted in reviews of existing Academy campaigning rules – surely ripe for future 

studies. From this dataset of celebrity texts, however, we can identify how a celebrity’s Oscar 

campaigning potentially becomes as fortuitous for the furtherment of their popular star 

persona as it does for actually clinching awards.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

“I’m Allergic to That Movie”22 

Oscar’s Evaluative Frameworks 

 

In this chapter I continue my exploration into Oscar’s capacity to evaluate quality in the field 

of filmmaking, and its methods of performing such judgement. I identify the ways in which 

Oscar negotiates and articulates its standards of assessment, pertaining to cinematic form, 

socio-cultural import, economics, and its own legacy. In doing so, I deconstruct some of the 

textual associations of ‘Oscar bait’ as detailed in Chapters 1 and 2, demonstrating how 

Oscar’s conceptions of quality filmmaking aesthetics, worthy narratives, and important acting 

all work to inform their presentation of the awards show itself. As such, their recent 

scrambles to reclaim a waning viewership have betrayed the Academy’s self-concept, with 

the needs of broadcast television seemingly superseding their purpose of celebrating film. 

 

7.1 The Whole Package 

An issue present throughout this thesis so far and in the literature of the field is that the 

Oscars purport to award merit, but to an ambiguous standard to be interpreted by the 

individual voter. For Best Picture in particular, we the spectators have little to anchor what 

factors have played into the final decision; what sum of different elements amounts to one 

film being better than another for a year. For Julia Roberts introducing the award in 2019, she 

offers that “each [nominee] is unique in the story being told; each is different in its appeal. 

But they prove once again, that regardless of who you are, or where you live, these are films 

that connect us to one another” (91st Academy Awards 2019). Jane Fonda, presenting likewise 

                                                 
22 ‘A male producer’s’ anonymous evaluation of Hustlers (2019; in Feinberg 2020a). 
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in 2020, offered “tonight we’ve hopefully brought to light the impact that films have made – 

and can make – on our lives as individuals, and on society as a whole. For the Academy, here 

are the films that made the greatest impact this year” (92nd Academy Awards 2020). For as 

vague a goalpost as ‘the best’, notions of connection and impact in their ambiguity speak to 

the general vibe of the award of being a logical culmination after months of campaigning, 

speculating, re-evaluating, and sharing accolades. Though a win for Parasite (2019) is 

historic and boundary-breaking within the context of the Oscars, it needs to carry some 

semblance of logic to the audience in order to be salient. The threads of the findings below 

are what I perceive to be recurring factors relied upon by Oscar in identifying and arguing the 

worth of a film – considering the values pertinent to individual categories, and how these 

coalesce towards the Best Picture category too. 

 

7.1.1 Accuracy & Relevance 

Seventeen out of the 25 Best Picture nominees across the surveyed years primarily depicted 

historic narrative settings.23 Such a focus on stories from the past in the Oscar context means 

that recreating a known time, place or person provides an actual measure against which the 

film can be judged for its accuracy. This is particularly apt for films recreating actual historic 

events in an ostensibly non-fiction narrative, as 10 of the 17 historically-set Best Picture 

nominees did.24 The likelihood that viewers and Academy members may have a general 

familiarity with these historical narratives would naturally fluctuate greatly. Some detailing 

the more recent past and/or popularly known stories, like Bohemian Rhapsody (2018), or 

                                                 
23 BlacKkKlansman, Bohemian Rhapsody, Green Book, Roma, The Favourite, Vice, 1917, Ford v Ferrari, Jojo 

Rabbit, Joker (ambiguously; although Gotham City is a fictional space the visuals of the film are explicitly 

inspired by and apparently set in a 1970s version of it), Little Women, Once Upon a Time in Hollywood, The 

Irishman, Judas and the Black Messiah, Mank, Minari, and The Trial of the Chicago 7. 
24 The previous list, excluding Roma, 1917, Jojo Rabbit, Joker, Little Women, Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

(albeit with non-fiction elements), and Minari (which is semi-autobiographical but not based on public figures). 
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settings that receive fairly regular cinematic treatment like 1917’s (2019) WWI, would enjoy 

a more available audience recognition than, say, the obscure 18th century reign of The 

Favourite’s (2018) Queen Anne (Olivia Colman). Regardless of recognition rates, all of these 

narratives offer filmmakers a chance to educate their audience in some way – whether about a 

time or place that they have never heard of, or filling in little-known gaps in an already 

popular story. They are also a boon for craftspeople to creatively explore: 11 of the 15 

nominees for Best Production Design, 9 of the 13 for Best Makeup & Hairstyling, and 13 of 

the 15 for Best Costume Design came from historically-set projects. 

Within the paradigm of historical recreation there are degrees of creative liberty 

allowed in the service of telling a coherent story. For The Favourite and Vice (2018), issues 

of historical accuracy were hampered by the limitations of public knowledge available for the 

narratives told. The former tells a story set in 1705 of which details are under-researched and 

obscured, whereas the latter tells a story of more recent history that is instead characterised 

by immense secrecy. The workaround for both instances was for the filmmakers to creatively 

fill in historical gaps where they could, thus aiming for an ‘authentic’ representation of events 

without necessarily adhering to factual confinements. 

More fraught were Bohemian Rhapsody, The Trial of the Chicago 7 (2020) and Green 

Book (2018), which all received scrutiny for the accuracy of their narrative timelines and 

focus. Although exploring historical events and people through filmic adaptation will always 

allow for narrative events being reordered, condensed or omitted, the choices to do so 

manifestly alter the film’s claims to accuracy and authenticity. For Bohemian Rhapsody, I 

have already explored how Queen and Freddie Mercury’s (Rami Malek) triumphs were 

narratively framed against his queerness, the resultant story inaccurately emphasising queer 

shame over joy and liberation (see Section 5.1). For Green Book, on top of a retrograde 

approach to interrogating American race relations (see Section 5.2), the film was further 
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controversial in its supposed accuracy in representing its protagonists, acclaimed Black 

pianist Don Shirley (Mahershala Ali) and his reformed-prejudiced driver Tony Vallelonga 

(Viggo Mortensen). A narrative of learning mutual understanding was conceived of and 

written by Nick Vallelonga, real-life Tony’s son, based on conversations between the two. 

The extent of the protagonists’ friendship, however, drew public rebuke from Shirley’s 

family, claiming they had not been sought for consultation and input until after development 

and that the film was a “symphony of lies” (in Wagmeister & Nyren 2019). This situation 

demonstrates the way that limited perspectives behind the camera in turn limit the textual 

outcomes: a production that neglected to seek input from those it purports to depict resulted 

in another typical White Saviour narrative on screen. Of course, these charges of inaccuracy 

and insensitivity that circled the film held little weight against it come Oscar night, its Best 

Picture win a tacit rebuke of its detractors from Academy voters. Although the broad strokes 

of The Trial of the Chicago 7 served to recreate the historical events in an accurate order, one 

of the film’s most impactful scenes was somewhat undercut by its shortened scope. Partway 

through the titular trial, Black Panther national chairman Bobby Seale (Yahya Abdul-Mateen 

II) is beaten, restrained and gagged in the courtroom by order of the judge, resulting in a 

mistrial for his case. Though writer/director Aaron Sorkin’s cinematic treatment of this is 

harrowing, what was portrayed as a contained sequence in the film was in actuality spread 

over several days of the trial. While the line between accurate recreation and indulgence is 

difficult to define, with this minimisation of the actual atrocity being depicted the scene tends 

to favour the White characters who immediately protest, which is a contentious framing. 

Though a historical setting appears to be statistically advantageous, observing the 

reception of these past-set films through the Oscar-verse makes clear that a particular 

consumption framing is necessary for greater respect: relevance and timeliness. I have 

already written about the way that non-American stories are framed by Oscar in terms of 
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universality so as to minimise the perception of cultural difference (see Section 5.2). The 

same principle can apply to time: looking to the past must illuminate something about the 

immediate present. 

This relevance framing appears to be an inherent characteristic of political drama 

films. BlacKkKlansman (2018) and Vice made direct and explicit links between their historic 

recreations and the contemporary political landscape, the former demonstrating the through 

line of American racism between the Ku Klux Klan and modern White supremacist 

movements, and the latter arguing Dick Cheney’s vice presidency as foundational to 

Trumpism. Although others, like Mank (2020), The Trial of the Chicago 7 and Jojo Rabbit 

(2019) are not textually explicit in how their historic narratives relate to the present, just the 

choice to make them is loaded with political commentary. For example, of Jojo Rabbit’s 

farcical take on Hitler Youth during WWII David Stratton writes “at a time when racism is 

once again rearing its ugly head in many parts of the world, Jojo Rabbit might, with all its 

faults, be just the film we need right now” (2019). Such interpretations demonstrate the 

sophisticated capacity of the Oscar-verse to place competing films within broader and current 

social contexts, implicitly arguing political relevance as intrinsic to Oscar-worthiness. 

Remakes and adaptations perhaps require an additional emphasis on their claim to 

awards contention, or even their right to exist. Whether complimentary about what the film 

offers or damning as to its actual relevance, critics and interviewers consistently would 

invoke previous iterations of A Star Is Born to situate their evaluations of the 2018 remake, 

and to even question the value of revisiting a well-worn story. Little Women (2019) was more 

unanimously judged as offering a fresh perspective on the familiar story, fitting into today’s 

zeitgeist with more urgency. Both Bradley Cooper and Greta Gerwig as respective directors 

adopted the additional promotional task of expressing reverence for the source material and 

previous interpretations whilst asserting the worth of their versions. 
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Taken together, this dataset suggests that a clearly articulated narrative about why a 

film exists is crucial to its chances of being considered a legitimate ‘Best Picture’. In such a 

framework it makes sense that Oscar bait charges are regularly levelled at so-called ‘social 

issue dramas’ or at films that meticulously recreate historic settings: the message is definable, 

and the craft is conspicuous and measurable. Moreover, this need to justify a film’s existence 

and worth works implicitly against the types of films that Oscar has been long-accused of 

neglecting. Genre films – like pure action, comedy, or horror – derive much value from the 

aesthetic and sensory pleasures of their cinematic form. Franchise films by contrast, like 

those of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, seek to build intense commitment and fanfare from 

expansive multimedia storytelling and community-building practice. But such pleasures are 

difficult to argue as ‘better than’ films attached to a clear and noble cause, and the skill and 

craft of making them is less valued than stories that meet entrenched notions of prestige. 

However, this dataset does also demonstrate newfound challenges these stereotypes, 

unpacked in the following section. 

 

7.1.2 Genre, Catering Taste, & Cinematic Cinema 

Regarding genre, all of the usual suspects of Oscar bait are represented in this dataset – social 

issue dramas (Green Book, The Trial of the Chicago 7), entertainment-figure biopics 

(Bohemian Rhapsody, Judy (2019)), and historical and/or war epics (1917). However, there 

were often suggestions of an evaluative dissonance about their likely successes when 

invoked. For example, though many predicted Best Actor success for Rami Malek after 

portraying Freddie Mercury in Bohemian Rhapsody (e.g., Jimmy Kimmel telling his guest 

Malek that “people who have seen the movie are convinced you’ll be nominated for an 

Oscar” (Jimmy Kimmel Live 2019)), just as many expressed an ambivalence or boredom 

with the film’s trappings as decreed by its biopic formula. RogerEbert.com called it “bad in 
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the way a lot of biopics are bad: it’s superficial, it avoids complexity, and the narrative has a 

connect-the-dots quality” (O’Malley 2018), and Pitchfork called it “not so much a film as it is 

a dramatization of a Wikipedia entry” (Yoonsoo Kim 2018). Likewise, in assessing Green 

Book’s positioning as an awards contender, Sight and Sound offered that “it can be 

appreciated for its role in revealing so nakedly the rules of the prestige picture sweepstakes” 

(Pinkerton 2019). Of 1917, Justin Chang explained:  

One key source of ‘1917’s’ academy [sic] appeal is that it’s a case of old wine being 

poured into new wineskins. It’s classicism with a veneer of radicalism (and thus the 

opposite of ‘Little Women,’ a genuinely radical movie with a classical veneer). 

‘1917’ also has noble themes about the futility of war and the brotherhood of man, 

served up with the trappings of prestige — the impeccable period details and British 

accents — that have long been the academy’s preferred shorthand for quality, 

greatness, importance. (2020) 

Through these examples we see a clear set of assumptions about Oscar bait as it pertains to 

genre, and a weariness of its continued success. The effectiveness of any of these films (as 

well as, say, Judy or The Trial of the Chicago 7) is of course subject to individual taste, but 

upon release they are being reluctantly recognised within the Oscar-verse as inevitable heavy-

hitters for awards attention. 

 From this Oscar bait genre-wariness also comes the opportunity for films to gain 

momentum by way of subverting expectations. Films like The Favourite and Little Women, 

as a British monarchy costume-drama and a literary-adaptation costume-drama respectively, 

were applauded for taking well-worn tropes and achieving fresh textual outcomes. 

Emblematic of its provocative writer/director Yorgos Lanthimos, The Favourite adopts an 

absurdist tone and uncomfortable visuals, rebuking the “staid distance of a costume drama… 

[and feels] cruelly, deliciously contemporary” (Kermode 2018). Greta Gerwig’s Little 
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Women, on the other hand, stressed the parallels between the literary protagonist Jo March 

and her author Louisa May Alcott, thus evoking the ongoing obstacles and dismissals that 

female creatives (like Gerwig) are faced with. The result was “a story that feels at once 

entirely true to its 19th-century origins and utterly modern” (Scott 2019a), with Gerwig 

having “reshaped Alcott’s novel with a touch that feels both faithful and radical” (Chang 

2019b).  Such films, therefore, operate in the space of existing notions of prestige, but are 

charged with a cultural currency in a way that breaks expectations. 

Beyond genre, there are stylistic flairs to filmmaking that are viewable through an 

Oscar bait understanding, represented in this dataset. For example, the award for Best 

Cinematography tends to be commandeered by the film with the neatest visual gimmick; 

2019 and 2021 winners Roma (2018) and Mank were shot in black and white, and 2020’s 

winner 1917 was cleverly choreographed and assembled to appear a single continuous shot. 

And as always, narratives set in or about Hollywood and celebrity proved to be of continued 

fascination. Once Upon a Time in Hollywood (2019), Mank, and Judy all purport to reveal 

and reflect on the hidden truths of Hollywood. Even Roma has a layer of cinematic tribute, 

with a key scene taking place in a cinema, and thus inviting readings that place the cinema as 

foundational to Cuarón with the story being inspired by his own childhood. 

Expanding on the Academy’s love of expressing ‘the power of cinema through 

cinema’, an emerging category of criterion by which a film can now garner praise is the 

extent to which it is ‘cinematic’. This is obviously pertinent within the context of subscription 

video on demand (SVOD) accelerating as a threat to traditional notions of cinema and its 

brick-and-mortar purveyors. It was a charge that also took on altered meanings in response to 

the COVID19 pandemic across 2020 – when still-surviving cinemas were forced to close to 

protect public health, and thus a more obscure crop of releases emerged as the following 

year’s Oscar texts. 
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Of course, some kind of common-sense criteria as to the inherent qualities of cinema 

have existed pre-streaming, and more typical evaluations to a film’s worth invoke more 

traditional perceived splits between media. Always ripe for scrutiny is the theatrical 

adaptation that must not be ‘too stagey’, as with Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom (2020) being 

called “incapable or uninterested in taking advantage of the delights of what film can do” 

(Bastien 2020), or for having its “theatricality [redeemed by] the quality of the acting” (Ide 

2020). Likewise, The Trial of the Chicago 7 was written and directed by Aaron Sorkin, who 

worked extensively in television prior to film and whose career has courted immense praise 

for his screenplays but general disinterest in his direction. A perception of television 

sensibility hinders his ascension to auteur status, with The Trial of the Chicago 7 being called 

“squarely made and visually uninteresting” (Lawson 2020), and his vision whittled down: 

“Sorkin has no plan for the camera beyond pointing it at his stars” (Leigh 2020). Such 

critiques imply an established set of rules and quality markers that cinematic works should 

aspire to, with roots in or links to other media types seen as a flaw to transcend. 

Further, today’s marketplace of content delivery has put Oscar in an awkward 

position regarding how to deal with SVOD, which is further problematised by outlets like 

Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Apple TV+ making concerted efforts to enter the film awards 

circuit. Some ripples from this were observable across the late-2010s, but this dataset saw the 

issue come to a head, with Roma positioned in 2019 as the first actual possibility for a 

SVOD-released Best Picture winner after an aggressive campaign, and Laura Dern becoming 

the first SVOD-released acting winner for Marriage Story (2019). Netflix’s expenditure for 

Roma’s 2019 Best Picture tilt was considered a turning point for streaming company’s film 

strategy; Forbes declared them to be the overall winners of the 2019 Oscars, despite its Best 

Picture loss to Green Book: 
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[Netflix] jumped into the very serious business of Oscar campaigning in a very big 

way, buying out the PR shop of awards guru Lisa Taback. Then it gave Taback some 

great projects to work with, investing in high-profile films from Oscar winners… 

Netflix also spent heavily to promote its contenders, an estimated $25 million just 

on Cuaron's [sic] Roma. For perspective, that’s probably double what the film cost 

to make, and way more than most art films such as Roma can ever hope to generate, 

much less spend on awards promotions. (Bloom 2019, original emphasis) 

The question became: when streaming services are releasing works by such venerated auteurs 

of cinema, could Oscar simply ignore them? By co-opting the cinema of Cuarón, Martin 

Scorsese and David Fincher, the Oscar-verse was subjugated into the business strategies of 

streamers like Netflix: prestige validation came from championing established prestige 

figures. It was in this context that the Oscar-verse experienced a shift, whereby the 

commercial context that favoured at-home private consumption over the communal theatrical 

space could still be reconciled with ‘cinema’ as a continuing art form. 

From this circumstance, there rises a running thread of persistently asserting the 

cinematic ‘worth’, ‘craft’, and ‘purity’ for texts viewed outside of a cinema context. Roma 

was called “as pure as cinema can get” (Weiss 2018), “the stuff of big-screen spectacle” 

(Sachs 2019), and “the major cinema experience of the year” (Stratton 2018). Also released 

by Netflix, Scorsese’s The Irishman (2019) was called “pure cinema” (Wilson 2019) and “the 

movie event of the year” (P Travers 2019). The implication is that the limitations of small-

screen consumption have been overcome by the monumental prowess of these auteurs. 

Scorsese’s move to collaborate with Netflix for The Irishman was particularly 

scrutinised given his revered status. Creative freedom and investment appear to be the 

cornerstones of his approval. As mentioned in Section 4.2, in making his film with long-time 

collaborators like Robert de Niro and Joe Pesci Scorsese implemented cutting-edge, 
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expensive digital de-aging technology so that the aged actors could also play their younger 

characters (to admittedly uncanny and inconsistent results, despite the intertextual gravitas 

their presence affords). Scorsese claimed as a part of a Director’s Roundtable panel that 

Netflix were the only producers who would invest the cost of such a venture (The Hollywood 

Reporter 2020b). Demonstrating the mechanics of this developing technology through video 

featurettes proved another campaign boon for the film, with the technology originally tested 

for viability by being applied to a scene from Scorsese’s Goodfellas (1990), thus further 

invoking his Oscar-winning lore amongst Academy voters (Netflix Film Club 2020). That his 

film also clocked in at an astonishing 209 minutes also demonstrates a kind of creative hubris 

rarer to achieve now through traditional theatrical releases: “[its] egregious… run time was 

excused because this is Scorsese” (Kirkland 2020, original emphasis). 

The dividends paid in eventual Oscar nominations to the likes of Roma, The Irishman, 

and Marriage Story were not without publicised resistance; for one, Steven Spielberg 

announced his apprehension of extending Oscar nominations to SVOD-released films, 

insinuating that their consumption formats render them to the realm of “a TV movie” (in 

Lang 2019). Such sentiments are consistent with at least one other voter (‘a male director’), 

anonymously contending Roma was: 

[T]he most expensive home movie ever made. As far as the Netflix thing, what is our 

job as Academy members? We are trying to promote great films for audiences to… 

go to theaters to see them; Roma is this brilliant work, visually speaking, on a big 

screen, but it becomes greatly diminished when you watch it on television, which is 

what 95 percent of the people that want to watch it have to do. I’ve spoken to several 

of my peers who watched it at home, and they were out after 20 minutes. (in Feinberg 

2019a) 
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Though evidently not without its detractors, the role of SVOD release and consumption in an 

Oscars context can at least be said to have opened new avenues of exploring and contesting 

how to even define ‘cinema’ in a modern age – whether by the size of a screen, the personnel 

attached, or some inherent quality that the text purports to carry. 

For traditional releases, this new criteria of ‘cinematic’ has had the added benefit of 

creating space for Oscar to consider previously-ignored genres and films associated with 

franchise IPs as rewardable. Comic book films and action fare with big budgets have 

previously maintained Oscars successes in technical categories that generally favour huge 

expenditure (that is, in years without a standout war movie to sweep them). Films that are 

able to create expansive, dynamic narrative worlds attract awards like Best Visual Effects, 

Best Sound and Best Production Design, and Best Editing and Best Cinematography are 

further opportunities for films with complex action set-pieces to innovate. This distinction 

has worked to benefit such franchise-properties-cum-Oscar-winners as James Bond and Jason 

Bourne without their films ever breaking into so-called above-the-line categories such as 

acting or Best Picture. If previous franchise works like The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship 

of the Ring (2001, Peter Jackson)25 or Mad Max: Fury Road (2015, George Miller) were 

viewed as anomalies for reaching their respective Best Picture races, then Black Panther 

(2018) of the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) was a turning point for Oscar in taking 

populist fare more seriously as a cinematic contribution. 

Of course, Black Panther’s ascension was attributable to a number of factors. Beyond 

the wild success of MCU films generally, Black Panther was a true cultural phenomenon and 

financial juggernaut, thus a repudiation of the industry that had until then considered Black 

                                                 
25 The first film in Peter Jackson’s trilogy, with all three nominated in successive Best Picture races and the final 

instalment winning in 2004: I still characterise this inclusion as an anomaly, as the three years of Oscar 

investment were particularly targeted at Jackson’s unique cinematic achievement, without necessarily indicating 

an acceptance of franchise IP as prestigious on a broader scale. 
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superhero leads to be too great of a financial risk. Reviews discussing whether the film was 

functionally that different from other such titles were mixed, but the realisation of the 

fictional Wakanda, the performances of its leads, and its slick action scenes were all generally 

considered to be the MCU formula being executed at its best. 2019’s Oscars were also 

infamously preceded by a proposed ‘Best Popular Movie’ category – a notion that would 

explicitly relocate the Academy’s power from voters to paying audiences, and would 

implicate ‘popular’ movies as an alternative class to those presumed to compete for the 

general Best Picture. Black Panther’s inclusion, therefore, can read as a tacit retreat from a 

conflict overwhelmingly deemed by the Oscar-verse to betray antiquated ideals of quality. 

Writer/director Todd Phillips continued this Oscars success of comic book IP films, 

with Joker (2019) earning the most nominations of 2020. However, whereas Black Panther 

achieved this through a perceived mastery of its genre’s coding, Joker did so by attempting to 

subvert it. Phillips brought a different visual language and tonal point-of-view to the Batman 

franchise by grounding his villain origin story within a Gotham City coded as Martin 

Scorsese’s 1970s cinema. So, instead of achieving fantastical escapism and reality-defying 

stunt work akin to Black Panther, Joker is grubby, action-less yet brutally violent, oppressed 

by a cityscape in which everyone as an unhelpful jerk. In promoting his film, Phillips often 

derided ‘woke culture’ for derailing his career making lewd comedies like The Hangover 

(2009) and its sequels, and that he saw Joker as an opportunity to irreverently smuggle 

arthouse sensibilities into comic book films (see Hagan 2019). The result of “taking a 

Scorsese movie and putting Batman in it” (The A.V. Club 2020b) was fairly contentious. 

While some critics appreciated its overt reverence for a particular era of cinema (and for 

Joaquin Phoenix’s bold performance), others were more cynical about what it actually 

amounted to. The New York Times called it “less a depiction of nihilism than a story about 

nothing” (Scott 2019b). ScreenCrush said “Phillips clearly understands the plots of the 
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Scorsese movies he’s copied, but not their souls” (Singer 2019). RogerEbert.Com brazenly 

evaluated “as social commentary, Joker is pernicious garbage” (Kenny 2019). Scorsese 

himself has been vocally dismissive of IP driven cinema, claiming “I’ve seen enough of them 

because they’re the same thing over and over” (Popcorn with Peter Travers 2019). Even with 

Joker drawing so heavily on his cinematic influence, he remained apparently unmoved on the 

subject, attesting “I saw clips of it… I get it. It’s fine” (in Haylock 2020). Despite this lack of 

critical and peer consensus, the convergence of arthouse aesthetics with popular IP worked 

well for Phillips and Joker as a marketing strategy, one that would have Oscar approach them 

with more esteem and seriousness than may have otherwise been afforded. This may serve as 

an interesting blueprint for franchise genre pictures moving forward in ways to court prestige: 

compromising on the visual language of otherwise ‘populist’ films by appropriating 

entrenched codes of ‘quality cinema’. 

So, this notion of a ‘purity of cinema’ works as an interpretive lens through which the 

Oscar-verse validates works that seem to affirm the medium in a challenging media 

landscape. From this vantage point looking back, from a time after CODA (2021) became the 

first SVOD Best Picture winner, this seems like it was somewhat inevitable. The artisans of 

cinema that the Oscars and the Oscar-verse purport to champion were in practice less loyal to 

the cinema as a building than they were to the essence of its art form. The 2010s saw 

dramatic shifts in normalised boundaries of media and celebrity that remain somewhat 

unsettled. Cinema as the higher artistic practice over the more accessible television was 

ruptured, in part, by A-list actors like Reese Witherspoon, Viola Davis, Kate Winslet, and 

Matthew McConaughey moving en masse to TV projects with strong writing and character 

work to invest in at a time when the mid-budget, character-driven cinema experience became 

a rarity. Cinema’s venerated auteurs followed suite. The likes of Alfonso Cuarón, Martin 

Scorsese and David Fincher working on new, personal testament projects to be accessed 
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through SVOD works as a challenge against Oscar to double-down on its pre-existing notions 

of prestige and quality. Typical for such dramatic re-conceptualisations of an industry, there 

are ebbs and flows to this storyline that persist. After yet another strong year for SVOD 

releases at the Oscars in 2022 with heavy-hitters like CODA and The Power of the Dog 

(2021, Jane Campion), the 2023 ceremony was again notably celebratory of ‘cinema-saving’ 

genre pieces like Everything Everywhere All at Once (2022), Top Gun: Maverick (2022, 

Joseph Kosinski) and Avatar: The Way of Water (2022, James Cameron) – works in which 

action spectacle most impressively viewed on a giant screen served as an immense box office 

draw. However, while individual Academy members remain perturbed by the prospect and 

continue to vouch for an idealised version of film consumption, this dataset demonstrates that 

the tide of streaming has assuredly encroached on the medium-essentialist view of ‘cinema’ 

that defines it by its consumption standards. 

 

7.2 Good Acting 

In Chapter 6 I wrote of how issues of celebrity labour and trajectory impact the likelihood of 

an individual’s Oscars successes. Here, I wish to further this analysis by considering the key 

markers of ‘good acting’: how it is performed in film texts, how it is paratextually promoted, 

and how it is articulated in commentary. 

 

7.2.1 Conspicuous Acting (and Category Boundary Pushing) 

As with a number of Oscar’s categories, ‘good acting’ is often construed to favour the 

pronounced and conspicuous over the nuanced and internal. Common amongst winners 

Olivia Colman, Joaquin Phoenix and Anthony Hopkins, is that they occupy characters of 

wavering mental stability: they all explore their characters across their highest jubilance to 
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their lowest devastations. Rami Malek and Renée Zellweger achieve similar leading feats but 

substituting mental health battles with physical ailments (and in biopics of famed performers, 

no less), thus allowing for affected mannerisms to punctuate their character arcs. Supporting 

actor winners perhaps take up less narrative space, but still fill their screen time with presence 

and impact. Regina King and Laura Dern occupy key scenes of If Beale Street Could Talk 

(2018) and Marriage Story respectively, where they are centred as emotional or intellectual 

set pieces with defiant monologues. 

If King and Dern genuinely represent ‘supporting performances’ – in that their 

characters are not the narrative protagonists overall – then there are certainly counter-

examples from this dataset that fit discursive notions of ‘category fraud’. Mahershala Ali and 

Daniel Kaluuya as Best Supporting Actor winners of 2019 and 2021 respectively approach 

their biographic roles with great charisma and intensity, and 2020 winner Brad Pitt is a 

venerated Hollywood icon successfully collaborating with an auteur. Arguably more 

persuasive than this, however, is the outsized impact that their characters have on their 

narratives, with the ambiguous lines between Lead and Supporting roles allowing them to 

overwhelm their competition through screen time alone. In Ali’s case, Green Book avoided 

having him compete directly with his co-star Viggo Mortensen by consistently promoting Ali 

as the supporting character to Mortensen’s lead. Kaluuya’s case was somewhat stranger – his 

performance as Fred Hampton in Judas and the Black Messiah (2021) is central to the 

narrative but is not the point-of-view character for the audience. That would be LaKeith 

Stanfield’s William O’Neal, the ‘Judas’ who takes a plea deal to turn informant for the FBI, 

feeding them information that leads to Fred Hampton’s assassination. However, Stanfield 

surprisingly was also nominated as Best Supporting Actor, being bested by Kaluuya who 

continued his sweep of the awards season. Leonardo DiCaprio and Brad Pitt, both nominated 

for Once Upon a Time in Hollywood, serve as the two fictional characters around which the 
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plot is built, but DiCaprio’s slightly enhanced screen time and agency in pivotal plot beats 

elevated him to the leading category over Pitt as supporting. Like these men, The Favourite 

cast was particularly tricky to place, with Olivia Colman, Rachel Weisz and Emma Stone 

arguably all sharing co-lead status. With some competition between cast-mates a foregone 

conclusion if all three were to campaign, the decision to position Colman as lead over Weisz 

and Stone sharing supporting can be interpreted as a case of narrative class: Colman played 

the Queen of whom Weisz and Stone’s battle for favour circulates. 

Such examples demonstrate how the freedom for individual voters to interpret 

category rules has the potential for contentious (or weird) outcomes. When a presumptive 

awards contender is announced that could potentially spawn rival nominees within the one 

acting category, the studio releasing it is quick to announce their preferred hierarchy of 

performers through industry publications. Such declarations instigate much discussion 

amongst awards followers on Twitter, who argue the merits of studio decisions against how 

they believe the category system should evaluate them – whether screen time, narrative 

agency, celebrity status, or anything else should be the primary factor considered. And, as in 

the case of Stanfield and Kaluuya, voters can just ignore these studio wishes and place actors 

in whatever category they see fit. In such debates we see how Oscar’s history weighs down 

its modern practice. A lead and supporting split introduced in a time of mandated, rigid 

hierarchies between stars and character actors (Feinberg 2015) is not so clear-cut in modern 

film and celebrity culture, yet the system continues to be manipulated rather than 

deconstructed. 

Returning to the concept of ‘conspicuous acting’, another phenomenon quick to flood 

film Twitter agendas is to identify ‘the clip’ for presumptive acting nominees. Good acting is 

demonstrable in the Oscar-verse through a big scene – one where an actor is in full-flight of 

heightened emotion or power, yelling or crying or asserting dominance over others. 
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Expressing reverence for a performance is bolstered online by pulling out-of-context scenes 

from the film as examples to prove the point, speculating that they will serve as the clip that 

precedes the announcement. In the contemporary online context such scenes have the 

potential to spread virally online, which then in-turn becomes a focal point of an actor’s 

campaign in subsequent interviews. This dataset features such memetic examples as Lady 

Gaga and Bradley Cooper’s flirtatious back-and forth from A Star Is Born, Adam Driver’s 

wall-punching emotional outburst from Marriage Story, or the infinite well of reaction-gifs 

spawned from Joaquin Phoenix’s Joker performance. Less a meme and more of a novelty is 

Vanessa Kirby’s Best Actress nomination for Pieces of a Woman (2020), which featured a 

24-minute single-shot scene depicting childbirth: such a performative feat was the 

centrepiece of the film and, ultimately, also of her promotional appearances. Isolating notable 

scenes as eventual textual ingredients of the Oscars broadcast thereby influences how its 

audiences and pundits perceive and evaluate a performance. They are considered not just for 

their merits within the narrative, but also through their televisual logic for setting an actor up 

as a worthy winner. As such, of all of the breaks in traditional broadcast formats to impact the 

COVID-set 2021 show, foregoing nominee’s clips as demonstrations of their work was one 

of the most scandalous and critiqued. 

If Oscar tends to endorse conspicuous acting as a marker of quality, then arguably no 

approach to performance and characterisation is better suited to courting attention than ‘the 

Method’. Since its popularisation in the 1950s, Method acting has reigned supreme as the 

awards-worthy preparation and performance process – even if the actual tenets of how one 

does it have become somewhat obscured (Lady Gaga is the rare performer who will actually 

name-drop the likes of Stanislavski and Lee Strasberg as markers of her acting cultural 

capital). The modern iteration of Method acting is much more tied to the myth of an 

immersive acting process and is articulated in terms of ‘commitment’. Along with Gaga 
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vouching for her own deep commitment to A Star Is Born’s ‘Ally’ as a total human person, 

Christian Bale, Joaquin Phoenix and Daniel Kaluuya exemplify the types of acting tropes that 

signify conspicuous immersion. Bale’s prestige celebrity is typified by extreme fluctuations 

in his weight in service of a role. Even as he denounces his own performance in Vice in an 

Academy Conversations panel for ‘having no technique whatsoever’ (Oscars 2018b), that he 

gained a lot of weight to convincingly portray Dick Cheney demonstrates a kind-of 

aspirational commitment to craft and vision. Phoenix, on the other end of the same spectrum, 

was shockingly gaunt playing Arthur Fleck in Joker, with several scenes depicting him 

undressed and contorting his body in uncomfortable acts of tortured impulse. The harrowing 

physicality of his performance separates him from his nominated peers in that their roles 

simply do not ask such demanding extremes, and his paratextual promotions draw lines 

between Phoenix’s eccentric and turbulent personal history and his embodiment of the Joker 

(e.g., Hagan 2019). Though comparatively new to his film stardom, Kaluuya has nonetheless 

built a reputation of pronounced filmic presence and versatility; for his role in Judas and the 

Black Messiah, he spoke in interviews about emulating Fred Hampton’s daily routine in his 

own life (even taking up smoking) as a way of accessing him more deeply (SAG-AFTRA 

Foundation 2021). 

Immersive acting became an interestingly gendered thread in The Hollywood Reporter 

2019 Actress Roundtable discussion. Describing her role in Destroyer (2018, Karyn Kusama) 

Nicole Kidman says “I actually just kind-of entered through… entered so deeply into her – I 

don’t always do this with a character, but this one I had to, because I didn’t want to feel like I 

was ever shifting into a performance. So, I just stayed in character the whole time” (The 

Hollywood Reporter 2019b). She later clarifies “You didn’t have to call me Erin [the 

character’s name], but it just orbits around. It kind-of enters the psyche… my husband was 

like ‘I cannot wait for this thing to end’”. She and the co-panellists then discuss the 
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ramifications of how to raise a family while living and working as artists. Without knowing 

the specific divisions of labour occurring in these (privileged) households, there is a sense of 

immersive acting being a process that excludes some from participating. The regimes that 

actors like Bale and Phoenix – who themselves have families – embark on to drastically alter 

their bodies surely demonstrate a depth of commitment, but also of access to the professional 

services that aid one in such endeavours, and of space and leniency afforded for them to do so 

outside the norms of social life. 

There are notable instances of women actors achieving the same bodily 

transformations that become well-remarked upon in media coverage. Renée Zellweger’s 

career has been plagued by constant gossip over her weight, having gained it for her portrayal 

of Bridget Jones and quickly lost it for Chicago (2002, Rob Marshall). Her role in Judy 

courted such commentary again for having lost weight, tinged with the ageist scrutiny 

characterising her career comeback (detailed in Section 6.1). Andra Day – Best Actress 

nominee for The United States vs. Billie Holiday (2021) – was also reported to have 

intentionally lost weight (and to have started smoking and drinking) in preparation for 

playing Billie Holiday. One headline tellingly announced, ‘Andra Day Recalls Losing 40 

Pounds and Starving Herself on Set to Transform Into Billie Holiday’ (Thomas 2021, 

emphasis added), exemplifying the dramatic tone used to frame such potentially-unhealthy 

efforts as an artistic merit. Outside of this dataset, Anne Hathaway famously went on an 

extreme diet in preparation for her role in Les Misérables (2012, Tom Hooper) playing a 

woman dying of tuberculosis, and went to great lengths to avoid glamourising such practice 

in promotional interviews. Notably, these transformation narratives are seemingly most 

available to women actors without children (at the time of preparation), indicating again the 

drastic time and effort demands of such work, and how expectations of familial 

responsibilities inhibit participation – particularly of mothers. 
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Even though the actual teachings of Method acting have become somewhat obscured 

over the decades, a legacy of valuing deeply committed preparation and eccentric behaviours 

remains. The success of such actors in courting Oscar-verse attention, and often eventuating 

in actual Oscars, adds an interesting layer onto Svec’s (2010) work on the subject. They 

argue that through the long-running television show Inside the Actors Studio (1994-present), 

though ostensibly dedicated to the Lee Strasberg tradition of ‘Method’ by co-opting ‘the 

Actors’ Studio’ name, actually became more of a discursive celebrity phenomenon. The 

“effusive” questioning of host James Lipton framed each participant’s acting successes in the 

context of their biographic milestones (usually personal tragedies or great successes), and the 

interviews thus become exercises of celebrity labour that reinforce the perceived authenticity 

one’s transcendent acting (p. 304). The Oscar-verse’s ongoing fascination with Method 

acting and celebrity transformation works as another set of outlets through which Svec’s 

identified celebrity labour can be constructed and performed. Actors identified as awards 

contenders in many cases embark on extensive promotional campaigns, through late-night 

and day-time talk shows, magazine cover stories, actor roundtables, podcasts, and many 

more. Actors who are notorious for immersive preparation processes evidently produce the 

greatest fascination, and thus these outlets become sites of their celebrity infrastructure – they 

are able to perform the depths of their dedication to their craft, while meta-textually vouching 

for themselves as deserved winners. 

 

7.2.2 Biographical Acting 

Like the points made above about how historically-set films offer measurable markers of 

accuracy, biographical performances provide an interpretation of the text that observes the 

skill of their imitation or embodiment of the subject. This is especially true of figures around 

whom much media already exists; biopics about celebrity, entertainment or political figures 
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are rich with resources to which the performance is comparable. As with historic events in 

cinema generally, the interpretation of a biographical role is certainly influenced by audience 

familiarity. The way that Oscar appreciated Olivia Colman’s Queen Anne in The Favourite 

was distinct from how it did for Rami Malek’s Freddie Mercury in Bohemian Rhapsody, the 

former an understudied figure and the latter a grand and recent celebrity. Likewise, Christian 

Bale’s Dick Cheney in Vice was derived from a lack of public transparency into his character 

but an assured opinion about his legacy (Bale cited Satan as inspiration for his portrayal 

(Newsweek 2019)), whereas Daniel Kaluuya’s Fred Hampton in Judas and the Black 

Messiah observes the slain political figure with a greater emphasis on his public life. 

Indeed, Oscar bait biographies are remarked upon with a sense of fatigue throughout 

this dataset – e.g., O’Malley’s (2018) and Yoonsoo Kim’s (2018) reviews of Bohemian 

Rhapsody previously mentioned in Section 7.1 – perhaps because there seem to be limits to 

how far filmmakers are willing to challenge the established notions of a biographical 

narrative. A film purporting to offer lesser-known insights into a public figure rarely follows 

through with a perception-shattering interpretation. For example, Renée Zellweger’s turn as 

Judy Garland in Judy was noted for how she captured the figure’s mannerisms, presence, and 

physical likeness (i.e., measurable markers of good acting), and worked to serve a narrative 

focussing on the final stages of her life as ravaged by a lifetime of substance abuse and 

celebrity mistreatment. Although ostensibly grim, the film is still framed by a profound 

reverence for Garland as a performer and public figure (i.e., an emotional marker of good 

acting). This approach is neither right nor wrong inherently, but I contend that it does not 

allow for much original insight into a performer about whom there is a general consensus of 

brilliance. Although Zellweger’s performance is at times sad and harrowing, the general 

effect of the film is broadly gratifying in its appreciation of Garland, and so the conversation 
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around her performance reverts to that it was more-or-less accurate to the public figure and 

that it affirmed the already-agreed upon narrative of effusive respect. 

A curious affliction of entertainment biopics is that, as demonstrated throughout this 

dataset, they are often about a performer so singularly effective and powerful in their craft 

that the film is doomed to never live up to their legacy. For Judy Garland, a voice and 

presence indelibly monumental in cinematic history, Judy and Zellweger were exonerated by 

the time period under analysis; Zellweger actually performing as Garland is withheld until a 

point where it is firmly established that she cannot sing and give as she once could. The up-

swell of audience support as she struggles turns her ‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ into a 

singalong – an alternative route to conveying her brilliance and impact. Rami Malek’s 

Freddie Mercury in Bohemian Rhapsody works as a more comprehensive life-biopic, and as 

such is tasked with emulating his performance characteristics at various stages of fame and 

health. For a film with, again, a central thesis of reverence, the task of imitating Mercury’s 

vocals was achieved through Malek lip-synching to what he called “an amalgamation of a 

few voices,” with “the hope… that we will hear as much Freddie as possible” (in Eames 

2022) – such vocal limitations were counteracted by Malek’s exacting detail in recreating 

Mercury’s stage performances through his physical performance. 

I noted previously that actors feed into auteurism mythmaking in efforts made to 

minimise their own skills and to credit directors and writers for their outcomes (Section 6.3). 

Performers in biographic roles also appear to be effective in extending this credit to the teams 

of artisans that contribute to their on-stage appearance. In promoting her performance as 

news anchor Megyn Kelly in Bombshell (2019), Charlize Theron (who also served as a 

producer) repeatedly credited director (and friend) Jay Roach as giving her the confidence to 

even consider taking on the role. Further, she continuously named makeup artist Kazu Hiro as 

the only person skilled enough to mould her into Kelly’s likeness (and the illusion is 
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remarkably effective). Hiro and his team went on to receive the Oscar for Best Makeup & 

Hairstyling in 2020. Renée Zellweger was likewise effusive about how her makeup artist 

enabled her ‘transformation’ into Judy Garland, and Rami Malek was fastidious in naming 

long lists of crew members and teammates across the outlets of his promotional tour for 

Bohemian Rhapsody. These efforts demonstrate the way that celebrity performers are able to 

amplify the behind-the-scenes work that they benefit from within an awards conversation and 

acknowledge that biographical performance is only enabled through collective construction. 

If biopic films benefit in the Oscar-verse from a clearly-defined narrative utility for its 

subject, then biopic performances are likewise judged by the degree to which the star 

‘becomes’ the subject. Whether they are convincing in their portrayal is made most clear in 

the paratextual promotion that they offer. Although, textually, a physical transformation to 

capture the likeness of someone who looms large in the cultural imagination is key, such 

transformation works in service of blurring the lines between the stars and subjects. For 

someone like Christian Bale, whose career is characterised by drastic physical change and 

who is often utilised to portray morally dubious characters, performing as Dick Cheney 

works to extend his legacy as a complicated and daring actor. For Renée Zellweger, whose 

A-list celebrity has been bolstered by audience identification and likeability, playing someone 

as renowned and scrutinised as Judy Garland works to offer her own complex stardom as a 

tribute to another. Upon winning Best Actress, she announced: 

I know that Judy Garland did not receive this honour in her time. I am certain that 

this moment is an extension of the celebration of her legacy that began on our film 

set and is also representative of the fact that her legacy of unique exceptionalism, 

and inclusivity, and generosity of spirt – it transcends any one artistic achievement. 

Miss Garland, you are certainly among the heroes who unite and define us, and this 

is certainly for you. (92nd Academy Awards 2020) 
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For Rami Malek’s boost towards major stardom on the back of playing Freddie 

Mercury, his work is framed by interviewers as his ‘becoming’ the subject, where side-by-

side still images of Mercury and Malek-as-Mercury are repeatedly offered as out-of-context 

testaments to how amazing he was (The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 2018; Jimmy 

Kimmel Live 2019).  

These actor narratives, as well as Cynthia Erivo’s as Harriet Tubman, Mahershala 

Ali’s as Don Shirley, and more, all take on not only the task of promoting their film generally 

but become ciphers for broader discourse on their characters. The Oscar-verse invites them to 

show off the research that went into preparing their performance, and to reflect on the cultural 

meanings and legacies of the people to which their stardoms are now attached. This added 

layer of information affords a greater platform to impress viewers and voters, to have more to 

say about their process and to articulate why their film is worthy. 

 

7.3 Evaluating Oscar 

Finally, while Oscar operates as a fulfilling a taste-making role – indeed, as a ‘taste 

adjudicator’ (Section 3.2) – the legitimacy of this role remains under a constant cultural 

scrutiny. This dataset captures Oscar in a period where it is still unlearning all it knew about 

the TV landscape of the late-20th century during which it was elevated to the status of ‘Super 

Media’ (Real 1989), and thus represents a remarkable stretch of concerted efforts by the 

Academy to engage a waning viewership. By the close of 2021’s season, the 2019, 2020 and 

2021 telecasts were in positions of three of the four least-viewed ceremonies in their history, 

so the Academy’s panic was certainly founded, and their efforts to rectify this across the 

successive years were somewhat fruitless. Moreover, the 2021 season – hampered by COVID 

restrictions and public safety concerns – inspired the most dramatic identity crisis it had 

experienced yet: discovering what Oscar looks like without its trademark celebrity spectacle. 
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In this vein and building on the above explorations of attempts to articulate filmic quality, 

here I explore how Oscar perceives and evaluates itself. I have argued in my theoretical 

framework that the Oscar persona carries an awareness of its position in film culture, but here 

we can ask to what extent that role is expressed or engaged with by its enactors. 

The staging of the ceremony provides one such window of assessment; although it 

reliably hits consistent performance beats in each iteration, shifts in aesthetic approaches and 

personnel reveal aspects of the Academy’s apparent self-concept. Of the most vivid examples 

available from this dataset is that the three ceremonies were hostless. Panicked by a wave of 

unfavourable social media attention following the hiring of Kevin Hart as a host with a 

pattern of homophobic jokes, upon his resignation the choice to go hostless was spun into a 

potentially new era for Oscar – a meaningful move towards a more modern broadcast. 

Critically, this reading barely worked for a single year: though there was praise (or perhaps 

relief) expressed for the 2019 ceremony not being weighed down by an unfunny host, by 

2020 hostless-ness was charged with dragging the runtime and obscuring the eventfulness. 

Symptomatic of this, the opening monologue by Chris Rock and Steve Martin was 

predictably focussed on the fact that they were not the hosts; the more self-deprecating jokes 

that are available for the ‘Hollywood Man’ Oscar persona, the more Oscar’s relevance is 

called into question. 

Hostless-ness was not a natural consequence of COVID restrictions for the 2021 

ceremony, and although it was not necessarily critically applauded in this iteration, there 

were so many other points of interest that it was largely unremarked upon. The overhauls 

enacted to accommodate on-set restrictions and travel limitations certainly jeopardised the 

full-scale taste adjudicator grandeur, but the show’s dramatic aesthetic and tonal departures 

belied an Oscar apparently seizing the circumstance to really experiment with its formula. 

Clearly Los Angeles’ Union Station carries a vastly different visual coding than the 
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traditionally extravagant Dolby Theatre; the setup of small-party tables recalled the more 

casual energy of The Golden Globes when compared to the austere impact of rows-upon-

rows of tuxedoed and gowned stars squarely facing a grand stage. 

Arguably more impactful, however, was the conspicuous direction of the telecast, 

helmed by celebrated director Steven Soderbergh. Achieving such a different telecast was 

largely received in reviews as attributable to him as a creative leader – for better or worse. 

The tone was set from the opener – first award presenter Regina King was filmed strutting 

into the station and to the stage in a long, unbroken, but striking shot that led into her earnest 

and personal opening monologue (consistently cited as a ceremony highlight afforded by 

King’s phenomenal charisma). This first scene was in lieu of a more standard montage of 

relevant cinematic moments, and this absence of clips endured through the entire show. 

Instead of clips of performances and technical production aspects, each nominee was 

introduced by the presenter with a themed short story or factoid; instead of stationary close-

ups of nominee’s faces, the camera swooped through the crowd continuously to find each 

one. This is a theoretically interesting trade-off – removing actual cinema from the telecast, 

but instead having it meaningfully reflected on in words and reinforced through a cinematic 

mode of visual storytelling. Soderbergh even reportedly insisted on a cinematic frame rate 

and aspect ratio over television standards (Buchanan in Van Syckle 2021). Noted in 

criticisms, however, were that this storytelling approach became laborious as the 3-hour-19-

minute show progressed (betrayed by the varying quality of engaged delivery from 

presenters), and that the distinctive camera work changed the show from a celebration of the 

year’s cinema to more a demonstration of Soderbergh’s cinematic techniques. The first 

awardee of the evening was Emerald Fennell for Best Original Screenplay, who apologised to 

Soderbergh for not preparing her speech as was apparently mandated; each dutifully-prepared 
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speech that followed may have been fairly eloquent and concise, however some of the 

viewing pleasure of anticipating spontaneity was lacking as a consequence. 

Misgivings about this ceremony were vindicated by the truly disastrous decision to 

end the show on Best Actor rather than the usual Best Picture. Awarding the trophy to the 

absent Anthony Hopkins and beating the presumed posthumous winner Chadwick Boseman, 

the moment was a source of ridicule for how abruptly and uncomfortably it closed the 

ceremony (exacerbated by the visibly unenthused Joaquin Phoenix as presenter). Worse for 

Oscar, it undermined its performance of legitimate process: outcomes are rigorously 

calculated and unknowable until the envelope is opened in an act of mass witnessing 

(McDonald 2013, pp. 232-235), so the tampering of the performance schedule as a gamble on 

a particular finale was notably cynical. 

The 2021 ceremony became the least viewed in Oscar’s history by a wide margin, and 

though this was somewhat predicted due to the lack of big-name films among the year’s 

cohort it was still a damning continuation of plummeting viewership trends. Consistent with 

the taste adjudicator performance that demands grand scale and impact, the disruptions to 

ceremony formulas borne from anxiety of a dwindling viewership points to an overall ethos 

that equates audience numbers with success. If the host/hostless-ness saga was instigated 

from a wariness of cultural controversy, other broadcast measures taken over the sample 

period are more indicative of concerted efforts to engage the masses as viewers, with some 

unstable logics underpinning assumptions of cultural value. 

One such logic is that of celebrity spectacle: the more celebrities on parade, the more 

value the show is assumed to be communicating. Crucially, celebrities ‘honoured’ with 

presenting awards, segments, or in 2020 even just other presenters, extended beyond the 

realms of film stardom itself. Not only were established prestige veterans like Julia Roberts 

and Jane Fonda on the same presentational call-sheets as up-and-comers like George McKay 
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and Zendaya, Oscars were also being given out by the un-cinematic, like sports legend Serena 

Williams, politician and activist John Lewis, or celebrity chef José Andrés. 2020 stands as the 

zenith in its sheer quantity of presenters, many so unimaginatively utilised and adding tedium 

to an inherently long procession. 

This bloating of celebrity participation curiously contradicts another evergreen 

presumption of improving audience ratings: how to decrease the runtime. Criticising the 

ceremony as ‘long and boring’ is not exactly innovative (recalling that even the first 

ceremony telecast was evaluated as “a little long, a little dull, and at times very exciting” 

(Thomas 1953 in Pavlounis 2018, p. 389)), but the challenge of Oscar to form a more concise 

television package is plagued by balancing varied parties of interest. Planning the 2019 

ceremony became somewhat of a tipping point, where suggestions to move certain categories 

to ad breaks and to remove musical performances of nominated songs were met with outrage 

and charges of disrespect. For a show that insists on monologues (by hosts or otherwise), an 

Academy presidential address, an in-memoriam montage, musical interludes, odes to Best 

Picture nominees, and such a swathe of award categories, a logical and uncontentious 

strategy for shortening the show is yet to be realised. In the face of broader viewing and 

access trends that favour short-form and shareable content, the place of such a lengthy event 

broadcast in popular culture is evidently unstable. 

If people not watching the Oscars is what Oscar fears most, then people also not 

watching Oscar-nominated films is one of the leading suspected causes. With modest or poor 

box office returns so often invoked as an indictment on Oscar’s relevance to actual movie-

goers, how to incorporate such blockbuster success stories into a) the evening’s telecast, and 

b) the entire notion of filmic prestige are clear strategic questions being contemplated. As 

discussed in Section 7.1, Black Panther’s ascension was actually an organic answer: in a time 

when box office receipts are so precarious and so much talent and capital is invested in 
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franchise properties, the voting cohort moved sufficiently to reflect such industrial value in 

their nominations. Clearly not trusting this as a bankable possibility prior to Black Panther, 

the less-organic proposal for a Best Popular Film category proved yet another contentious 

blow; essentially a tacit understanding that filmic worth to Oscar sits outside of economics 

mostly, except for this one category explicitly beholden to audience input.26 

The negotiation of all of these quality judgements demonstrates that the Oscar persona 

in its current form is trapped in an upstream battle for continued relevance and is hampered 

by its own history and reputation. For an industrial mechanism that bestows the symbolic 

capital of prestige through the televisual medium, Oscar remains at the mercy of capitalist 

television ideals in that it would seemingly cease to exist without being paid attention to. It is 

perhaps in this aspect that we most reliably see the push-pull dynamic between Oscar and its 

community, where feedback pertaining to television tastes and standards is urgently enacted. 

In 2019, people seemed to like a lot of celebrities on show in lieu of a host, but doubling-

down on this in 2020 with even more and varied celebrities was tedious and confusing, so in 

2021 we get the most streamlined cast of decidedly-cinematic star presenters available. 

Whatever manoeuvres Oscar makes to court viewership and to manage or deflect its negative 

commentary are, alas, always noted in relation to its precarious position as a broadcast event. 

Its free-to-air broadcast is, of course, now accompanied by live-streaming and available 

through time-shifted viewing, yet the logic of the ceremony is beholden to the values of 

traditional live broadcast, complete with ad-breaks and network interests. Although there are 

efforts to reclaim its own narrative for grandness and impact as independent and assured, the 

nature of Oscar as being culturally constructed on a massive scale renders these efforts 

impossible to control in practice.  

                                                 
26 Schulman points out that, ironically, such a split between blockbuster and art-house merits was actually a 

design feature of the original academy awards, when Best Picture was split between categories of ‘Overall 

Production’ and ‘Unique and Artistic’ (2023, pp. 28-29). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

“As Someone Who Has Endured Far More than His Fair 

Share of Oscar Bait…”27 

Discussion 

 

The preceding three chapters have covered a vast spread of aesthetic, industrial, and cultural 

issues that the modern Oscar holds stakes in – whether it is the Academy’s intention to do so 

or not. Across the years 2019-2021, discourses of representational filmmaking, evolutions of 

contemporary film celebrity, and cultural conceptions of prestige and value were all asserted 

as pressing questions of the filmmaking field. In identifying and deconstructing the dynamic 

textual makeup of Oscar, we can infer a set of answers and ideals, however fleetingly they 

may endure. 

Reflecting on these issues, it is valuable to now return to the Research Questions 

posed from the outset. By consolidating the analytical threads posed in my findings, I will 

argue for a set of values and meanings that the Oscars currently offer, for the continuous 

contest that the Oscar persona faces in a modern media ecosystem, and for the impact that 

Oscar bait as an interpretive framework has on global film culture. 

 

8.1 Research Question 1: What do the Oscars mean to the filmmaking field in a 

contemporary media landscape? 

To the extent that the Oscars can be considered to hold any cohesive and consistent meaning, 

I argue that they largely serve as a bellwether for the current state of elitism in the 

filmmaking field. Whether the status quo of what constitutes prestige and elite film holds 

                                                 
27 (Lee 2019a). 
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steady and unchallenged or not is dependent on wider machinations of culture than any single 

agent like Oscar can control. Although only offering a discrete window of time into a far-

reaching historical legacy, the three years of data collection and interpretation offered in this 

thesis demonstrate that notions of prestige are multi-layered, discursively construed, and 

constantly in flux. Note that a ‘bellwether’ is not prescriptive, but indicative: Oscar’s power 

to decree aesthetic and ideological trends as pertaining to filmmaking is only as stable as its 

discursive public enables it to be. Oscar may offer a version of ‘the best’ of something on an 

extremely public scale, but the behind-the-scenes negotiations of filmmakers and the private 

capacity of audiences to engage with and subvert these offerings are perhaps the more 

powerful agent movements in the prestige film cycle. 

 

8.1.1 Meaning as Power 

Invoking ‘power’ is inevitable when assessing ‘cultural fields’, as conceptualised by 

Bourdieu; with the question of ‘the meaning of the Oscars’ it is prudent to understand the 

available meanings through the lens of power dynamics and taste-making. Cultural power is 

generated, perpetuated, wielded, and surrendered by competitive agents of a field, sometimes 

simultaneously. A stark demonstration of this comes with Oscar’s decision to postpone their 

2021 awards, ostensibly due to the impacts of the COVID19 pandemic on the filmmaking 

industry. 

Firstly, the postponement in response to the pandemic was partly justified by the 

limitations for filmmakers to properly release their contending films. Justifying the move in 

this way implies cycles of influence between filmmakers and industry awards whereby 

certain requirements and standards for prestige (in this case, the cinematic release of ‘Oscar-

worthy’ films) must be met in order to maintain its cultural economy. The postponement begs 

the question of what the Oscars are understood to signify: do they play an active role in 
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establishing and fostering ideas of filmic excellence, or are they expected to more reflexively 

award ‘the best’ of what is available? In a thought exercise for Vulture prior to the 

postponement, Nate Jones (2020) speculated on who would be likely to win if no more 

movies were to be released from the onset of COVID19: an alternate timeline where the 

absence of Oscar bait would see Jim Carrey nominated as Best Supporting Actor for Sonic 

the Hedgehog (2020, Jeff Fowler). Put simply, because the pandemic threatened the viability 

of scheduled film releases, it also threatened Oscar’s ability to award films that it determines 

to be of acceptable merit. Bolstered by strategic end-of-year film distribution by studios and 

the development of a discursive Oscar bait stereotype, through this prism we can understand 

the aesthetics, releases, and receptions of film texts as a source of the Academy’s power. The 

postponement thus demonstrates a move to perpetuate this power, while also revealing the 

Academy’s vulnerability to the outputs of the broader field of filmmaking. 

Secondly, the postponement caused a ripple-effect amongst competing-yet-

complementary awarding bodies, demonstrating how this sub-field operates as an interrelated 

and unstable hierarchy. Following the Academy’s announcement, shows such as The Golden 

Globes and the BAFTAs fell in line with their own postponements, journalistic commentary 

of which invariably positioned these orbiting players within the overall scheme of an 

interdependent ‘awards season’. That an ostensibly discrete decision by the Academy caused 

a shift of the entire awards season demonstrates the field of film awards as tangible and 

actionable, where players like the Academy are able to wield what power they possess. 

Lastly, the postponement was accompanied by changes in eligibility rules, removing 

barriers necessitating theatrical Hollywood-based screenings and thus opening the 

competition to a broader scope of contenders. Many films intended for theatrical releases 

were sold to streaming platforms throughout 2020. So, with players like Netflix and Amazon 

more empowered to participate in the Oscars ceremony, previously staunch conceptions of 
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cinema as ‘theatrical’ advocated by the Academy were suddenly ruptured for the sake of the 

film industry and public health. The resulting spread of nominated films in 2021 are notable 

from previous ceremonies for how they display the tensions of modern consumption patterns 

as a cohort – they generally lack Oscar bait coding, offer a diversity of nominees of different 

celebrity moulds, and are texts well-suited to the intimate setting of streaming. This contrasts 

greatly with the resistance demonstrated against Netflix’s expensive campaign to position 

Roma (2018) as a viable Best Picture contender in 2019. Overall, the forced capitulation by 

the Academy to participate in and rely upon streaming cultures represents a power 

concession, one that will be interesting to chart further given that these rule changes were 

touted as temporary. 

Such a discussion demonstrates how one decision by an industry awards body had 

observable ramifications across the field that it ostensibly services. The Oscars, therefore, 

carry meaning as a source and force of power upon those who participate in their purview. 

For films and filmmakers who do not actively aim for Oscars contention, or for film 

audiences whose tastes align with works outside of prestige coding, they may not directly 

mean much. However, indirectly, they are still a mechanism of cultural power for the 

filmmaking field overall: they are an articulation of filmic prestige against which agents may 

identify themselves. Choices and efforts that Oscar makes – in self-presentation and in 

evaluation – have tangible effects on the Oscar Texts they embrace, and also on those it does 

not. If the field remains an unstable site of cultural contest amongst a great many agents, then 

Oscar is an agent whose scale of operations and historical capital affords it a powerful voice 

in the field’s development. 
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8.1.2 The Limits of Power 

In light of unstable power dynamics, the pressing issue to Oscar becomes the salience of its 

operation. The dataset period clearly demonstrates that a number of filmmakers (and 

distributors, and commentators) are willing to uphold the existing notions of filmic prestige 

that Oscar commits itself to. Films are still strategically released close to awards season to 

benefit from recency bias; they adopt established aesthetic and promotional codes of Oscar 

bait to position their works as worthy contenders. Of the individual agents who adopt a 

central position in Oscar competition – actors and directors – the narrow majority of those 

from the survey period were previous nominees, and thus were versed in navigating Oscars 

attention and had already established themselves as worthy of symbolic capital.28 Of the first-

time nominees, most played along within the existing promotional infrastructure to cement 

themselves as notable celebrity agents, participating in interviews and events in service of an 

Oscar campaign. Even those who only selectively participated in film and celebrity 

promotion (like Olivia Colman or Frances McDormand) or were outwardly resentful of 

having to exert promotional labour (like Bradley Cooper or Joaquin Phoenix) carry such 

cultural and celebrity capital so as to be acceptably worthy of nominations and wins. From an 

industry standpoint, we can understand the Oscars as holding a clear, salient meaning to 

filmmaking agents; by partaking in the event’s lore, construction, and performance en masse 

they are reinforcing Oscar’s role in their profession as meaningful and valuable. In other 

words, the symbolic capital that Oscar bestows holds apparent power to those who vie for it 

with symbolic interest. 

The more precarious salience, however, sits with that supporting infrastructure of the 

Oscar-verse. If, like the show itself, we value viewership as a marker of cultural impact, then 

the meaning of the Oscars is observably waning, with its telecast and funding-advertisers 

                                                 
28 43 out of 70 individual nominees across Best Director and the four acting categories were previous nominees. 
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reaching an ever-more precarious number of audience households. Although this may be of 

great concern to the Academy that largely funds itself on the investment of broadcast 

advertisers, I am not convinced that it is the only – or even the most valuable – marker of 

their salience. For one, the Academy is of a size and longevity that appears to fortify it 

against (at least imminent) extinction. Despite their precarious financial situation in light of 

changing viewership trends, Hollywood today shows no tangible efforts to abandon the 

Oscars as an institution altogether. Outside of individual boycotts or expressions of symbolic 

disinterest, the celebrity crowds and orbiting commentators dutifully gather when summoned 

for Hollywood’s night of nights. The Economy of Prestige, or the perceived value of 

symbolic capital, is therefore self-evident. 

Another layer to this self-perpetuating machine is that in the Academy’s longevity – 

and in some ways because of a chequered and obscured past – the Oscars event has evolved 

into an essential prism through which to understand film and Hollywood history. Months out 

from completing this thesis, entertainment journalist and biographer Michael Schulman 

released Oscar Wars (2023), which usefully demonstrates this cultural utility. His book 

reinforces the notion that the history of the Oscars is a part of the history of American film. 

He tells stories about how exploitative studio contracts were ruptured by the star-powered 

gumption of Bette Davis and Olivia de Havilland, or how the Academy became a tool of 

conservative power by enforcing a dubious blacklist against accused Communist-

sympathising artists like Dalton Trumbo. With these tales and others, Schulman demonstrates 

how the Academy’s politics have always been inextricable from the broader American 

context of the day. YouTube essayist Be Kind Rewind engages in a similar exercise with 

their digital histories, making popular content about Hollywood and celebrity history with an 

eye to contextualising the Academy’s choices. Of course, the Oscars are not the only point of 

access by which film history and culture is assessed; Nancy Wang Yuen’s Reel Inequality: 
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Hollywood Actors and Racism (2017), for example, precisely deconstructs the state of racist 

exclusion and inequity that is a legacy of Hollywood’s status quo (and of American culture at 

large), of which the Oscars clearly continue to play a role in. Likewise, Chateau and Moure 

(2020) and Hagener (2020) work to conceptualise the role of streaming in existing and 

emerging filmic cultures, posing questions about what constitutes cinematic form and 

function that the Oscars are needing to answer. 

Other incisive scholarship by Pavlounis (2018) and Lundén (2023) about the 

inaugural telecast of the Oscars ceremony, or Lawson and Draper’s (2021) deconstructing the 

ideology of the modern red carpet, all demonstrate how frivolous celebrity spectacle and 

subjective film evaluation can be ripe for scrupulous academic analysis. My work, in line 

with theirs, interprets Oscar’s existence as a product of popular culture as meaningful to our 

entertainment media more broadly. From my data interpretations, we can see how a selection 

of Oscar years were shaped by available texts, personalities, cultural discourses, and media 

mechanisms, thus understanding the meaning of the Oscars to the filmmaking field as 

complex and dynamic. 

 

8.2 Research Question 2: How does the ‘Oscar’ institutional persona function to 

occupy and maintain its position in popular culture? 

In developing my theoretical framework, I argued against understanding the Academy as a 

discrete, discernible, and all-powerful body, or the Oscars ceremony as an isolated 

broadcasting event. I argued instead for the idea of ‘Oscar’ as an institutional persona, 

thereby understanding all of its performance and branding strategies as part of a broader 

cultural exchange (Boucaut 2021; Sedgman 2019). As an institutional persona, Oscar is in 

conversation with and influenced by the field that it is a part of, and the media outputs it 
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offers are interpreted, affirmed, and challenged by its engaged and vocal public (Marshall, 

Moore & Barbour 2020). 

So, if the ‘meaning’ of the Oscars as a bellwether of prestige filmmaking is only as 

stable as its public allows it to be, then Oscar occupies and maintains its position in popular 

culture by leveraging history and providing consistency as an assertion of its role. Because 

institutional personas are constructed and contested on a public scale, the act of consuming 

and reproducing them by an audience becomes just as authorial as the performance of their 

central body (the Academy). It is a conversation. So long as the Academy can afford to assert 

itself as ‘the King of Showbiz Awards’ by maintaining its prime spot in awards season – 

commanding a celebrity, auteurial, fashion, and television presence through its spectacle – 

then they are performing the Oscar persona consistently with its history. Likewise, as long as 

the Oscar-verse continues to commentate the show, speculate and bet on category races, seek 

and evaluate films within a context of their awards contention, consume, share, and feed into 

the paratextual campaigning materials that flood the discursive space – then they are 

upholding their end of the exchange too. 

I identified three consistent persona performance strategies that culminate towards a 

consistent ‘Oscar’ identity. These were: 

1. Taste Adjudicator (Functional): the performance of grand spectacle whereby 

bigness affords its taste-making cultural status; 

2. Community Leader (Spiritual): philanthropic efforts and sentiments that 

position the enterprise as a net social good; and, 

3. Hollywood Man (Ironic): self-deprecating humour that works to humanise an 

obscure entity within an enduring Hollywood culture. (Boucaut 2021) 
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I argued that these three strategies fluctuate depending on the cultural demands of a given 

year. For example, in 2020, besieged by another resurgence of #OscarsSoWhite, Oscar 

sought distraction in the taste adjudicator style of grandiosity, relying on a parade of 

unaffiliated celebrity presenters and performers to a flummoxed audience reception. And, in 

the same context, presenters Chris Rock and Steve Martin – unweighted by any official 

hosting duties – drew stark attention to the Academy’s diversity woes as unavoidable through 

their banter, thus engaging the Hollywood Man performance to reflect shortcomings back to 

the Academy. The following year in 2021, a COVID19-set staging worked to elevate the 

community leader’s messaging and to mute the others: spectacle and humour were still 

present, but they worked in support of messages of hope for a film industry and film-going 

public still surviving through ongoing tumult. Through these performance strategies, Oscar 

occupies its space atop the hierarchy of (American) film awards: complemented by its 

extensive history and lore, it continues to be paid the most amount of discursive and 

industrial attention and gravitas. 

In its unwillingness to cede cultural status, Oscar invariably aligns itself to a 

fluctuating combination of these three performances: they are the characteristics of the 

modern Oscars. The question then becomes, again, one of salience: how far can this persona 

endure in its current state and with its current status? Across this three-year dataset, persona 

maintenance appears haphazard and reactive – to a somewhat shocking degree given its 

institutional power. When the Oscar-verse squawks of threats to cultural relevance, or 

charges Oscar as narrow-minded or boring, the Academy scurries to amend or defend. 

Sometimes, the results of this negotiation cycle land in a forward-thinking, appropriate, or 

even celebratory way. Again, thinking about #OscarsSoWhite, a legitimately frustrating and 

ostracising characteristic of Oscar’s evaluative patterns spurned a discursive backlash, which 

was then met  the following year by the ‘most diverse slate of acting nominees ever’ (Vary 
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2021). Further, when charged with having retrograde tastes and as being unable to meet the 

tastes and challenges of the new cinema market, Oscar follows up a Green Book (2018) Best 

Picture win with Parasite (2019). The contrast of how these results landed best summarised 

by their reception in the gathered pressroom on Oscar night, where the “collective groan” at 

Green Book’s win was replaced with  “thunderous applause” for Parasite (Fagerholm 2020). 

These examples show how the cyclical influence between Oscar, its industry and its public 

can manifest in results that can genuinely challenge the status quo of how Oscar functions: if 

only for a season, it meets the vocalised needs of a cultural moment. 

On the other end of the scale are those Academy efforts that betray a deeply-felt panic 

over their positioning: as detailed in Section 7.3, Oscar’s scramble to appease a waning 

viewership are invariably understood as just that, and thus fail to inspire confidence in their 

authority. Moves to increase the broadcast viewership with the elusive and generalised mass 

audience – like the ‘Best Popular Picture’ category proposal, or the altered category 

presentation that ended the 2021 broadcast with an anticlimactic thud – are read by the Oscar-

verse as cynical and artificial efforts. They obscure where the show actually retains its 

cultural power – amongst the industry players in and out of the room, and with the fans who 

reinforce Oscar’s myth through their active participation. Therefore, a proactive – albeit 

drastically anti-capitalist – move for the Academy could be to abandon their chase for the 

Super Media audience numbers of yesteryear (Real 1989). They are manifestly not available 

to this broadcast and cultural institution in a contemporary media landscape. Instead, they 

could focus on retaining the dedicated fan base that they are in danger of alienating. 

Ultimately, in conceptualising ‘Oscar’ as an industrial persona we are able to better 

account for how such a sprawl of industry individuals, film texts and paratexts, and shifting 

audiences all interpret, and reproduce, a broadly consistent idea of what the Oscars are and 

their purpose. Oscar maintains its industrial and cultural position by continuously managing 
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the mass of needs voiced by its various contributing agents. Never mind that these voices are 

often in direct competition with each other, arguing for contradictory ideals or movements, 

and occupy such vastly different positions from ‘Oscar-winning auteurs’ to ‘guy with a 

Letterboxd account’. Such cultural contest typifies an industrial persona of such a massive 

scale: and the contest is a key part of the Oscar story. 

 

8.3 Research Question 3: In what ways does Oscar bait contribute to the overall 

meaning of ‘Oscar’? 

In Chapter 1, I posited the following definition of ‘Oscar bait’ as it pertained to available 

literature: 

‘Oscar bait’: a charge applied to any combination of interactive elements – 

aesthetics and narrative themes, noted contributors, and promotional discourses – 

from a film’s creation and distribution, connoting a perceived strategy framed by 

stereotypical tastes endorsed by Academy Awards voters. 

In my original data collection, I did not actually find as many instances of discursive 

coverage using the term ‘Oscar bait’ as often as I had anticipated. Of the uses observed, 

Kohn’s use, writing for IndieWire about Green Book’s Best Picture win, is perhaps the most 

typical: “the movie apparently pleased a wider contingency, but its vanilla approach to race 

relations, filtered through a white man’s eyes on both sides of the camera, registered as a 

repudiation of Alfonso Cuarón’s “Roma” in which an indigenous Mexican woman is the 

centerpiece of an intimate ode to the country’s domestic workers. The boundaries of 

traditional Oscar bait remained intact” (2019). Cuarón himself seemed acutely aware of this 

dynamic backstage at the Oscars ceremony, attesting that “[Roma] is not what you would call 

‘Oscar bait’ in the papers” (The Hollywood Reporter 2019d). Through this discursive 
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interaction, we see the interpretive lens of Oscar bait accounting for one film’s success over 

another, drawing on the Academy’s perceived interest in filmmaking perspectives as a 

judgement device. 

Although explicit uses of the term were less common than expected, the above 

definition is resoundingly upheld by way of euphemism and insinuation. ‘Oscar bait’ may be 

a particularly harsh phrasing of the idea that Rossman and Schilke more diplomatically call 

“varying degrees of ‘Oscar appeal’” (2014, p. 93). In this vein, across the Oscar-verse we see 

a film’s likelihood of attaining Oscar’s success invoked across swathes of critical reviews and 

cultural commentaries, and at all stages of a prestige film’s release cycle. As predicted, its 

evocation would rely on an audience’s contextual familiarity with the film in question, and of 

Academy-favoured tropes, to apply to a specific filmic element. 

 

8.3.1 Aesthetics and Narrative Themes 

Some films, usually by virtue of their narrative settings, just look like Oscar bait. 1917 (2019) 

a muddy, unflinching war movie; Joker (2019) having approximated a Scorsese aesthetic; 

The Trial of the Chicago 7 (2020) as a stately, monologue-driven courtroom drama. Each of 

these undoubtedly achieved its status through an individual sense of filmmaking sensibilities, 

yet when understood in an Oscars context each comes to intertextually evoke the legacies of 

past exemplars. 

Such aesthetic recognition also applies in the inverse. Black Panther (2018) stands 

apart as an unabashedly populist exercise: contrary to Joker’s approach of adopting 

prestigious aesthetics, director Ryan Coogler firmly builds the fictional Wakanda and its 

characters within the audio-visual language of the Marvel Cinematic Universe. While it was 

lauded for progressing its expansive comic world forward with diverse representation, and for 

executing its comic sensibilities well, it was not taken too seriously as a Best Picture 
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contender; “Black Panther just doesn’t seem like a movie that can win, especially with other 

super-obvious Oscar-bait films in the running” (Lockhart in Wilkinson, Abad-Santos & 

Lockhart 2019). Although this assessment held true for 2019, Black Panther’s inclusion sets 

a precedent; having asserted space in the line-up, it can potentially serve to some future 

comic book film what the likes of Bridge on the River Kwai (1957, David Lean) or Platoon 

(1986, Oliver Stone) do for 1917, or what 12 Angry Men (1957, Sidney Lumet) and 

Judgement at Nuremberg (1961, Stanley Kramer) do for The Trial of the Chicago 7. 

These aesthetic Oscar bait codes invoke a ready-made set of narrative messages. For 

the visceral and traumatic violence afflicted on the young man (George MacKay) followed 

throughout 1917, we reflect on the futility and human cost of war; from the stirring speeches, 

and the goodness of a few key lawyers and activists (positioned against such obvious 

badness), we value the social justice message of The Trial of the Chicago 7. That these films 

are set in the past invites us to consider their relevance to today so that we may not repeat 

history’s mistakes. 

While some genres, like war movies and courtroom dramas, carry a set of aesthetic 

codes that communicate social importance, the more generalist ‘drama’ does so through 

thematic positioning. Green Book distils its narrative challenge of racial prejudice into a 

redemptive tale of mutual understanding and friendship. Living in such a divisive and 

confusing world, there is a comfort in imagining overarching structural inequities and a 

nation’s horrific past as easily overcome through individual agency; like Driving Miss Daisy 

(1989) taught us, the path forward is paved by being kind to one another. Although A Star Is 

Born (2018) likewise recalls a glorious Hollywood canon, it does so without “tether[ing] 

itself to a social bandwagon” (Shoard 2019), and thus presented itself as a less urgent choice 

for the Academy to reward. 
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8.3.2 Noted Contributors 

As explored in Chapter 6, the opportunities for celebrity narratives to take shape across the 

Oscar-verse are vast and complex. For actors, a film’s debut signals the beginning of months 

of prognoses as to the state of the race. In A Star Is Born, Lady Gaga “becomes an Oscar-

worthy actress” (Oleksinski 2018); Jimmy Kimmel having seen Bohemian Rhapsody (2018) 

was “convinced [Rami Malek would] be nominated for an Oscar” (Jimmy Kimmel Live 

2019); Glenn Close’s role in The Wife (2017) “might just get her the Oscar that has unfairly 

eluded her so far” (P Travers 2018c); “even if there is a cynical hint of ‘Oscar bait’” about 

Renée Zellweger’s role in Judy (2019), “it doesn’t make it any less spectacular on screen” 

(Maher 2019); Aaron Sorkin acquired such an A-list cast for The Trial of the Chicago 7 that 

it was declared “Oscars-bait [sic] galore in this star-studded courtroom drama” (Ivan-Zadeh 

2020). Acting Oscars clearly demonstrate a shorthand for a discourse to declare value and 

impact of a performance. Announcing Oscar-worthiness from the outset clears a narrative for 

a star to step into; their work does not just speak for itself, but is instead construed as a story, 

and is therefore why a film must be seen. 

Implicit biases around celebrity capital seep through in how such commentary is 

offered. Roma’s (2018) Yalitza Aparicio had never acted before, and her “unpolished and 

untrained authenticity is sharply juxtaposed with the glamorous world in which she now finds 

herself” (O’Rawe 2019). Contrast this with Lady Gaga, her co-nominee for Best Actress, 

whose performance in A Star Is Born may have been approached from the outset with a 

degree of scepticism due to her pop-stardom, yet was readily welcomed into The Hollywood 

Reporter’s Actresses Roundtable, did Variety’s Actors on Actors with acclaimed stage-and-

screen star Lin-Manuel Miranda, and was reportedly instrumental in the broadcast 

maintaining its Best Original Song performances that year (Fleming Jr 2019). If both 

Aparicio and Gaga gave Oscar-worthy performances, only the latter benefitted to the full 
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extent from a supportive celebrity infrastructure willing to invest in their assumed longevity. 

For Gaga, even enjoying this “intraconversion” of her existing celebrity capital (English 

2005, p. 10) was not enough to surmount the social capital enjoyed by the eventual winner 

Olivia Colman, who one anonymous voter claimed to have voted for because of an enjoyable 

prior working experience (in Feinberg 2019a). 

Such investment matters when individuals further their careers, for having previously 

received a nomination – and previously performed well across one’s nomination – bodes well 

for continued appreciation. Of Mank (2020), de Semlyen wrote “[t]he last time Gary Oldman 

played a heavy drinker from the 1940s, he won an Oscar for it. Don’t be surprised if he does 

it again” (2020). Of The Wife, Empire Magazine claimed that “Close gives a performance that 

demands the Oscar voters consider her for a seventh time” (Hughes 2018). Access to roles 

coded as Oscar-worthy affords an assumed entry into contention for those who have proven 

themselves before, and such evaluations position new efforts into a continuum of personal 

excellence. Such assumptions carry over, of course, to writers and directors of note: 

Wilkinson called The Irishman’s (2019) 10 nominations “no shocker given who made it, who 

stars in it, and what it represents for the history of film” (in Wilkinson, Scott & Frank 2020), 

and Esquire likewise commented that Quentin Tarantino’s Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 

(2019) “could very well win Best Picture, especially given the Academy’s fondness for 

doling out lifetime achievement awards” (Bruney 2020). Through this, we can see how 

previous Oscars contention (or being in ‘the club’) not only works as an intertextual 

suggestion of merit prior to viewing (McGowan 2017, p. 223), but is also reinforced by the 

Oscar-verse clamouring to play its role in celebrity mythologising. 
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8.3.3 Promotional Discourses 

Inevitably the merits of a given film text will always be debated, but the promotional 

discourse that each instigates ultimately paves its path to tread from release to the Oscars. In 

the Oscar-verse, those that present themselves as contenders are given the benefit of the 

doubt to be treated as such – but whether they have the staying power to endure ongoing 

prestigious scrutiny is another question. As the 2019 season particularly demonstrates, it is 

risky for a film to be released with a market strategy built on prestigious validation, and it is 

in this aspect of Oscar bait labelling that any laudable artistry of filmmaking can be rendered 

obsolete in favour of scrutinising clear campaign strategies at play. 

Oscar bait films tend to be released towards the end of a calendar year so as to stay 

fresh in the minds of nominators. A Star Is Born proves that sustaining audience and voter 

interest over a prolonged period is a risky endeavour. Although landing eight nominations 

hardly constitutes a snub, Bradley Cooper’s failure to secure a Best Director nomination – for 

someone who postured for such attention – was ominous. Being praised as an incumbent 

candidate from its early-October release, such impassioned reactions were usurped come the 

November releases of Bohemian Rhapsody, Roma, The Favourite (2018), and Green Book. 

Scott Feinberg noted in his reflection on the film’s chances, even after showing at the 

Toronto Film Festival to “the most enthusiastic response [he had] ever seen there”, that “[i]t’s 

tough to maintain frontrunner status for a few weeks, let alone a few months” (2019b). 

Ultimately, Bohemian Rhapsody was able to make significantly more box office revenue on 

an even tighter turnaround before Oscar nominations, Roma offered a more agreeable and 

open auteur in Alfonso Cuarón than the guarded Bradley Cooper (Brodesser-Akner 2018), 

The Favourite showcased a star-making turn for an industry darling in Olivia Colman, and 

Green Book gave voters a clearer social message to rally behind. 
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If an October release hampered A Star Is Born’s chances, The Wife likewise stretched 

enthusiasm to honour Glenn Close’s legend status to its limit. The Wife is exactly the type of 

small-scale, intimate drama that benefits economically from prestige recognition by the 

increased exposure and box office interest that nominations generate (Perren 2001). 

Originally screened in 2017 “the familiar sound of Oscar buzz immediately surged”, but 

“[r]ather than putting her up against a more violently on-the-warpath Frances McDormand 

[2018’s Best Actress winner for Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (2017)] … 

distributors Sony Classics opted to wait a year: now, Close enters the best actress race a 

known quantity and the incumbent favourite.” (Lodge 2018). Arguably, by withholding its 

release by an Oscars season to capitalise on existing buzz for Glenn Close, it overplayed its 

hand: Lady Gaga’s turn as a dramatic lead was unexpectedly respectable, and Olivia 

Colman’s subversive work in The Favourite was invigorating. 

Finally, with Roma Netflix made a concerted effort to court prestige attention, and 

thus a legitimacy for its iteration of ‘cinema’. Their expenditure for an Oscar’s campaign 

became as much of a point of conversation as any of the film’s self-evident merits and 

signified an outsider party infiltrating a closed system. Despite the significant praise heaped 

upon Cuarón as its director and cinematographer, and earning the Best Foreign Language 

Film award, a Best Picture win would have validated Roma as an entire package, and thus 

would have partly gone to Netflix.29 What this season neatly demonstrates is that awards 

positioning is a clearly-normalised and anticipated element of the Oscars season. Film 

distributors create promotional discourses that specifically situate themselves as contenders, 

narratives which the Oscar-verse then works to validate when well-played, or challenge when 

susceptible. 

                                                 
29 The fact of foreign-language films having never won the prize by this point obviously presents another 

insurmountable hurdle. 
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8.3.4 Oscar Bait as Cultural Salience 

So, what then does ‘Oscar bait’ contribute to the overall meaning of ‘Oscar'? The above 

examples illustrate that as an interpretive framework, Oscar bait offers plenty of insight into 

the discursive salience of ‘Oscar’ as an overall ethos. These evocations are the ways in which 

Oscar continues to remain synonymous with ‘prestige film’ as a cultural concept: because we 

have stereotypical assumptions about the Academy’s tastes and habits to play with, Oscar 

retains a continued sense of meaning. It is, in essence, an expression of the habitus of the 

American filmmaker: the awards circuit is a circumstance known to be true, and thus to be 

navigated through existing structures and common sense. Despite the varied and contested 

uses of ‘Oscar bait’ as an implicit or explicit charge against a certain type of film, if it ceased 

to be useable as a phrase then it would surely spell the demise of Oscar as an institution of 

any cultural import. 

As argued from the outset of this thesis, there are many ways that a film will be 

evaluated in relation to its Oscars potential, and such evaluations rely on a workable 

familiarity with both Oscar’s history and its contemporary contexts. Commonly, as noted, 

Oscar bait carries a predictive quality: audiences and reviewers from the outset are 

recognising some qualities of the piece that signal a likelihood of prestige success. This 

anticipation can then be layered with evaluation. Sometimes a film so blatantly seems to 

adopt some kind of prestigious coding that it inspires a certain scorn and resentment for being 

so uninteresting in its likelihood to succeed, for instance, Green Book with its social 

messaging, 1917 as a war film, or Bohemian Rhapsody as an entertainment biopic. Such a 

hesitation can stand true even in cases where the likely success was perceived as admittedly 

worthy, such as Anthony Hopkins’ performance in The Father (2020), or Renée Zellweger’s 

in Judy – both were respected for their craft, if slightly derided as being so obviously good. 

Some Oscar bait predictions were even evaluated positively as an exciting development: 
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Glenn Close being the Best Actress frontrunner felt right for her sustained stardom; Roma 

courted so much respect to be a Best Picture contender, which would be a great win for non-

English language cinema; Riz Ahmed’s sensitive performance in Sound of Metal (2020) 

signalled an exciting star on the rise. 

As a form of discursive activity, the above examples illustrate how being deemed an 

‘Oscar Text’ intrinsically alters its reception. ‘Oscar bait’ as a set of stereotypes contributes 

meaning to Oscar by way of the expectations set amongst audiences – whether industry folk 

or the broader film fan – who are aware of its potential status as a prestige, ‘award-winning’ 

film. My work, therefore, extends and enhances the quantitative and qualitative works of 

Levy (2003) and Simonton (2011) that worked to consolidate notions of Academy Award-

winning taste. Like theirs, my data on discrete films and Oscars races extrapolates into 

broader understandings of Hollywood and film culture, and in this way can be placed 

alongside theirs to consider how notions of Oscar bait have evolved over time. Although 

perceptions of Oscar-worthy stereotypes are socially and temporally specific, the history that 

the awards carry with them is ever-present in such assessments and charges. What my work 

uniquely achieves, however, is articulating the degree of agency that varied parties have in 

affecting such a phenomenon as Oscar bait. ‘Oscar’ as an institutional persona is 

representative of an enormous sprawl of mediated discourses; in analysing its decisions and 

actions, its vying film texts, and its circulating cultural agents, we gain a better insight into 

the complex construction of taste within the filmmaking field. However unstable ‘perceptions 

of Oscar-worthiness’ are in practice, that they endure speaks to an ongoing recognition of (if 

not subscription to) cultural prestige. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

“The Academy Congratulates Anthony Hopkins and Accepts 

the Oscar on His Behalf” [Roll Credits]30 

Conclusion 

 

I asserted at the start of this thesis that academia has largely fallen short of considering the 

Academy Awards in a multi-dimensional way. Where the Oscars’ occurrences and meanings 

have been assumed to be stable, they have, in fact, been negotiated and pliable. When they 

have been quickly employed as a mark of quality or magnitude, there has conversely been an 

opposing cultural discourse contesting any such claim. Crucially, though the Academy has 

been called upon as all-powerful cultural taste-makers, such power is only accepted and 

actionable as far as its highly engaged culture of film media and celebrity fans have allowed. 

I offer this thesis as a testament to the complex role that the Oscars play within the mediated 

world of filmic prestige. 

In building my theoretical framework, I provided a way to de-naturalise everything 

around the Oscars, to understand it both as a site of cultural power contest and as an agent . 

Bourdieusian cultural studies provides a natural fit for analysing areas of elitism in the arts, 

with the astute design of the Economy of Prestige providing the setting in which the Oscars 

have amassed their capital in filmmaking. Then, in considering the Oscars as the industrial 

persona of ‘Oscar’ the cyclical influences between the Academy, its filmmakers, its 

collaborators, and its audiences become harmonised all in the service of one consistent-yet-

evolving cultural entity. A primary contribution of this thesis is, therefore, to approach future 

analyses of the Oscars, in whatever form they may take, as an exercise of collective cultural 

                                                 
30 Joaquin Phoenix presents an absent Anthony Hopkins with the Best Actor Oscar before the telecast credits 

abruptly roll (93rd Academy Awards 2021). 
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discourse, negotiation, and identity construction; the Oscars only maintain any semblance of 

consistent cultural meaning because its culture partakes in its mythmaking. 

The methodology I developed from this theoretical framework is, I contend, 

transferable to consideration of other media awards, whether for films or other text types. My 

three layers of textual analysis ensure that the occurrence of cultural awards – wins, 

nominations, snubs on whatever scale – are understood within their dynamic mediated 

contexts. So, in construing Oscar as a makeup of cohesive, continuous texts to study over a 

sample period, I identified: 

1. The Oscars Text as Academy controlled, authored or platformed media offerings, 

the most obvious being the Oscars as a telecast; 

2. Oscar Texts as the film media being subsumed by the Oscars operation, with their 

associated promotional paratexts that take place within the Oscar purview; and, 

3. The Oscar-verse as the collective media apparatus that upholds the scale of this 

media endeavour in the popular culture. 

Such a formula could be transferred onto other awarding bodies – with the caveat that most 

lack the neat availability of an anthropomorphise-able nickname (‘Golden Globe’ sadly does 

not have the same ease of use). Ignoring this syntax conundrum, ordering a layered textual 

analysis of, for example, music’s Grammy awards or YouTube’s Streamys into such a 

methodology would demonstrate the intertwined nature of the associated media’s contexts 

and impacts. 

In applying this theoretical framework and methodology onto three recent years of 

Oscar, my data analysis distils three clear, timely and ongoing debates within the film-going 

culture that are pertinent to today’s film and media scholarship. 
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1. Representation within popular and prestige filmmaking endures as an urgent and 

unsettled discursive topic. Oscar is in a perpetual state of reassessing its own 

values, the results of which, in turn, impact opportunities for inclusivity and 

diversity going forward each year. 

2. Oscar is a vital organ of Hollywood’s celebrity mythmaking. Its existence sets the 

stage for varied individual celebrity narratives to assert themselves for supremacy 

in film culture, which is then problematised by the decisions it then makes 

working to deify select individuals over others for symbolic capital. And, 

3. Oscar works to assert particular ideals, aesthetics, morals, and (again) individuals 

as the best of the artistic field, while concurrently offering itself as ‘Hollywood’s 

night of nights’. Rather than being understood as some objective truth, its 

decisions should instead be scrutinised for how and what they communicate about 

artistry, as they are an acute expression of its cultural power. 

Though these were the three prisms through which I interpreted my dataset, I recognise and 

value that other researchers may approach the same materials with vastly different points of 

contention. I see this as a strength of such exploratory and qualitative enquiry; so long as the 

textual analysis is robust and well-argued, it will be inclined towards timely questions and 

debates about the field it is addressing. 

When considered together, these analytical threads demonstrate how the Oscars hold 

meaning as a media phenomenon through expressions of power, and how Oscar as an 

institutional persona navigates the demands of its public. Importantly, I assert that the 

established and ongoing usage of ‘Oscar bait’ (and its euphemistic counterparts) as an 

interpretive lens works to intrinsically alter a film’s reception. Oscar-worthiness is an idea 

that exists in the filmic imagination, and thus films and filmmakers position themselves 
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within or in opposition to its parameters. Such an understanding impacts ongoing academic 

conceptions of filmic taste and prestige going forward. 

After all of this, I feel the need to conclude this thesis on the humble sentiment that I 

do still like the Oscars. If the ever-prolonging film awards season feels like an overexposure 

each year, then spending a PhD’s worth of time steeped in its space is absolutely a test of 

one’s patience with, for lack of a better phrase, celebrity nonsense. I was driven to interrogate 

the Oscars through research by an observational hunch that there is use for more creative and 

considerate ways of articulating their cultural significance. My thesis validates this through 

its findings and discussions, the mass and nuance of which admittedly does not always paint 

the fondest picture of an often archaic and problematic cultural institution. Though this 

criticism stands, it is not incompatible with an enduring optimism that the power that the 

Academy wields can be used as a force of cultural good. And indeed, for all my assertions of, 

say, the cringe attempts at ‘good’ representation, the gatekeeping tendencies enacted over 

celebrity careers, the often-disappointing standards to which it conceptualises film artistry, 

this dataset and thesis still contains much to view positively. A number of genuinely 

interesting, innovative, progressive, and provocative film texts and celebrity figures claimed 

space at the Oscars in ways that would have seemed inconceivable only a few years prior, 

and the evolving demands of a shifting film culture continue to challenge calcified Oscar 

tropes in complex ways. 

Observing Oscar’s two years following my data collection period has only further 

confirmed my understanding of how it relies on and responds to its broader context. The 

second-ever female Best Director winner (Chloé Zhao) in 2021 was followed by a third (Jane 

Campion) in 2022 as a pointed pursuit towards gender equity. 2023 saw the remarkable, 

touching comeback narratives of Ke Huy Quan and Michelle Yeoh’s acting wins for 

Everything Everywhere All at Once (2022), as Asian actors who created monumental 
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performances upon accessing the opportunity to do so. And, of course, 2022’s incumbent 

Best Actor Will Smith storming the stage to slap presenter Chris Rock over a joke was the 

kind of meme-making, attention-commanding, and iconic event that would inspire a swathe 

of cultural reflections and Academy pledges to ‘be better’. Although such examples cannot 

overcome a near-century of biased, problematic history in and of themselves, they work to 

affirm the potential for Oscar to endure as a point of cultural relevance. Oscar’s history is its 

own to wear, and so long as it continues to take up space in prestige film, any efforts that 

progress beyond that history’s glaring faults should be viewed as positive. For better or 

worse, the Oscars remain a unique spectacle for such grand-scaled film and celebrity 

discourse to take shape; I hope that this thesis conveys a sense of that potential, and that it 

may even play a part in Oscar enacting a best-available version of itself going forward.  
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